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ONE OF THE FIGHTING SCOUTS
CHAPTER I
A SHOOTING EXPEDITION

B

AAS! Baas! De coffee ready! Hi, you wake, baas i"
" Awake, is it 1 Ah, be aisy wid yer jabber now!
Is a poor bhoy niver to open his eyes but to hear ye
pipin' 1 Be off wid ye!"
Something, which sounded suspiciously like a boot, was
hurled across the little room and crashed against the door,
outside which a Kaflir boy was standing.
A mantle of gloom still covered the land, though it was
dispersing rapidly as the day dawned, and soon the light
penetrated into the many cosy rooms of the handsome
farm house.
This a Boer farm! This the dwelling of one of those
sturdy sons of the soil who had chosen to war against the
might of England! Did ever one of those men of prejudice and independence, who looked back to Dutchmen as
his ancestors, to Holland as an alternative home, and to
England and the English as his mortal, everlasting enemies,
possess such a house and such a collection of furniture 1
Never! The same rough-fashioned chairs and tables, with
additions in the shape of cheap imported articles, graced
many a farm, but not the class of thing that the feeble
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light of a candle disclosed in that little room in which the
hoot had been thrown.
The man with the broad Irish accent had started up in bed,
and growled out his reproaches at the Kaflir; then he had
reached for a box of matches and a candle and had obtained
a light, which showed him to be a fierce-looking individual.
But a broad grin on his striking face belied the expression,
as he stretched his arms and yawned sleepily.
"By the powers, but it's the loife of the cratur Oi froightened out av him intoirely," he laughed. "Bad scran to the
fellow! Iverymornin' it's the same-'Baas! Baas! Quick,
baas! You wake plenty quick, for de coffee ready!' Why in
the name av all that's onplisant don't he do it gintly I It's
startin' up wide-awake Oi am at the cry av him ivery mornin'.
Snre, me heart's that patherin still wid fear av thim skunks
av Boers that Oi'd fall if Oi sthood to me feet. Ivery blessed
day we expect the inimy to dhrop on us and take the last
horse, and the last av our cattle, and may be oursilves. No
wonder the cry av that Omlulu makes me loike a choild.
But-och, what am Oi doin' I It's shootin' buck we are
to-day. Up wid ye, Pat, me foine bhoy; ye'll be kapin'
the young masther waitin'."
The Irishman sprang out of bed and commenced to dress
hastily. In a minute he had struggled into trousers, boots,
shirt, and coat, completing his hasty toilet by jamming a
broad-brimmed felt hat upon his head. Then, extinguishing the candle, he left the room.
He emerged into a passage which was very dark, and,
trudging along it, came to a door which stood wide open.
Beyond it was a broad stoep or verandah, roofed over with
slate, and covered with vines and rose-trees, the former
now .,,t their full-bearing time, and laden ,~ith gorgeous
bunches of luscious Hambro' grapes, while the latter bore
many a bloom, the fragrant scent of which lay heavy on
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the morning air, and was wafted to the inner rooms of the
farm.
This the house of a Boer! Scarcely possible, though
there are some to be found with stoeps clad with running
creeper and vine just as this one. But who ever saw in
a Boer farm such luxurious cane chairs as this one boasted
-and that in the wilds of the Orange Free State tool No,
the growing light proclaimed the house to be the abode of
an Englishman, and the rays of the morning sun, which at
this moment rose above the rugged edge of the distant
mountains like a round mass of dull molten copper, shone
through the windows into the rooms, and showed surroundings, curtains, piano, and knick-knacks which could only be
English.
"Faith, 'tis a foine day, and a grand one for huntin',"
exclaimed the Irishman, who may as well at once be introduced to the reader as Patrick Dorreen, "a bhit of a Galway
bhoy ", as he always described himself. " A hot sun and a
keen wind. All the better, say Oi; for we'll be able to
work up it and so smhother the scint. Now for the young
masther."

He strode into the passage again, and, turning to the
right, halted opposite a door and prepared to knock against
it. He was in the act of rapping his knuckles against the
woodwork, when the door flew open and a young fellow
appeared.
"\Vhat's the matter now, Pat 1" he asked pleasantly.
"Come to wake me, and find me already dressed 1 You
don't catch me lying in bed on a day like this when there's
sport in view. Haven't we been watching the herd and
rounding it up this week past1 Hurrah, old man! we'll
have some splendid shooting."
" By the powers, Misther George, but that's the secincl
start Oi've had this viry clay. First that Omlulu roused
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me up wid a scurry that fetched me out of bed thinkin' it
was them bastes av Boers; and now, whin Oi come to tell
ye 'tis a foine day, and a plisant one for sport, sure ye
spring up in me face and set me trimbling."
He grinned hugely, showing that his words were only
said in play, and, turning, accompanied the young fellow he
had addressed as " Misther George " into an inner room.
It was evidently the dining- and sitting-apartment of the
farm, and had a large oaken table in the centre, while
chairs were dotted round the walls. An open fireplace,
a most unusual sight in this country, was on one side, and
two enormous arm-chairs were drawn up in front of it.
Pictnres hung on the walls, and photographs and small
articles of china were placed here and there. Indeed, but
for the stained wood ceiling, one would have mistaken it
for a room in the middle of England instead of one in a
farmhouse, miles away from neighbours, on the lonely veldt
of South Africa. ·
"What, no coffee yet!" exclaimed the young fellow. "Hi,
Connie, hurry up, we shall have to be moving soon!"
A voice responded from an adjoining room. It was
apparently that of a young girl, and the notes sounded
pleasantly upon the ears of her listeners.
"Come in again in five minutes," she cried. "Omlulu
upset the coffee-pot, and is now making a fresh lot. How
are you this morning, old boy, and how is Pat 1"
" Fit, and longing to be off; so hurry up, old girl!" was
George's answer, while Pat Dorreen lowered his voice to
something below a bellow and cried: "The top av the
mornin' to ye, Miss Connie. Sure, 'tis yoursilf must come
out to the sthoep to put the brightness and warmth in it."
He raised his hat, as if saluting the girl, and then
followed his young companion outside. They descended
the three stone steps which led to the lower level, and
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walked across the smooth space which intervened between
the house and the big stone kraal, within which the horses
were stabled beneath a roof of galvanized iron.
Tall and burly, a giant indeed, Pat Dorreen was a little
more than "a bhit of a Galway bhoy ". To Englishmen,
or men from the British Isles, he appeared as a simple, faithful, good-hearted fellow, strong in his love for his master's
house, ready and willing to serve them, and now that war
had arisen between Britain and the Boers, ever on the lookout to protect them from harm. Years ago this fair-haired
giant had been a trooper in a smart regiment of dragoons,
and even now the old habit of standing to attention, when
spoken to by his superiors, clung to him. He had seen the
might of Cetewayo fall to the ground, and the power of the
Zulus for ever crushed on the field of Ulundi, and then
he had taken service with Mr. John Ransome, a colonist
from the old country, and had remained with him ever
since. Yes, he bad seen Mr. George and Miss Connie
appear at the farm, and he had been there when Mrs.
Ransome died and was carried to that quiet, wired-in spot,
away yonder across the spruit.
He a servant! He was more like one of the family, for he
ate with them, lived with them, and was ever at the right
hand of his master.
But trouble had come to the Plaatberg farm, for Mr.
Ransome had been thrown from his horse some two years
before, and was now a helpless cripple.
"I've had my day, Pat," he had said to his trusty
henchman, on discovering the tender-hearted Irishman
in tears at the thought of his condition. " I've seen the
best and brightest of life, and I'm laid on the shelf at
the best moment. The. boy will take my place, and it will
make a man of him; while Connie will find little change,
for she has managed the house since her dear mother died.
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Don't fret, old friend; it is true that I am crippled, and
must pass the rest of my days in a chair, but there is
George-transfer your attention to him, and give him the
same help as you have given me."
And so, almost from that day, George had managed the
farm; and wherever he went the Irishman accompanied
him, looking what he was, the finest man in the country,
as he sat the bony charger which alw:iys carried him.
And to the Dutchmen who lived in this particular part
of the Free State-that is to say, within a radius of forty
miles-Pat Dorreen was a man to be feared if roused to
anger; but in cunning and wit, a child to be played with.
He was too simple, too straight in his dealings, to grasp the
subtlety of thought that occupied the brains of these, the
lords of the land. He could not understand their doubledealing, their suspicion, and their hatred And least of all
could he comprehend the uppishness of the younger Boers.
It troubled him, and provoked him to anger, so that more
than one had held his tongue at the bidding of Pat Dorreen.
And now to describe the youth who walked by the
Irishman's side. He was just eighteen years of age, and
fair, like bis companion. ,veil grown, broad of shoulder,
and undoubtedly sturdy, he had something about him
that !tttracted the eye, something in the easy swing of
his limbs, the poise of his bead, and the fearless look
with which he greeted everyone. His face was open,
well bronzed by wind and sun, and lightened by smiling
eyes; while a square, solid-looking jaw showed that he
was by no means a weakling, and one with whom it was
scarcely advisable to trifle. But this stalwart-looking youth
had his little vanities, for as he trudged across the brown
sun-baked earth his hand went upwards with an involuntary
swing, and his fingers plucked at the few short hairs which
adorned his npper lip and ran in a silvery streak across it.
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He was dressed in loose trousers and coat, such as are
worn by the majority of Boers, while a wide-brimmed hat
covered his head, and a pair of shoes of untanned hide
were upon his feet. Indeed, George was his own bootmaker, and these same shoes were the veldtschoen which
many a Dutch farmer knows how to make, and which
csnnot be excelled for comfort.
"We'll have a look at the horses," he said, as they
reached the kraal, "and then back for coffee. After that
we'll be off, for we have a long ride before us, and in these
days it is well to be home before nightfall, or otherwise our
amiable friends, the Boers, would think that we had been
with our countrymen. Though we know that they give
active help to their friends, they will not do more than
allow us to sympathize with ours. What's doing, Patl
Have you heard of any British columns marching this
way I We lie away from the high veldt road, and do not
often receive a visit from them."
"Then ye'll have one before the next sun's gone down.
Omlulu, who seems to know all that's doing in these parts,
and for the matther of that in any square mile av the state,
tells me that there is a column away yonder, jist a day's
march from here. Faith, if ye'll come to the edge av
the kopje, it's mesilf that thinks ye'll see thim. The
counthry's flat away in their direction, and ye'd be as
blind as a bat niver was if ye did not set eyes on their
wagon-covers."

The Irishman turned to the right, and led the way to
the edge of the small plateau which faced the farm. From
its margin the long, rock-strewn, brown slope of the kopje
descended in undulating and easy curves to the plain
beneath, which stretched away in low hills and shallow
valleys of waving grass to a range of mountains beyond,
cutting dimly blue across the horizon. Behind the farm
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the berg still ascended, in one part shooting up with a
perpendicular sweep till it seemed to cut the heavens.
Not a tree was visible in the valley below. But the
crooked and gaping chasm of a donga, which cut into the
brown soil and formed the bed of a river, marked the green
veldt beneath. That, and thousands upon thousands of
lighter-brown shining mounds, which were the ant-heaps
to be found scattered all over the grass lands of South
Africa. In addition, boulders and rocks were strewn haphazard everywhere.
"Ah, turn yer eyes there, Misther George," cried Pat,
pointing away to the distance. " One, two, three; there's
a score and more av tented wagons; and, sure, if me old
sinses tell me rhight, there's the smoke from the fires over
which the sodger bhoys are toastin' their breakfists. 'Tis
sorrer a bounteous meal they'll have, the poor lads! Trek
ox that ud crack the teeth of a lion, and divil a bit of
biscuit. Faith, 'tis mesilf as knows the grub they'll have,
for wasn't Oi once wan of thim I Ay, so many years ago
that it makes me feel old to think of thim days. But Oi
remimber the toime whin we crossed the river into Cetewayo's counthry, and marched past the little station av
Rorke's Drift towards Isandhlwana. 'Tis me own bones
as should be !yin' there, along with those av hundreds of
others; but Oi saved me skin by bein' sent back wid a
message. And thin was the toime whirr Oi knew what it
was to dine off trek ox, and see the same meat appear at
ivery meal. That's jist the luck av a sodger; one day jam
and ham and all that's foine, and t'other, whirr niver a
box of provisions is left, and they're away in the inimy's
counthry, jist anythin' at all, and be moighty thankful, if
ye plase. Yes, Oi can smell the ox-flesh cooking."
He sniffed in the air, and turned to his companion with
a comical air of disgust.
(K 946)
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"Nonsense, Pat! they're not as hard up as that, though
I've no doubt the poor fellows do want for a good meal,"
answered George. "Ah, now I see them! Yes, it is a big
camp, and a column some two thousand strong, marching
without tents.
ell, that is no hardship nowadays, for
the hot weather is not ended; but wait till the winter sets
in, and cold winds blow, and a heavy frost falls every
morning. Then, even to us who are hardened to the life
in this country, it would be a trying experience to sleep in
the open without a covering save a blanket or two."
He raised his hand to his forehead to shade his eyes
from the slanting beams of the rising sun, and looked
long and eagerly in the direction of the awakening camp.
By now a new South African day had set in in all its glory,
and it was possible to see for miles and miles. That
wonderful clearness of the atmosphere rendered far-off
hills easily discernible, and the height at which the two
observers were posted gave them a very wide prospect
indeed. Then, too, the heat of the sun was not yet sufficiently great to cause that quivering of the air which at
noon-time renders it difficult to discern smaller objects.
So still was the atmosphere that the wagons stood out
clearly, and men were seen to be moving about, sometimes
a dark figure appearing as some Kaffir driver went for his
mules and oxen.
"They'll be marching within the hour," said George,
"and by to-night they will be resting at the foot of the
kopje, for they are taking the track which crosses the
veldt in this direction. We will give them directions at
the farm to bake a quantity of bread, for no doubt our
boys have not often the chance of tasting any. If we
cannot openly join them, we can at least supply their
wants, though none of us would ever think of accepting
money in return.,,

,v
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"Sure, that's the way at the farm, and God bless ye
all!" exclaimed the Irishman. "But it's not iverywhere
that that same can be said. Faith there's a hundred farms
within fifty miles, and ivery one'll be flyin' a white flag
this moment, and hopin' the Britishers will turn up.
Then they'll sell bread that would sink, it's that heavy,
for two shillings a loaf, and eggs at sixpence apiece. And
what will they say, Mr. George I Why, that ivery mother's
son av thim is sick and toired av the war, and wish it inded.
That's what they'll say. They've like as not taken the
oath av neutrality, and are living at peace on their farms,
with jist one rifle betwane thim to protect thim from the
Kailirs. Och! 'tis thimsilves as is !yin'. Who, thin, is it
as snipes at the sleeping camp at night, and lies hid watching in the daylight to pick off some onhappy sodger bhoy
as is <loin' scout j ,Vho is it, I ask ye, who mines the
railroad yonder, and blows trains into the air! Faith,
ye know it as well as I do, Misther George. It's them
skunks thimsilves, smilin' and friendly now nndher the
white flag, and sindin' off at onst to give the news av a
British column to the nearest commando. Doin' the very
thing they've give their solemn oath not to do. Och!
'tis mesilf as wonld loike to take rifle and hnnt thim
down."
He gave a snort of disgust, and turned away.
"And I too," exclaimed George. "I know well what is
going on. Pretoria is taken, and British troops occupy all
the principal towns and hold the railways; Mafeking is
relieved, and Ladysmith is an old tale. Kimberley, too,
has settled down to work, and has almost forgotten its
historic siege. The whole country, in fact, is occupied,
and Lord Roberts has sailed for England, leaving the back
of the war broken. But still they fight. Mind you, I
admire those Boers who cling to their independence, and,
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having taken up arms, remain in the field, fighting for
home and country. But there are thousands who have
surrendered, and taken the oath to stand neutral. And
almost every one is an active enemy. Peaceful to all
appearances when the British visit their farms, but ready
to join the first commando, eager to send news of the
Eng-lish to their commandants, and for ever lying hidden
with some few of their friends so as to shoot unwary scouts
and men who have strayed from their camps.
"That is murder! sheer murder! This war has degenerated into guerrilla fighting, and Britain will have to see it
through patiently and doggedly. In this country the hand
of every man and woman, save a very few, is against her,
either openly or covertly. Commandoes of from fifty to
a thousand Boers range the veldt, and, aided by their
wonderful knowledge of the country, and by their able
scouts, who ride sometimes a day's march ahead, fall upon
small British columns and garrisons, harass them by night,
and withdraw next day to pick off a few victims elsewhere.
They slink into the mountains perhaps for a few days' rest
or to dig up buried stores of ammunition, and then they
fall swiftly again upon some camp, and do the greatest
damage possible without incurring too much risk themselves. That is guerrilla warfare-the most difficult to
contend with, and the hardest to subdue.
"But Britain will do it; mark my words, Pat. Her
patience has come to an end. Finding that these ruffians
cannot keep their solemn oaths, and that each farmhouse
is a refuge and a store for the enemy, she will burn the
farms and deport the people till the war is done. That
will be their just reward. Then the block-houses of which
we have heard will run in strings across the country, and
in time, though years may pass, the guerrillas will be
hunted down. Ah! how I wish that I could join old
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England! With a knowledge of the country such as I
have, I might he of some real help."
"'Twould he the foinest spree as iver was, Misther
George," the Irishman replied with eagerness. "'Tis the
loives av children we are Jadin' at this viry moment. Jist
nothin' at all to do all day save kape an eye over the counthry and look to the Kalfirs. That and atin' our meals fills
up the toime. Och, but Oi'd be joyful indade to ride out
on Tirence, lading a couple av the best mounts alongside, and
feel that Oi had a pocketful av cartridges, wid a rifle in me
hand, to do me duty for me counthry. Faith, there's many
a gang av Boers hereabouts that would rue the day, for if
they know ivery hill and valley, 'tis mesilf that has ivery
inch by heart, and could find me way in the darkest noight.
Young man and middle-aged, Oi've ridden the veldt about
the farm, and sure, now's the toime to make use av me
knowledge."
"No, it can't be done, Pat, old boy," George answered
with a sigh. "I, too, itch to take a rifle and do something
for old England; but it is out of the question. Father is a
burgher of the Free State, and was a member of the Volksraad (parliament) that met at Bloemfontein. Even since
he was crippled he has managed to attend its sittings, and
when the question of war arose-when the Free State, under
Steyn, was on the point of joining with the Transvaalers
under Kruger, Father raised himself in his chair and, at the
risk of his life, denounced the President.
"'So sure as you throw in your lot with your brethren,'
he said, pointing to the Vierkleur (Free State flag) which
hung at one end of the council-chamber, ' so sure shall the
Union Jack cover that banner. Though it takes years to
accomplish it, England will beat you, will hound you out
of the country, and will become your master. This is no
righteous war. It is a planned and premeditated attempt
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to oust all from South Africa but those of Dutch descenta conspiracy to gain this mighty country for your race
alone.'
"That is what Father said, and it is a wonder that he
was not killed at once. Indeed, there were those who
called for his instant execution. But he returned safely to
the farm, and has been allowed to live here peacefully,
though the place has been ransacked by the commandoes,
and numbers of our sheep, horses, and cattle taken without
payment. If we were to join the English now, the next
commando would burn the farm and do him some injury;
so, for the sake of Father and Connie we must remain
strictly neutral as we are. Remember those words, Pat,
and think how prophetic they were. Kruger and his
satellites have fled the country, the Vierkleur no longer
flies proudly from the flagstaff at Bloemfontein, and already
this state has changed its name. We are now farmers in
the Orange River Colony, a dependency beneath the sway
of England's king. But if we stand talking much longer
we shall delay our shooting; let us return to the house."
They walked from the edge of the plateau, and, ascending
the stoep, entered the inner room. A white cloth was
spread on the table, and cups and knives and forks glittered
there, while the appetizing odour of frying bacon was wafted
into the apartment from the kitchen, which was close by.
Seated in a wheeled chair at one end of the table was
George's father, an old man with long gray beard and
snowy locks; while at the other end, and at that moment
in the act of opening a piano, was a girl of some sixteen
years, graceful and pretty, fresh as the morning dew, and
bearing a remarkable likeness to George.
"Good morning! A fine day and fine sport to you both,"
said Mr. Ransome.
"And a nice couple you are, too!" the girl broke in, with
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a playful air of severity. "Up with the lark, as they say
at home, and crying loudly for coffee; then absent when it
is ready. There, sit down both of you, while we sing."
She smiled at George and Pat, aud seated herself at the
piano, for at the farm the old Boer custom was rigidly
adhered to, and prayer and hymn commenced the day and
ended it. Connie, for she it was, played the opening lines
of a hymn, when all joined in and sang it fervently. Then
Mr. Ransome opened the Bible and read the lesson for the
day. Another short hymn and prayer followed, and then
the books were put aside, the piano closed, and in a trice
Omlulu had deposited a dish of smoking bacon on the
table.
"There," said Connie, "if you had no one to look after
your wants you would have gone shooting on a cup of coffee
and a crust of bread. See what a sister can do for you!
Omlulu and I have been busy. We have placed biltong
and bread in your haversacks, besides a flask of water, so
that, even if you are delayed, you will have no cause to
starve."

" You are the best little sister a fellow ever had!" exclaimed George, busily helping himself to food. " No
doubt the grub will come in very handy, but I expect
we shall not be very late away. There's a British column
down on the veldt, a day's march off, and they will most
likely be calling here to-morrow; so, you see, we shall want
to meet them and hear their news. By the way, that just
reminds me, it would be a kindness to set the girls to bake,
for fresh bread is a treat to the soldiers."
Connie promised to do as she was asked, and then,
having finished their meal, George and Pat rose from the
table and went to fetch their horses. They were stabled
in a comfortable outhouse in the kraal, and soon were led
out to be saddled. A Kaffir boy had already groomed
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them, and when their saddles were on, the animals looked
far superior to the shaggy beasts ridden by the Boers. And
yet they were the same breed, and had originally come from
over the Basuto border, that range of mountains stretching
across the front of the farm, whose slopes and summits
were clad during the winter in a mantle of snow. Each
horse was bridled with a long, thin curb, and was innocent
of shoes.
" Now for the rifles!" exclaimed George. "Here, Pat,
we'll walk them to the stoep, and strap on our kit there.
Hi, Omlulu, tshetsha (make haste)!"
There was a distant shout, and Omlulu, the Kaffir
who had awakened Pat that morning, appeared, leading
two horses. He was a quaint-looking fellow, dressed in
tattered hat, trousers, and coat, and with a row of plaited
beads dangling over his forehead.
"Baas, me quite ready," he said. "See, de food am tied
to de saddle, and Omlulu dressed."
" Then up you get and follow where we ride. Keep
your eyes open for buck, and if you know of a Boer within
fifty miles, or see one while we are out, give us due warning, for it is not well to be found bearing arms when the
British are so near. Now, Pat, up with the rugs."
Each strapped a roll of blankets to the pommel of his
saddle, for some unforeseen circumstance might keep them
away from home all night, then they filled their pockets
with cartridges, and flung their rifles across their backs.
" Ready 1" asked George.
"Ready it is for sure," answered Pat, with a grin.
"Then up you go, and away for a pleasant day on the
veldt."

George took a short run and vaulted into the saddle,
while the Irishman scarcely needed to do that, for his legs
were proportionately long to his body. He seemed, indeed,
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to climb i1,to bis seat as easily as he would have got into a
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chair. Catching up the reins, and with a shout of farewell
to Connie, who came on to the stoep at this moment, they
set their horses into an amble, and rode out behind the
kraal, Omlulu following closely with the led horse. With
practised seat, and with legs swinging in that easy fashion
common to the Boers, the little party steered to the back
of the farm, and away to the farther side of the kopje.
Then, having reached its verge, they sat there like so many
statues, and, unslinging their glasses, placed them to their
eyes.
"Buck! A herd of fifteen, I think!" said George suddenly, pointing to some brown and white dots across the
veldt.
" Faith, 'tis the same Oi'm tbinkin', me boy," replied Pat
without hesitation.
" Then off we go, and my best shirt that I kill the
most! 11

George laughed in Pat's face, and, touching his pony with
his heels, set off down the slope in the direction of the
quarry.

CHAPTER II
A BAND OF SNIPERS

R

IDING down the long and gentle slope of the Plaatberg, on the opposite side from that on which the
British camp was posted, it was not long before George
and his comrade, with the Kaffir Omlulu riding behind,
reached the level veldt-if any of the grass-covered wastes
of South Africa can be thus described. It stretched in
undulating plains of green away in the distance, and was
broken here and there by kopjes of rugged shape, ranging
in size from a small hillock to an enormous berg.
The sun shone fiercely, but was tempered by a cool, soft
breeze that made active movement easy and pleasant.
"Halt! We'll hold a confab here, and decide how to
approach the herd," said George, swinging out of his saddle
and diving into his haversack for his pipe. "Now, Pat, my
lad," he continued, when he had lit up, "we know where
the quarry is, and we know the direction of the wind. How
do you suggest getting to close range 1 You are the old
and tried hunter, and shall settle the matter."
Pat turned his head in the direction in which the buck
had been seen, and took careful stock of his surroundings.
"Faith, 'tis a foine day for the sport," he exclaimed,
"and this viry evenin' we'll he dinin' off steaks as juicy
and tender as iver was. The herd's right over yonder, and
out av sight. But once we rise the knoll they'll he within
our view. W e'II take our bearings from there, and then
cut sthraight down to the river. 'Tis as dry as the tongue
25
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av a dying ox, and will give ns cover till we're aginst the
beauties we're afther. Thin's the toime to be onnatral
slim and cantious, for if ye only show so much as the tip
av yer nose they'll be off loike the snakes in ould Oireland.
Look ye here, Masther George, from the spruit to the
herd is as dead up-wind as iver it could be, and we'll jist
sipirate, and stalk thim. Omlulu can slip across yonder,
and get to windward of the darlints. They'll not scent
him, though they would us in a momint. Do ye tumble
to that, me sonnie 1"
He turned on the Kaffir, and asked him the question,
repeating it in the native language, which he spoke perfectly.
"Baas, ngi noku linga (' I can try')," Omlulu answered
readily. " Trust me, baas, and me be in the place ready
to drive back the buck."
"Good! then we'll nip along," exclaimed George. "The
river lies over to the left."
They turned that way, and soon came to a wide crack.
It was some fifty feet in breadth, and its walls descended
sheer to a sandy bottom, in the centre of which trickled
a stream which was only a few feet in width.
"Ye'd niver think that this same place is filled chock
to the thop whin the rains is on," remarked Pat, as he
looked over the edge. "Ye'vo seen it many a toime yersilf, Misther George. There's twinty foot av wather washin' down to the sea, and the ford is that high 'twould be
murther to cross."

"Yes, it looks nice enough now," George admitted, "but
I remember having often seen it as you describe. The
water collects in the kloofs and valleys, and comes swirling
down the sides of hundreds of steep kopjes. No wonder it
fills this place to overflowing, and renders travelling impossible. The surprise to me is, that in a country where water
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is badly wanted, and often difficult to obtain, some effort
is not made to dam it back wben the raius are on. But
nothing is done, no bridges are built, and the floods run
away and are lost, leaving the deep river- bed as before,
for all the world like a long winding trench which cuts
zigzag through the country, opening into others, branching
off_to right and left, and interlacing, like a well-planned
irrigation system. Splendid places for guerrillas! Why,
it is said that De Wet, the famous Boer general, treks his
thirty miles at night along the river-beds leading through
the heart of the British country. Ah, here is the spot
for us! Down we go, and keep your eye open for soft
places."
As he was spealcing they had been following a Kaffir
path alongside the river, and, suddenly turning over the
edge of the bank, through a narrow passage cut deep into
the soil by the feet of oxen going to water, descended a
shelving ledge which led to the river bed. Heading upstream they jogged along at a moderate pace, Omlulu
bringing up the rear with the led horse trailing behind
him at the end of a reim.
"Hist! sure 'tis near the darlints we are!" exclaimed Pat
,uddenly, when they had ridden some two miles or more.
"Be aisy there, ~Iisther George, while yer sarvint takes a
look."
He rode at the bank, which happened to be at an easy
angle, and ascended it cautiously. Arrived at the top, he
slowly raised his head and looked about him. Instantly
he doubled up in the saddle, and came sliding down the
bank, his clever little pony seeming to enjoy the experience of slipping over a stretch of sun-baked mud which
gave little foothold.
"I very one of thim within sivin hundred yards, and
grazin' "" if there niver was so much as a gun between this
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and the Cape," exclaimed Pat in low tones. "Sure, me
bhoy, 'tis foine shootin' we'll have. Here, Omlulu, kumula
(outspan)."
The Katlir leapt from his horse, George and Pat following suit. Then the long reim of untanned hide which
encircled the neck of each animal was untied, and while
the loop was left in place, the slack end was taken to one
of the fore-legs, and secured by a hitch close above the
knee, the limb being lifted so as to shorten the rope.
"There, lave thim to thimsilves," said the Irishman.
"'Tis only a pace or two they'll manage to walk, and
they'll be here aginst the toime we return and want
thim. Now, off ye go, ye son of a goose."
Omlulu seized the knobkerrie and spear he had been
carrying, and, turning round, ran back along the river bed.
Soon they saw him climb the bank and peer cautiously
over it, and then he suddenly slipped out of sight.
"Give him tin minutes, and thin we'll start," said Pat.
"Will ye go to the rhight or to the lift, Misther George 1"
"To the right," was the answer, "and, by the way, keep
your bullets going in the direction of the herd. Then we
shall not be injuring one another. As for Omlulu, he is a
cunning fellow, and will take good care of himself."
And now pipes were put away, and a last inspection
given to the rifles. Then the two separated, walking in
opposite directions till they were more than a hundred
yards apart, when each scaled the steep bank of the river,
and having carefully inspected the herd of buck, some
fifteen of which were cropping the grass seven hundred
yards away, commenced to stalk them. Bending low, and
stopping whenever one of the animals lifted his head and
looked round, they slowly approached the game. Then,
as the distance decreased, they made good use of the antheaps, popping in and out amongst them. Soon George
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was within easy range, and was looking round for his
comrade, when, crack! a rifle sounded on his left, and next
moment the herd was galloping away, leaving one of its
number biting tbe dust.
Away flew the graceful animals, bounding high in the
air, and clearing some yards at every leap. They were
running directly from George, and so presented a very
small mark; but, just as he had lifted his rifle and was
about to shoot, Omlulu's figure rose in the distance, and,
turning to the right, the herd galloped away, presenting
their flanks to the hunters.
Bang! phit! The bullet which George had fired struck
the leader, and brought him down with a crash; but only
just in time, for in a few seconds the remainder of the buck
had disappeared behind a tiny kopje.
"Bad luck!" exclaimed George. "I ought to have
bagged another. But we'll get after them at once. There's
Pat bolting back to the river as fast as he can go."
He sprang to his feet, and followed his companion.
"Take yer toime, me bhoy," the latter said, as they met
beside their ponies. "Slow but sure is the game. Faith,
if ye was to come up wid thim at this moment, ye'd niver
hit a wan of thim, you're that blown. Get yer wind, and
ride along aisy, for they've headed back for the Plaatberg."
Casting off the knee-halters, and leaving Omlulu to administer the coup de qrace and follow with the springbok
which they had shot, George and Pat jogged gently along
the bed of the river, and did not leave it till they had traversed a mile or more. Then again they stalked the herd,
repeating the process on two later occasions, by which time
George had secured another prize, while Pat had to confess
himself beaten.
"The shirt's yours, Misther George," he said with a
laugh, "and long may ye enjoy it! But ye'll have to take
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a tuck or two in afore ye can use it, for though ye are a
broth of a bhoy, and bigger than any hereabouts, ye can't
stand up beside Pathrick Dorreen. Now, what's the ordher I
Shall we return to the farm dhirect, or would ye wish to
ride to the far side av the Plaatbergl"
"Yes, I should," George answered promptly. "\Ye've
had our sport and enjoyed it, and we have seen the last
of that herd for to-day, for now that the war is on and
the wire fences are cut in all directions, the springbok go
miles and miles without a stop. It wants yet three hours
before the sun goes down, so I propose we halt for a
meal. After that we'll ride to the front of the Plaatberg,
and see how our friends are doing. The Dutchmen hereabouts are always silent and suspicious when we turn up,
and in consequence we hear little news. I want to learn
how matters are going."

"And so ye shall, me bhoy; as for these larrikins av
Boers, they know more than they'd give ye to ondersthand.
'Tis thimsilves as does a little murther on the quiet. There's
Jacobus and Jan van Rensberg, a couple of blackguards Oi
call thim, though Jan's not so bad as his brother. Still,
thim two lads is able and willin' to shoot the poor sodjer
bhoys whin it's a case of doin' it widout dangher to thimsilves. There's ugly tales to be heard av thim through the
Kaffirs."
"Yes, so I believe," George answered thoughtfully, "and
I should not be surprised if the visit of this column is due
to the loss of that poor yeoman. You recollect, Pat, that
he disappeared when the British were in this direction last,
and was found two days later by Omlulu, shot through the
head from behind. But here's the place for a feed; off you
come."

They dismounted and knee-haltered their ponies, turning
them loose to graze. There was no need to unbuckle their
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girths, for no Dutchman or colonist pulls this strap tight.
For the most part a broad belt of plaited hide or cord is
used, and is left so slack that the closed fist passes easily
through between it and the animal. Bits, however, were
removed, and the horses at once commenced to crop the
grass; then the hunters, who were ravenous after their
exercise in the fresh air, sat down on their haunches and
discussed the contents of their haversacks.
As George had remarked, there was no use in expecting
to come up with the herd of buck that day, for they had
fled, and were probably still scampering across the veldt.
In peace times the Orange River Colony is divided np
into farms by means of wire fencing, the posts being composed of thick blocks of stone, while the wire is of the
barbed variety. They stretch in all directions for miles,
and enclose the herds of buck, which are practically the
only remaining wild game in the. state, so that each farm
can count the animals and boast of so many head. But
now that movements of troops had been taking place, the
fences had been cut and broken, and the herds were left
free to wander at will.
" Finished 1" asked George, a quarter of an hour later.
"Faith, finished it is," was the answer. "Holdt on a
momint though, while Oi fill me poipe and set it goin'."
Pat dived his hand into that particular pocket which he
kept as a tobacco-pouch, and brought out a handful of
Transvaal weed, which he pressed into the bowl. Then,
having lit it, he replaced the cover of wire-gauze and
joined George in bridling the horses."
"What is that, yer honour!" he asked, suddenly lifting
his head. "Did ye hear aught at all. Sure 'tis firin' Oi
heard, away yonder from the side of that berg."
Both stood still and listened, and then, faintly borne upon
the breeze, came the distant ping of a rifle. Ping! ping!
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"Two of them," remarked Pat. "Faith, 'tis not the
British, Oi'm thinkin', for they'll be six miles and more
away."

'

I

I '
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"Then it must be some of the rascally Dutchmen who
have taken the oath of neutrality," said George sharply.
"At any rate we'll go and see. Perhaps they are firing
at buck, but it doesn't seem likely. There, I heard the reports again, and from the very same spot. Men who are out
after game do not sit still, or else they return with empty
bags. Bustle up, Pat, there's something doing over there,
and we'll look into it and clear the matter up. If it's
sniping, you've got to remember that an Englishman
kilfed or wounded at the foot of the berg will throw
suspicion on our farm. We are English to the core, of
course, but unfortunately there are rascals of our blood
_who have joined the enemy, and others who have given
them help whenever they could. There - ping! ping!
Didn't you hear them I"
"Ay, it's guns rhight enough, Masther George, and it's
mesill that will tell ye who's firin'. It's them Van
Rensbergs. Look yonder at their farm; sure the flag is
enough to tell you what they are."
He pointed to the far side of the berg, where, in a
hollow amongst mighty boulders a few stunted eucalyptusand orange-trees grew, and a small farmhouse was visible,
with a square of white linen fluttering from a stick attached
to the chimney.
"Yes, I've never fancied those fellows," said George.
"We've lived within a few miles of one another these
eighteen years, and we have never been friends. I don't
believe in them. They are forever protesting against the
action of Kruger and Steyn, and declaring that they wish
the war over, but I very much fear that they belong to the
class who live at home in apparent peace, and snipe, and
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commit other breaches of their oath. Like all their race
they are to the fore with the white flag, though they may
be ready to abuse it at any moment. Come up there!"
This to his horse, which he drummed with his heels and
sent galloping forward. It was a safe and reliable animal,
capable of keeping up a steady and fast half-canter halftrot for the better part of a day, and to be trusted not to
stumble as it went, a valuable quality, indeed, for on the
open veldt, across which they were riding at this moment,
there were many traps into which an unwary and untrained
animal might fall. Ant-heaps were scattered everywhere in
profusion, while rocks and sharp-pointed boulders abounded
in unlikely places; then an occasional ant-bear hole undermined one's path, being covered only by the grass, and a
hoof placed in it by accident meant a nasty tumble for both
horse and rider.
But Molly was used to the work, and, leaping over
obstacles, and taking crevices and ant-bear holes in her
stride, she brought George safely to the side of the
Plaatberg.
"We'll pull up here again and listen," he said, suiting
the action to the word. " Ah! there it goes again, and
louder this time. Come along, Pat, we must be close to
the snipers."

They pushed up the hill, and, wending their way amongst
the mighty boulders which littered the ground, suddenly
pulled up their ponies together, for two loud reports rang
out a hundred paces in front of them, though the firers
were not to be seen.

"We'll knee-halter here and get along on foot," said
George in a whisper. "There, now, get your rifle ready,
Pat. If these fellows are playing that low trick they will
resent our interference, and it will be just as well to approach them prepared for trouble, for they are just as
(119'6)
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likely as not to present their rifles at us and shoot us down
like dogs, After that, I need not tell you that the cleverest
Kaflir trackers would fail to find us, and those at the farm
would never know what our end had been,"
"The blackguards!" answered Pat, who seemed to enjoy
the prospect of a fight as heartily as his countrymen in
Ireland are reputed to do, " By me faith, but if thim Van
Rensbergs are in it-and Oi say that they are-and dare
to jist try the game you've mintioned, 'tis mesilf, Patrick
Dorreen, as will shoot thim dead on the spot,"
He grinned from ear to ear with excitement, and shot a
cartridge into the vent of his rifle with a click that made
George start, Then he closed the breech with a snap, and
looked grimly at his companion,
" Hush!" the latter whispered crossly, " Be silent, or else
these fellows will hear us, and drop us as we come up
to them. Let the surprise and astonishment be on their
side."
Grasping their weapons in readiness for attack, they
stole up the hill, taking every advantage of the cover
afforded by the rocks and boulders which lay scattered
haphazard upon the sloping sides of the berg. A merecat looked down upon them from one huge piece of stone,
and, sitting up on its lofty perch, sniffed suspiciously, but
refrained from running away, so silent were these two
creeping figures. Some thirty yards farther up the firing
was very much louder, and came from a point slightly in
front.
" We'll take them from behind," said George in a
whisper. "Let ns creep close up and then cover them,
whoever they happen to be."
"Van Rensbergs, Oi tell ye, as sure as Oi sthand here,"
was Pat's answer. "Hoorosh, but we'll tache the murtberin'
rascals a lisson !"
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A few minutes later the two had gained a position from
which a perfect view could be obtained of all thr.t was
happening. Peering from beneath the angle of an enormous boulder, which in size would have made a presentable
house, they saw three figures stretched upon the grass some
twenty yards in front of them. Pieces of broken rock had
been piled so as to make a breastwork, while other blocks
had been placed crosswise, so as to form three openings
through which a rifle could be fired. As George looked,
there was the sharp bang of one of the weapons, followed
quickly by two more, while one of the figures was seen
immediately afterwards to seize a pair of glasses, and,
raising them to his eyes, to lift his head cautiously and
gaze down Into the valley. George looked there too, and
saw something which set his blood dancing and his pulses
beating fast.
Seated upright on their horses, some six hundred yards
away, were two of the Yeomanry scouts, who were vainly
endeavouring to locate the exact position of the enemy.
They paid no heed whatever to the three bullets, which
must have flown unpleasantly near them, but, seated there,
apparently careless of the danger, they discussed the matter,
and then separated slowly. George lifted his own glasses
and covered them, noting with a thrill of pride that their
movements were as calm as possible, while one of them
actually halted as he looked, to strike a match and apply
it to his pipe. Puff!-a volume of smoke blew from his
lips into the air, when the man shifted his rifle from his
right arm, from which it hung by means of the sling, and
rode off with the butt resting against his thigh and his
hand over the breech.
"They're going to tackle the job in proper style,"whispered
George, in tones of delight. "See, they are separating, and
now no doubt they will get closer to these fellows. But
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the game is too much on this side, for our friends can see
nothir,g hut rock, while these Dutchmen know the range
to a nicety, and have targets out in the open. By Jove,
though, our boys put in two good ones that time!"
Two rifles cracked in the distance and something whistled
overhead, while the second bnllet struck the rock beneath
George's foot with a dull and threatening thud.
"Sure, we're roight in the loine av fire!" exclaimed Pat.
"Let's get to the right and left, and thin, while Oi cover
the blackguards, you tell thim that the foightin' is up. Do
ye tumble 1"
George nodded, and the two at once crept apart, and by
no means too soon, for two more bullets struck the boulder
behind which they had been sheltering. Scuttling across the
broken ground, George soon found shelter behind another
enormous boulder, which enabled him to cover the three
figures lying behind the stones, and at the same time to
watch the yeomen below through a crevice. As he looked
at them, one of the horses reared high into the air and fell
backwards, its rider cleverly extricating himself; while one
of the Dutchmen raised himself on his elbow at the sanie
moment, and, lifting a smoking weapon, grinned at his
friends.
"Das ist giit!" (it is good) he cried. "Now we will slay
the man, and there will be one less of these accursed
Rooineks!" He was in the act of placing a fresh cartridge
in his weapon when George shouted to them.
"Stop that game," he cried in a voice which trembled
with passion in spite of himself. "Put down your rifles,
I say, and clear to your farm. Christian van Rensherg,
you should know better than to act the scoundrel, and to
allow your sons to do the same."
Instantly the three men swung round and knelt up,
showing features which George knew well. In the centre
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was a gray-bearded man known as Christian van Rensberg,
and on either side his sons, Jacobus and Jan. Astonishment and fear were first written on their faces, but, seeing
only one opponent, and recognizing him as the young
Englishman from a neighbouring farm, angry exclamations
escaped their lips.
"It is that fool George Ransome," said the old man, with
a bitter laugh. "Did I not tell you long ago, my sons,
that there would be trouble with him 1 Like all of his
race, he is stubborn and given to foolish acts. Get you
home, or I will bid Jacobus beat you with the reim of his
rifle."
"Ja" (yes). "Clear off at once, you Rooinek," shouted
the young Boer referred to, "or I will do even more. See
here, I have a cartridge in my rifle, and I will give you till
I count fifteen to retire. And mind yon keep your tongue
still, and well between your teeth, or I will do se>me
mischief to you and yours."
He held his rifle across his knees, with the butt protruding to the right, and began to count loudly i;; Dutch:
"One, two, three, four."-Crash L
The weapon started from his hand and fell to the
ground, with the woodwork splintered by a bullet fired
from behind. A moment later Pat's head appeared over
an adjacent rock, and the rifle, into which he had just shot
a fresh cartridge, was smoking.
"Ye blackguard!" he cried angrily. "Ye scum av all
the Boers that iver was! Listen to me, Jacobus, and ye,
Christian and Jan. Ye've yersilves to blanie intoirely if
ivery mother's son av ye gets a bullet through his bead.
Ah, drop yer rifle, will ye, Jacobus! It's smashed to
smithereens, but if ye put a finger on it Oi'll send ye to
yer end! Ye low-down skunks, who've give yer solemn
oaths afore the good God above to kape out av the war,
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and yet must lie here skulkin' and murtherin' thim poor
bhoys! Bad scran to ye! Away, or 'tis mesilf will come
down and bate ye till ye cry worse than a Kaffir !"
Pat held his rifle in one hand, and shook the other at
the three Boers, while his face flushed with righteous
anger.
"There, you've heard what 'Big Pat' said, and you've
seen that business is meant," cried George. "Now, listen
to me, and particularly you, Jacobus van Rensberg. You
are bound to give in this time, and if we did rightly
we should hand you over to the British. You know what
is the reward given to those who break their oath! Let
this be a warning, and go your way, promising never again
to lift rifle against the invaders. Leave your weapons
where they are, and pile your bandoliers on top. Then
stand up and take this oath. There, that will do. Now
repeat the words after me: 'I swear by the Lord above to
cling to the promise I have made to the British Government. I declare that I will never fire on the enemy's
scouts, and that I will give no information to my countrymen.' 11

Each of the Boers held bis hand in the air, and solemnly
took the oath, looking very shamefacedly at George the
while.
"Now you can go," said the latter; "and see that you
attempt no tricks against us, for if yon do, we shall know
how to reward you."

He motioned them to leave, and at once, led by the
elder Boer, the three moved away towards their farm, their
natural caution, however, teaching them to keep well under
cover as they did so.
"Now we'll go too," said George. "To be found here
might lead our friends to suspect us. Just smash those
rifles, Pat, and come away/'
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The Irishman leaped on the boulder, and, taking each
weapon by the barrel, crashed it upon the rock. Then
they too retreated in the direction of their horses, which
they were just mounting to ride away when there was a
ringing cheer behind them, and, turning, they beheld the
two gallant yeomen rushing on foot towards the rocks from
behind which they had been sniped. George put his glasses
up, and laughed heartily to see their evident astonishment
when, on reaching the spot, they discovered a litter of
broken rifles, three bandoliers, and nothing more.
"It will puzzle them and the whole camp," he said, with
a laugh. "Come along and let us get home, for it would
never do to be seen hereabouts. We have taught the Van
Rensbergs a lesson which they will not easily forget; and
we have the pleasure of knowing that, on top of our
hunting success, we have probably saved the lives of two
of Britain's soldiers."
" Begorra, that's the case, J\listher George, but it's sorra
a bhit of good we've done for oursilves," answered Pat.
"Thim skunks']] niver forgit as we balked thim. What's
more, they'll remimber how you and me knows av their
games, and can give thim away to the British whiniver we
loike. They've taken an oath, and so have we. Faith, do
ye think as they'd holdt to it, or expect ns to consider
the promise we have given 1 Sure, don't I know viry well
that they're vowing vingeance this viry minit, and that
they're trimblin' for their skins, thinkin' we'll give information about thim. Ye've niver been over friendly wid
thim, Misther George, but now, by the poker! ye've made
inimies! and Jacobus is one av thim sort of blackguards as
rimimbers through years, and pays off his score, howiver
long it takes. Och, but it's onaisy toimes to live in! Me
fear is that one of these foine days there'll be a commando
come along, and thin Van Rensberg'll be in his iliment.
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It'll be bis turn to crow, and, begorra, he'll do it if he's
able. And who's to protect the girl and your father, supposin' the inimy come along. Sure we'd be in their hands
intoirely."
"I grant that, Pat," George answered, with a sigh. "But
have we ever been in a safer position I
e have always
been at the mercy of the Boers, for, living out here on the
open veldt, we can't expect a garrison of soldiers to protect
us. If this business is to lead to trouble, we two must clear
from the farm. Whatever Father's views may be, he is still
remembered as one of the old Volksraad, and for the sake
of old times no one would injure him or the house. But it
will not come to that. The Van Rensbergs will be bitter
for a time, but when they find that we are vigilant, and
that no punishment comes to them for this day's rascally
work, they will think better of the matter, and will decide
to live and let live. If not, all the worse for them."
Pat shook his head doubtfully, for be was an old colonist
and knew the Boer character better than his own.
"P'r'aps 'twill be as ye say," he answered slowly;
"p'r'aps not. If ye'll take my advice ye'll kape yer weather
eye open, and a foine look-out towards the farm of the Van
Rensbergs yonder. Niver forget tbet ye've a sworn inimy,
and niver hesitate to come along to Pat, for he's a frind
that'll stand by ye to the ind."
"I know you will," George answered heartily, and,
turning in his saddle, he shook the Irishman by the band.

,v

CHAPTER III
THE RAILWAY WRECKERS

E

VENING was drawing in when George and Pat rode
slowly up the steeper face of the immense kopje that
went by the name of the Plaatberg. But still there was
sufficient light for them to distinguish objects down on the
lower veldt, and, gazing from the same position as they
had used for the purpose that morning, they could see a
big encampment below them, nestling in a hollow at the
base of the berg.
"That's the British camp, and to-morrow we shall have
them coming to the farm, and shall have the pleasure of
entertaining some of the officers, and of supplying bread
to the men," said George. "Look! there are the fires. I
suppose they are cooking the evening meal. How long
should you say they had been there 1"
"Two hours nearly, me bhoy," the Irishman answered,
with assurance bred of long training in such matters. "Ye
see, they're sittled by this, and the oxen have been wathered,
and are well away grazin' the fresh grass. They'll be
driven in this minit, for the night will be down before
ye can think. Yes, didn't I tell ye so 1 There's the cattleguard coming home, and glad the bhoys will be to get
along wid their pals to ate a bhit av grub. See there,
Misther George, there's the picket stationed over yonder,
while a sicond lot have taken ground half-way up the
berg. 'Tis a wise and oncommon cliver commander that
they've got. Well, inyone could tell him that it's best to
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be careful nowadays, for ye can expect trouble when the
place is full of Van Rensbergs and skunks av that sort.
Sure, me bhoy, Oi can sniff the dinner what's cooking for
our two selves in the farm. Faith, 'tis mighty hungry I
am, so let's get back home; to-morrow we'll take a ride
down to the sodger boys."
They turned their tired ponies, and, dismounting, walked
by their sides as far as the kraal.
"'Tisa wise man as knows whin to save his horseflesh,"
remarked Pat. "Ye can get fifty mile and more out av
bastes like this if ye will only treat thim wid reason. Ha!
there's that thief of an Omlulu !"
The Kaffir appeared at this moment, having discarded
his hunting-costume, and being swathed in a big blanket,
without which no native is to be seen.
"Dinner him ready, baas," he said. "De missie say you
go fetch de baas plenty quick, for de buck am frizzling on
de fire, and de lamps am lit. "
"Then catch hold of that," sang ont George; and he
tossed his reins to him, Pat following suit. A moment
later they were seated in the inner room, and Connie was
pouring coffee into immense cups, so that they should have
something to revive them after their day in the saddle.
"Congratulations," she said, with a smile. "Three buck
in a day is a good bag indeed, when the times are taken
into consideration. 11

"I should say excellent," said llfr. Ransome. "The
animals are wild to a degree, and in addition they have
been driven far afield by the constant firing, and by the
passage of commandoes and colnmns of British across the
veldt. Where did you bag them 1 Down beside the front
face of the berg was always a likely spot when I was able
to take rifle and go abroad. Perhaps it was there that you
managed to come up with them, for my ears do not easily
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deceive me, and as I sat in my chair on the stoep I heard
firing from that direction. Only, if I were to hazard a
guess, I should say that there were more than two rifles
engaged. Eh 1 What's amiss I There's something strange
about you both. No trouble, I hope, my boy!"
He looked keenly into their faces, for as the meal proceeded they had preserved a silence which was unusual,
for conversation did not often flag over the evening meal,
especially with the light-hearted, garrulous Irishman present.
"Yes, Father, there is some trouble, I am sorry to say,"
said George at last. "I have been debating in my mind
whether to tell you, but I think it only fair that you
should hear the story, so as to be on your guard. Not
that these Boers would be brutal enough to injure you in
any way, for, beyond commandeering your goods, they
have allowed you to live peacefully."
" Hum, I am not so confident of their gentleness as you
are," said Mr. Ransome, with ,. thoughtful frown. "But
what has happened I Something grave, I fear."
"It is, and it isn't, Father. The truth is this, that, while
returning, we happened by the purest chance to come upon
Christian Van Rensberg and his two sons sniping at two
of the British scouts. Well, as you know, they have long
ago taken the oath of neutrality, and we were not going
to sit there and allow them to break their sworn word and
slay our countrymen without protesting. We came upon
them quietly, and the end of the matter was that they
had to retire, leaving their rifles and bandoliers. Now,
we are wondering what action they will take. They swore
solemnly to stand neutral; but will they do so 1 Will they
break their promise as before, and will they attempt to
repay us for our interference 1"
Mr. Ransome stared thoughtfully at the lamp, and re-
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mained silent for some five minutes, while a troubled look
came over his face. Then he filled his big Dutch pipe,
and puffed at it as if he expected that to help him to come
to some conclusion.
"Yes," he said at length, with a doubtful shake of his
head, "it is a question, and I fear that I must answer it
at once. They will not hold to their word, and, worse
than all, they will never rest satisfied till they have revenged themselves upon you. You have humiliated them,
and you have obtained absolute evidence of their rascality,
evidence which would get them shot, or imprisoned for
many years, were it brought to the ears of the British.
Suspicion-I might say, without telling an untruth, knowledge-of their practices we have had for many months, for
have not the Kaflirs told us how the family of Van Rensberg are abroad whenever our countrymen are near, and
that firing goes on away on the flanks. I will tell yon
even more. They are said-with what truth I do not
know-to belong to a band who wreck the trains as they
go up-country laden with stores and men. Have we not
seen the results ourselves I for with a good pair of glasses
the railway is visible from tbe berg, and the thunder of
the explosions has reached our ears. Now, if you know
of the sniping, they will imagine that you have evidence
of the other deeds, and for their own safety they will try
to get rid of you. My son, and you too, Pat, old friend,
you have acted as I would have had you do, but you have
laid up a store of trouble for yourselves, and will have to
be ever on your guard. I have lived beside the Van Rensbergs for twenty years and more, and I can say this from
my knowledge. Christian is an uneducated man, who is
primed with hatred of the British, and who would sacrifice everything for his cherished independence. With
Jacobus and his brother Jan it is different. They have
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been more to the towns, and the Dutch minister has instilled some learning into their heads. But that is no
improvement, for they have ambition added to the father's
blind hatred. It is such men who have helped to foster
the dream of a Dutch Republic, and I tell you that they
will stop at nothing to accomplish their end. Of Jacobus
I say especially, beware! Jan has a kinder heart, but is
swayed by his brother.
"And now to consider how best to act. Were it not for
reasons which I will give you, I should tell you to do as
your hearts dictate, and join the British. But while you
remain here I and Connie too can live in peace, and the
farm and the outbuildings are safe. The latter represent
a large amount, though I should not be ruined if they were
destroyed, for I foresaw the war, and sent all the cash I
possessed down into Natal. But we are better as we are,
for if we were compelled to leave we should have to go to
the towns, which are filled to overflowing at the present
moment. Should the Van Rensbergs attempt to molest
you, you must act as circumstances permit, and I am sure

it will be for the best. In the meanwhile the Kaflirs
on the estate shall be warned to watch the farm over
yonder, and to give us news of the movements of the inhabitants."
"Then we are to remain on the farm, and wait for the
Van Rensbergs to move I" mused George. "Very well,
Father. I only hope they will leave us alone. For your
sake I will gladly give up all thoughts of joining the
British, though it makes me mad with anger to see men
who live beside us killing our scouts in cold blood."
He rose from the table, and, going to the piano, opened
it.
u Come, Connie," he said, "lot us give them a song to
cheer them.,,
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And now, while George and his sister wake the silence
of the African night with their voices, let us take horse
and ride across the lonely veldt to the neighbouring farm;
and beware how we go, for there is a rift in the ground
into which we might well tumble, while if we stray but
half a mile to the right we shall come within hearing of
the sentry on the sloping side of the kopje, who will greet
us with the rush of a bullet if we be not very careful and
quick to answer his challenge.
Seated round a common deal table, upon chairs formed
of native wood and strung with untanned hide-the reim,
which is put to so many useful purposes,-the family of
Van Rensberg were discussing their pipes, and the action
of their English neighbours. To judge from their looks,
the conversation was not a pleasant one, for Christian bore
a troubled expression, in which a close observer might have
discovered a trace of fear; while Jacobus sat there with
lips tightly closed, and an ugly scowl upon his cruel-looking
face. Jan, the younger of the two, sat a little apart, and
seemed to be lost in moody thought. In the centre of the
table lay the remains of a meal, and to judge by the pile
of cooked mealies still contained in the dish, and the halfemptied cups, the appetites of the family of Van Rensherg
seemed to have been disturbed, and less pronounced than
on other occasions. Facing the men was an old woman,
Tanta Van Rensberg, spouse of the old man, and beside her
a daughter of immense proportions.
"Are you men, then 1" exclaimed the latter impatiently,
breaking in upon the silence suddenly and vehemently.
"Do you reckon yourselves sons of the race of Boers, who
are God's elect in South Africa i Are you indeed descendants of those patriots who put Dingaan to flight, and
slaughtered his hosts in the days of the Great Trek i
Surely not, for then you would not fear to take rifle this
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very night and kill the hated Englishman and those who
live with him in the farm. Cowards ye are, I tell you!
Weak hearts, who should take to cooking and to mending
clothes, leaving the work of men to us women!"
"Peaoe ! Hold your clattering tongue," growled Christian
Van Rensberg. "Will you never cease to upbraid us! We
are troubled, and would think the matter out. Leave us to
it, and go to your household duties."
"She is right," exclaimed Jacobus with an oath. "We
are no men if we stay here and fail to avenge the work
of that cub of an Englishman. The Irishman I can more
easily forgive, for he is a child, and is led by the younger
man. George Ransome must die. Others have gone to
their end for the benefit of the great cause, and what is he
when added to them i No, I tell you that he must be put
out of the way, or else all our plans will be ruined."
He looked round at the others to see what encouragement he was likely to have.
" He is right. There is a man at least I" exclaimed the
amiable sister. "Jacobus but tells the truth when he says
that all your plans will be ruined if you fail to rid yourselves
of the Englishman. For why did you take this precious
oath of neutrality 1 Fools that these men from oversea are,
to think that any man would hold to it! I will tell you.
It gave you a better chance of fighting for the cause, and
at the same time allowed you to look the better after the
farm. ·while you are here it is safe, and so is the stock.
Then, living peacefully as you are, or as those fools think
you are, you have but to go to the wall of the kraal and
fetch your rifles, when there is plenty for you to do. A
Rooinek is always a good mark, and it is a just deed to slay
him. Have ye not already done much service in this
way, and will you allow this young fool to stop you' Ah,
I have no patience with you!"
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Emboldened by the woman's words Christian's face
brightened, and he spoke with more spirit.
"\Ve will do it," he said. "The sacred cause calls for
the act, and it will be a righteous one. Ha, ha, I laugh
at these poor Rooineks! Foolish, unhappy men, they are
but waiting for their utter destruction. They think that
because they hold the towns they are masters of the soil.
But listen, I will tell you something that few know, but
that all would hear with little surprise. We have broken
into fragments, and are seemingly undone; but this is not
so. It is all a masterful plot. Thinking that they have
conquered us, these proud, stiff-necked people march farther
and farther into the heart of the country, and away from
the coast. The day is at hand when they will be entirely
cut off, and then we shall turn upon them and rend them.
Even now they are feeling the pinch, but this successful
wrecking of the trains is but the commencement of a movement. The railways will be cut in all clirections; commandoes will spring as if from the ground, and the soil will
be deluged with the blood of the insolent invaders. Then,
my children, the truth of that which I shall now tell you
will be shown, and all of our race-the chosen people, as
our daughter says-shall have cause to rejoice."
The old man stopped for a moment, as if to add to the
importance of his news by delaying the telling. Then,
lighting his pipe, he leant across the table and spoke in
tones of jubilation.
"Listen! ll he said, raising his voice. "As that Rome of
which you have told me, my sons, once swayed the earth,
and then sank to her doom, so shall these people who have
sent the Rooinek to fight us fall into the unknown. Even
now their ships are captured, and the Russian eagle floats
over their masts. London, that city of which they boasted
so much, is laid in ashes, and their king is a captive. All
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bhis I learned from one of our fighting commandants but
two days ago. Praise be to our Lord, for indeed we are
his chosen."
Educated though the young Van Rensbergs may have
been, they believed in every word they had heard, and sat
dumbfounded for the moment.
"This is news indeed," said Jacobus, "and it helps us
to decide the fate of George Ransome. He must be put
away, and then we can do much more to forward the cause,
and earn a due proportion of the spoil which will come to
every man of our race. Tell me, does not our brother,
Haasbrook, ride this way with his commando within the
week1"
" He does, my son."

"Then we will denounce the Ransomes, and will hand
them over to his care. We need have little fear of trouble
from them again, for the punishment for interference with
the burghers of the state is death,"
"Yah, that is so," the old man responded thoughtfully.
" But the man, Oom Ransome, would go unharmed, for he
is afflicted with lameness. Also the girl would pass without
interference, so that the farm would still have an owner."
He looked across the table significantly, and Jacobus and
Jan at once showed more interest in his words. Indeed,
this subject of the ownership of the neighbouring farm was
a momentous question with them, and had been discussed
more than once before. Christian was blessed with two
sons and a daughter, and was troubled as to how he was to
provide for them. To follow the usual course, and divide
his own small farm into three portions, would be to impoverish it, for it was no bigger than the wants of one man
re'!_uired. Still, if Jan did not marry some richly-endowed
girl, poverty stared the Van Rensbergs in the face, and the
sons could only look forward to being small farmers, who
(X946)
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would take but a very second-rate position amongst their
brethren. Naturally, therefore, the thought that Jan's
affections might fall upon Connie Ransome had crossed the
cunning mind of the old man, and Jacobus, who was as
eager to settle the matter, and so make certain of inheriting
the whole of his father's property, had willingly backed him
up in persuading his brother.
"Yah, there would still be one to follow the old man,"
Christian continued. "But there is this point to recollect.
A male now stands as heir, but when he is gone there will
be only the girl, who would willingly consent to opsitt
with Jan, or even with you, Jacobus, should you so wish."
He gazed with pride at his sons, whose heavy faces,
however, were not quite so handsome as one would expect
from the old man's words.
"It is a fine farm, and has four hundred acres more than
this," said Jacobus thoughtfully. "As elder of the two,
I will marry the girl, and you, Jan, shall stay on here."
Evidently he considered the matter settled, and rose
from his seat without troubling to ask how his brother
lihd the arrangement. That he did not was very certain,
for he scowled heavily, and seemed to be on the point
of protesting. But on second thoughts he remained silent,
muttering beneath his breath: ""\Ve will see how it falls out
in the end, Jacobus. From your youth up you were ever
grasping, and always took the elder brother's share, and a
little more. Wait! Perhaps Jan will find more favour in
the sight of the English damsel. She is a comely girl, and
would make a good wife once she had learnt to forget
her kinsmen. Ha! we will see. Jan, too, would prefer
the larger acres, and the finer farmhouse, and he may have
them yet in spite of all that Jacobus says."
He rose from his chair and went out into the night,
to find his worthy brother pacing the stoep, lost in deep
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thought. Then he wandered down to the cattle kraal and
looked at the twinkling watch-fires of the British encampment, through a kloof which split the berg at this point.
"Yab," he murmured gently, "unhappy men ye are, for
the days of your life are numbered. In a month, or a week
maybe, ye will be gone, and your tale wilJ be told. Therefore I wilJ make use of the last opportunity perhaps, and
will spend a few hours in firing on the outposts."
He went to the edge of the kraal, and, removing a few
stones, took a rifle from a secret spot in which it was
concealed. Then he flung a bandolier over his shoulder,
and, taking a rug from the rail of the stoep to keep the
night dews away, crept towards the sleeping camp. Half
an hour later the sharp ping of his weapon awoke the
echoes, and called the outposts to arms. Ping! Another
bullet whizzed in their direction, and, striking the flaring
embers of a fire, scattered them in all directions.
"One of them 'ere skunks at it again," remarked a
khaki-clad soldier in a sleepy voice. " 'Tain't no good
standing to arms, so I vote we turn in again, and put in a
bit of sleep before the morning. Some of these fine days
we'll catch the swab, and then we'll make him dance."
With that he and his friends, who had turned out to
support the sentry, withdrew from the fire, and, covering
themselves with their blankets, soon fell into deep sleep,
which was undisturbed by the bullets which occasionaJly
flew over the camp.
Early on the following morning a group of British officers
was gathered round the hospitable board of Mr. Ransome,
while at the kitchen door stood two Kaflir girls, handing
loaves of bread to all and sundry who cared to ask for them.
"You're awfully good to our fellows," said one of the
officers. " I can quite see that your heart is in the right
place, and that your sympathies are with us."
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"More than that," Mr. Ransome answered. "But for
the fact that I am a cripple I should be in the field now,
and so also would my son. For him to join you now
would mean trouble with the Boers, and probably destruction of the farm."
"I can quite understand that," was the reply; "but I
expect that the youngster would give his ears to lift a rifle
and ride with our columns. I left him down below chatting
with the fellows, and asking for the news. By the way, Mr.
Ransome, who would be likely to snipe us from the side of
the berg1 Shots were fired at the camp during the night,
and the strangest thing happened yesterday. You'd scarcely
believe it, and the whole of the column is puzzling its brains
for an explanation at the present moment. Two of our yeomen scouts, who were away in front yesterday, report that
they were fired at by three snipers, that one of their horses
was killed under them, and that as they closed in they
heard more firing, which was evidently not at them. One
says there was a single shot, while the other man declares
there wa,; more than one. Whatever the number, when
they rushed the cover on the side of the berg they discovered three· rifles, one of which was pierced through the
butt, while all were smashed and useless. In addition,
there were three bandoliers, which, I need not tell you,
were, as usual, loaded with soft-nosed bullets."
"I can give you a solution of the mystery," Mr. Ransome
replied slowly, "aud will do so, but without giving names.
Those rifles which your scouts found smashed to pieces
were used by three Boers. My son suddenly came across
them, and, knowfog that they had taken the oath of
neutrality, he compelled them to desist, and indeed, thanks
to the help of his companion, the Irishman, sent them home
like beaten curs. That is all I can tell you, and I must
ask you not to question me further as to the miscreants.
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They have had a lesson, and to fall upon them now might
mean trouble for us in the future, when the next commando
comes this way. n
" I can quite understand that," said the officer, "and I
give my promise. But that son of yours must be a fine
fellow! It is not everyone who can get the better of these
Boers, for they are the sharpest, slimmest race I ever met,
and I have seen a few in my time. What a pity the
youngster does not join us! But, there, I know what your
wishes are, and I will not repay your hospitality by trying
to persuade him."
"He needs no persuasion/' Mr. Ransome replied, with a
smile. "The lad wants holding in as it is, and if this war
lasts much longer he will be with you, or I shall be much
surprised. But, for the present, we are strictly neutral."
Three days later the British column was out of sight,
and George and Pat were going about the farm as usual.
Once they came face to face with the Van Rensbergs, who
turned aside at once, the old man hurriedly withdrawing
his hot-headed sons lest they should quarrel openly.
"Leave them for the present," he urged. "If you have
speech with them you will fight with .your tongues, and
they will learn that instead of being in fear you are but
awaiting the day when you will punish them."
Accordingly the three departed, Jacobus not without
a scowl in the direction of George.
"Faith, 'tis a bad man, so he is," exclaimed Pat, as they
walked away. "'Tis lucky, Oi'm thinking, that there
happined to be not so much as a sthick amongst the blackguards. Did ye see the glint av the eye that Jacobus
give ye I Bad scran to him. 'Tis himsilf as will do ye an
injury, Misther George."
"I think you are right," George answered. "The fellows
have evidently decided to pay us out. That was clearly
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written on their faces, for though the old man attempted
to look glum, and show that he still felt his beating, yet his
eye told a different tale. He is cunning, but he did not take
me in. Pat, there is going to be trouble with those men,
and we shall have to be very careful, or one of these days
we too shall be sniped as we ride about the farm."
"We moight, Misther George, but Oi'm thinking that
it'd take a wiser man than wan av thim ter get the betther
av Pat. Sure, 'tis a different game they'll play. I tell ye
this. Onst the commandoes come along this way the farm'll
be no place for the loikes av us. So I says this, and ye'd
betther jist put it in yer pipe and smoke it afore ye give
an answer. The Kaf!ir bhoys is warned to be on the lookout for Boers, and we can thrust thim to do all that's well
for us, for, sure, havin't they been like childer to the farm
and the masther iver since this twinty year i Once we
hear that one av thim commandoes has arrived within fifty
mile we'll clear from the farm. There's Izak Snyman's
farm standin' impty this viry day, and what's to privint
us takin' up our quarters there till the bastes is gone i
Then we'll come back to our home. If they ask whin we
wint, and where we've gone, not a soul av thim as is lift
will know, for we won't let on. Tell the masther simply
that we're clearin' till the Boers is away, and let him see
that ye wish to say no more."
"It's a good idea,'1 said George, after some minutes'
thought, during which he ran over the different points that
occurred to him. "But there's one thing that makes me
hesitate to agree with you. Supposing we leave when the
Boers turn up, how shall we know that Father and Connie
will not be molested i I know that the commandoes have
passed them without injury up to this, save that they
have helped themselves to all they wanted. But they will
be exasperated if they come for us and find that we have
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flown; and it is likely that they will retaliate by molesting
those who are left on the farm."
"Ye're wrong there, Misther George," the Irishman
answered, with conviction. " Thim Boers has a kind of
feeling for the masther, for, ye see, he's been this many
a day wid thim, and it was only whin it came to a quistion
of war that he broke wid thim. It's thim Van Rensbergs
as will be wild; but wid the commando close beside thim
to see fair play, they will do nothing, for they will have no
proof that we have jined the British. If we was to do
that I grant ye that there would be throuble, and the farm
would be flaring, so as all within fifty mile could see. Besides, ye can remimber this: if we lave the farm the
Kaflir bhoys will be here, and ye know that they'd sind us
the news if anyone was playing their games and molesting
yer father or sister."
"Yes, I had forgotten to think of that," George replied,
recollecting that even if he and Pat were fifty miles away
they could still know what was happening at the farm, for
the natives have a wonderful way of flinging a message
from berg to berg. Gifted with a sonorous and rolling
language, the words of which lend themselves to the man
who wishes to fling them over a great distance, it is no
uncommon thing to see a Kaffir standing on the edge of
some immense kopje and directing a friend a mile and more
below as to the whereabouts of straying cattle. Indeed,
at such a distance they will hold a long conversation, bellowing their words through their folded hands and allowing
a longer interval than is usual to come between them.
\Vbat difficulty is there, then, in passing a message across
the country at a pace, too, which would beat the telegraph,
provided that a line of Kaffirs is posted along the route!
And to arrange this would be no impossible matter, for a
Kaffir kraal of fifty huts was posted on the Plaatberg, within
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half a mile of the farm, and boasted of some wealthy inhabitants all of whom had lived and flourished under the
wise rule' of the Englishman. They were devoted to him,
and all through the war not one of them had forsaken the
berg, nor given news to the Boers; and this in spite of
threats-threats which at this stage of the war were taking
the form of murder, for to the Dutch the life of one of these
men of colom- was of less significance than that of a horse,
and a bullet rewarded the Kaffir who refused to give information.
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"Yes," said George thoughtfully. "The plan is a good
one, and we will at once make all arrangements. Come
over to the Kaffir location, and we will speak with U mtusi,
the father of Omlulu."
When he and Pat sat down that evening at the suppertable, all their arrangements for instant flight had been
made. If Boers were coming their way they could rely
upon the Kaffirs giving due warning, so as to allow them
a start. Then they would saddle up and ride for Snyman's
farm, where they would find food and blankets, which had
been despatched that very afternoon by Omlulu's brother.
Their rifles they would carry themselves. None of the
Kaflirs were to accompany them to the farm; but a line
would be spread out on the way, and these would pass the
news, whatever it happened to be. If questions were asked,
Mr. Ransome could answer that they had gone with some
cattle to find a fresh grazing-ground, and would return
before very long. Accordingly, as they sat at their meal
George broached the subject, telling his father that they
had decided to leave the farm in the event of a commando
riding that way, and that they would take cattle with them.
"We will not tell you more than that," he said, "and
please do not ask us. We shall ride whenever we get the
warning, but shall be within a day's journey, and shall be
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kept informed of what is passing here, while we will let
you know through the Kaffirs how we are faring."
"Very well, my son," Mr. Ransome replied; "l think you
are taking a wise course. I will ask no questions, and will
leave everything to you and Pat. If in difficulties, trust
to _'him, George, for he is a knowing fellow, and has had a
training that will help to pull you out of danger. There,
we will say no more about the matter, but I trust that
it will be long before you have need to leave the farm."
Mr. Ransome's hope was doomed to disappointment, for
scarcely had George and Pat risen on the following morning
when Omlulu came running in.
"Baas, baas!" he said, his eyes wide open with terror,
"de Boers coming fast up de berg. Dey slip by in the
night, and as I go to drive de cattle to water I see dem,
wid de Renshergs from over yonder. Quick, baas; dey
after you!"
"Then we'll disappoint them," said George coolly. "Out
with the horses, Omlulu, and don't stand there as if you
were turned to stone! Bustle up and away! Pat, off you
come!"

"Rhight, Misther George. If ye see thim blackguards
comin' while I get me rifle, jist give me the worrd, and sure
Oi'll make one or two av thim sit up in their saddles."
He darted into his room, while George did the same, and
in less than a minute both were outside the house. Running
to the kraal, they found that Omlulu had just led out the
horses, of which there were four, and was about to saddle
them.
" We'll do that as we go!" exclaimed George. "There,
up we go, and away, for we haven't a moment to lose! 11

He flung his saddle on to his pony, leaving the girths
dangling on the ground. Then he thrust a bridle over its
head, and, leaping upon its back, set it forward at a gallop,
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driving the second animal before him. To a horseman such
as he was, there was no difficulty in keeping his seat, for he
had ridden every day of his life since he was able to toddle.
Indeed, like the Boers amongst whom he had passed his
days, he was accustomed to ride everywhere, and it was
seldom that he walked farther than the edge of the berg.
Leaning forward in his saddle he first fastened the straps
which secured the bridle, and then grabbed at the trailing
girths and tucked them beneath his knee, where for the
present they would be out of harm's way. Meanwhile Pat
had done much the same, and came thundering along over
the long grass of the veldt with his monstrous legs dangling
at his horse's knees.
"Be aisy there ,vid yersilf," he cried, when they had
covered some distance. " Sure 'tis the breath ye've knocked
out of me body. Holdt on a momint, Misther George, and
we'll get the girths all fast. Thim Boers won't see so much
as a hair av us here, and we'll be able for to watch thim,
and git our wind at the same toime."
It was a good suggestion, and both at once dismounted
behind a large mass of rock which was balanced on the
hillside, and must have been thrown there by some gigantic
force. Away up behind them, the side of the Plaatberg
suddenly rose perpendicularly to an enormous height, and
from the ridge which showed against the sky-line, which
was just now flushing rosy-red in the rays of the morning
sun, a portion was seen to have fallen.
"This lump's been here this tin year and more," said
Pat, as though the matter had just occurred to him. "I
mind the day as it fell from up above, and sure it was
mint for us. 'Tis jist the place to lie behint and watch the
farm."
As a temporary hiding-place it would certainly do, and,
therefore, they at once set about fastening their girths, and
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then threw themselves down upon the grass to rest. They
had come almost a mile, and the suddenness of their
departure, together with the unusual efforts it had called
for, had somewhat unnerved them; they wanted a few
moments to settle down, to regain their breath, and to
realize that they were flying probably for their lives.
"Ah, there they are!" exclaimed George suddenly. " I
can see them coming round the edge of the berg."
He threw himself down at the corner of the mass of rock,
and, taking good care to remain hidden in the grass, lifted
his glasses in the direction of the farm. Pat did the same,
and together they watched with breathless interest as some
twenty Boer horsemen ascended the side of the berg. They
were a wild-looking lot, and their rifles showed clearly
against the sky-line, being carried for the most part slung
across their backs. When within a hundred yards of the
farm four of the number separated from the others, and,
riding to either side, took up their stations so as to cut off
anyone who wished to escape.
"One of thim bhoys is the old Van Rensberg," said Pat
suddenly. "Sure I can see his bhit av a beard as plain as
if he was within an inch of me nose. Bad scran to him and
his, I say, for 'tis to thim that we owe the visit!"
But now the Boers had set spurs to their horses, and rode
full tilt at the farm. George saw them pull up just beside
the stoep, and fling themselves from their saddles. Then
they ran into the house and were lost to view.
"They'll be coming out wid their tails between their
legs," said Pat with a laugh. "Sure Oi can fancy tbim
axing for ye, Mistber George."
"And I can imagine that they are none too pleased, and
are ill-treating those who are left," said George with an
angry tone in bis voice. " If one of those fellows dares to
injure Father or Connie, or insults either of them, I swear
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to join the British, and never rest till I have punished the
offenders. Ha, look, there they come I"
As he spoke, ten of the men who had entered the farm
only a few moments before, came rushing out pell-mell, and
leapt into their saddles. Then, having held a hasty consultation, they separated into p~irs and galloped away.
Foremost amongst them was Jacobus Van Rensherg, whose
face could easily be distinguished at the distance. They
saw him lift his rifle from the sling and load it. Then,
with a wave of his arm, and a shout of encouragement to
his fellows, which George even fancied he could hear, so still
was the air, he galloped from the farm accompanied by another Boer, taking the direction of the enormous boulder
behind which Pat and George were hiding.
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CHAPTER IV
CAUGHT IN A TRAP

J

T is time for us to be getting away if we wish to
reach home unharmed," said George, as Jacobus and
his companion came spurring in their direction. "Quick,
up you get, Pat, and let us race for it!"
"Yis, and get seen before ye can wink an eye, or ride
twinty feet from this rock," answered the Irishman
promptly. " Misther George, ye've pluck to spare, so ye
have, but ye'll have to be a trifle more spry, if ye've to dale
wid fellers loike him; faith, 'tis himsilf will ride for this
rock the instant he sets eyes on it, and his frind will come
up the other side. If we was to ride for it they'd see us,
and would start their firing. Thin the whole crowd would
be afther us. No; come in here, and sind the horses afore
ye."
He pointed to an enormous cleft which almost divided the
gigantic mass of rock in two, and ran from its base almost
to the top. Not a ray of sunlight penetrated into its depths,
though outside everything was now glowing in the intense
white heat of the sun.
"The very place!" said George. "In you go at once,
for they will be up to us before very long."
Taking their horses by the bridles, and driving the two
spare ones before them, they entered the crevice in the
rock, to find, to their absolute astonishment, that it suddenly
opened out to either hand, and formed a cavity ea•ily
capable of holding them and their horses and many more
besides.
6l
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"Faith, who'd have thought it!" exclaimed Pat. "The
rock's been here this tin years, as Oi thold ye, but beyont
a glance at it, and a feeling av gratitude that it had come
this way, and not chosen to run clane through the farm,
Oi've niver given so much as a thought to it. Begorra,
but it's a foine and iligant place indade! Will ye see
where it inds, Misther George, while Oi jist rholl a boulder
or two across the openin', and prepare for Jacobus and his
£rind!"
"Right! I'll do it at once. Give me a call if we are discovered."

George dropped the reins over the pony's neck, and
pushed on into the heart of the massive piece of rock. At
the entrance the cleft had been two or three yards in
breadth, and more than double that in height, bnt it narrowed gradually till the flanks of the sturdiest of their
animals brushed the dark rock as they pushed farther in.
Then, as has been said, the walls suddenly receded, and
opened out to form a space capable of holding a dozen or
more horsemen and their mounts. But there was a still
greater surprise in store for George, for as he started
forward, with his hands held before him in the gloom, a
faint chink of light caught his attention and caused him to
drop suddenly upon his knees.
"What's this, I wonder!" he murmured. "A ray of
light coming from what one would imagine to be the heart
of a mass of rock! Why, I believe there is another cavity
farther on."

He scrambled forward, and searched with his fingers.
Then he struck a match, and held it close against the
wall.
"A tunnel!" he exclaimed; "and with sides of crumbling stone. This is a find indeed. I'll push on and see
what happens."
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He at once crawled into the long, arched channel, and,
striking another match, closely inspected his surroundings.
Already the space was widening, while the chink of light
had now grown bigger, and assumed the shape of the large,
arched, and rugged edge which usually fringes the entrance
of a cave. His fingers touched the wall, and immediately
long scales of crumbling flaky rock became detached and
tumbled to the ground. Another match satisfied him that
he was in a channel which had been carved by the force of
water, for the walls were smooth and rounded near the
bottom, and thickly encrusted with chalk. For how many
centuries it must have played upon the brown sandstone he
dared not think. Yet this was undoubtedly the secret of
the mystery. Years on years ago this massive piece had
been burrowed by a stream, which, failing to find its exit
elsewhere, had penetrated the rock. Then, as succeeding
changes came, and time with unending tempest, wind,
and sun played upon its surroundings, its base had disappeared, and the whole mass had come thundering and
crashing down the steep slope of the berg with the force
of a thousand furies. But George had no time for such
thoughts. Danger was imminent, and deeds were required.
Therefore, rising to his feet, he passed through the tunnel,
to emerge a minute later in a vast central chamber, about
which the walls rose in jagged outlines to the height of
some sixty feet. Underneath was a thick matting of beautiful green grass, while overhead, with its rays slanting into
the opening, and a portion of its glittering rim showing
above the edge, was the morning sun shedding intense heat
and light everywhere.
"Well, who could have thought it!" gasped George.
"This has lain before the stoep of the farm for at least ten
years, and none of us has ever had the curiosity to inspect
it closely-indeed has never even suspected that it was but
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a hollow drum with brittle walls, and a core that was eaten
and swept away perhaps centuries ago."
He crossed the open space, marvelling at its breadth, and
then stopped short with an exclamation of surprise, for a
tiny path trailed through the grass and led to the farther
side. It was old and overgrown with green, which showed
that of late it had been disused. But for all that it was a
fact, and a sure indication that others had found and used
this out-of-the-way spot. When he reached the other side
he was once more dumbfounded, for behind a projecting
buttress of rock a second arched channel opened, while the
soil which lay at the entrance was trodden deep with the
imprint of boots.
"Veldtschoen !" (Boer boots) he exclaimed. "I know
their broad outline, and the absence of hobnails proves
that those impressions were made by Boers. What does
it mean 1 Someone has been here recently, for these are
fresh, and-yes, here are the ashes of a fire. I should say,
from the look of it, that it was smouldering a week ago.
Now to see what is inside."
He struck a match and entered the tunnel, to find that
it suddenly twisted to the right, and then opened into a
chamber of moderate size, in which a few rifles were piled
upon a layer of sacking, while two boxes of ammunition
were placed against one wall. In addition there were a
couple of larger cases, labelled in Dutch, and bearing the
brand of a German firm.
"Fuses. Gun-cotton." Those were the words printed
upon them, and George stared at them with increasing
amazement. Then he stooped and rapidly examined one
of the weapons.
"Mausers," he said. "Ah, I thought as much, and now
I begin to get to the bottom of this mystery! Fuses I
Gun-cotton! Of course those are used for explosives, and
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must belong to the gang or gangs who creep down to the
railway and destroy the trains that take our soldiers and
stores up-country. What a find! but what use can we
make of it '!--for at present we have our safety to think of.
Wait, though; I'll just take a look at the first tunnel
again. 11
He raced back across the open space, and, drawing the
ramrod from his rifle, probed at the roof of the passage by
which he had entered. Masses of crumbling brown rock
at once fell, smashing into small flakes and fine powder as
they struck the earth. Prod, prod, he thrust again and
again at the roof till he was covered with falling bits.
When at last he desisted he was able to stand upright,
with arm stretched overhead, and his finger tips just
touching the rock above. Then, with a feeling of no little
satisfaction, he retraced his steps till he reached his companion1s side.
"w·ell, and what luck 1" asked the latter. "Sure Oi've
been wonderin' what's happened to ye, and been botherin'
me head wid the thought that the place had caved in and
swallowed ye. Oi'm sartin that Oi heard somethin' fallin'."
"And you were right, Pat. But first let me know
whether Jacobus has put in an appearance, and then I will
tell you how I have fared."
"Look beyont there, thin, Misther George, and ye'll see
the blackguard ridin' fit to break his ugly neck. Bad cess
to him, but it's the loike av that that niver happens to men
av his sort!"
He pointed out of the opening, and away over the rolling
veldt, to two horsemen who were careering wildly away.
"You'd have thought as they knew we was here," said
the Irishman with a laugh. "They come swooping round
the rock, and pulled up jist opposite. Thin one av thim
stares into the place, and Oi says to mesilf, 'Pat, they'll
(K 9'6)
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see ye for sure!' Thin Oi rimimbered that it was as dark
as a pit, and Oi jist watched thim, ready to send 'em to
kingdom come if they was minded to try their dodges.
"• Ach, they are not here, and what is the use of waiting1' says one of thim, a German by the look of his face.
• Himmel, put your spurs to your horse, my friend, for we
must capture these Englishmen.'
"• How do you know1' Jacobus answered, slipping one
foot from his stirrup-iron as though he would dismount.
•Perhaps they have discovered the secret, and are in
hiding.'
'" No, I say that they have gone on. Come, ride for it,
my friend, or we shall lose them,' sings out the German;
and with that they galloped away as if the old gintleman
himsilf was afther them.
"''Tis oncommon lucky ye did too,' says Oi to mesilf. 'Oi
don't holdt on to this secret, but if wan of ye jist walked
inside, 'tis dead ye'd fall on the instant.' Hoorosh ! see how
the fellows ride!"
"And may they continue at it and never trouble us
again!" broke in George. "Now listen to me, and I will
tell you of my discovery. The rock is hollow from end to
end, and by means of my ramrod I have made it possible
to take the horses through a tunnel which leads to the
finest hiding-place you ever saw. There, take a seat while
I give you all the facts.''
They squatted, Boer fashion, on their haunches, and kept
a careful look-out over the veldt, while George described
the curious formation of the rock, and the fuses and explosives which he had discovered,
"And we've been sitting almost atop av it, as wan might
say, and niver so much as guessed it,'' exclaimed Pat
suddenly in tones of disgust. "Sure 'tis a moighty foind,
Misther George, for we've sthruck rhight on the store av the
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Van Rensbergs and their foine crew av train-wreckers. But
how it's going to help us is more than Oi can guess."
"Then I will explain," George answered calmly. "To
commence with, owing to the short notice we received we
have been unable to get far from the farm. Your advice
t4at we should halt beside this rock was excellent, for had
we ridden on we should have been discovered, in all probability, and chased. We might have made good our escape;
and then, on the contrary, we might have failed to do so.
To emerge into the open now would be fatal to our hopes."
"Faith it would that, Misther George."
"Then we will stay here. While you guard the entrance
I will take the horses through and let them graze in the
inner space. There is plenty of grass for them, and water
too, for this curious and wonderful place seems to possess
all and more than the most sanguine could expect, and a
tiny stream bubbles up close beside the farther wall.
,vhen they are out of the way I will return, and we will
watch together. To-morrow we will try to climb to the
top of the rock, and from there we shall be able to see
when the commando moves off."
"By the powers, but it's a foine schame indade !" said
Pat. "Sure ye've a viry iligant way av putting things into
a nutshell. Drive in the horses as quick as ye like, Misther
George, and thin come right back, for 'tis mesilf as would
like to do a little explorin'."
"Right! you shall," answered George, and at once turning, he went to the animals and led them one by one
through the tunnel. Then, taking his place at the entrance
of the rock, he relieved his comrade, who at once dived
into the inner space and disappeared from sight.
Five minutes later he came running back with a covering
of powdered and crumbling rock adhering to his hat and
clothes.
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intrance for the next few minutes, me bhoy, and come
along wid me. Ah! bad luck to it! that's the second
toime that Oi've struck me head in the last tin minutes."
Indeed Pat was far too tall a man to pass through the
inner archway without stooping, and, neglecting to do this,
he struck against the roof of scaly rock and brought a mass
of it splintering and crashing to the ground. But that did
not stop him. Shaking himself free from all the debris, he
walked rapidly across the grass-grown space till he reached
the farther side, where he at once dived into the cavity
in which the explosives were kept.
"Ye didn't set eyes on thiLt, me bhoy," he cried in exulting tones. " 'Tis yersilf as missed the foinest thing av it
all. Sure, did ye iver see such a grand place for smugglers,
or sich a fort for the loikes av you and me 1"
As he spoke he struck a match, and, advancing to the
left, held it above his head. Peering into the darkness
and gloom, George first discerned a circular opening, and
then, as his sight became more accustomed to his surroundings, he found himself staring into another chamber which
Pat must have come across by the merest chance, for, like
the arched opening outside, this one was also hidden by
a projecting buttress of natural rock. With his curiosity
roused to the highest pitch, he seized his own box of matches,
and, igniting two, advanced into the inner chamber.
"Ye've not come to the ind av it by half," said Pat with
a chuckle of delight. " Oi tell ye, Misther George, that
we've hit upon a place as'll be a stronghold to us. See
here! Thim Boers have made the most av it, and have
built as foine a staircase as ye could have in a house."
· He pointed to the other wall, and there, facing them,
was another opening, so narrow that two could scarcely
enter abreast, and so placed that anyone sitting there
could see through the chamber into the outer one, and
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thence over the piled-up boxes into the grass-grown space
beyond.
George did not hesitate, hut, striking more matches, he
hastened to the steps and climbed them. One, two, three,
four, five,-suddenly he came to a steeper one, and toppled
over on to his face. But he was up in a moment, and
quickly discovered that instead of being four inches high,
the sixth was quite three feet, and led on to a level space
or landing some five feet in diameter. Then he became
conscious of the fact that brilliant sunshine was pouring upon him, and, looking up, he discerned a circle of blue
sky directly above, from which descended the rungs of a
roughly-constructed wooden ladder.
" What a find!" he exclaimed. " Now to finish the
mystery."
He sprang at the ladder and scaled it, arriving at length
upon the summit of the rock, to find himself in a hollow,
over the edges of which he could not see. But, scrambling
up the rough boulders, he raised his head cautiously, and
was rewarded with an uninterrupted view all round. There
was the farm, a short mile away, with the berg frowning
over it behind. There, too, across the sunlit veldt and
the gleaming tops of the ant-heaps, was the roof of the
Van Rensbergs' house, with the square of white cloth, the
symbol of peace which they did not hesitate to grossly
misuse, fluttering from the corner of the chimney.
"Hello! what's that I" he suddenly cried, shading his
eyes and looking away in the opposite direction. "Dust
blowing everywhere high in the air, and the smell of cattle.
What does it mean, Pat I"
He sniffed, and then hastily adjnsted his glasses.
"It's a Boer convoy for sure," Pat answered without
hesitation, "and, bodad, there's thim fellers riding this
way."
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He pointed a long brown finger to a part of the veldt
lying to one side of the column of dust, and there, spurring
across the grass, and yet coming towards them at a lagging
pace, which showed that their animals were exhausted,
were some twenty men, a single glance at whom was sufficient to show that they were the identical party who had
scattered in search of George and his friend but half an
hour before.
"Jacobus rides in front," said George with an angry
snap, "and Jan and the father are on either side. What
is their game, Pat I Are they off to the farm again, or are
they returning to their friends I"
" 'Tis neither the wan nor the ither, Oi'm thinkin'," was
the reply. "See you, me bhoy, they're riding slick for
this rock, and Oi've a moighty good notion that Jacobus
himsilf and his moighty foine followin' could tell ye more
about the place than ye know yersilf. Hasn't explosions
on the railway occurred this six months past I And do ye
not know that scarcely a wan but happins within a hundred
moiles j What's that to a Boer j Sure 'tis oursilves could
ride it within a day and a noight, if we'd a couple av spare
horses. 'Tis me own idea that those sweeps av Van Rensbei:gs is leaders of the gang. Ye see, they live nigh to the
storehouse, and within a ride av the railway. Faith, they're
jist the wans to do that dhirty work, may the woorst av
lnck take thim for it! Ah, by the poker, but Oi'm roight!
See, the bastes is steerin' this way, and'll be here within a
matther av tin minutes."

" Then we are caught in a trap," said George. " To
attempt to ride now would be to dash into their arms, and
be shot down like dogs."
"It would that. 'Tis in a hole av a place, so we are, me
bhoy," answered the Irishman.
"Wait though; we'll not be done so easily, Pat," cried
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George suddenly. "Look here, if those fellows catch us,
what will happen I"
"Do ye see that bhit av a blue stain down the rockl"
asked Pat, pointing calmly into the central space to a discoloured streak which ran down the farther wall, and had
the full glare of the sun pouring upon it.
"Yes; what then I What has that to do with the question I" George answered impatiently.
"Jist this, me bhoy. If thim blackguards set eyes on
ns here, we'll be put up for targets agin that patch, and
will die wid the light in our faces. 'Twould be an iligant
restin'-place."
George shuddered, and then, roused to desperation at
the words, he said: " That settles the case. If we are
caught we shall be shot. Already we are runaways, but
now we become enemies. I go over to the British at once,
and if I get out of this scrape I join the columns, and do
my utmost to help the cause of old England."
" Spoken loike yersilf ! " cried the Irishman. " Sure
we'll do as ye say, and Oi'll put in somethin' that Oi've
owed thim skunks av Boers, jist for the sake av ould
Oireland."
" Then let us be moving," said George in cool and collected tones. " If the odds are to be ten to one, it will be
better to escape observation if possible. Let us get down
as fast as possible, Pat, and drive our horses into the inner
chamber from which the steps ascend. It is pitch-dark
there, so that the animals will stand quietly, and may
perhaps pass without discovery. We ourselves will go to
the entrance, and once we are sure that Jacobus and his
friends are coming, we'll join the horses, prepared to slip
up the ladder and make a fight of it should they find that
we are here."

Pat nodded his assent vigorously, and both at once-
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hurried down the ladder and set to work to drive the
animals into the inner chamber. They went willingly,
for they were well-trained beasts, and stood in the darkness, with their heads drooping already, as if they were
only too glad of the opportunity to sleep. A minute later
the two friends were at the narrow part of the cleft, which
led into the centre of this, the most extraordinary work of
nature they had ever seen.
"There they are!" cried George, as some bobbing heads
appeared over the long grass some few hundred yards
away. "There is no doubt now that they are coming
here."

"Thin the worse for thim !" muttered Pat in reply.
"Sure, we've niver done thim bastes a bhit av harrm, and
why should they want to be afther us 1 'Tis the Van
Rensbergs, Misther George. Didn't Oi tell ye days ago
to beware av thim, and especially av Jacobus 1 Don't ivery
soul know that they've got their eyes fixed upon the farm,
and would like to get the grip av it 1 Sure that's their
game. Get rhid av the ould man and the young, and thin
marry the girl and the farm . Bad luck to the blackguards!"
It was not the first time that this idea had been put
into George's head, but whatever he might have had to
say on the subject was cut short by the action of the approaching party. Two of their number rode away on either
flank, while the others came to a bait. Glasses were then
levelled, and the whole of the berg and the veldt was
searched. Apparently no suspicious persons were seen, for,
as the two watchers peered through the cleft, Jacobus Van
Rensberg lifted his hat and at once set bis horse in motion.
The others joined him, and, touching the flanks of their
,nimals with their heels, came galloping up to the rock.
They pulled up within ten paces of it, and dismounting
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with an agility born of long practice, left their horses to
graze, while they came in a body towards the entrance.
"Time we were moving," said George coolly. "Back
you come, Pat!''
They crawled away from the cleft, and, darting through
the archway and across the open space beyond, disappeared
in the chamber on the opposite side.
"1Ve'll take our posts at the entrance," said George.
"Then we can overhear what happens, and shall at the
same time be within easy reach of the steps. If any of
them come right through we must be discovered, and in
that case someone will have to put up with a little rough
handling."
"Faith, ye may feel aisy on that pint," exclaimed the
Irishman. "If anywan comes this way, Oi'll give him a
tap wid me fist that'll make him see more stars than ye'd
foind on the broightest night. Hist! Sure the blackguards
is already here."
Crouching in the dense gloom of the inner chamber,
and both with ready-loaded rifles in their hands, Pat and
George could look through the outer cavity into the sunlit
space beyond. As they stared into it, first Jacobus, and
then nineteen of his followers tramped in, and, crossing the
grass, began to divest themselves of rifles and bandoliers.
Then they threw themselves upon the ground, in a shady
spot which was just outside the opening, and fell to replenishing and lighting their pipes.
Five minutes and more of moody silence passed, during
which each man puffed heavily at his stem, and seemed
lost in the deepest thought. Then Jacobus stirred himself,
and addressed his comrades in the ugly patois known as
Taal, which is commonly used by the Boers in both the
Transvaal and the Orange Colony.
"A fine day, and a fine night to follow," he said. "Come,
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rome yourselves, my good comrades. We have been unsuccessful, it is true, and our brother Haasbrook has ridden
off in the worst of tempers with us. But what of it 1 , Ate
we not a band set apart from the others, and working
alone I Because that cub George Ransome and the long
fool of an Irishman escaped us to-day, does it follow that
they will be equally successful to-morrow 1 Listen to me!
I, Jacobus Van Rensberg, am the particular one upon
whom the disappointment falls, for see the stake I lose
if they escape me! All have heard, and therefore all
know, that I am to marry the Ransome girl, and take
possession of the farm when the Rooineks are driven from
the land."
"Ja, we know it, Jacobus," the circle answered soberly.
"Then rouse yourselves, and hearken to my plans. I am
your leader, the commandant of the band of train-wreckers,
and I tell you that there is work for us to do. This
very night a heavily-laden train will leave Kroonstadt for
Johannesburg, and will be crammed with stores and khakis
(British soldiers). Our friends in Bloemfontein, and on the
way up, have sent us the warning, and asked that we
should act. What say you all 1 Would it not be a fine
thing to set our fuses on the line, and do the utmost harm
to our enemy f'

"Ja, you rejoice our hearts," one of the circle, a big,
bearded man, replied. "It will be a righteous deed, and
we will do our best to aid you. But tell us, Jacobus, what
plans have you made for our safety I
e are always ready
to fight for this just cause of our people; but, remember,
life is very dear, and before we would enter on any scheme
we would know how all is to happen, and how we are to
escape so that no one shall trace us."
"Giit ! das ist giit !" (good! that is good!) another of
the party cried. "Listen, Jacobus! I am a just man and
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a true. Far and near the name of Andries de Reitz is
known and respected, while the British have full faith in
me, and pass me without suspicion. Eager as I am to fall in
with your plans, I must first know that the way home lies
open; that no enterprise of a desperate nature, and likely to
end in disaster to ourselves, is intended; and that it shall
not be known that I have acted against my oath. As for
the latter, what do I care for it 1 If you loaned me a horse
or a rifle, I would give you my word to return them, and
would rather die than fail to do so and go back upon my
word. But this-this precious oath of neutrality-is not
binding, though to disregard it openly is to risk imprisonment or worse."

"Have done with your sermon!" exclaimed Jacobus
impatiently. "There is no risk in this enterprise, for I
have chosen the kloof through which the rail runs before
arriving at Joubert's siding. We will set our mine there,
and will take cover at the side of the line. Wben all is
over we can ride away as free as the air, and no one will
be the wiser. Now, who will join 1 Is there anyone who
wishes to withdraw 1"
Not one of his audience responded, whereupon Jacobus
clapped his hands with approval.
"It is well," he said; "and now we will eat and drink
before riding for the railway. We shall require fuses and
some of the explosives, so come with me, Jan, and you too,
Andries. Deal gently with the cases, as you value your
lives."
He rose to his feet, and, followed by those he had
named, entered the chamber in which the stores were kept.
As for Pat and George, they crouched still closer to the
ground and held their breath, doubtful whether the men
would go farther and enter the dark space in which they
were hiding. But after some ten minutes the three figures
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retreated, blocking up the arched split of light as they
passed into the open.
"Pretty close, that," whispered George. "I was quite
ready to blow a hole through the first who approached us."
Pat's answer was a low growl, but his comrade heard
the safety catch of his trigger put up again, as if the
Irishman had realized that the danger was past and gone
for the moment.
For an hour the Boers lay upon the ground eating a
frugal meal. Then they lit their pipes again, slung their
bandoliers over their shoulders, and took their rifles in their
hands. A moment later the band of train-wreckers had
commenced to file from the rock.
"Hold!" cried Jacobus suddenly, as a thought occurred
to him. "What of the English calf, and his servant the
Irishman I It will never do to allow them to return to
the farm without our knowledge. We must set a watch,
and one of our number must stay. Yes, Andries, you will
do, for I fear that your heart is not in this night's work.
Well, when there is a young wife and a child waiting on the
stoep at home, it is not so wonderful. Stay behind, and
take your place at the top of the rock, where you will
obtain a clear view all round."
He turned from the man with a gesture of contempt,
and strode out through the tunnel.
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CHAPTER V
TWO BRITISH RECRUITS

W

ATCHING from their dark burrow within the mighty
rock, George and his companion saw all save one of
the band of rascally train-wreckers file away through the
archway beyond, and disappear from sight. Then Andries
de Reitz, who had watched them depart, turned and retraced his steps, with a face that showed a smile of cunning
and hatred. He rapped ont an oath, and, having stamped
npon the ground as if in disgust, soliloquized aloud:
"A wife and child I have indeed," he cried, "but I love
my life dearly for its own sake. You sneer at me, Jacobus
Van Rensberg, but it is not well to do so with a man ol
my nature. I hate you! Stiff-necked bombast that you
are, I loathe your name, and I will repay your gibes. Ha!
wait, you who are to marry wealth! Andries de Reitz will
see that your pride is lowered before that takes place. But
I must not forget the work in hand. It will be a good thing
for my temper to sit above and shoot the English cub.
Bab! the land smells with these Rooineks!"
With that he flung his rifle over his shoulder, and relit
his pipe ere he entered the tunnel.
"He's as good as a dead man, Oi till ye," whispered Pat
"Lave him to me, yer honour, and if your heart softens,
and ye would spare him, jist think av this: if we bind
him and let him live, all the Boers in the land will be
aftber us. The farm'll be burnt, and the masther and
Miss Connie turned adrift. &sides, don't ye know that
78
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it's to kill us he's here. Stand away wid yersilf while I
settle him."
Helpless to disobey, and yet detesting the thought that
anyone, however brutal, should be killed without a fight,
George involuntarily retreated a pace, and crouched there
with eyes wide open and heart that beat fast with excitement. And now the Boer advanced to the archway, and
as he entered Pat and his companion retreated still farther,
in the vain hope of escaping detection. For a moment the
figure of their enemy stood sharply silhouetted against the
brilliant sunlight without, and then he advanced rapidly
and strode through the outer chamber.
"What is this 1" he suddenly asked, stopping when he
had reached a point within a few paces of George. "Horses
in here! Impossible! I'm dreaming!"
They heard him make a movement to one side, and saw
his figure cut across the light once more. Then they heard
him stumble and give vent to an oath, which was drowned
the next instant by the frightened squeal of a horse and
by frantic plunging. What happened next could only be
surmised, for the gloom was too profound to distinguish
objects easily. This, however, was clear. The Boer, on
sniping and murder intent, had stumbled up against and
had awakened one of the sleeping animals. Terrified in
the darkness by the unexpected blow, Pat's old charger
• Terence had at once lashed out with his heels, and when
a match was struck the flickering flame showed Andries
de Reitz lying prostrate on the ground, with the horse
stamping and raging over him.
"Dead for sure!" exclaimed Pat. "Faith, didn't ye
hear the hoofs strike hard on his head I I tell ye he's
as dead as iver a man was."
They rushed forward, and, lifting the Boer's head, looked
in his face.
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"Yes, dead," said George sadly, noticing that the skull
was smashed close behind the ear. "Well, his fate be on
his own head. He would have shot us without mercy, and
this is but just punishment. But I am very glad that we
had no hand in the work."
"That's the same wid me," replied Pat. "But, begorra,
Misther George, he was bound to get silenced wan way or
the other, for though this Andries de Reitz said things that
was mighty hard av Jacobus, he was, for all that, that bitter
against us, that he would have been as dangerous as anywan. Sure, from atop there he'd be sindin' his bullets at
the farm, and this viry night they'd be crashing through
the winder that showed a light. But we've got to git rid
av him, and where i is the question."
"We'll find a grave for the poor fellow outside," said
George sadly. " In any case his death will embroil us
with the Boers, so that the old peaceful times for Father
and Connie are gone. You see, when his comrades return
they will fail to find him. Then they will send over to his
farm, and within twenty-four hours the news will come
back that he is not there. They will guess then that
something has happened to him, and, knowing that we are
in the neighbourhood, will put two and two together, and
set his disappearance down to us. That means that the
farm will flare, and that Father and Connie will be in
danger of losing their lives. For us, I fancy we shall be
only too glad that circumstances have occurred to cause
a breach between us and the Dutch, for now we can
throw in our lot with the British, and see some of the
fighting."
"Jist about rhight, me bhoy," burst in Pat. "It's fightin'
and shootin' we want, and onst we take to it, bedad, thim
Boers'll be sorry. Niver ye fear for the folks at the farm,
for, supposin' thim blackguards return, we'll get wind av
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'em, and will be there to see that the game don't go all
their way."

"But they will come in force," exclaimed George.
"Don't you follow, Pat, that when Jacobus and his friends
return there will be too many to make resistance possible I"
"Wan moment, Misther George, me bhoy," the Irishman
cried, dropping his hand heavily on his comrade's shoulder.
"Y e've missed the pint, as sure as ye're born. Aginst the
farm Jacobus and his set could do as they liked; but here,
in the cintre av this rock, they'd find it a moighty job to
come at us, so they would. Put Miss Connie out in the
middle mindin' the dinner, wid yersilf and Pat at the
outer door, and your father atop of the rock, and niver
wan av thim varmint would set foot in here, while their
bullets 'd crack their noses against the stone widout doin'
any harrm."

"By Jove! I never thought of that," exclaimed George.
"This would indeed make a grand fort, and we could defy
a commando to turn us out. But let us hope that it has
not yet come to that. Perhaps we shall turn the tables on
Jacobus and his rascally friends so completely that they
will leave the district. Remember, this very night a train
is to be wrecked, and we have to prevent it; we have to be
there in time to ambush the wreckers, and repay them for
their treachery."
"Faith, Oi'd forgotten almost," cried Pat. "Sure, we'd
betther be ridin'."
This indeed was good counsel; for though the day was
quite young as yet, and the railroad within an easy ride,
yet to hope to make a successful attack when the wreckers
numbered some twenty in all, and they themselves poseassed but two rifles, was quite absurd.

"It would be sheer suicide," explained George.
(H ..5)
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we can make matters more even by cutting over to the
left, to the nearest blockhouse. We shall find six men
there, and with an equal number from the next fort on
the line we ought to have enough, for we shall take them
by sUl'prise. Thank goodness, there will be a moon tonight, so that we shall have matters in our own hands. I
know that kloof near which they will lay their explosives,
and at this moment I have in my mind's eye a spot from
which we can command the line. Come, bustle up, Pat,
for I am all eagerness to be off."
"Thin ye can give me a hilp wid Andries," said the
Irishman. ",vait, though ; we'll nade a pick and spade.
Holdt where ye are while I sing ont to the Kaffir hhoys."
He at once ascended the stairs, and went swaying up
the ladder like a ponderous bear, his weight causing it to
bend and swing in a dangerous fashion, while the rungs
squeaked and groaned again. Arrived on top, he placed his
big hands to his mouth to form a funnel, and called loudly
in Kaflir, sending the words rolling away across the veldt.
Then he sat down and waited in silence, and soon an
answering message came, when the Irishman again bellowed, with his face towards the farm.
George had by this time climbed to his side, and sat
there listening. Across the waving grass came the answering words clear and precise, but from some obscure corner
as yet unseen. Bro1,1ght up in the Free State as he had
been, both he and Pat spoke the Kaflir language as if it
had been their own, and in addition had long since
mastered the tongue spoken by the Boers. He had, therefore, no difficulty in following the conversation flung from
rock to farm, and thence back again. At the shout for
spades and picks, figures could be seen bustling about,
while one ran into the farm, and was followed shortly by
Connie, pushing her father's chair.
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"Let them know that we are safe, and shall not be back
before to-morrow," said George. "You have the better
voice, and can make them hear far more clearly than I could.
Tell them also that we have trouble with the Van Rensbergs and their friends, and that it will be well for them
to prepare to move at any moment to a safe hiding-place.
Say nothing more, for the Kaflirs living on the Dutchman's
farm might hear, and tell their master."
Accordingly Pat bellowed out a long message, which was
apparently communicated to Mr. Ransome and his daughter
by the faithful Omlulu, for it was his voice that came rolling and echoing back, and it was his slim figure that could
be seen, by the aid of the glasses, standing beside the
stoep.
Half an hour later four Kaffirs were hard at work at a
spot about two hundred yards from the rock in which
Pat and George had taken shelter; and thither, with
all due reverence, and with pity for his end, although he
was an enemy, and unbounded sympathy for that poor
wife, now a widow, and that unconscious infant of whom
he had spoken, the lifeless form of Andries de Reitz was
carried in the strong arms of the Irishman. Then he was
laid in the shallow trench, and his soft felt hat was placed
over his face. Taking his stand beside the grave, George
produced a small prayer-book sent from the farm, and in
subdued tones read the burial-service for the dead: "Dust
to dust, and ashes to ashes". The words broke solemnly
upon the silent air, and died away almost in a sob, while
Pat quietly tossed a handful of earth upon the body. Then,
taking the spades, the two comrades set to work and filled
in the grave, leaving a small slate thrust into the soil at
one end.
"We shall recognize it again," said George, "and one of
these days, when all this fighting and misery are over, and
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when Dutch and English are at peace again, we will tell
the poor wido_w o;, its whereabouts. That, perhaps, will be
some consolation.
"It will that, Misther George," Pat answered solemnly.
Then, handing the spades and picks to the Ka1firs, George
bade them depart.
"Away to the farm," he said, "and bear this in mindforget what you have seen this day; forget that a white
man is buried here, and that we had aught to do with it.
Tell the baas that all is well with us, and that we hope to
return to-morrow. Perhaps there will be no danger then,
but there may be, and in that case it will he well to remove
from the farm."
" Baas, we go; we forget this place and the dead man
with the evil face," Omlulu answered, and at once went off
with his comrades.
"And now for our other 'adventure'," exclaimed George
in more cheerful tones. " Come, Pat, the afternoon is well
advanced, and it is full time that we were off."
They at once retraced their steps to the rock, and, passing
through the cleft, went to their horses. Leading them
from the inner chamber, they allowed them to drink and
to graze in the grassy spot in the centre, while they saw
to their rifles and to their ammunition. Then bits were
replaced, and saddles buckled on.
"Ready I" asked George in a matter-of-fact voice.
"Ready it is, for sure, me bhoy," answered Pat with
something remarkably like an excited chuckle. "Ready it
is, and begorra, it's primed and itchin' to get at thim
wreckers Oi am. Man, could we sit here afther what's
happined, and afther overhearing all that Jacobus said, and
allow a train-load av poor Britishers to be hoisted sky-high,
or shot like dogs as they lay on the ground wid broken
limbs I Divil a bhit, says Oi. 'Tis oursilves as will ride as
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if the old gint himsilf was behint us, and we'll he there in
toime. Be aisy on that score. We'll be there, wid some of
the right bhoys wid us, and thin there'll be a bhit av
shootin'. 11

"Not if we stand here and gas," cried George with a
laugh. "Out with you, Pat, and let's away."
Each grasped the bridle of the animal he was about to
ride, and led it from the rock, the spare mount following
closely behind. Then they settled their rifles across shoulders, and after a careful look round the horizon the two set
off down the lower slopes of the berg, towards the railwaytrack, their animals carrying them over the veldt at that
easy half-canter, half-run, that makes a long day in the
saddle far less fatiguing than is usual. Keeping south and
west they finally halted upon the brow of a rocky ridge,
and saw beneath them the thin winding track of steel,
divided by its thousands upon thousands of iron sleepers,
and hedged in on either side by barbed-wire fencing, which
was trampled to the ground and cut away in all directions,
so often had columns and commandoes broken a way across.
To the left, perched upon a tiny knoll of piled rocks and
boulders, and within a few yards of the rails, was a dumpy
little iron-roofed house. It was circular in shape, and at
that distance looked more like a gigantic toad-stool than
a human habitation. But a thin wreath of smoke curled
from the back, and rose blue and white into the hot atmosphere, while a figure, stripped to shirt and breeches, and
with sleeves rolled to the shoulder, stood motionless against
the front, rifle resting upon the ground and grasped listless
in one hand. His wide-brimmed hat was worn at the back
of his head, and as George inspected him the sentry's hand
rose to his forehead and dashed the perspiration aside.
"It's hot work, no doubt," remarked George, lowering
his glasses. "Phew! No wonder that soldier-boy keeps in
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the shade, and discards most of his clothing. Even I, who
have been brought up to it, find tbis weather a little trying.
But come along, Pat, we'll ride down and interview him."
"Faith, ye'd bettber go aisy thin," Pat answered sharply.
"If it was a Boer down there he'd have spotted us by this
for sure, for we're standing here dead against the sky-line.
Wait a minute though. The sun's bebint us, so p'r'aps it's
bang in bis eyes. But go aisy wid yersilf, Oi says, for ye'll
be having a bullet popping at ye if ye're not viry careful."
Touching their horses with their heels, they set them
cantering down the slope, sometimes having to pull them
up and let them go sliding down some steeper portion,
where the unshod hoofs tobogganed over the hard brown
soil and sent a cloud of dust rising behind.
Suddenly the drowsy sentry was seen to stir, and walk a
few paces to tbe right. Then be turned and bent his head,
while the breeze, which was blowing across the line, brought
the faint echo of bis shout to George's ears. Almost immediately five forms in khaki and dull-gray shirts crawled
from tbe blockhouse and inspected the approaching strangers.
"Bloomin' Boers!" cried the sentry. "I tell yer they're
some of that chap's commando what marched last night, and
we was warned about. Strike me, ain't they got some
cheek I Here, Corporal, wot's the order! Don't yer think
we'd better he divin' into the house and taking our posts I"
"You had a trifle too much of that 'ere pie last night,"
was the sharp rejoinder. "Boers! Man, did you ever see
two of them ride down a kopje in full sight without carrying a flag as big as a sail I They're Britishers, or what's
called peaceful farmers, though where the peaceful comes
in I don't know. Here, give them a shout, Cocky."
Cocky was a fine, strapping young trooper, bronzed,
and boasting a big moustache. There was something a
little out of the ordinary about him, and his air and
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bearing were certainly more independent than those of his
comrades.
"You're right, Corporal," he said, in tones which had
a marked Australian twang. "Those two are friends.
Drop yer rifle, Simpkins, or it'll go off by mistake.
Here, stand quiet, you fellows, while I give 'em a call.
Coe-e-e---ey ! Coe-e-e-ey !"
The word went tearing up the side of the boulder-strewn
kopje, and George lifted his hat in response. Then he and
Pat doubled their pace, and at length pulled up in the
centre of the rails, and just within the shadow of the
blockhouse.
"What's up, and who are you 1" asked the corporal,
a slim young fellow, who bore two white stripes upon the
turned-up edge of his hat, and was dressed in a plaid kilt
with a khaki apron in front of it, while his feet were
encased in boots, stockings, and one gaiter, the other having
been discarded just before he heard the sentry's call.
"What is itl" he asked again. "Any Boers coming I If
so, I tell ye we're ready, and it'll be a case with them, for
in that bit of a house we're like rabbits in a burrow."
"Yes; the Boers are about to put in an appearance,"
George replied, raising his hat. " We're from the farm
over the other side of the Plaatberg, and we have come to
give you warning. I'm English, and my friend is Irish."
"Then come along up, and let's have the news, cocky,"
said the corporal. "Life in a blockhouse is a bit lonesome,
and your coming is a change we don't have more than once
in a month. Warning, did you sayl Then something'•
up, and there'll be fighting."
"Of the usual sort, I suppose," broke in the Australian
trooper. "Just firing away at bits of dots and watching
the dust rise. By gum, how I wish we could get in at the
beggars!"
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"Then you will have a chance this time," laughed
George. "There, we'll leave the nags to graze, Pat, while
we go into the shade. Now I'll tell you all about it,"
be continued, when all save the sentry, who was compelled
to remain outside, bad taken their seats in the blockhouse.
"My friend and I have beard by accident that a mine is
to be laid just beyond the kloof above there. Twenty
Boers will lie in ambush, and I suppose will hope to do
as usual, namely, wreck the train, and then shoot down
the escort. I propose to stop it, and have come here for
your help."
"Corpora~ just keep yer eye cocked," sang out the
sentry outside at this moment. "I've been listening, and
I just tell yer to mind. Snpposin' it's a draw 7 We've had
the game tried on afore."
George glared through the doorway at the man, and
then laughed loudly.
"Look here," be said; "I felt more than a trifle indignant
when you came in with your suggestion, but if anyone
doubts us we shall be quite ready to stay behind or go
under escort. But it would be a pity, for nothing will
come of it if you do not trust us."
"Say, sonnie, just a trifle less of yer lip," the corporal
called to the sentry. "You're upset, that's what's the
matter with you. Who thought of distrusting these two
friends till you put in yer jaw 7 They're good pals, and
I wish we had more like them."
He went to the doorway and shouted the words at the
sentry, who at once began to pace his beat, looking somewhat abashed.
"Now, what do you want, cocky7" the corporal asked.
"You say the old game is to be attempted up at the top
of the kloof. But when 7 that is the question."
"Sometime to-night. The hour I do not know, and it,
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of course, depends upon the train. When does it usually
pass1n
"That's asking a lot," the corporal replied. "But sometimes it's midnight before we hear it coming, and sometimes it's two hours and more after that. Step outside,
and I'll show you how we signal it."
Followed by Pat and George he crept through the low
doorway, and pointed to a high kopje some two miles
beyond the kloof.
"We're the blockhouse that's farthest north on the
line," he said, "and, of course, to us all's generally well.
We're provided with a lantern, and as soon as we hear the
train passing the blockhouse half a mile below, we signal to
the kopje over there. They've a picket at the bottom, and
if they report all well, two lights are shown, so that the
engine-driver keeps on through the kloof."
"And what about more men, and an armoured truck or
two 1" asked George eagerly. "Are they to be easily
obtained 1"
"We can get 'em!" the corporal replied confidently.
"You see, we've the telephone from here to the next blockhouse, and they can speak to the third, and so on down to
the wayside station. The armoured trucks and engine are
kept thirty miles down the line, but we could have 'em if
we send the message."

"Then listen to me," said George, entering the house
again.
"Ay, ye'd do well to thrust in him," chimed in Pat.
"Sure, he's the bhoy to show ye the way."
"I'm sure of it, sir," the corporal replied eagerly. "I
can see that you are on a level with our officers. Tell me
what you propose, and we'll set to at it."
"Then this is my sugg~stion," said George, calmly seating himself upon an upturned biscuit-box. "These Boers
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will be at least twenty strong, and they may be much over
that number for all we know. However, surprise will do
a lot to counteract their advantage in numbers, and if we
could muster twelve in all we ought to be able to teach
them a lesson. Now, I say, telephone down to the place
where the armoured train is kept, and ask for it to be sent
half an hour ahead of the mail. If it contains twenty men
there will be sufficient. That arranged, call away five of
the men from the next blockhouse, leaving one to guard it,
and do the same here. That will mean twelve rifles in all,
counting Pat's and mine. V,T e'II get on to the rnils, and
strike for the kloof four hours before the train is expected,
and we'll post ourselves so as to outflank the fire of the
Boers, and mow them down when they start their game.
It takes a few minutes only to ,place a fuse, and they are
not likely to put it in position until they hear the train
coming, for the passage down the line of one of those trollies
would ruin their plans. They want to bag the train, and
not only a single man or a couple at most. vVe shall watch
them take their stations, and as soon as the firing commences
we shall know where to aim. 11

"That's all clear, cocky," said the corporal hesitatingly;
"but supposin' we fix the plan as you say, what about
them lights 1 The chap here'II know all ain't quite right,
and the signallers up top of yonder kopje'II cop on to it."
"Not a hit of it," answered George with decision. "The
sentry who stays behind here will have instructions to
signal 'all's well' as soon as the armoured train passes.
Then the fellows on the kopje will show the usual two
lights, and so satisfy the Boers, for you may take it for
granted that they know how things are managed as well as
you do, and the mere absence of those signals would make
them suspect that their game had been discovered. Now,
Corporal, what do you say to the plan 1 You can leave us
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out altogether when telephoning. Simply say that you
have the news on reliable authority, and if we succeed in
giving these fellows a knock, why, all the better for you.
You'd be a sergeant the very next day."
"Strike me, but you've put it about right!" the corporal
cried delightedly. "If all goes well I'll be tacking on
another stripe there, sir. I tell yer, you're one of the very
best; and me and my mates'll do our finest to help yer to
knock the sparks out of them 'ere Boers."
He plucked his cap from his head and looked longingly
at the two corporal's stripes, as though he already possessed
a third and was wondering how well it would appear
beside the others. Then, suddenly starting to his feet, he
went across the one and only room and took down the
receiver of a telephone hanging to the wall.
"Tinkly, tinkly, tinkly! Whirr! There 1 Eh 1 Why
don't yer speak up 1 Can't 'ear, I tell yer. Shout it, fat
'ead ! Oh, you'll punch me if I don't watch it 1 Yer will,
will yed Listen to this, cocky. I'm Corporal Tomkinsyou can't 'earl What's the matter with yed Corporal
Tomkins, Gordon Highlanders. What1 Do I want what!
Eh 1 Trousers I Look 'ere, young feller-"
George exploded with laughter, and went outside the
blockhouse, leaving it to the corporal to settle with his
friend down the line. A quarter of an hour later the kilted
youth appeared, looking very hot and ruffled, and beckoned
to him to come in again.
"It's all fixed," he said; "but when I meet the chap
down below, I tell yer there'll be trouble. He called me
all the names under the sun, and wouldn't understand that
I was serious. But I cooled him down in the end, and now
he and his mates are scuttling this way, and I wish 'em
joy in this hot sun. Sit down, sir! Here, hand round the
tea, Parker, and go easy with the sugar, me lad."
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This was to the sentry, who had just been relleved, and
who was helping himself in a manner most damaging to the
limited supplies of the tiny garrison.
"Now, sir," continued the corporal, when all were served
and sat in a circle discussing bot tea and ration biscuits,
"I've done my part of the job, and I leave the other to
you. Only I stipulates as you shall take us right into the
middle of it, and give us just one chance. I've been out
in this country two years and more, and I tell yer I could
a1most count the Boers I've seen to shoot at. I've caught
a sight of hundreds of bits of bats, coats, and legs sticking
out from behind boulders; but give me a fair open stretch
and a few of the enemy about, and I reckon that me and
my mates'll do something to 'em."
"I'm sure you will, and I'll do my best for you,"
answered George. "It is now half-past four, so I propose
a sleep till half-past seven, when we'll tramp for the kloof.
Wake me, like a good fellow, will you 1"
The corporal nodded assent, and watched his new acquaintance with some curiosity as be rose from bis biscuit-box and
went over to one corner. It was no time for ceremony,
and therefore, feeling tired and overcome by the day's
exertions, George promptly lay down, and within five
minutes the blockhouse was echoing to his snores.
"Bust me!" remarked the corporal with emphasis, as he
lit another pipe. "That young chap's going to lead us to
death or glory within a few hours, and there he is, sleeping
as if it was a dinner-party be was expecting, with a plentiful
supply of grog in store. He's a knock-out!"
With this remark he rose from bis seat and went outside
to view the dull scene lying before the blockhouse, and
to think and wonder as to the origin, parentage, and a
thousand-and-one other points connected with George Ransome.

CHAPTER VI
A DASTARDLY PLOT
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ALF-PAST sivin as iver was. Are ye awake, Misther
George 1 Ah, up wid ye, and shake yersilf till the
sleep is out av yer eyes."
George sat up with a start, to find the blockhouse dimly
illuminated by the flickering flames of a fire which burned
in one corner, and had recently been employed to prepare
a meal. The centre of the little house was occupied by
a number of men, amounting in all, with George and Pat
included, to just twelve persons, while a sentry stood guard
outside. All were seated upon the ground discussing hot
coffee and chunks of tinned beef, and no sooner had George
awakened at Pat's call and sprung to his feet, than they
pressed a share upon him.
"Here yer are, sir!" sang out the corporal. "Have a
good square tuck-in before yer start, for it's odds we don't
get another chance for hours to come."
"Thanks, I will!" George answered heartily. "Now
that the enticing smell of that coffee gets into my nostrils I
feel awfully hungry, and that beef looks remarkably good."
"It's that," the corporal replied with emphasis. "Like
anything else, it gets tiring after a time; but it's real good
when you're fresh to it, and the quality's lust-rate. I can
swear to that, for I've opened many and many a tin."
He motioned George to au upturned biscuit-box, and
then handed him a cup of steaming coffee and a neat slice
of the meat.
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" There, sir," he said. "You've got the only bit er china
we possess, so I'll ask yer to be extry careful."
George laughed pleasantly in reply, and at once tackled
the food. Then he shook the crumbs from his trousers
and stood up.
"Time to be moving," he said quietly, looking at his
watch. ",vhat about the men, Corporal i I see you have
the number here, but I'd like to ask you just one question.
When did they come I Did they set out in the daylight I"
"No, sir, we waited for the dusk," one of the men replied.
" After receiving the corporal's telephone message, we talked
it over and decided to start when it was dark. The day
has been that hot that marching wonld have been precious
hard work."
"And if you had come, Jacobus and the Boer trainwreckers would certainly have seen you," said George.
"Depend upon it, they have been watching the blockhouses in this neighbourhood since an hour before sundown; and had there been any suspicious movements of
the garrison, their attempt upon the train would have been
put off, or the scene altered. Now, has everyone his rifle
and a big store of ammunition I"
"YeG, everyone," answered the Australian trooper.
" Then I propose that all weapons are slung over the
shoulder, and locks put at 'safety'. That done, let each
man hold on to the end of his belt or bis scarf, and hand
the other end to his friend. We'll leave the blockhouse
like that, and march in single file up the centre of the railway. When we get near the kloof we'll slip through the
wires, and, still trailing on to one another, will select our
places. Now, let us bustle along, for we've just about nice
time to get settled before the moon comes up."
The men at once did as George suggested, and, slinging
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rifles, for the most part untied the scarves which each wore
round his neck. Then, with Pat at the tail end and George
at the head, the long line of twelve men, linked together
in this curious way, filed out of the blockhouse, and,
scrambling down the mound of piled-up boulders, gained
the rail way track. Then they turned in the direction of
the kloof, and strode on through the darkness. Half an
hour later, George's eyes, which were trained to see through
darkness that would be impenetrable to many men, discerned
a black mass in front.
"Wait here a moment or two," he said in a low voice.
"I fancy this must be the point where the rails dive into
the kloof, but I am not quite sure, and will go forward and
reconnoitre."

Without another word he strode off into the darkness,
his veldtschoen making no sound as he stepped from sleeper
to sleeper.
"There is a curve to the left here," he murmured, "and
if I remember rightly it runs for some fifty yards, and then
cuts straight ahead for another hundred, when the rails
emerge from the kloof and descend to a slightly l~wer level.
Jacobus and bis friends have chosen the spot for a particular reason, namely, that the train will have gained some
momentum as it runs down the incline, and the wreck will
be correspondingly great."
\Vith ears wide open for any suspicious sounds, and eyes
staring in all directions, he passed into the narrow kloof
and did not halt till he reached the other end. Then,
hearing nothing to denote the arrival of the Boers, he
turned and retraced bis steps, carefully taking count of the
number of sleepers, A few minutes later the corporal, who
now headed the line, was startled almost out of bis life by
the sudden appearance of a dark figure beside him. It was
George, of course, who had stolen up without a sound.
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But the corporal was not to he easily taken in, and on the
chance of its being an enemy he sprang at the figure.
" Hands up, quick as yer like!" he growled, while a
grating sound showed that he had drawn his bayonet from
its sheath.
"Steady, Corporal! It's a friend," was George's answer.
"Where's the end of the scarf1 "
"Lor, what a jump you give me, sir!" was the whispered
reply. "A few more chaps like you and we'd get a bit
more of our own way with the Boers. Here's the end.
Got it1 Then what's the news, sir1"
"There's nothing to tell," was George's whispered answer; "but in case of accidents let us have a signal by which
each man may recognize a friend. Ah, I have one! Just
give a click with your tongue against the roof of your
mouth. Understand i Then I'll go along to the others."
He passed down the line, and informed the whole of the
party. Then taking his place at the head again, he set
forward once more till he had crossed a certain number of
sleepers, when he came to an abrupt halt.
"The three hundred and third," he said. "Our cover
lies to the left at the corner of the kloof. Pass the word
to look out for barbed wire. It would never do to catch
in it now, for the sound could be heard a long distance
away."

Striking directly to the left, George slowly crossed the
iron track and advanced, carefully feeling for barbed wire.
Soon his hand came in contact with a post, and a moment's
inspection showed him that the wires must have been cut
asunder and-as is always the case-swished away in either
direction, leaving a clear space.
"This will do for us," he murmured. "Pass the word
for each man to touch the post, and hug it closely as he
crosses this line."
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Another moment, and he was striding forward again, till
farther progress was barred by the side of the kloof, which
rose perpendicularly for many feet. George skirted its
base, and as soon as he came to a part that seemed not too
steep to scale he halted again and drew the little party in a
circle about him.
"We'll have to be very careful just now," he whispered,
"for the Boers may have taken their places already.
Follow one another up the side of this kloof, keeping
absolutely straight ahead. We will collect again at the
top, and then pick our places. All ready i Then I'll lead
the way."
He took a little run, and went scrambling up the hillside
with the nimbleness of a buck. Fifty paces up, the ground
suddenly became level, and he therefore stopped to wait for
his companions. Within five minutes all were assembled,
and once more gathered in a circle.
"Now we'll hold a council," said George. "Pat, move
nearer, like a good fellow, and say what you think we
should do. Are we to separate and take posts from which
we can concentrate ·our fire upon the rails ahead, or shall
we keep together7"
"The last, l\listher George," was the Irishman's answer.
"It's jist like this, me bhoy. If ye get stragglin' all along
the hillside, and things don't go quite as ye wish, there
may be throuble for the party. Ye've got to remimber
that we're twilve, while thim bastes av Boers is twinty at
least, and may be fifty and more. Oi say, kape close togither, and jist build an iligint fort. Thin when the
ruction comminces we'll be undher a leader, and can put
in a few volleys which are the viry best kind av things to
get home. Besides, we've got to find out all about these
fellows, and as like as not, 'tis mesilf or you maybe, Misther
George, who will have to go off to see what's happinin' to
(ll9'6)
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thim. So kape together and fight solid if ye wish to bate
thim Boers, is the advice Oi give ye."
"Then we'll take it," exclaimed George with decision.
"Tell me, Corporal, what arrangements did you make about
the armoured train 1"
"She'll come along at the same hom as the mail, sir,"
was the answer. "When she enters the kloof she'll slow
up and stop dead just below here at the opening. She'll
be clear then of the explosives, and she'll have room to
work the maxims. You told me to say we should be on
the left, and I sent that message along very particular."
"Good! Then we may just as well settle down, boys.
Pat, come along with me and help me to choose the spot.
You're an old hand, and are as slim as any Boer, so that I
am sure you will pick a place that will give us all the

,I
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advantage we want."

They linked hands, so as to keep together in the darkness, and then moved forward along the hillside. Suddenly
both came to the jagged edge of a narrow donga, or dry
water-course, which cut across their path, and almost fell
into it upon their faces. But Pat sprang back with a low
cry of warning, and with a powerful heave dragged George
from the brink.
"Now ye can go over if ye will," whispered the Irishman. "Hang on and Oi'll lower ye to the bottom."
He gripped the end of a belt which he took from his
waist, and thrust the buckle into George's hand. The
latter needed no second bidding, but at once sat down
upon the edge of the donga, and then gently slid into it.
A moment later Pat heard him calling.
"It's just the place for us," said George. "As dry as a
bone, and sufficiently deep to allow us to stand upright and
still he under cover.
e'll cut steps in the lower bank, and
build up schantzes. Go hack and bring the boys along."

,v
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Turning on his heel without replying, Pat slipped away
in the darkness, and annonnced his presence when within
ten feet of the corporal and his men by giving the signal
arranged upon.
"Ye can come rhight along, me bhoys," he whispered.
"We've dhropped upon jist the swatest nest, and it'll take
fifty Boers and more to turn us out. There, get a ghrip av
that, Corporal, and tail on all of ye."
He began the return journey at once, and within a few
minutes the whole party was collected in the donga.
Piling their rifles, all set to work with their bayonets to
cut steps in the lower bank, and afterwards to heap bonlders above, leaving apertures through which a rifle could
be thrust. Then, having done all that was possible, they
sat at the bottom of the dry water-course and chatted in
whispers. Now and again George and Pat climbed on to
the bank, and sat there listening, but for a long time
nothing disturbed the silence.
Then the clink of hoofs upon stone was heard away
across the line, while the sound of voices reached their ears.
Almost at the same moment a silvery disc climbed up into
the heavens from behind a far-off kopje, and flooded the
veldt with light. Cold and ghostly were the shadows
it cast, and lonely and forbidding looked the two thin
bands of steel and the thousands of sleepers that crisscrossed the rails and seemed to bind them together. But
worse still, and far more fearful, were the dark figures
that suddenly came into view, riding slowly across the
veldt, each horse and man sharply defined against the
silvery rays, and appearing, indeed, to be advancing from
the centre of the moon itself.
One, two-there were sixty in all, and each Boer and
each wiry pony seemed to be an exact replica of the others
-a black huddled figure surmounted by a wide-brimmed
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hat, and by the thin barrel of a rifle that poked into the
air; and beneath, another dark mass of indefinite shape,
supported upon four moving legs, which cast long shadows
across the grass.
"Jacobus and his band of train-wreckers!" whispered
George. "Pass the word, Pat, for each man to keep well
below the level of the bank, for now that the moon is up
it is almost as bright as day, and a helmet or even a rifle
protruding would at once be seen."
At his orders all crouched in the donga, while George
and Pat, with the corporal on one side and the Australian
on the other, lay upon the bank, well hidden by the
boulders they had piled there.
"Keep yer eyes extra wide open, me bhoys," whispered
Pat. "Whin the toime comes for the fightin' we want to
know exactly where each wan of thim blackguards lies.
Faith, but we'll give 'em a shakin' !"
By this time the train-wreckers were close to the wire
railings that bordered the track, and on a signal from one
who was leading, they dropped from their horses and stood
in a circle. Voices were then heard, and soon twelve of
the men led the animals away behind a hill close to the
kloof.
"They're taking them out of harm's way," whispered
George, "and if they go much farther they will be out of
range of our rifles. That would be awkward, for we shall
win a far greater victory if we bag all their horses. No;
they've stopped, and are knee-haltering. Then we have
them beautifully, and will make it our business to see that
not one of them approaches the animals after the firing has

I
I

commenced.,,

I

It was indeed a fortunate thing for George and his little
party that the Boers who had been told off to conduct the
horses to a safe retreat stopped where they did, for if they
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had gone a hundred yards farther the animals would have
been behind the shoulder of the hill, and hopelessly out of
sight. As it was, they were left in a group, grazing within
two hundred yards, and so placed that they could not be
reached by the rifles of those on the train which the enemy
hoped to wreck.
When the twelve Dutchmen returned, the whole party
scrambled down to the fence and, having cut an opening,
stepped on to the track. In front of them marched three
men, whose figures were easily distinguishable in the brilliant rays of the moon, for they were the three Van Rensbergs.
"I can see what their game is now," whispered George.
"A donga crosses the line at the bottom, and is a splendid
point for an explosion. They will place their sticks of
dynamite there, and fix the fuse so that the crash of the
engine will explode it. Wait, my fine fellows! We will
put a spoke in your wheel before very long!"
"Ye've made no mistake this toime," Pat answered.
"They've fixed on the culvert for the viry reason ye
mintion, and if the mail rhuns down without stopping
there'll be a tirrible wreck. Bad scran to the blackguards!
I suppose this way av murtherin' people is war; but it's a
dirthy game, specially whin fellers who are on their oath to
stand aisy and neutral pull the wires and lay the mines."
By now the Boers had reached the culvert which bridged
the donga, and as George and his friends looked, some were
seen to drop into the water-course and creep beneath the
rails, where they remained for about twenty minutes, while
the others stood above and chatted in low voices. At
length the mine was laid to their satisfaction, and they
retreated, passing through the fence and scattering on the
rock-strewn hillside which ran beside the railway.
"Keep an eye upon them now," whispered George.
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"Come up, all of you, and watch carefully to see where each
of those fellows places himself. In bright daylight they
would never choose that hill for its cover, for the stones are
too small to completely hide them. All the better for us,
say I. They can well be careless for once, when they have
scarcely ever known what it is to be discovered; but this
time the surprise shall be on their side. Just when they are
expecting the mail to rattle down and be blown to pieces,
leaving those who are still alive an easy mark for their
rifles, the armoured train will run from the kloof and pull
up sharp, while Maxims and British Lee-:Metfords send
volleys flying amongst them. Yes, it will be a case of the
biter bit, and I hope our teeth will leave some marks behind
them."
"Bedad they will! " Pat answered with a chuckle. "But
how's the toime i Should say that it's close to midnight
already."
"It wants five minutes yet," the corporal replied. "The
mail is due at any moment."
"Then we ought to hear it soon," said George. "What's
that i I heard a whistle, and surely that is the rattle of an
advancing train i"
All listened eagerly, and distinctly heard the clatter of a
distant engine, grinding and roaring over the iron road,
with its freight of stores and human lives behind it. But
there was something strange about this one surely, for
instead of the noise coming from behind, from the direction
of the blockhouse, it came from right away in front.
" Something'• wrong!" exclaimed George sharply. "That
train is running towards us from the opposite direction
to that from which we had expected it; and look! the
Boers, too, are evidently surprised!"
As he spoke a dark figure was seen to dart from cover on
the opposite side, and run into the centre of the track. A
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minute later the Boer had retreated again, hut his voice
could he heard gently calling to his comrades. And all
the while the dull rattle and roar in the distance grew
louder.
"What can it be I" asked George, turning to the corporal.
"Can it be a 'special' running down, or are our ears mistaken I"
"Once in a way there's an extra train," was the answer,
"but we'd have heard of it by this. I'll tell yer what's
happening. There's been a bit of a fight somewhere, and
that's the hospital train coming down full tilt, while all the
reg'lars lie up in the siding; or else there's something queer
about to occur down the line, and a general and his staff
are coming by express to investigate, and prepare for the
enemy."
"Hospital train! General and his staff!" exclaimed
George hoarsely. "But they will be smashed to pieces
unloss we can do something. Look! the signals on the
kopje are flashing the train on, and they will be here within
something like ten minutes!"
"Thin the fat's in the foire for sure," groaned Pat. "'Tis
helpless we are to save the poor fellows."
"I don't know," muttered George half audibly, but more
to himself. "They must be stopped! "\,Ve must not, cannot sit here and look on while our countrymen are done to
death! Here, take command, Pat, and just tell all the men
to hold their fire if they catch sight of a figure crawling
towards the railway. Whatever happens, instruct them to
turn their rifles away from the culvert, for I am going there
to draw the charge."
"Me bhoy ! What j Draw the charge 1 Indade ye
won't!" said Pat in a hoarse whisper, stretching out his
hand to detain him. But he was a moment too late, for
George had already slipped back into the donga, and when
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the Irishman next caught sight of him he was stealing
down the side of the hill, in a direct line for the culvert.
"Och, sure the bboy'll be killed!" Pat murmured
brokenly. " Misther George, come back, I tell ye. Will
ye break me heart, and go down there to be shot I"
Then, suddenly remembering that his young master's life
in all probability depended largely upon the energies of the
little party left in the donga, Pat turned to them.
"Kape low, bhoys," he whispered, "and go aisy wid yer
guns whin ye see the young masther creeping down the
bill, or down beyant at the culvert. He's off to dbraw the
charge av dynamite, for the whole arrangement is upset
intoirely."
Indeed, to those who had been lying in the donga it was
already clear that matters were not working smoothly, and
when George slipped away his errand was soon discovered,
and passed from lip to lip of the party.
Recognizing that they might suddenly be called upon to
protect him, they climbed to their places, and with magazines filled and open, and the barrels directed towards the
position taken by the enemy, lay there breathless with
excitement, chafing at the delay, and longing for the action
to commence.

Meanwhile George had need of all his wits and coolness,
and of all the training and slimness learnt by lifelong intercourse with Boers and natives. Arrived at the end of the
donga he lay flat upon the ground, and literally glided down
the steep hillside. At one moment he would be lying
against some dark boulder, from behind which he gazed
anxiously across the rails, and listened to the approaching
rumble of the train; and then within a few seconds he
would be coiled up on some dark patch, looking for all the
world like a mass of rugged rock.
"And now comes the real tussle," he said to himself
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when he had reached the bottom of the hill, and sat crouching under cover within some two hundred feet of the culvert
for which he was bound. "After this there is no hiding,
and I must just chance discovery. Here goes!"
He grasped his rifle firmly, and, sprawling upon his knees,
went crawling into the open. Soon he had covered half the
distance, and was beginning to hope that no one would see
him, when suddenly a voice sounded from the opposite hill,
causing him to give a start of surprise.
"Wie gaat darl" (who goes there7) was asked in tones
which he at once recognized as those of Jacobus Van
Rensberg. "Halt, I say, and rise to your feet if you are
one of us!"
George did not answer, but at once sprang up and raced
towards the culvert, which was now within easy reach. But
though only a few yards separated him from cover, the rifles
of the enemy gave him a very unpleasant time, for as he
commenced to run Jacobus shouted, and instantly a spluttering fire burst from the hillside, while bullets came singing
through the air, striking the rocks or the ground with
sharp and distinctive taps, and occasionally glancing off, to
go hurtling into the distance with a scream that was most
disconcerting.
George bore a charmed life that night, for though the
missiles swished on every side, and actually touched the rim
of his hat, not one did him an injury.
"Now for the mine!" he gasped, as he dived into the
donga and obtained shelter beneath the culvert. "It must
be removed, and I must simply chance being blown to
pieces. Ah, there it is, and this, I suppose, is the fuse!
while t,hese sticks are the charge with which Jacobus and
bis friends hoped to wreck the train. Now, I hope I shall
manage without an accident."

It was not a particularly inviting task to undertake, and
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there is little wonder that George hesitated for a moment to
tamper with the explosives, for, like the majority of people,
he was ignorant of the special points in a mine, and could
not but wonder whether the fuse would ignite when grasped
by uneducated fingers. But the loud roar of the oncoming
train fell upon his ear, and helped to steady him. "It's got
to be done," he said, "and I'll do it!"
Closing his teeth with a snap, he stretched :out his hand
and removed the fuse and charge with ease and safety,
being almost astonished at finding himself still whole and
alive.
Meanwhile bullets had been pattering outside, while from
the donga selected by George's friends an answering fire
had been directed against the Boers. Suddenly, however,
the rifle volleys ceased, and the voice of Jacobus Van Rensberg was heard again.
"Fool! " he shouted. "I have recognized you, George
Ransome, and if you live to tell this night's tale I will repay
you in full for yonr interference. But you will he dead,
for once the train has passed, my men will fill your hidingplace with bullets, and will rout your comrades out from
yonder hill."
" And I reply to that, that the train shall stop, at whatever cost," George murmured to himself. "But how am I
to signal so as to call the engine-driver's attention 1 He is
past the kopje already, and unless he has seen the flashes
of the rifles-which is scarcely probable on this moonlight
night-he will put on full steam and go with a rush up the
incline and into the kloof. If it proves to be a hospital
train, it will be for the best; but I believe it will be one
with troops. Ah, I've got it! I'll explode the mine, and
the crash will bring the train to a stand-still."
There was little time to be lost if he wished to carry out
his plan, for the oncoming train was now dangerously close.
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But George was not the lad to hesit.,te. Taking the fuse
and dynamite in his hand, he crept along the edge of the
donga till some twenty yards away. Then he laid them on
a boulder, and having crept once more beneath the culvert,
presented his rifle and took steady aim. It was an easy
shot in such a light, so that there was little fear of missing;
while as for the shock of the explosion, thongh he expected
to feel it to some extent, he reckoned that it would not be
very severe, for the charge was not a big one. He pulled
the trigger in a most determined manner, and instantly
there was a flash, a blast of hot air swept past him, while a
loud explosion shook the ground and drowned the roar of
the train, which was now within a hundred yards. Instantly
the screech of brakes was heard, and almost before George
could collect his scattered wits a line of coaches had come
to a stand-still above his head, while a heavy fire was being
poured against the opposite hillside.
"Just take it steadily, men!" he heard someone shout.
"Those fellows exploded their mine just a moment too soon,
and instead of a wreck they've a few armoured trucks to
deal with. Got that Maxim into play yet, Sergeant! Then
turn it on, ana. give 'em a leathering. Tell the men on
the other side to fire to the right, for I can see rifles flashing
in that direction."

"Those are friends!" cried George in a loud voice. "Fire
straight before you, and leave the hill to the right. Here,
don't shoot, but give me a chance of joining you and explaining the situation."
He darted from beneath the culvert, and, having taken
the precaution to make sure that no rifle was directed at .
him, clambered on to the truck. A hand gripped him, and
within a trice he was in the centre of a group of khaki-clad
eoldiers who filled the compartment.
" Bust me if he ain't a Boer after all!" cried the man
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who had hold of him, taking hasty stock of his appearance.
"Here, stand by, Jimmy, and give him a lick over the head
if he shows any nonsense."
Jimmy wore two white corporal's stripes on his shouldercords, and had a particularly forbidding countenance.
"No larks, or I'll down yer !" he growled, fixing his
bayonet at the same moment and taking post beside
George. "Now, let's have it all, and go quick with it!"
At this moment George became aware that an officer was
confronting him.
"You are the one who called to us, I presume I" said the
latter. "Who are you, and what friends can be posted on
the right 1 If you lie to me, it will go hard with you."
"They are the men from the two nearest blockhouses,"
George responded. "We heard that the train-wreckers
were to attack the up-mail to-night, and we had laid a
trap for them, and had arranged for the armoured trucks
to take the place of the passenger cars. Then suddenly
we heard one coming from the opposite direction, and you
appeared upon the scene. You are now lying directly over
the culvert that was mined."
"The deuce!" exclaimed the officer calmly. "Then why
did we escape, for the thing exploded I"
"I did that," said George quietly. "I ran the gauntlet
of the Boers, and removed their mine. Then I fired at it
with my rifle so as to attract your attention. If I hadn't
done that, the Boers would have proved too strong for us.
Look! you can see where they are lying, and there are the
horses away over there."

"You removed it! You!"exclaimed the officer. "There
is some mystery about all this; but, whoever you are, it
was a most plucky act! Now, give me a better idea of the
position of these Boers, and we will turn them out in a
winking."
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George quickly pointed out the cover in which they were
lying, and very soon such a hot fire was being poured into
it that the enemy clispersed-unmounted, however, for a
shout to Pat had warned him to cover the horses. Rat-atat-tat, rat-a-tat-tat crashed the Maxim, and away on the
hillside the bullets splashed the hard brown earth into
patches of dust, searched every nook and corner, and made
life there impossible. Then, at a quiet order from the
officer, a swarm of reckless khalci-clad figures scrambled
out of the row of armoured trucks and went with a rusb
for the enemy's position.

CHAPTER VII
THE FIGHTING SCOUTS

bolted, every one of 'em, sir," cried a bearded
THEY'VE
sergeant, coming towards the truck some minutes

I\

after the men had charged the position which Jacobus and
his band of train-wreckers had taken up, and saluting by
bringing his disengaged hand across to the breech of his rifle.
" Gone like the wind, sir, and left twenty behind. More
than half of those are dead, while the remainder are badly
wounded, for the Maxim got slap into them and knocked
them to pieces."
"Then ask the surgeon and his men to get to work; and
send out pickets to surround us till this matter is cleared
up," was the officer's answer. "By the way, there are the
horses too, sergeant; you had better send for them. The
enemy seem to have had a precious bad knock."
"They have that, sir," the sergeant replied, turning and
saluting smartly as he went away
" And now, will you come over to the hillside with me,
and there tell me all about yourself and your comrades 1"
said the officer, addressing George. "As yet I am bewildered, though it seems that you bad prepared an ambush
for the Boers, who had mined the line in preparation for
the up-mail. Meanwhile, owing to an important action elsewhere, I was sent post-haste down the line at a late hour,
and with only a telegraphic warmng to keep all traffic in
the sidings. I understand that had the mine not been
no
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removed we should have had a nasty accident, and been
blown into the air."
" Sky-bigb, I imagine," answered George quietly. "At
any rate the engine would bave come to grief, and tbe
trucks would bave run off the rails and probably upset,
leaving you and your men good targets for the Boers.
I can tell you that we were bothered to know what to do,
for all our plans were so hopelessly upset. We had taken
up a most commanding position, and were expecting the
armoured trucks to come up the line to our aid, when
suddenly we heard your train rattling from the direction
of the kopje."
"And you decided at once to save us 1"
"Yes; it had to be done pretty quickly," George answered
quietly.
"And at great risk, I should imagine," said the officer,
looking round. "That was your position, I understand, "
he continued, pointing to the hill which lay beside the
kloof; " and you had to pass from there to this culvert
over absolutely open ground and in clear moonlight. It
must have been ticklish work, sir."
"Yes, it was a trifle warm," George responded coolly.
"But I was lucky. Once in the culvert I was pretty safe,
you know."

"You moved the mine then, I suppose I" said the officer.
" Did you know much about it I Didn't you feel a triflewell,-er-queerl You see, it is not everyone who understands how to manage explosives, and it's not nice to feel
uncertain as to what is going to happen."
"It isn't," agreed George heartily, remembering his own

feelings; "it's most trying. Still, I managed it, and then,
as I told you, had an explosion on my own account."
" I should like to shake your hand, my dear sir," exclaimed the officer warmly. "Tell me more about yourself,
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and about this little engagement to-night. Do you know, it
appears to me that you are just one of the class we want.
Born in the country, I think you said 1"
" Yes, within a few miles of this place. Born and bred
here, a burgher by force of circumstances, but British all
over."
"And unusually plucky and cool, let me tell you, sir,"
said the officer heartily, squeezing his hand. "A brave
lad, sir, and one whose acquaintance I hope to improve
upon."
As they conversed, George and the officer had walked
from the neighbourhood of the trucks to the position lately
occupied by the Boers, and arrived there, the former at
once inspected the killed and wounded.
"Dead," said George, as one of the enemy was turned
upon his back. " Christian Van Rensberg dead. That is
his reward for breaking the oath of allegiance. I suppose
Jacobus and Jan have escaped. That means trouble for
me, and worry at the farm."

"Who is he 1" asked the officer, turning away. "Yon
seem to be well acquainted with his face."
"I am," George answered; "and indeed it is due to him
that I have taken arms against the Boers this evening. I'll
tell you how it happened, and how Pat and I came to loggerheads with them a few days ago, when they were sniping
the British scouts."
Pulling his pipe from his pocket, George filled and lit it,
and then told how they had suddenly come upon the Van
Rensbergs; how the latter had visited the farm when
Haasbrook's commando marched by; and how, hidden in
the recesses of the giant boulder, they had overheard the
plans of the train-wreckers.
"And you say that many of these men were Boers who
had taken the oath of neutrality 1" mused the officer. "This
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must be seen to. I must send a report to Pretoria. As
a matter of fact we have known that the compact was being
broken wholesale in all quarters, but this will put an end
to the treachery. Camps are to be formed everywhere,
and all the people are to be taken from their farms and
sent where their movements can be watched. It is a hard
thing to do, no doubt; but we are at war, and war, it must
be remembered, is a cruel and bitter thing. If these people,
both men and women, will pretend to live in peace, and
yet, while taking advantage of our clemency and good
feeling, do all that is possible to help the enemy with
food, arms, or news, they must be put in some place where
they are harmless. It will cost the British Government a
large sum, but it will save money in the end, by helping
to bring this guerrilla warfare to a conclusion. What is
your own opinion, sir 1'1
"There is not the slightest use in being friendly, and
showing too much kindness to these Boers," George answered with decision. "I have known them all my life,
and I say that kindness like that hitherto shown them
is not expected, is scoffed at by one and all, and yet is
taken with the full understanding that it shall be turned
to account. Your Boer loves his independence. He would
rather fight till death than settle to honest work, like
the greater number of beings on this earth. While he
can, he will remain lord of his many acres, master of his
Kaffirs, and head of his family. He will cling to the old
languid life-the life that finds so little real work for
him that, having risen before the sun and counted his
flocks and herds, he has the day free before him, and can
spend it lolling upon his stoep. He loves that lazy life,
I say, and be will fight for it either openly, or, as is more
natural to him, covertly. Had I my way I would empty
all the farms, split the country into sections, and clear
(K 9'6)

H
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each one of the enemy. That is the only method in such
a vast country as this."
Whether or not this plan of George's would be a good
one was then doubtful, though afterwards it was successfully put in operation. But of the advisability of clearing
the farms there could be no doubt. ,vhen a race of people
fight openly, and come quickly to blows with their opponents, the quarrel is soon settled, and the misery for victors
and vanquished is correspondingly small. But when the
enemy is treacherous, and has no thought of honour or
truthfulness; when every house is a store for food and
ammunition, and where every white flag spells treachery,
then sterner measures must be taken. Deportation is the
only remedy, for in the end it saves lives, money, and
misery.
"And so you were a peaceful member of society until
quite recently," said the officer. "May I enquire what you
propose to do now I"
"I hardly know," George answered doubtfully. "But
one thing is quite certain, and it is, that life at the farm
beneath the Plaatberg is no longer possible for Pat and
myself, for last night Jacobus recognized me as I ran to
the culvert, and he, of course, will spread the news everywhere."
" Then why not join the British I We have need of such
men as you and the Irishman-men who can speak Taal
and Kaffir, and who know all that is to be known of the
country and the people. Join our Intelligence branch."
"Does that mean that I must follow a column, or remain
in some particular town I" asked George. "For if it does,
I must decline. I want my liberty first, and with it can do
far more for the cause."

"I will guarantee an absolutely free hand to you, sir.
II you will allow me to include your name and your friend's
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in the list of Intelligence officers, I will trust to you to send
word of the enemy whenever possible. Their movements
are so erratic and so evasive that we find it difficult to
keep in touch with them. Of course Kaffirs supply us with
a large amount of information and make excellent scouts;
but then, being unarmed, and having a mortal dread of the
Boers, they are never over-enthusiastic in probing into
secret movements of the enemy, simply because they know
that capture means certain death."
"Hum! I fancy they would not be too kind to me,"
George answered shortly. "But I wish to do all that is
possible, and I promise at once to get news of the enemy,
and send it in any manner and to any place you wish."
"Then come into the truck and talk the matter over,"
said the officer.
They walked towards the rails, and, having been joined
by Pat, climbed up the iron-clad sides of the foremost of
the trucks, and sat down upon some provision-boxes within.
"Do you consent to come with me, and act as an
Intelligence officer!" asked George, turning to Pat. "It
means that we may go where we like and when we like,
with the one stipulation that we do all that is possible to
probe the movements of the Boers, and give information
of them to the British."
"Thin ye can put me down for it," was Pat's ready
answer. "Oi'm that sick and toired av livin' aisy at the
farm whin bullets is flyin' and the oldt counthry in nade
av hilp, that Oi'm glad to jump at it. Oi'm yer man, sor,
whativer the job!"
"Then take this cypher," said the officer, diving into his
breast-pocket and abstracting a red note-book, from wbich
he drew a type-written document. "I need not say, put it
where it will be absolutely safe, and never carry more than
half of it on your own person. Divide it, and whatever
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happens, so long as only half falls into the hands of the
enemy the secret is safe. Now these are my instructions.
Get news how and when you can, and ride with it to the
nearest blockhouse. The telephone or telegraph will always
be there, and you will be able to send the news at once.
Address it so."
He pencilled the name of an officer of high rank upon
the paper, and beneath, the word Pretoria.
"There,1' he said; "get news, and send it, and when you
are in need of funds call at the nearest garrison. Instructions will be given as to your treatment, and it shall be
liberal. Now, tell me how you propose to occupy any spare
time you may have1"
For a moment George did not answer, but sat there,
looking particularly sturdy and soldier-like in the moonlight, which fell full upon his upturned face. He was staring at the kopje from which the signals for the trains were
flashed, and the wrinkles across his sun burnt brow showed
that he was thinking deeply. While the others chatted in
low voices, and discussed the late engagement, he rose to
his feet and trudged up and down the car, his head bent
upon his breast and his thoughts far away. Then he suddenly halted before the officer and laid his hand upon his
arm.
"I have a proposal to make," he said, "and I hope you
will be able to help in the matter. Pat and I have recently
discovered the haunt of a party of train-wreckers, the very
gang whom we punished to-night. It is a perfect stronghold, and with a few good rifles could be defended against
large odds. Now we have had our eyes opened of late to
the scandalous manner in which the Boers have broken
their oaths, and, moreover, the news of frequent disasters to
British trains has reached our ears. Give us a few men,
and we will devote ourselves to the lines of communication.
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Our head-quarters shall be over by our farm, in the huge
split rock I have mentioned, and from there we will ride in
any and every direction. Pat aud I can leave the place
in search of news, and it is possible that it will be in connection with some attempt upon the railway. In that case,
with the few men you may give us, we will lay an ambush
for them as we did to-night. If the Boers have chosen a
spot ,that is very far away, we will signal to your men above
on the kopje there from the summit of our Plaatberg.
Then the news can be passed down the line."
"An excellent idea! " exclaimed the officer heartily. "A
really brilliant plan! Let me see; you want a few extra
men. Well, have them, by all means. Choose them yourselves. There will be no difficulty about the matter, and
I need not say that the fortunate ones will be delighted,
for blockhouse duty is trying and monotonous."
George murmured his thanks, and walked up and down
again to consider the matter before giving his reply.
"Let me have the ten men I had to-night," he said at
length. " Corporal Tomkins, the Highlander, is a passed
signaller, and a really excellent fellow, though why be
enlisted in a Scotch regiment is more than I can say.
Harvey, the Australian, is a good scout, and now that he
begins to know the country, will be invaluable. He is
wasted, thrown away, in a blockhouse. The other eight
men are rough, hearty, good soldiers, young enough to keep
cheery under any circumstances, and hardy enough to stand
fatigue. Another important point is that all can sit a
horse. Give us those, sir, and though I cannot promise to
be successful, I hope to render a good account of our actions
when next we meet."
"You shall have them," the officer cried, giving expression to his pleasure at the manner in which George
had spoken. "Let me consider. The men you ask for
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are garrisoning the blockhouses, and must be relieved by
others before they can quit. Look here, Ransome, I'll
have their substitutes sent up by special truck to-morrow.
Is there anything else you are likely to want I"
"Yes, we shall require stores," answered George. "If
you will send enough to victual our fort for, say, six weeks,
we should then be able to stand a siege."
"I will," the officer replied. "A selection of all sorts of
provisions shall be sent, and I will not forget to include
candles and other little items. A few bandages and dressings, too, might prove useful, and, of course, you will want
a heliograph, besides flags and lamps."
"I hadn't thought of that, sir," George said quietly;
"but while you are despatching the stores, Pat and I
would be glad of a complete khaki kit. As we are to
fight for the British we may as well don the uniform, for
in this dress we would soon be shot if we were captured.
Now, Pat, we must be going, for I am getting anxious
about the farm. If you will do all you have promised, sir,
we will return here to-morrow at dusk, and carry all the
stores back on our ox-wagon. By the way, don't forget
that cartridges will be as necessary as food."
"Right!" the officer laughed. "Good-bye to you, sir;
and to you, Pat! You are the fellows one likes to meet.
A,i revoir, and to-morrow at dusk expect your little party
here by the kloof."
They shook hands in a very cordial manner, and Pat and
George then dropped from the car, and stood for a few
moments watching the soldiers bundling on board. Corporal Tomkins and his friends had by now got wind of the
future in store for them, and it was with difficulty that
they could be kept from rushing at the young fellow who
had led them that night. But a shrill whistle suddenly
sounded, and the line of trucks began to glide away, the
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k baki warriors crowding to the side to cheer the two
solitary figures standing in the moonlight.
"We'll just hang on till we get to the blockhouse,"
said George, pulling Pat by the sleeve. "Now, on to the
buffer."
They grasped the end of the last truck as it passed, and
sprang upon the buffers behind. Ten minutes later, when
the train had slowed down to allow Corporal Tomkins
and his comrades to alight, they leapt to the ground and
went in search of their horses. ,vhen they rode away five
minutes later it was with the corporal's cheery voice ringing in their ears. He was grasping the hand of the man
from the blockhouse lower down, with whorn he had a few
hours earlier bandied scathing words by means of the
telephone. But now they seemed to be on the best of
terms.
"Kind er little expedition all on our own," the corporal
was saying. "Jist fancy, we're to go along with him and
the big Irishman on purpose to put down train-wrecking!
It'll be prime, cocky, and as you and roe's ter live close
tergether for some time to come, here's me hand, and I
takes back all the things I slung at yer along the telephone. Swelp me, but ain't that chap llilnsome a boy ter
foller!"
What "cocky's" answer was neither George nor Pat
heard, for they had commenced to canter away; but, no
doubt, it was equally friendly. Crossing the line and
mounting the opposite hill, the two turned round to watch
the tail lights of the armoured train whisking along the
track. Then they looked at the blockhouse, which they
were able to distinguish clearly, for the corrugated-iron roof
shone brightly in the rays of the moon.
"Good-bye, boys!" shouted George.
"Cooe-e-e-e! Cooe-e-e-e! Good-night to yer,
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cocky! " came floating back. Then, turning away, they
rode towards the distant Plaatberg.
Until lately all their thoughts and all their attention had
been concentrated upon the work of attacking Jacobus and
his band, and after that their chat with the officer and the
possibilities it opened had so engrossed their minds that
the farm and its safety had almost slipped their memory.
Now, however, it recurred to them with force, and set them
cantering homewards at a rapid pace.
"Take it aisy, me bhoy !" cried the Irishman at length,
pulling rein when their anxiety had forced their horses
into a mad gallop. "Sure what's the hurry at all 1 There's
niver a bhit av fear for the masther and Miss Connie.
Jist think for a minit. Didn't we kape the Boers from
their horses, and wasn't the same bein' driven down the
line whin we lift i Thin Jacobus and his £rinds is moiles
behint, and jist trndging across the veldt. Take it aisy,
I say, for we've a way to go, and a hape to finish tomorrow."
"You're right there, Pat," George answered with a sigh
of relief. "I was working myself into a state of funk.
Of course they are safe, and will be for hours yet, for it
will take the Boers till mid-day to-morrow to reach the
berg. We'll ride easily, and when we reach the farm we'll
slip in quietly. We shall have a couple of hours' sleep
before it is time to turn out again."
An hour later the Plaatberg loomed big in the distance.
Then the solitary rock, with its curious excavations and
fissures, came into sight, and finally the farm. George and
his companion rode up to the kraal, and off-saddling, turned
their animals into it. A few minutes later they were
standing on the stoep, where, finding everything as they
had left it, they parted with a squeeze of the hand and
went to their respective rooms.
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On the following morning great was the surprise they
occasioned when they strode into the inner room for breakfast.
"Heartily glad to see you back in safety !" said Mr.
Ransome, when he had shaken hands with both. "Now,
get your breakfast finished as soon as you can, and tell us
everything. ViTe are all anxiety, and have been greatly
worried ever since Jacobus and his following came to the
house. Ah! did I not warn you, George! He is a bad
man, and far worse than his brother. When they came
here and found that you had both gone they were furious,
and I thought would have done us some injury. But they
rode away, promising to return later. What news have
you of them 1"
"Plenty, Father," George answered with undisguised
satisfaction. "We have had a royal brush with Jacobus
and his gang; and they are now returning from the railway
without horses, and with their tails tucked far between
their legs. That is, those who are alive are returning.
A good number were killed, while the wounded went
down on the armoured train."
"Railway! Armoured train!" exclaimed Mr. Ransome
in surprise. "What do you mean 1 For Heaven's sake, be
more precise, George, and let us have full particulars."
It was ludicrous to see the manner in which he stared at
his son, and the expression of amazement which overspread
his face. He sat there, upon his chair, as rigid as rock for
the next half-hour while George told bis tale, and never
once interrupted it by asking a question. Only grunts
of surprise and astonishment escaped him; while Connie,
too, looked on, scarcely able to believe her ears.
"So it has come at last," said Mr. Ransome when George
had finished his story. "I knew it would, and felt sure
that you and Pat would be dragged into the struggle before
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very long. It is not surprising in the least, but your
news-the brilliant manner in which you have opened your
particular campaign-fills me with amazement and delight.
Now we have another matter to consider. Up to this
Connie and I have been more or less safe from injury, for
none of ours had harmed the Boers. But what will be our
treatment now that Jacobus knows what part you took
in this affair! I feel sure that the farm will flare one
of these dark nights, and we shall be left homeless, if worse
does not befall ns. Be sure of this, the Van Rensbergs
will never forgive.
e know that they covet the farm,
and we can feel certain that they will allow nothing to
stand between them and their aims. Now that the old
man is dead, and the sons' duplicity is discovered, they,
too, will no longer be safe in their farm, for it will be destroyed by the next British column, and very rightly so.
But Jacobus and Jan will join their comrades openly, as
they can no longer do so clandestinely, and then they will

,v

come down upon ns.l)

"They may, but they will burn their fingers, Father,"
George said thoughtfully. "If you will fall in with my
plan, you and Connie will be safe whatever happens to the
farm, for I have not told you all the tale. You have heard
of the wonderful stronghold on the rock. Well, we are
about to garrison it with a small band, numbering twelve
with Pat and myself. The rock is to be our head-quarters,
and it will be guarded all day and all night. Here you
run the risk of violence from the Boers; there you will be
safe. Come with us. Bring Connie with you, and Pat
and I will load up all the furniture on to the wagon and
bring it along. Then you will have quarters which, if not
as nice as these, will be almost as good."
That George had proposed a sensible and practicable plan
there could be no doubt, and it was easy to see that l\Ir.
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Ransome fell in with it on the moment, for it at once
relieved his fears for Connie's safety.
"We'll go," he said shortly; "and if you and Pat will do
as you say, I shall not be a very great loser. If the farm
is destroyed it can be rebuilt later on, when the contents
can be taken back from the rock. We'll go with you,
George, old boy; so set to work with your preparations."
Ten minutes later George and Pat stood on the stoep
giving instructions to Omlulu and his fellows, and before
long a big buck-wagon with its team of eight span of oxen
stood before the door. Then two· Cflpe carts were driven
up, and in these Connie and her father went off with their
v<tluables, Pat conducting them to the rock.
George stayed behind and superintended the removal of
all the household goods, even going the length of taking
away the kitchen stove.
"It's no use doing things by halves," he said to himself.
"\Ve shall have to take up our quarters at the rock for
months to come, and the more comfort the better. Badlycooked food tells in the long run even upon the strongest."
When the farm had been emptied, the wagon was sent
off, while George and Pat-the latter having returned meanwhile-walked across to the cattle kraal.
"\Ve'll set the Kaffirs to work as soon as matters have
settled down a little," said the former. "If we leave the
horses and other animals here, J acohus and his friends "~ll
loot them; but if we construct a kraal beside the rock, and
never let the beasts graze too far away, they will always
be under the protection of our rifles."
"And so will the carts and ivirything else that we can't
get inside," burst in Pat. "It would take a bhold man to
come in for them at night, while during the day our lookout could knock anywan down what thried to come close.
Bedad, if Misther Jacobus comes thrying his games thin
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he'll get a peppering, for the farm's well in range, Misther
George."
This indeed was the case. But though the rifles of those
who defended the rock might command Mr. Ransome's
property during the day, at night it would necessarily
be at the mercy of the Boers. This, of course, was unavoidable, and the only thing upon which George and his
friends could congratulate themselves was that the farm
was now quite empty, and would provide no spoil for
Jacobus.
"He'll be disappointed-dreadfully disappointed," laughed
George; "but then what could he expect! Perhaps, as he
has set his heart on Father's possessions, he will not burn
the place once he finds it safely in his hands. But it's noon
already, Pat, and high time to be off. Hi, there! Omlulu,
bopela manje!" (inspan now).
Half an hour later the two were on their way to the
railway, which they reached by dusk, to find the corporal,
Harvey the Australian, and the others awaiting them with
a truck loaded with stores. Having transferred them to the
ox-wagon, the whole party set out on the return journey,
and by midnight had reached the rock. Here they out-spanned, and, having eaten a meal, lay down within, leaving
George to take the first two hours' sentry-go. Perched on
the summit of the rock, our hero looked solitary and forlorn. But his heart was light, and his brain busy with the
future. From his pocket he suddenly drew a letter, and
having opened it, held it so that the bright rays of the
moon fell full upon it. It was from the officer with whom
he had spoken on the previous day, and simply s.1.id:
"Urgently require information as to movements of
Generals Botha and De Wet, who are concentrating, and
of ex-President Steyn ".

CHAPTER VIII
A RISKY UNDERTAKING

I

NFORMATION required as to the movements of
Generals Botha (pronounced Bota) and De Wet
(Vet), and of ex-President Steyn," repeated George aloud.
"Phew! That means ticklish work, and acting the spy
with a vengeance. But I must recollect that I am one of
the Intelligence department now. I'll do my best to carry
out this order, and send news to our generals."
When Pat came up to relieve him of his duty, George
was full of the subject, and oould scarcely get to sleep.
But he had had little rest on the previous night, and finally
dropped into a doze which lasted till morning.
On awaking, he rose at once, and, climbing to the top of
a mass of rock, looked out over the veldt to the slopes of
the Plaatberg, where stood the farm nestling amidst giant
boulders. Soon he was joined by Pat, and by the men who
had come to form the garrison.
"The first thing is to settle down," he said, turning to
them with a cheery "good-morning", "and then we will
discuss our future movements. As a preliminary, I propose
that we remove all tht cases of dynamite to a distance,
or better still, perhaps, carry them from the cavern to the
farthest side of the central space, where we will store them
in one of the many crevices to be found there. They will
then be out of harm's way, and protected from the weather,
while we shall be able to make use of them should occasion
require. The next thing to do will be to put the furniture
126
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in its place, and so give my father and sister a decent
home. That done, we'll settle a site for our own camp,
and will draw up a roster for duty, for it will be necessary
to have two on sentry-go-one above and one at the entrance."
"Sure, thin, wouldn't it be betther if we was to take up
our quarters above I" cried Pat. "Ye see, it would be both
comfortable and convaynient, and the masther and Miss
Connie would be lift more to thimsilves. There's boulders
above here that nade only a tharpaulin or sheet of some
sort across, and they'd make iligant tents, which would be
out av sight av anywan crossing the veldt."
"An excellent idea!" exclaimed George. " The Boers
are certain, before very long, to discover our whereabouts,
but for a time we may remain in hiding. The Kaflirs, I
feel sure, will not betray us; and it is only Jacobus who
may upset matters. He does not know we are here, but
he will soon be coming this way, and when he is greeted
with a volley it will open his eyes. Then he will put two
and two together, and I fancy things will get warm after
that, Yes, we men will camp up here, but the cooking
shall be done down below. One of you skip for those
oiled sheets, which you will find in the ox-wagon. Bring
them up here, and get a friend to help you stretch them
across the boulders, and make some sort of a tent. Anything will do for the present, for the weather is fine and
hot, and winter with its frosts will not be with us yet
awhile."

The group at once broke up, and separated to get their
new home into orderly condition, while Pat•and George
went about the rock settling the site for the camp, deciding where the explosives belonging to the train-wreckers
shonld be stored, and where the garrison kitchen should
be placed.
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"That corner will be the best for it," said George. "The
smoke will then strike the rock which juts out and overhangs, and the greater part of it will settle there."
111eanwhile Connie had been very busy. With the help
of Omlulu and other Kaflirs she had made a fire, and was
cooking breakfast sufficient for the whole party. To this,
about half an hour later, all were called, and did ample
justice to it. Then they set to at their various duties
again, and with such a will that by noon things inside and
outside the extraordinary mass of rock were-to use a
sailor's language-in ship-shape condition.
All the cases of gun-cotton and the fuses had been
removed to a safer position, and the cavern had been
cleaned. Then the furniture was placed in it, and part
of the wall leading to the central space having been cut
out by means of a pick, the hitherto dark and somewhat
forbidding spot became quite a presentable room. A sheet
of canvas divided it into two parts, and here Connie and
her father took up their residence.
The neighbouring cavern, in which the horses had been
stalled, was also swept clean, when the stores brought from
the railway on the previous evening were piled there.
Outside, carts and wagons had been drawn beneath the
shadow of the rock, while Kaffirs were already hard at
work constructing a stone kraal into which to drive the
beasts at night. l\Ieanwhile oxen, horses, and sheep were
grazing on the long sweet grass under the watchful eye of
Kaflir herds and of the khaki-clad sentry overhead.
"It's as perfect a little fort as was ever constructed,"
exclaimed George, when all was finished to his satisfaction.
"A regular stronghold I call it, and we will make the most
of it. Now, let us have a meeting and discuss matters.
Call them all to the top, Pat.
"Sit down and take it easy, boys," said George, as his
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a deal of fighting besides Intelligence work. Now, what
shall our title be 1 There are many bodies of scouts. One
of you suggest something."
There was silence for some moments, when the corporal
again opened his lips.
"How'll Ransome's Horse do, sir I" he asked.
"It might," George answered with a smile, "but I fancy
I have a better title. In fact it is already registered as
ours, for I told my friend the officer that our movements
would be reported to Pretoria as those of 'the fighting
scouts'."

"Hoorosh ! 'tis the best av the names," cried Pat. "We're
scouts, and we're going to foight for the oldt counthry.
Thin 'Fighting Scouts' settles it."
A murmur of assent burst from the circle of soldiers,
and they nodded energetically and looked more than
pleased.
"It fits the case like a shoe, sir," sang out the corporal,
"and won't it be fine to belong to the corps! We'll let
'em know all over the country, and at home too, that the
Fightin' Scouts is an extry spechul body. Then when
we come across them poor coves along in the blockhouses,
won't we have the laugh at 'em! 'What are yer, cocky 1'
they'll get asking from the shade of them awful holes.
'Not to the lines o' communication,' '11 be our answer.
'We're the Fightin' Scouts, and jist you remember it,
young man.'"
There was a roar as the corporal ceased and took to his
pipe again. But it was easy to see that the men were
more than pleased at his words, and were already pluming
themselves upon the fact of belonging to the corps.
"The Fighting Scouts we are then," continued George,
"and we will live up to the name. We will do all we can
to aid our cause, and we will suppress this guerrilla war-
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fare hereabouts. In addition, we will do what we can
to help the lonely women of the farms, and protect the
Kafnrs. Pat, I have a special duty before me, and therefore I hand over the corps to your care until my retum.
I may be gone a day, a week, or a month. Carry on as
leader in the meanwhile."
"Begorra ! thin what's in the wind now, me bhoy I"
asked Pat in amazement. "Ye've said nothi_ng up to this,
so what is it at all i"
George led his comrade aside and told him the news
quietly.
"It is always well to be upon the safe side," he said;
"not that I distrust our following, for, on the contrary,
I think them all excellent fellows. But I am off on a piece
of ticklish business, and it is right that I should keep it
secret. If our men knew and were captured, the Boers
might force them to give up whatever information they
had, and it might ruin all my plans. You follow, Pati"
"Yis; but what's the gamei Ye're as secret and close
as a conspirator."
For answer George produced the note which he had
received, and thrust it beneath the Irishman's eyes.
"Faith, 'tis a dangherous game they want ye to play,"
exclaimed Pat with flushing cheeks. " Ye're not able
for it wid yersilf alone, Mistber George. Ye're not indade.
Will ye go thin widout yer sarvint, him as dandled ye on
his knee when ye was a cboild, and has seen ye cut ivery
tooth in yer bead i Sure, ye're not thinkin' av it i Take
me wid ye, an' all will come out well."
The honest, good-hearted Irishman grasped George by
the hand :md looked at hi'm as though his very life depended
upon the answer, for be loved this sturdy, brave young
fellow-loved him better than himself, and all that was
good for his young master was the same for him, and the
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former's happiness as good a thing to look at and feel as
if it were his own.
"Sure, ye'll take me along wid ye1" he repeated. "Ye
won't go away into the middhle av thim murtherin' Boers
all by yersilf 1 Think of Jacobus and Jan Van Rensberg.
They'll shoot ye at sight. Ah, ye've changed yer mind,
me bhoy, and Pat'll come along wid ye and follow De Wet!"
"Not a bit of it, Pat," George answered kindly, returning the Irishman's grasp with one as cordial. "I'd like
to have you with me, and it grieves me to say 'no' to your
request. But this is a one-man job. Two would certainly
be discovered. Besides, think of the Fighting Scouts.
When one leader has to go away, the second mnst take
his place. Look at it in the right way, Pat, and you will
see that I am taking the proper course. Stay here with
the men, follow 'every clue as to .the movements of Boers,
and break up every commando that you can come across."
For some minutes the Irishman stood there, looking
out over the veldt across to the farm, and all the while
his thoughts could be read upon his open face. Then he
suddenly turned to his young master, and with a sigh
signified his willingness to do as he was asked.
"I belave ye're rhight," he said sadly. "Ye're bound
to go, and rhun ivery risk by yersilf, while Pat stays hereabouts and takes care av the Missie and the Masther. But
if Oi can't be along wid ye to share yer danger and kape
ye safe from harrm, there's One above as will look to ye.
For the likes av ye He's always a hilpin' hand, and He'll
do it, if only for poor Pat's sake, and because Oi'll ask
Him."
He turned away without another word, and went slowly
down the ladder which led to the central space, leaving
George silent and thoughtful above, and more than touched
by the loving devotion of this, the old friend of the family.
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But it was not the time for thinking or mooning. He
had been entrusted with an important i.nd dangerous
mission, and it had borne the word "Urgent". Yes, the
letters had been written in the left-hand top corner in red
ink, and that meant, "Do this at once, and witbont delay".
At the thought, George promptly roused himself and prepared to set out.
"Omlulu !" he shouted. And then when the Kaffir
appeared he continued, using the native tongue, "Get my
two horses ready, and see that they are fed and watered
by an hour after dusk. I shall want blankets and a kaross,
cooking pans, meat, bread, and water, besides a bag of oats.
There, get all ready. Wait, though. It is said, Omlulu,
that lntungo, your father, is a wise man; one whom all the
country-side consult. Is this true of him, and does he sit
over in yonder kraal j"
The Kaffir straightened himself and lifted bis hand to
bis forehead.
"Baas," be said in tones of pride, "it is even as you say.
My father, Intungo; son of Umtuso, who was of the Tangu
tribe, who fought on the field that is called Ulundi, is a
wise man, and, amongst the Kaffirs, a great. I know not
whence bis knowledge comes, but wise he is, deep of thought,
and skilled in mysteries. He is the chief of our tribe, and
to him come many of our brethren: from what parts
I cannot say, nor whither they go. But scarce a day of
the year passes but some stranger creeps within the kraal,
makes the sign, and retires after having conversed. This
I can say-they come from east and west, and from north
and south, and they have travelled many miles. Therefore,
baas, my father is full of wisdom and knowledge of the
things of this world. If you would sit in his kraal and
speak with him face to face, he is even now in the one that
stands beside the farm on the slope of the berg."
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"Then I will go to him," said George. "As soon as it is
dusk I will ride over there and question him.''
The Kaffir departed, leaving George to himself, and glad
he was of the opportunity to sit down quietly and t.'1ink,
for he had a difficult and hazardous task before him.
Generals Botha and De Wet still kept the field with their
following, and still evaded and eluded pursuing columns.
Vague and indefinite rumours of their intentions occasionally reached British head-quarters, but they were never entirely to be relied upon. The enemy came and went much
as they pleased, for the vastness of the country, its rugged
nature, and its numerous kloofs and recesses favoured a
wandering and lightly-armed force. Some important information had no doubt reached Pretoria, and George was
asked to investigate the matter. As he thought it over
and decided upon his plans, Intungo had occurred to him.
"He has always been well treated on the farm," he said
to himself, " aud he has proved faithful all through the
war. I have known for a long while that he was considered
to be a wise man, and I have been informed that news reached
him from all parts-that he knew what was happening even
down at the coast, and that he actually iorecasted the war.
Not that that was a difficult matter, for we all expected it.
But his information on the matter was far better. He does
not pretend to have any magic or nonsense; but, no doubt,
he goes in for mysterious signs and hanky-panky of that
sort to impress the natives. If anyone can give me a hint
as to where to ride in search of De Wet he can, so I will
go and consult him. Then I'll set out right away. I'll stay
in this dress, for then I shall be just like a Boer. Khaki
would ruin my chances.)J

Having settled the matter, he went to see that all was
done as he had ordered, and that a good supply of food
was placed in the leather saddle-bag which he carried.
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Ammunition, too, was an item not to be forgotten, and he
filled his side-pockets with cartridges. As the sun was
now sinking, he joined Pat, who was down below with his
sister and father. Coffee and some boiled mealies had been
prepared, and they at once sat down to the food. ,Vben
the meal was finished he said farewell to all, went through
the crevice, and, mounting one of his horses and leading
the other, rode :iway into the darkness, followed by the
good wishes of the little garrison perched on the summit
of the rock.
Ten minutes later he dismounted alongside the Kaffir
kraal, and having hitched the reins over the post left for
that purpose, entered, and walked towards the large
hut in which Intungo dwelt. The low, arched opening
in the domed hut of clay was easily distinguishable, for
a fire flickered upon the floor inside. George went on his
hands and knees and entered without ceremony, to find
the Kaffir he was in search of-a. big, raw-boned man, of
some sixty years of age-squatting alone beside the fire,
wrapped in a gaudy blanket.
"Welcome to you, baas!" he said in native language.
"Welcome as the day! You find me ready to have speech
with you concerning that matter which fills your mind.
Ever since Omlulu, my son, sent the news, I have been
seated here seeking help from my wisdom. Be seated,
Baas George, son of my good master, the friend of my lifetime, and the helper of all our children. Be seated, 0 son
of my father!"
George promptly squatted upon the floor in the same
manner as Intungo, and indeed in that usually adopted by
the Boers.
"I have come to ask for your help and your advice,
Intungo," he said. "Listen. I know that yon are to be
trusted, for you would not break faith with those who have

'' THE OLD MAN STRETCHED OUT A BONY AR\[ AND STIRRED
THE FIRE."
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lived in peace with you, and have fed you and yours.
Hear me. I am bound on an expedition to gain tidings of
the Dutchmen. Where are the Generals De Wet and
Botha! Can you tell me of their movements!"
The old man stretched out a bony arm and stirred the fire.
Then he wrapped the blanket round him again, and stared
long and thoughtfully at the embers.
"Botha is beyond the Vaal," he said at length, "and
with him are the flower of his falling army. De Wet, with
him who once filled the place of chief of the country south
of the Vaal (Orange River Colony), is now down by the
waters of Clockolan, nigh to the mountains upon which sit
the Basuto warriors, who thirst to take side with the
British and fall upon the Boers. He is there, I say, and
he marches north even now for Senekal. Ride there, baas,
and ye will find him, and thither also will come Botha and
his impis. Go there, and ye shall learn all that is possible."
"I will," responded George. "Have you anything more
to tell me1"
"Baas, I do not know all," Intungo replied slowly.
"My father, the Baas John Ransome, whose son you are,
has had speech with me of One Who can foretell all things,
Who is greater than chiefs, and more powerful than nations;
Who made this eartb, and Who sends forth the lightning,
thunder, and rain at His pleasure. Of a truth the baas is
wise, and it may well be that this of which he speaks is so.
Intungo, the son of Umtuso, is but a man, a child beside
this great One. But he has knowledge. The secrets of
the country reach his ears, and in all that concerns his
neighbours he is fully wise. Take heed, then, of Jacobus
and Jan, sons of him who was slain beside the place where
the path of iron runs. They are your enemies, and they
will slay ye if they can. But, wait! Look at the fire and
read what is written there. See, I stir it, and the embers
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Let us watch these four that stand between
.

.

He thrust a rod into the fire and sent the sticks flymg.
Then with the same implement he pointed to four glowing
ends which protruded from the mass.
"See!" he said, leaning towards them; "there are four
here, and of these two are together and the remainder a
little separated. This, baas, is you, son of my father"he pointed to one which lay apart-"and these are Jacobus
and Jan,"· indicating the two together. "Watch them
now, and see how they end. Look! one of the pair is
brightening-a~! and so does the other. They are white
with light, and all the while that one which represents the
baas remains at an even glow, while the fourth is much the
same. Hau! Jacobus and Jan brighten even more, and
behold the baas dies down till he is almost extinguished."
He gazed at the glowing sticks as though his life
depended upon the result, and George did the same,
fascinated by the scene, and taken by the novelty of this
method of foretelling. But now a greater change took
place in the burning embers.
"See!" gasped Intnngo eagerly. "Jacobus and Jan
dwindle, so great is their heat; while the fourth, of which
we have scarcely spoken, is dull like yourself. They
change! They change! Fortune favours the baas, for
see! he and the fourth have waxed hot again, and are in
flames with the heat, while Jacobus and Jan have suddenly
died down and become extinguished, Jan some while before
his brother. So may it be, baas. Take warning! Even
as these stakes have changed before our eyes, so will your
fortune follow you. Low will it ebb at one moment, and
that of the friend; hut a bold stroke will save it, and in
the end ye will triumph, while Jacobus and Jan are discomfited."
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The old man sat up and cackled hoarsely, while George
still looked at the fire. Then a sudden thought struck
him.
"Intungo is a knowing old fellow," he said beneath his
breath, "and can tell even more. I will ask him how the
war goes, and what its end will be, though of that we all
have little doubt; for whatever the cost in lives and money,
England will carry it through to a successful finish."
He turned towards the old Kaffir again, and touched him
on the arm.
"Tell me," he said, "how does the fighting go, and how
and when will it end I Will the Boers prove victorious, or
will the British triumph over their adversaries!"
"Surely," answered Intungo. "Surely so, baas. Even
now it draws to a close, and the might of our late masters
is broken. They are split and scattered, but yet they are
a thorn that pierces deep into the flesh. The time for
change has come, for even now the meshes of the net draw
closer. The stone kraals that the British build are stretching across the earth and hemming in the enemy, Those
who know not the value of their word are being taken from
the veldt, so that treachery will be at an end. Then, as
the herds of buck in my younger days were hunted and
driven down, will the Boers be herded into the corners, so
that the British shall triumph. And then the big white
chief who lives across the water, and whose subjects are
more numerous, as I have heard, than the mealies in yonder
patch, will become the father of all in this land, and peace
and happiness will pass everywhere, as even now in the
part that is called Natal."
"It would be a fine ending, and a just reward for all the
sufferings endured by my countrymen," exclaimed George,
"and if I can help in any way it shall be as you say. But
there will be bard fighting before it is done, and we shall
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have to face it. Good-bye, Intungo, and many thanks!
If news of the Dutchmen reaches you, send it by Omlulu
to my father. You will then repay the kindness with
which he has treated you and yours."
Rising to his feet, George passed out of the hut, strode
across the kraal to his horses, and, vaulting into the saddle,
turned to ride away. As he did so, the moon came up above
the summit of the berg, and, falling upon the land beneath,
bathed the waving grass in a soft silvery light. Not a
sound broke the stillness. Even the dogs, with which the
majority of Kaffir kraals are infested, failed to bark, so that
he rode on his way in silence. Striking straight down the
berg, he soon gained the level, and within an hour was on
the track which branched from the main road that runs
diagonally north and south from Wynberg to Harrismith,
passing Senekal and Bethlehem.
"It's three hours from here to the main road, and a day's
ride from there to Senekal," murmured George. "I could
do it earlier if I wished, but it will be better to take
matters easily on the way down, so as to be fresh for a
forced march on the return journey. Let me think.
Dawson of the Roiefontein farm has joined the Natal forces,
so I will make for his place. It will be deserted, and will
make a good house to hide up in and stable the ponies.
By the time the moon goes down I shall be well on the
way, and I fancy I know of another farm where I can put
up for the remainder of the night."
He shook his bridle gently, and away cantered the pony,
covering the ground at an easy and comfortable pace.
Three hours later George had reached the main road, and,
turning to the right, rode on in the direction of Senekal,
which was some eighty miles distant. By dawn he had
covered another ten miles, and had taken up his quarters in
a large farm which lay to the right, about a mile from the
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road. It was deserted, for, like many others, it had been
left by the owner, who could put up with the life no longer.
A man named Dawson had settled there many years before,
and had built the farm. Like the majority of his Boer
neighbours, he had fattened and grown rich. But when
the war came, love of country and love of property had
clashed, and the former, much to John Dawson's honour, had
easily gained the day. He had sent his wife and children,
with all the furniture, into Natal, and had lived on there
alone in order to watch his flocks and herds and to safeguard
his property.
But first one and then many commandoes had ridden up,
full of arrogance and conceit at the tidings from Natal, and
had commandeered freely of all that he possessed. Threats,
too, had been in the air, and particularly later on, when the
tide turned. 111en who had boasted that Africa from the
Vaal to the sea would be theirs in a few short weeks were not
too sweet-tempered when even the most untruthful of false
telegrams could not give good news. And in consequence
John Dawson, like many another settler, had mounted his
horse, leaving his farm to its fate, and had ridden to the
British camp, there to offer his services as wagon-conductor,
scout, or mounted infantryman.
,vell, one man's loss was another's gain, for George
found the house convenient. "Just the place for me," he
said, as he lay down in one of the rooms. "The Boers
know that it has been cleared of :111 that is worth having,
and therefore will not come this way. Heigho! I'm sleepy."
He rolled his blankets round bim, settled his head into
his saddle, and was quickly in the land of dreams.
On the following night he rode forward again, and a
little before the moon sank below the hills he was within
twenty miles of his goal. Greater caution was now required, and he was careful to keep his wits about him.
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Indeed, a few moments later found him halted in a
shadowy spot at the base of a kopje, across the nek of
which ran the high-road, gazing at some figures that
were advancing. They were Boers undoubtedly, and
armed too, for their rifles showed clear in the moonlight,
poking up above their shoulders.
"Scouts! De ,Vet's, I should think," exclaimed George.
"It is high time that I moved away into some secure
hiding-place."
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CHAPTER IX
THE GREAT DE WET

S

IX gaunt, unkempt, aud bearded men came riding over
the nek under the pale beams of the moon. They
kept to the centre of the sun-dried road, and walked their
horses at a footpace, while they conversed in voluble tones,
their accustomed silence and taciturnity upset by some unusual incident. So engrossed were they, indeed, that they
did not hear the clink of hoofs down in the valley below,
and did not catch the sounds of falling and tearing earth
as the horses in George's charge slid into a donga.
"The very place for me," said the latter, suddenly
espying one of the numerous unfenced water-courses which
line the roads, and into which many an unwary English
horseman has tumbled. " If I attempted to ride farther I
should be detected, and should have to run for it, which
would mean that De Wet and his friends would be warned
that something was in the wind. Lie down, Sandy, and
you too, Fluffy!"
He pulled his willing animals in, and, touching them
upon the neck, just in front of the saddle, caused them at
once to sink to their knees, and then roll upon their sides
at the bottom of the donga. A minute later he had unstrapped his kaross and rugs, and had covered the heads
of the horses.
"There," he said; "that will keep you quiet, and you
have had too good a training to attempt to whinny or
struggle. Now for these fellows. I'll be here in readiness.
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If they discover me it shall be to their cost, for I bave my
magazine charged, and fancy I could put in six shots before
they could more than unsling their rifles."
At the words he jarred open the catch which put the
magazine in communication with the breech, and, pulling
back the bolt, shot a cartridge home. Then, lifting his
hat from his head, he climbed the steep side of the donga
and looked along the road. The Boer scouts were within
a hundred yards, and he watched them curiously as they
approached. They seemed in no hurry, for as he looked
they halted, and seemed to be waiting for something.
Then they started again, and within a few minutes were
so close to George that he could almost touch their
stirrups. Suddenly they pulled up their horses and sat
there listening.
"I hear the oxen blowing, and the creak of wheels," said
one of the men at length. " Our brothers are coming,
so we will wait here for them."
"It is surely they," a second burst in. "Our leader,
General Botha, comes, and soon the chiefs will meet. Then,
my comrades, there will be deeds, for the policy of our
councils is changed. The weak-kneed and the treacherous
of our race have gone in British ships beyond the seas, and
only the lion-hearts are left. After to-morrow it is we
who will attack. We shall no longer hide behind the
schantzes, save when it serves our purpose, but we shall
charge up to the points of the bayonets."
A guttural exclamation of approval burst from the
others, and silence again settled down. ·with his body
pressed close to the side of the donga, and his figure held
rigid, George listened eagerly to the conversation, and
then turned slightly and strained his ears for the sounds
that one of the Boer scouts had heard. Born and bred
upon the veldt, his senses were acute, and had never been
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dulled by dwelling in a town. But even be could only just
distinguish the faint creaking in the distance, and the hoarse
breathing of straining cattle.
Crack! crack! Ah, those were more distinctive sounds!
And there was the excited shriek of the Kaffir who wielded
the whip: "Hau! Bomflovo! Au, Zekuto! Hau!"
Yes, that was a native driver shouting to his oxen, and
sending the long lash of hippopotamus hide flashing over
the backs of the patient, toiling beasts, to fall with unerring aim upon the flank of one more unfortunate than
the others, and mark it with a curling, livid weal from
which the blood spurted. "Hau! Bomflovo! Au!"
"A big convoy of wagons," murmured George; "I can
hear the creaking of wheels plainly. Hallo! what's this I"
As he spoke, the clatter of hoofs came rattling on the
highway, and a body of men cantered up. There were
some twenty of them riding behind one man of average
height, who came along a few paces in front bestriding a
splendid animal. As he reached the group who had drawn
rein close to George, he pulled in his charger till it sat
almost on its quarters, and then stopped, only, however, the
next moment to go prancing and dodging restlessly from
side to side, fretful of the delay. Meanwhile the ne,vcomer stood in his stirrups and acknowledged with a nod
the salutation which the six scouts gave him.
" Greeting, brothers!" he exclaimed. "Greeting! How
goes the world with Christian De Wet and his honour the
President from Bloemfontein I"
" Right well, General Botha," one of the scouts replied.
"For the moment he is resting beside the Biddulphsberg,
which lies an hour's ride from Senekal, and just three from
here. There he awaits you, General, and has sent us forward to meet you."

"And what of the British I" asked the General, who was
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none other than the famous Louis Botha, the recognized
leader of the Transvaal Boers.
"They are everywhere," was the answer. "The khakis
lie in Senekal and in every town, and they die fast of the
fever. Rundle's columns march here and there, but they
do not suspect our presence."

"Then all the better," exclaimed the General. "Brothers,
there is work before us, and we will move on so as to discuss our plans. Come, act as advance-guard; we will leave
the column in other hands."
Turning in his saddle, the General gave a hasty order;
and then, touching his restive charger with his heel,
sent him galloping forward. His body-guard followed,
clattering by with water- bottles and pannikins clashing
loudly, and soon the road was deserted. But the noise
of the approaching convoy was now far clearer, and warned
George to move on.
"If they have dogs with them I shall be discovered,"
he said to himself. " I'll clear from this, and strike to the
right, where I can lie up for a little while and think the
matter out."

Jumping to the bottom of the donga, he quickly rolled
up his kaross and blankets, and within a few minutes was
cantering-away on to the veldt. A mile from the road he
pulled up in the shadow of a kopje, and dismounted.
"Now to decide how to act," he murmured thoughtfully.
"First, I must recollect that I have a special mission, and
that to obtain full information I must follow a bold course.
It will not come to me, and I shall only get possession of
it by using my wits and plenty of energy. • Strike while
the iron is hot' is a very old saying, but a true one for all
that. It is hot now. The meeting of Generals Botha and
De Wet and the ex-President is to take place to-morrow
at Biddulphsberg, and at it the future movements of the
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burgher army will be decided upon. I must be there, but
how7"
It was a knotty point to settle, and though George
cogitated for long, he was no nearer a solution of the
problem when some ten minutes had passed. And yet
even the densest could see that now was the time to act.
The very meeting-the concentration mentioned in the
short and urgent note which he had received at the hands
of the corporal-was about to take place, and Lord Kitchener
and the staff at Pretoria required to know what was the
result of it.
"Ah, well, if I sit here till doomsday I shall get no
nearer an answer to the question," exclaimed George.
"I'll just ride hard for Biddulphsberg, and perhaps, when
on the spot, some chance will occur to allow me to overhear
all that happens. Up you come!"
He jerked the reins, and without more ado rode across
the veldt. By now the beat of hoofs upon the main road
had died down, though the shouts and clatter of the convoy
could be heard behind.
"The road will be deserted," thought George, "so I'll
follow in the wake of General Botha. If I'm challenged
I'll just answer and pass on, for no one will be surprised at
a single horseman. They'll take me for a Boer."
This, indeed, seemed far the best plan, for if he chose to
remain on the veldt and ride parallel with the road, he
would, in spite of the bright moonlight, run the chance of
coming to grief. Then, too, the going would not be so
easy for his animals; and though the three hours' journey
-some twenty miles as the Boers reckon it-was no great
distance, especially when he had a change of horses, yet he
had to remember that flight might he necessary at any
moment. To the high-road, therefore, George went, and
was soon cantering gaily along it. Some ten miles farther
(x945)
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on, he halted for a few minutes to breathe his animals; then,
transferring the saddle to the one which he had hitherto
been leading, he set forward again, and did not draw rein
till the Jong ridge of Biddulphsberg cut across the sky, and
hid the waning moon from his sight.
.
"Now I'll have to go carefully," he murmured. "The
Boers will lie as thick as peas down there by the berg,
and their scouts and outposts will be as far out as this.
Hullo! There's someone coming!"
Suddenly he caught sight of a figure walking towards
him, leading a horse. Had it not been for the berg, which
cut off the rays of the moon, it would have been possible
to see him at a distance; but as it was, he was upon George
before the latter was aware of it, for the Boer happened to
be upon a grass-covered patch which muffled his footsteps.
"Wie gaat dad" the figure cried. "~' ho are you 1
Advance!"
It was too late to turn back, and to dash away would
have only led to an uproar; therefore, putting a bold face
upon the matter, George jogged up to the man's side, where
he pulled up and leapt to his feet, for it was well to be on
even terms should trouble arise.
"Good-night to you!" he said gaily. "A happy greeting,
brother! I have ridden from the Transvaal with General
Botha, and am now trying to find him. Have you any
tobacco! I have run out, for those beggarly yeomen
pounced upon my store and captured it, while I barely
escaped,,,

"Greeting!" was the answer. "Here is tobacco, and
you are welcome to keep the bag, for we are well provided.
And so you have come down with the General 1 Ah, this
is to be a great meeting I A very fine affair. But you
said, I think, that you wished to find him 1 Keep straight
down the road, brother, and when it commences to curve
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to the left beneath the shoulder of the berg, cut across
to the left-where there is a farm. See! lights are even
now twinkling in the windows, and there you will find his
honour President Steyn, and with him our great leader
De Wet. Go softly, my friend, and rejoice, for the graves
of many of the British are there."
"Brute!" exclaimed George beneath bis breath, giving
a shudder. Then, turning from the man, he said, " Goodnight, brother, and thanks !"
He would have ridden on then and there, and indeed
was in the act of springing into his saddle when the Boer
detained him by placing a hand upon his arm.
"Stop! One moment, brother," he said. "It rejoiced
my heart so much to meet you that I forgot to demand the
countersign. What is it i But whisper it, I beg of you,
for one cannot be too careful."
" Good gracious, I'm done for!" thought George. Then,
in the hope of being able to pass the matter over, he
answered: "The countersign, brother! Oh, yes!-butwhat was it1 It has slipped my memory."
"Then your head must be an uncommonly poor one," exclaimed the Boer suspiciously; "for by the General's orders
two of our brothers stood some miles beyond, with instructions to give the countersign to everyone as they passed
towards the laager."
"Some miles behind!" thought George. "Then they must
have retired from the road to wait until the convoy came
up." Then he said aloud: "You speak the truth, brother,
but for the life of me I cannot remember the word. Ah,
well, it is a little matter, and may easily pass. Good-night
to you! 0
But George was not to escape ~o easily. He had a man
to deal with who had been brought up to distrust almost
everyoue, and who prided himself upon his slimness.
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"Hamba galcbe!" (go gently) he cried; "you cannot pass
so easily. Here, let me see your face, for I must know who
you are. Come back, I tell you! What! You will not
heed! Then stand, or I will fire!"
Meanwhile George had moved away a pace or two; but
no sooner had the man's words proved that he was in
earnest than he turned round and spraug at him.
Ping! The mauser went off in his face, the explosion
blowing his hat off, while the bullet ripped through the
rim. Next moment the muzzle of bis own rifle dropped;
he pushed the safety-catch down, and hastily pressed the
trigger. Rapidly though the movement had been carried
out, the Boer was equally quick, and be had replaced the
cartridge by the aid of bis magazine, and had fired his rifle
at the precise second that George discharged his. As for
the latter, be felt as though someone had pulled his coat
sleeve sharply, and bad torn the thick cloth in his eagerness. He staggered back, half-stunned with the force of
the explosion and the blinding flash of the powder. Then
he recovered himself, and stared at his opponent. He was
lying there, stretched out in the dim light, with a neat
little hole in the centre of bis forehead.
"Dead! I killed him!" exclaimed George hoarsely.
Then the danger of his own position, the risk he ran, and
the necessity for action occurred to him. The horror of the
thought, that he had been the means of taking a human life,
was soon banished by the recollection that this was war, and
that war was cruel and unrelenting. He picked his bat up,
and felt the big hole in the brim, and a second in the
sleeve of bis jacket. "He meant business," he muttered
thoughtfully. "It was his life or mine, and it was for the
cause. I can find no blame for myself. But now, how to
act I Those shots may or may not have been heard in the
laager. The wind is blowing from the berg, so the chances
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are that the sounds have not reached the Boers. Still, it
will be as well to be cautious, and therefore I'll ride off a
little way and wait. If no one comes I'll return and bide
the body, for if that were found, suspicion would be rife in
the laager, and the risk of discovery would increase."
Taking bis own horses, and the one which the Boer bad
held, by the rein, he turned off into the veldt, and having
come to a little hollow let them graze there while he kept
watch. Half an hour passed, and as nothing occurred to
arouse his suspicions be returned, and carried the body to
the centre of a collection of boulders. Then, taking the
precaution to note bis surroundings, he bid the saddle
which he took from the dead man's horse, and rode away,
leading it by the reins. A few miles brought him close to
the berg, where he slipped the bridle off and let the animal
free.
"He'll graze there till morning," be said, "and then he'll
join the other horses. If bis master is missed, enquiries will
be made, but as I have taken the precaution to bring the
horse in, the body may easily remain undiscovered. Now
for the farm, and for the interview between the Generals."
He sat there, quietly considering the matter. Before him
rose the berg, a vast black mass of irregular outline, and
away on its left face lay a farmhouse, which had once occupied the centre of the Boer position when the British
attacked. Yes; and a search upon the hillside above would
discover, even now, scores of spattered shrapnel bullets and
burst cases, and piles of empty mauser cartridges lying
behind the scbantzes from which the Boers fired. Down
below too, upon the level stretch over which George
passed, long grass had been growing then as now, and by
some evil mischance it had fired upon that eventful day,
the flames spreading as fast as a man could run, and burning many of the poor English wounded who lay in it, unable
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to move. Yes, tread gently, George, for many graves are
there, and the poor lads who lie in them died for their
queen and country. Some day, when the last rifle is fired,
and peace spreads over South Africa, an effort may be made
to mark those little mounds; and if there is doubt as to
their position, there are some who can say where they are,
and will help in the good work.
"If I
"I'll chance it!" exclaimed George suddenly.
remain here I shall certainly get into trouble, for dawn will
be breaking very soon. Yes, I'll strike straight for the farm,
ride up to it as though I carried despatches, and just be
ready to make the most of every opportunity that presents
itself."
He gently pressed his heels against his horse's flanks, and
pnshed on again at a walking pace, taking good care to keep
his wits abont him. And now, as he drew nearer to the
slopes of the berg, he became aware of the fact that a big
commando of Boers had laagered close at band, for oxwagons were drawn np in the dim light in more or less
orderly Jines; while, lying on the veldt, with reims of hide
fastened to their horns and then to the drag-chains, were
the trek oxen, sleeping peacefnlly, for no ox in South Africa
grazes or drinks at night. Behind the wagons were the
Boers themselves, spread out in their blankets beneath the
open sky, while away on the berg and out on the roads their
pickets and sentries were posted, scouts being beyond these
again. Indeed, it is hard to say how far the outposts of
a Boer commando ride from the main body: it may be six
miles, and it may be as many as sixty.
"Ah! there is the farm," exclaimed George, suddenly
rounding a shoulder of the berg and espying a twinkling
light. "Botha, De Wet, and Steyn will be there, and perhaps are holding their meeting already. I must not lose
time. 'Strike while the iron is hot' was to be my motto."
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He turned a little to the right, and went slowly riding up
the slope of the berg. Soon he was close to the house, and,
coming upon a kraal which was intended for sheep, at once
dismounted with the intention of turning his horses into it.
But his eye suddenly fell upon an outhouse, and he went to
inspect it. The door stood wide open, and showed a couple
of stalls, which were empty.
"They will be better than tbe kraal," thought Ge.orge.
"In you come, and then I shall have you close at hand
,vhen I require you again."
He led his horses in, and left them there with a bundle of
oat hay at their feet. Then he noticed an inner door, and
what was of more importance, a faint light showing between
the chinks of a wooden partition. Applying his eye to one
of them, he saw that an inner room was dimly lit by a small
lantern, which just served to show a rickety table and chair,
upon the former of which stood a big square bottle and a
cracked glass.
At this moment heavy snores attracted his attention, and,
gently opening the door, he saw a figure stretched out on a
heap of straw. It was that of a young fellow of his own
age, a Cape Dutchman by his appearance, and a rebel into
the bargain.
"Evidently he has been long on the trek, and has had a
rough time," thought George. "He has come across Cape
brandy here, and has imbibed too freely. That looks as
though he came from a town, for those who live on the
farms are of more sober habit. What a pity! He is quite
a young fellow too."
George stared hard at the Dutch rebel, and then found
himself marvelling at the resemblance between the features
of the sleeping man and bis own. There was the same
broad forehead and square chin; and what was even more
curious, both were dressed in clothing that was alike.
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Scarcely bad George grasped these facts than be beard a
step approaching from without, and, hastily retreating from
the room, closed the door.
Instantly a band was placed upon bis shoulder, causing
him almost to give vent to a shout of surprise, so great was
the shock. Then rough fingers gripped bis arm, while
someone laughed in bis ear.
"What! Up and about again, Meinbeer!" said the newcomer in jesting tones. "Have you shaken off the power
of that brandy so soon then I You are a wonder, Carl! An
older and a stronger man might yet be stretched as you
were but an hour ago, and remain so even till the morning.
But it is as well that you have pulled yourself together, for
you are wanted. Quick! Bring your rifle and come with
me. But perhaps you have left it inside! I will fetch it
for you, while you go into the cool night air and collect
your wandering wits."

Meanwhile George bad stood still, rooted to the spot with
astonishment. Indeed, terror mastered him for the moment,
so unexpected was this unfortunate meeting. But as the
man spoke he followed the words closely, and taking the
advice meant for the young fellow lying a few feet away
in a drunken stupor, pulled himself together and prepared
to tackle this new difficulty.
"Have done now with your help," he cried crossly, hut in
a sleepy voice. "Have done, I say! I am myself, and I am
ready with my rifle. There, come outside and let me
breathe."
"Softly, Carl! Softly, boy!" the Boer answered pleasantly. "Many a youngster like you turns up his nose at
help, and yet is glad of it. There, shake yourself like a dog,
and walk about. Now," be continued, when be and George
bad promenaded before the outhouse, "you are better.
You walk more steadily, and your speech is not so thick.
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Listen to me. I am Leroux, the one who met you on the
road with the General. Listen, I say! For fear of interruption in the morning, and lest there should be trouble between the Transvaalers-who are curs-and ourselves, the
men of the Orange State, his honour, the President, and
the two Generals are about to meet and discuss the matters
which require settlement. Rather than have men of the
Transvaal to overhear, they require a stranger. Now you
are that, for by your speech with me I gathered that you
had joined but two days ago. Come then with me, and
stand within the door that leads to the kitchen, while I remain at that which gives admission from the stoep. We
can then make sure that no one else is about, and that the
Generals will be undisturbed. Rouse yourself, Carl, and
come with me!"
For the moment George could scarcely believe his ears,
or refrain from giving expression to his delight at the Boer's
words. Here had he ridden hard on a special mission, which
was to discover the intentions of the Boer leaders, and just
as he reached his goal chance seemed to have thrown at
his feet the very opportunity that he longed for.
But there was another side; and as he sto.od there in the
cold night air, the gravity of it forced itself upon his mind.
Supposing he were discovered !-what then I It was an
alarming proposition, which might well have caused him
to hesitate, and then slink away from the undertaking.
Indeed, had he done so, he could not have been greatly
blamed, except that-and here another thought struck him
-it was his duty to go on with the affair. Had not hundreds-ay thousands-risked life and limb already at the
very same call I And many, many more would do likewise.
The thoughts flashed through his mind as he stood there
at the door of the outhouse, and within the minute his mind
was thoroughly made up.
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" I'll risk it!" he said cheerfully to himself. " It's a
chance in a thousand, and it would be madness-it would
be cowardice-to throw it away."
He turned at once to his companion and patted him
playfully on the arm. ",vhat a nuisance you and your
Generals are, Leroux!" he said with a yawn, which was
beautifully acted. "Heigho ! That brandy has made me
sleepy, and that bed of straw was more comfortable than
any I ever occupied down in the Cape. But get ahead, and
show me what I am to do. The sooner the meeting is over
and I am asleep again, the better I shall like it."
"There, you are yourself again," the Boer answered.
"Remember to keep good watch, and a silent tongue in
your head. Follow me, and do just as I tell you. Now,
unsling your rifle and carry it in your hand."
Turning upon his heel Leroux led the way to the farmhouse and mounted the stoep. Then he knocked at a door,
and poked his head in.
"If his honour is ready for the sentries, they are here,"
he said.
"We are prepared, and waiting," was the answer. "See
that all is clear outside before you come in, and then take
your places."
At the order George and the Boer skirted the building,
and finding no one hovering in the neighbourhood, once
more mounted the stoep. Then the door was opened by
Leroux, and having been told to place the other sentry, he
at once conducted George across the sitting-room of the
farmhouse until he came to another door.
"There," he said, "stand within the kitchen, and just
beside the door. It is a mere formality, to make sure that
no one overhears."

With his heart thumping against his ribs, and his wits as
ready and sharpened as he could keep them under the cir-
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cumstances, George stalked across the floor and took up
the position allotted to him. Then he turned, and, standing in the darkness, looked in upon a scene that was
historical.
The room was lighted by a pillar lamp of brass, of
English manufacture, which stood upon the corner of a
small square table, round which sat three bearded men.
They used the ordinary Boer chairs of hard wood, strung
with reim, and had drawn them in as close as possible,
while they rested their elbows on the table and looked
thoughtfully at a map spread out before them. Then one
of them took a Mauser cartridge from his pocket and carefully deposited it, bullet uppermost, on a particular part of
the map. As he did so, the others sat up, and, plunging
their hands deep into their pockets, looked thoughtfully
at him. George followed their glances, and narrowly scrutinized the features of the man. It was Louis Botha, the
staunch, hard-fighting patriot, the leader of the Boer forces,
a man who, though an enemy to our country, can only be
described as a brave and honourable one, and who, though
misguided, could still claim to be true to the country he
loved.
"There, my friends, is my point of attack," he said in
suave and gentle tones as George gazed at him. "ltala is
its name, and it is there that the new campaign in Natal
will open. We are tired of skirmishing, of capturing small
convoys and garrisons. It is time that we showed our
teeth again, and that in a more convincing form. In
Natal, ever since the relief of Ladysmith, things have
settled down. It is a peaceful country, and has almost
forgotten the war. But we do not forget that the colony
bas supplied many men who have been thorns in our side.
The Natal irregular forces did ns much harm, for which we
will retaliate. What think you, my friends i"
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He looked towards his two companions qnestioningly,
and again laid the cartridge on the particular spot. George
followed his eyes, and let them rest first on a florid, squarebuilt man with big flowing beard, and then upon a smaller,
somewhat wizened Boer, with peaked beard and rather
neglected clothing. They were Jllr. Steyn, the e.:-President
of the Orange River Colony, and Christian De Wet, the
skilful and cunning leader, the general of a hundred
skirmishes and battles, and the most remarkable man on
the side of the enemy.
"Surely all three are men indeed," thought George.
"They are enemies of my country, I know, and they fight
on, and increase the misery, when they must know that
their cause is irretrievably lost. But they are menpatriots who have been true sons of their country, and
who deserve to be well thought of by all of us Englishmen."
Indeed, there was truth in his words. Boers there were
who were little better than brutes. Many were murderers,
while a remarkable number did not know the meaning of
honour, the value of an oath, or the sanctity of a flag
of truce. Boer methods bad not been too upright or too
straight, but the three leaders seated round that table bad
won the esteem of everyone. For tboy had roughed it
in the open, they had trekked night in and night out
without rest; and in spite of a three years' campaign they
still remained resolute, foes to the bitter end, men of marvellous perseverance and courage.

CHAPTER X
A BOER PRISONER

indeed, was the meeting between the
MOMENTOUS,
three Boer leaders; and George, who stood in the
dusk, just within the kitchen door, followed every movement, every word, and every gesture. Leaning upon his
rifle in a half-somnolent condition, which he acted to such
perfection that he caught Leroux more than once scowling
at him and making signs to him to be more alert, he kept
his eyes half-turned to the table and watched the features
of ex-President Steyn and Generals Louis Botha and
Christian De Wet.
"Yes, Itala is my point of attack," said General Botha,
once more bringing down upon the map the cartridge with
which his fingers toyed. "My commando will fall upon
this out-station, and will overwhelm it. Then we will
flood Natal, destroy railways, blow up bridges, and at
length retire with a goodly store of food, having done
incalculable damage to the enemy."
"Yes, that is the point," burst in De Wet with emphasis. "Food is the great question of the day. Ammunition
we have in abundance, but now that the blockhouses rise
so rapidly and restrict our movements, and columns of
British devastate the country, it becomes difficult to feed
our commandoes. Men such as we are can live on ox flesh
and bread; but when it becomes a case of nothing but flesh,
well, the hardest break down. You go for food to Natal,
then Louis. Now hear me. I am known as the fox, for
lf:iTi
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I and my commandoes slink everywhere. While you strike
for Natal I will cut down with all my men to Cape Colony.
Once across the Orange I shall meet with friends at every
step, and the invasion will be a rest to my men. They
will feed well, and have comforts to indulge in that were
impossible before. Then, when we are sufficiently recruited, and have induced the British to fill the colony
with troops, we will recros• the Orange and will fall upon
the garrisons hereabouts."
"An excellent proposal, and one certain of success!"
exclaimed President Steyn. "Only keep the ball rolling,
and hope in the heart of our burghers by constant litt.le
successes, and we shall reach that point where Germany or
France will intervene and save us from this oppression. All
through I have said to you that we of the Free State joined
in with the Transvaalers with one object in view, namely,
the conquest of South Africa for the Dutch. Well, that
fell through, for our friends in the Cape Colony were halfhearted. Had they one and all risen into open rebellion,
then the country was ours. But they hesitated, and we
were lost, save for one special clause. England stands
alone. Like all who are successful beyond the dreams
of man, she has few friends to boast of, is isolated, a mere
island in the sea, surrounded by numerous nations who
hate her because they are jealous of her wealth, and who
will willingly pounce upon her. Up ~o this England's
colonies have saved her, for the younger nations there
have joined heart and soul in her cause. But they are
weakened. The pulse of that mighty Britain at which we
have laughed beats more feebly every day, and the time
of her downfall is almost come. Therefore, my brothers,
still strive on, and fight, for every month brings us nearer
to sa.lva.tion."
An ominous silence followed these words, from which it
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was clear that both Generals Botha and De Wet were
sceptical as regards the end of the campaign. They sat
there, looking dreamily at the map, and no doubt planning
their future movements. But suddenly they were roused
by the sound of steps outside, and as they sat up and
looked at the door a couple of armed burghers appeared
there and asked for admission. Next moment they were
standing before the table, one with a pipe in his mouth,
which he did not trouble to remove, and both with hats
upon their heads,
",Yell, what is it that brings you here I" asked General
Both:. harshly, annoyed by the interruption.
"There is treachery somewhere! " answered one of the
men in excited tones. "Treachery, I tell you! for as we
rode in along the road the barking of our dog aroused our
suspicion, and on going to see what ailed the cur we discovered Vauroojen, who was an outpost this night, lying
dead there, with a bullet through his head! There is
treachery, I say!"
",Vhat ! One of my men killed within three miles of
the laager !" cried General De Wet, rising to his feet.
"This is serious! There is treachery, and someone is
tracking us. Be sure that the English have spies who
have told them of this concentration, and one of them
must have done this thing."
"Then, if so, he is near us," cried Mr. Steyn. ",Ye
must make search for him. But tell me, did you see anything else!" he asked, turning to the Boers.
"Nothing, your honour," they answered. "We were
guards to the convoy, and we passed no one."
"Wait though, Klerck," cried the second stranger,
suddenly interrupting his companion. "Your honour,
I said that we saw no one go by us, but I was wrong.
Jacobus and Jan Van Rensberg rode back to the Plaat-
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berg, beside wbich they live, and I recollect it now, for
they were about to pay off a grievance. It seems that
one George Ransome gave information to the enemy, and
killed many of Jacobus' train-wreckers a few days ago.
So our friend has now collected a following, and he goes to
be revenged, and, it is whispered, to carry the girl awaythe English girl, I mean-and marry her so as to obtain
the farm. Ah, Jacobus is a hot-headed lover! He, he,
he! 11
"Stop your laughter, fool!" exclaimed General de Wet.
"What has Jacobus to do with this treachery I If he has
gone to pay off old scores, and grow rich on his enemies,
all the better for him; but what of this spy I This spy,
you blockhead! Where is he I Perhaps you will tell me
next that it is George Ransome himself, and that he ia
within the house."
No doubt the Boer had said what was foolish and irrelevant; but, however idiotic his words, they set George
trembling with excitement-so much so that his teeth
almost chattered, while the perspiration rolled in drops
from his forehead.
"Jacobus and Jan about to attack his friends," he
thought; "and he was away! ,vbat would happen I"
Suddenly the recollection that Pat and the Fighting
Scouts were there to protect his father and sister occurred
to him, and for the moment relieved his anxiety. Then
some doubt, some dread that Jacobus might be successful
assailed him, and he longed to be gone, to ride back to tbe
rock and see for himself that all was well. Besides, bad
not the body of the sentry been discovered I Yes, that
was more inducement still for him to be gone. Tben
again, he must not forget that dawn would be breaking
within a very short while, and that then, if still within
the lines of the Boer laager, he was almost sure to be dis
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covered. Unless-and here a sudden thought struck him
-he had by chance been taken for some young fellow of
the name of Carl, a Dutch rebel, who was apparently a
new- comer, and therefore a stranger to the men of the
assembled commandoes. If he could secure this Carl, tie
him up and gag him in the stable in which he now lay,
then for a few hours he would be safe.
The thought, and his anxiety to carry it out, set George
trembling J]lOre than ever, and he withdrew a pace or two
within the kitchen to be out of sight. Then the sound of
words roused him, and he listened eagerly to what was
passing between the two Boer scouts, and the three who
sat in council at the table.
"Yes, treachery is in the air!" exclaimed General Botha
decisively. "Some spy is about, and must be captured.
But we can feel happy, my comrades, for no one but these
two sentries who stand beside the door have overheard us.
Now, have you anything else to tell ns1" he asked, turning
to the scouts; "for if not, yon .will leave us at once, and
carry this note to Field-cornet Van Roosten, who will see
that my orders are obeyed. Then, by noon, if there is a
spy within five miles of this he will be captured, and will
be awaiting the death that he has earned."
"I have nothing n:iore of consequence to tell," the scout
who had last spoken replied. "Jacobus and his little game
I have told you about, and also of the murder of our outpost. The only other matter is, that we were entrusted
with the care of an English officer, and have placed him
safely under cover. \Ve will hand him over to-morrow,
and cause him to be brought before your honour."
"Good! Then you can go now, and do not fail to deliver
my note," exclaimed General Botha, hastily scribbling a
few lines and handing them to the man. "Now, Leroux,
we have no further use for you to-night, so retire with
(M.946)
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your friend; and, take warning, forget all that you have
heard !11
Leroux nodded quietly, and then beckoned to George,
who slowly crossed the room and joined him, when they
went outside on to the stoep and stood there talking.
"A fine fellow you are, Carl!" said the Boer somewhat
tartly. "I was a fool to put you in that place, for I might
have known that the brandy still held you in its grip.
You were nearly falling at times, and I could have struck
you, I was so angry. But there, I will not quarrel with
you. Let us go back together, when we will find another
bottle and drink to the success of our generals."
"Yes, and be discovered at once," muttered George
beneath his breath. "The real Carl lies still asleep in
the shed, and to be taken there now by Leroux would
certainly lead to my discovery. I won't have the fellow!
I'll pretend to be annoyed, and do anything to get rid of
him."
"Quarrel with me, indeed!" he cried, turning upon
Leroux, and speaking in angry and hoarse tones, such as
might have been used by someone under the influence of
spirits. " Quarrel, indeed! Let me tell you that Carl
is a bad one with whom to bandy words. What if I was
sleepy1 Can you expect everyone to live as the owls do,
and be wide awake when abroad in the night 1 Get to
your own wagon, and leave me to return to the shed and
sleep. Then, perhaps, we will crack that bottle together,
Leroux, when the commandoes dissolve, and you and I part
company. Good-night!"
He turned on his heel abruptly, and walked away unsteadily, still remembering the rOle he was playing, and
never for an instant forgetting that one act of carelessness,
some small item omitted in his actions, might rouse the
suspicions of Leroux. But George had not lived alongside
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Boers for nothing. He knew their slimness and craftiness, and he was not easily to be thrown off his guard.
True, Jiving out in the country, beneath the shadow of the
Plaatberg, it was seldom that he had witnessed the disgusting spectacle of a drunkard. But a little imagination helped
him, and when he parted from Leroux he staggered away
in such a natural fashion, and without overdoing the part,
that the Boer was completely taken in.
"You are a cub and a conceited fool when in your cups,
Carl," he said beneath his breath. "At another time I
would have taken my stirrup-leathers to you, and taught
you to be more careful of your words. But you are sleepy
and out of temper to-night, so I will say no more. Go!
Let your bad humour pass away, and when next we meet
we shall be on the best of terms."
A most fortunate thing it was for George that Leroux
did not insist on following him to the shed in which the
young Dutchman lay. Had he done so, and had George
allowed him to enter, no doubt the whole plot would have
been discovered and he himself have been a prisoner; that
is, if Leroux had been strong enough to capture him, which
was a doubtful point.
"II he insists on coming after me it will be the worse
for him," muttered George, as he walked towards the shed.
"I'll get inside the door, and then stand in the dark ready
to knock him off his legs, and afterwards make a bolt for
it. Ah! he thinks better of the matter, and it is well for
him too."

Watching from the door, George saw tbe Boer slink away
into the darkness. Then he turned, and finding his two
horses still standing patiently in the stall, went towards
the inner door, within which Carl, the drunken Dutch rebel,
lay sleeping. It was more securely fastened than before,
for now the lock was turned and the bolts shot!
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"Strange!" thought George. "When I went out and
Leroux joined ·me, I simply closed the door. Now it is
locked and bolted. What does it mean 1 Has someone
been here since, and discovered Carl 1"
The thought sent a hot. flush all over his body, for now
that he had accomplished the hardest part of his mission,
and had overheard the plans of the Boer Generals, George
had more time to think of the risks he ran, and of the
enormous difficulties which must yet he surmounted ere
he returned to his friends.
"Then, did this bolting of the door mean that someone
was already on his track 1"
He stood there for a minute and more, and endeavoured
to puzzle the matter out. At length, unable to arrive at a
solution, he turned the key and, shooting back the bolts,
entered boldly.
There was the same smoky lantern burning feebly, the
same huddled figure, and the same squat bottle to give
cause for his condition. George's eye roamed round the
dimly-lit room, and for the moment noted no difference.
Then something moved in the straw beyond that in which
Carl lay. A head appeared, then a pair of shoulders, and
finally a young fellow of some twenty-two years of age
stood before him. He was tall, of slight build, and looked
rather delicate. But, for all that, he had a determined
mien, and he faced George with resolution.
"Wbat now 1" he asked in English. "Can I not sleep
without being disturbed 1 Here have I been trekking
with your commandoes for the last three months, always
at night-time too, and forced to march every foot of the
way till my boots are falling to pieces. Then I am hauled
here by two of your ruffianly fellows, and thrown in with
one who is evidently drunk. Not that I care much for
that, for he is harmless. But I want my sleep. A man
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who marches as I do, and who is fed on ox flesh alone,
requires a good allowance of repose to make up for it.
Now, what do you wanti Perhaps you were afraid that
I was bolting, and just popped in to see1"
"Why, you're English! " exclaimed George in surprise.
"Well, and what of that 1 I'm a prisoner too," was the
answer, in tones which still showed that the stranger was
annoyed. "I really think that I deserve better treatment."
"A prisoner! By Jave! " exclaimed George, giving vent
to a whistle, and staring hard at the Englishman.
"Look here, I'm not the only one you Boers have had,"
the young fellow answered. "For goodness sake, say what
you have come for, and then leave me! I'm dog-tired, and
want to be fresh for to-morrow."
"And I want you to be fresh now,-to stir your stumps
and come along with me," cried George eagerly, starting
forward and shaking the stranger's unwilling hand. "Look
here, there's no time for explanation, but I am English too.
I am here trying to find out what the Boer Generals are up
to, and I am just off )lack again. Slip off with me. I have
a mount which you can ride, and we'll have a go for safety
together."
For a moment it was clear that the Englishman did not
understand the matter, or grasp the fact that here was a
chance for liberty. He stared hard at George, and then
shook his head doubtfully.
"How am I to know that it's not a trick I" he asked.
"You speak the language as well as I do, and look a downright good sort; but then so do many of the Boers."
"Then you must remain a prisoner," answered George
sadly. "I have told you my tale, and I offer you a chance
of escape which may not occur again. If you come, I shall
be glad; if you remain, I shall always think you a fool.
But, on my honour, this is no trick."
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"On your honour! That's good enough for me," the
prisoner suddenly exclaimed. "I've never heard that said
by a Boer yet. I'll come, old chap! How are we to
move1"

"Like this," said George quietly. "I've a couple of
horses outside. We'll ride, you on the one that is saddled.
On the way out we'll pick up a second saddle which I hid,
and then we'll strike away to the left. But let me tell
you this. We shall be followed, and we may have a rough
time of it."
"Pooh! No fellow could have had worse treatment than
I have had for the past three months," was the answer.
"I'll come with you whatever the chances, and welcome
a good old scrap with these Boers again. But I say, if
I take one of your horses I spoil your chances. Wouldn't
it be better to just turn me loose and leave me to it 1 I'm
pretty cute now, though I don't deny that escape would
be more difficult. Still, if you're acting as a spy it's of the
greatest importance that you should get away."
"Perhaps it is," answered George stubbornly; "but
I won't move without you. There, pick up this drunken
fellow's rifle and bandolier; then follow me. We may be
able to borrow two extra horses."
"By George! you're a brick, and I'll come," exclaimed
the Englishman. "My name's Cyril Spurling, and I'll
stick by you through thick and thin."
"Put it there, then," cried George, stretching out his
hand. "There, that's right, and now we know one another.
I'm George Ransome, leader of a new force known as the
Fighting Scouts. That's it. Pitch the bandolier over your
shoulder and come outside."
Cyril Spurling shook the straw from his tattered khaki
clothing. Then he turned to the drunken rebel and relieved
him of his rifle and baudolier, and also of a thick coat
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which lay beside him. That done, the two went outside
and closed the door, locking it after them. Taking him
by the hand, George led him to the horses; and having
seen him mounted upon the oue bearing a saddle, took
the bridle of the other over his arm and cautiously stole
into the open. A glance at the east told him that dawn
would be breaking shortly, but a thick wet fog, such as
often falls just at the end of the summer months, lay upon
the ground.
"Good!" he said. "That will give us the chance to get
well away. Follow me closely, Spurling, and if we are
challenged leave the answering to me, for I speak Taal like
a Boer, and in fact have lived all my life amongst .these
fellows."
"Right! Get ahead, and trust to me to keep silent," was
the answer; and, turning from the farm, they rode quietly
away in the gloom. The path took them down to the
bottom of the berg, and from there ran across the veldt
to the main road. A quarter of an hour later they had
gained this, and kept straight along it till they came to
that part where the outpost had accosted George a few
hours before. Here he dismounted, and very soon had
the satisfaction of finding the hidden saddle. Throwing it
across his horse's back, he tightened the girth and then
sprang into his seat.
"Now for home and liberty!" he said. "Just ride beside
the road on the soft grass. That will give us a chance of
slipping through. If the outposts are bivouacking along
here we must just bluff them. Remember, we are despatch
riders sent out by General Botha to the remnant of his
commando, which he left in the Carolina district to watch
the British."
Shaking his reins, George set his horse into a canter, and,
followed closely by his companion, rode on in silence. A
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mile farther along the road a solitary figure intercepted
them, and the custom,.ry "Wie gaat dar!" fell upon their
ears. George was not in the least surprised; but being
well aware that the man's suspicions could scarcely be
aroused at the approach of two horsemen who were evidently
riding directly from the Boer laager, he halted when opposite him, while Cyril Spurling pushed on a few paces, lest
his clothing should be detected through the gloom.
"We're off to Carolina," said George shortly. "Any
news, brother 1 Tell us whether there are English about,
for our despatches are important, and we are ordered to
ride hard."
"Then you will get through without trouble, brother,"
was the answer. "There are none of the enemy about,
fortunately for them. So ride on, and do not wait. Ah!
but I had forgotten. Tell me, has aught been heard of
the death of an outpost hereabouts 1 One of ours was
discovered two hours ago, shot through the forehead. It
looked nasty. There must be spies or traitors at hand."
"So think the Generals," George answered slowly. "As
a matter of fact I know that search is already being made
for whoever did the deed. But I cannot wait. A fine
morning to you!"
"And a better ride to you, comrade!" answered the Boer
outpost.
George promptly shook his reins and cantered on. Then,
side by side, he and his companion rode along the hard
surface of brown earth till a mile and more separated them
from the outskirts of the Boer laager.
"Pull up, and let ns have a talk," said George, suiting
the action to the word and leaping from his saddle. "Now,
how are we to move 1 It will be light in half an hour, and
a short while after that things will be humming. I mean
that that gentleman who lay overcome by the contents
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of the square bottle which stood upon the table in your
prison will be discovered, and will deny all knowledge
of having been awakened last night. Then you will be
missing, and the trouble will commence."
"Yes; they will find that I have gone," answered Cyril
Spurling. "But about that other fellow. I don't quite
follow. So far as I know, he was never disturbed. He
was there when first I got to the Boer laager, and there
he remained when we slipped out."
"Yes, but he is supposed to have been on guard in the
farmhouse close by, in which the Boer Generals were holding a special meeting," answered George, suddenly recollecting that he had had as yet no time in which to explain the
curious things that had happened during the night. "You
see," he continued calmly, "I knew that there was something up to-night, and as I was particularly anxious to
ascertain the future movements of the big commandoes, I
rode into the laager and put up my horses where you saw
them first."
"What! Rode into the very middle of the laager! Put
your head into the very centre of a hornets' nest!" exclaimed his companion aghast. "By Jove! it was a jolly
plucky thing to do, bttt risky-a trifle risky, don't you
think I"
"Yes, I admit that, Spurling; but then one must do
things of that sort when one wishes for news such as I
wanted. The game is " dangerous one, and must be played
thoroughly to succeed. Even then, there is many a slip
between the cup and the lip, as the old saying has it. For
instance, I had just stabled my horses and discovered that
drunken fellow lying amidst the straw when a man named
Leroux pounced upon me, and by some unusually fortunate
chance, taking me for the man lying asleep, hauled me off
to mount guard in the very room in which Generals Botha
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and De Wet and Mr. Steyn were holding their meeting.
That, of course, gave me the very opportunity for which
I had come to Senekal, but it was rather trying. My
nerves are still on the jump after such an experience."
"And you were in the presence of the Generals I" exclaimed Cyril Spurling, scarcely able to believe his ears.
"What! Actually overheard their conversation i"
"Yes; listened to it from start to finish," answered
George with a nod.
"Then I'm not surprised to hear of the jumps, for I
tell you that had they known you were an impostor, you
would have been taken outside and shot at once. Nerves,
indeed! I wonder that you did not drop with terror. But
there, I fancy I know your sort, and I must say that you
appear to me to be as cool as possible. Heave ahead with
the yarn, for I am wondering what happened next."
"Just this," said George. "Two scouts rode in, reporting that they had brought in a British prisoner-which
must have been yourself-and saying that they had discovered a Boer outpost shot through the head. I did that
-in fair fight I need scarcely mention-and I guessed at
once that it was time for me to be off. As soon as possible,
therefore, I slipped out to the shed and discovered you
there.''
"When you at once determined t~ give me a chance for
liberty," burst in his companion. "I tell you that the
majority of fellows would have bolted at once and left me
to it, for you only added to your difficulties by taking
me. It was a fine thing to do, and I shall always be grateful."
"Nonsense! I couldn't possibly go and leave you a
prisoner," exclaimed George. "But there you are. The
case is fully described, and now how to act i"
"Just as you think best," answered Cyril Spurling. "It
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seems to me that George Ransome has his wits fully awake,
and knows best how to deal with such a scrape. Just you
say what we are to do, and I'll follow. But I say, old
chap, it looks like being in a nasty hole. Mind you, I'm
not grumbling, or trying to back out of it. Rather not!
On the contrary, anything is better than the dog's life
I have been leading of late, for I assure you that I have
scarcely had a single night's rest during the past three
months-in fact since I was captured. I'm one of Brabant's
Horse, you know, and for the most part our ranks, both
commissioned and otherwise, are filled by Colonials who
have settled in this country, either south of the Orange
River or in the Boer republics. Naturally we were able
to get at the enemy, and give them a nasty knock or two,
for our fellows knew the ground they were fighting over,
and what was perhaps of greater advantage, the habits and
tricks of these Dutchmen. I'm not a Colonial, and when
we've more time, and matters are not so pressing, I will tell
you how I happened to hold the commission of a lieutenant
in Brabant's force. But I am one of them, and because of
this, when I was captured the Boers made up their minds
to keep me as long as possible. I tell you, they have given
me a bad time of it, and I am not going back to that
existence and to such short rations without making a fight.
I'm your man. Give the orders and I'll follow blindly."
"Then you are just the fellow I want," answered George
warmly. "We fight now with halters round our necks,
for if we were captured you would go back a prisoner, and
I should be shot as a spy. The thing, then, is to make good
our escape; and as it is out of the question for us to get
very far from the laager before the dawn breaks, I propose
that we hide away on the top of a kopje. There's one I
know of over there on the left. It's small and steep, and
runs almost to a pinnacle. I climbed to the summit some
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years ago, and I recollect that there is quite a grassy hollow
there. W c'll make for that, and camp out. I've grub here
in the saddle - bags, and water. There will certainly he
pools of water amongst the boulders in the shady places,
so that our horses will have all their wants supplied. With
the stock of ammunition at our command we shall do well
for a time, and the position will keep us secure from a
rush."
"It sounds well, and promises to be a good hiding-place,"
said Cyril. "But one moment before you move, George.
What if the Boer outposts have occupied the kopje I We
should be cornered then."
"You may make your mind easy on that score," replied
George with conviction. "Their outposts are two miles
nearer the laager, though their scouts will be farther out.
Jump into your saddle, for we must be moving if we are to
be safely out of sight before the light comes."
Shaking their reins they at once turned towards the
kopje, which at present was invisible, and rode gingerly
across the open veldt, for there was no saying when a deep
donga might cut across it, and it was important to avoid
accidents at this stage of their adventure. Indeed, it was
to their advantage to be careful always, for many a man
has gone head-foremost into one of these water-courses and
been taken out a cripple; while not one yeoman, but many
of that gallant corps, and of the mounted infantry as well,
have tales to tell of unwary horses stumbling into ant-bear
holes and throwing their riders heavily.
However, George and his new-found friend reached the
edge of the kopje without harm, and then, passing through
the stone posts which until recently had supported barbed
wire, commenced to climb. Dismounting, they led their
horses in and out of the boulders which dotted the rough
hillside. Then they came to a smoother spot, and after
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crossing it arrived at length at the summit. It was beautifully hollowed, and was little more than twenty yards
across. At first it was difficult to find an opening, but at
length the animals were led in through a narrow aperture
between the rocks, saddles and bridles were removed, and
a general inspection of the surroundings made. Then, with
exclamations of satisfaction, George and Cyril prepared to
make their new home as impregnable as possible.

CHAPTER XI
FOR LIFE AND LIBERTY

I told you, this proves to he the very place for us,"
AS said
George. "Look round," he continued, pointing

to the boulders that hedged in the cup-shaped depression
on the summit of the kopje, "and tell me how you think
it will do as a hiding-place j It seems to me that we are
in clover, for here we are hidden even from the strongest
glasses, while we need have no fear of our horses dying
for want of grass or water. They at all events are pleased
with the situation."
"And so am I, George," replied the young lieutenant.
"So am I, for it does seem as though we might hunt the
whole of South Africa, and yet fail to come upon such
another spot. Perched up here we are quite invisible to
the hundreds of Boers, who must be away below, and if
you have grub with you we shall be quite happy. Besides,
another thing occurs to me. If they discover us, we can at
least make a fight for it, for this is a regular fort."
"It is that," George admitted; "but, on considering the
matter, I doubt the wisdom of resistance should we be
discovered by the commandoes. If only a few men were
to attack us, it would be a different matter, for then we
could pick them off one by one. I fancy that De Wet and
Botha will separate to-day, and if that is the case fewer
will be left to bunt for us. Indeed, I doubt whether they
will detail more than a hundred men to round us up, for
they have a big movement afoot; and though they suspect
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the presence of a spy, they will not allow that to upset
their plans. They will march on, and leave a few to
investigate the matter. Perhaps they will put two and
two together, and conclude that you have escaped with me.
In any case they will be puzzled. But here comes the
dawn, and b~fore long we shall know more about them."
As he spoke the sky in the east began to lighten rapidly,
and as the two fugitives watched it, the dark banks of
clouds which had been stretched across the sky split
asunder, and, scattering on either hand, showed others of
dull grayish colour. These soon became flushed with pink,
which quickly changed to a rosy hue, and before long
the edge of the sun came up, looking watery and dim.
With a flash the rays swept across the land, falling upon
hundreds of hills and kopjes, and illuminating them. But
as yet the lower-lying veldt was invisible, for a thick fog
covered it.
It was a curious, uncanny thing to be sitting there looking down upon a vast expanse of impenetrable vapour, and
to see nothing but rugged peaks and stone-capped kopjes
dotted all around. Still more strange to know that it
covered some hundreds of men, all of whom would soon
hear tidings of the escaped prisoner, .and news pointing to
the presence of an enemy in their camp during the night.
Yes, there was the sharp ridge of Biddulphsberg, and down
at its left-hand base was the small Boer farm, sheltering the
three leaders to whose action and stubbornness was mainly
due the prolongation of this bitter war. There, too, rested
the outhouse, with its inner room, and the Dutch rebel,
still snoring, no doubt, but ready to shake off the fumes of
the spirit very soon, and declare that his friend Leroux had
been duped, that he had never stirred from his bed of straw,
and that the Carl who had misled Leroux and who had
overheard all those secret plans was an impostor-an enemy
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who had cleverly taken advantage of the circumstances,
and, in spite of the cunning of the Boers, had outwitted
them thoroughly and completely. Yes, no duubt the real
Carl would soon be iu conversation with Leroux, and then
the trouble would commence.
"There is hound to be a tremendous upset in the camp,"
said George suddenly. "There is nothing that the enemy
pride themselves upon so much as their boasted slimness. Once they find that they have been laughed at, they
will be very angry, and no doubt Leroux will come in for
some harsh talking-perhaps even a taste of the sjambok.
But he is a crafty fellow, and fear of the consequences
may make him keep his mouth shut. He will soon learn
that the Carl of last night was not the real one, and then he
will have the choice of telling the Generals what has happened, and of smarting for his foolishness, or of keeping
silent. I know what he will do."
"He'll keep his tongue between his teeth," said Cyril
"Trust a Boer to know when it is in his interest to keep a
secret to himself. He will be as mum as possible, and all
the better for our chances, say I; for then the Generals will
not look upon the matter as serious, and will not bestir
themselves overmucb."

"And all the better for the British, I think," exclaimed
George. "If the Boers do not know that they have been
overheard, <he Generals will not change their plans of
action, and the counter move which will be made by our
friends when I have given them particulars will act more
effectively. Then, instead of falling upon people who are
unprepared, the Boers will find armed soldiers ready and
waiting."

George had, indeed, summed the situation up completely,
for, as he had said, all now depended upon Leroux. Had :
he but known it, that same Boer was at that very .
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moment sorely perplexed, and was standing within the
inner compartment of the shed quaking with consterna.
tion. 11

"Himmel! What is this I" he was asking himself, as he
stood leaning limply upon the rickety table which bore the
lamp. "What juggler's trick is this I I was told to seek
the English prisoner who had been locked in with Carl,
and, behold, there is no pig of an Englishman! I can see
no khaki soldier here, but only Carl, who still lies like a
sot. Then how is it that the door was locked and bolted 1
There is no other opening for escape. Ah, can I have been
mistaken 1 There was something, I do not know exactly
what, but something about Carl last night that was
different. If it were a stranger! If I in my carelessness
introduced an enemy to the council, who overheard all the
plans!"

Leroux stopped short, and thought the matter over.
Then, as if spurred to sudden anger by some disagreeable
recollection of the previous night, he rushed at the snoring
rebel and kicked him without mercy.
"Duped!" he cried savagely. "l have been fooled!
Now that I think the matter over, I know that that was
a stranger last night, for he bore an English rifle. It
puzzled me even then, but now I see where the difference
came, for this fool had a Mauser. Up! Awake, I say!
What! will you not heed me then! Will you turn over to
sleep again, like the pig you are! Up!"
He grasped the man by the collar, and, using all his
force, dragged him to his feet. Then he boxed his ears
furiously, and shouted at him.
Flinching at first from the blows, Carl, the rebel Dutchman, who bad come from Cape Colony to join his brothersin-arms, now awakened with a start, and with an excla.mation of anger reached for his rifle. It was not there, for
(K ..6)
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Cyril had borrowed it. But as the blows continued, he
shook off Leroux and struck at him with his fist.
"What is iti Are you mad! " he panted indignantly.
"Can a man never sleep within your reach but you must
assault him so savagely i Have done, I say, or I will dash
you against the wall!"
By this time he was thoroughly aroused, and stood there
glaring in the dim light at his opponent. But Leroux had
not lost all his cunning. For the moment the almost
certain knowledge that he had been duped maddened him,
so serious was its meaning. But now the thought that it
might not be wise to pnblish the facts occurred to him, and
he at once determined to probe this Dutch rebel carefully,
and so decide whether or not it was a stranger who had
helped to keep guard at the Generals' council during the
night.
"Your pardon, Carl," he said with a laugh. "I have
buffeted you for the simple reason that were General
De Wet to find you snoring here, there would be trouble.
You should have been on duty last night, and lay here

'
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instead."
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"Yes, I know that," answered Carl. "I was to sit up
and wait, and act as guard should the leaders meet. The
brandy was too much for me, and so I slept. Have I been
discovered i It would be m. Juck indeed to have words
with the commandants so early."
"No one knows but I," answered Leroux, seeing a
chance to secure his own safety. "Say nothing to our
friends, but leave all to me. Questions will be asked about
a prisoner who was shown in while you were lying asleep.
Declare that he stunned you with a blow, and was gone
when you came to. See, we will break the lock and bolts
to make the story more real."
As yet Carl was still too muddled by his potations of
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some hours ago, and by the treatment he had received, to
take in the meaning of his comrade's words. But he could
understand that it was not well to have it known that a
prisoner escaped through his negligence, and that by rights
he should have spent the night on duty instead of lying
stretched upon a bed of straw. Therefore, pocketing his
indignation, he joined Leroux in smashing the panels of
the door. Then, while his comrade went off to give the
alarm, he slipped out of the shed and ran down the hill to
join the main body of the commando.
By now the rays of the sun were fast dispelling the
damp fog, and scarcely had Leroux acquainted General
Botha with the fact that a prisoner had escaped than the
base of Biddulphsberg, with its smooth plateau of grass
below, and its Boer laager, lay spread like a picture beneath
the eyes of George and his companion, who sat in their
lofty perch on the summit of the kopje.
"Now, we shall want to keep our eyes open," said
George, selecting a crevice between the boulders through
which he could look down upon the distant laager unobserved. "Get close to me, Cyril, and help to watch those
fellows. If there is to be a general movement against us,
we shall soon know; and in that case it will be \rise to
clear at once and trust to the speed of our horses to carry
us away. But I tell you it would be risky work, for patrols
were sent out last night, and scouts will be all over the
place. Halloo ! There goes the fog, and now everything
is perfectly clear."
As he spoke the last gmy wreaths of vapour disappeared,
and the brilliant rays of an African sun poured down in all
their glory upon field and donga, boulder and ant-heap.
Away in the distance, across the Zand river, through which
the main road passes by means of two fords, both of which
are equally difficult, Senekal appeared. From this lofty
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elevation George and his companion could see the houses
clearly, clustering around the tower of the Dutch church,
which reared its pinnacle high above them all. Close
beside it, too, a flagstaff stood out prominently, and on it
waved the folds of a Union Jack.
"That is the place we will make for," said George shortly.
"It's a good seven miles from here, but we could gallop all
the way, and so have a better chance of getting through
the Boer scouts."
"And no doubt we could get remounts there, and push
on if we wanted to," exclaimed Cyril.
"We must push on,-at least I must," answered George.
"I have not told you the whole tale yet; but once I am
safely away from these fellows I must get back home, for
I happen to know that a rascally Boer means to do some
mischief to my father and sister."
"You've kept that to yourself up to this," said his companion. "Look here, give me the whole yarn, George, and
tell me all about these Fighting Scouts. I'll then narrate
my story."
"Right! But let's watch these fellows first, Cyril.
Look! the whole place is clear now, and there is the farm
in which the Generals bad their meeting, and there the shed
in which friend Carl, the drunken rebel, was lying last
night."
He pointed to the slopes of Biddulphsberg, and there the
sun fell upon and showed up with wonderful clearness the
little Boer homestead mth its outhouses, and the path which
led to it from below. Even as they looked three figures
appeared on the stoep, and, levelling his glasses, George
had no difficulty in recognizing the ex-President, and with
him the famous Louis Botha and Christian De Wet.
Just then a bearded, unkempt figure burst from the shed
near by, and George saw him join in earnest conversation
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with the three men on the stoep. Then all retired within
the farm and were lost to sight.
"Gone to discuss the matter, and send out to catch the
escaped prisoner," said George.
"I wonder whether
Leroux will tell them of the game played upon them last
night. If so, I fancy that our chances of escape will be
small; while if he only keeps a silent tongue in his head we
shall probably get away."
But now the enemy's laager attracted his attention, and
lowering his glasses he looked long and earnestly. Even
George had seldom seen so many Boers collected together,
and he watched with interest as they awoke and commenced their preparations for a busy day. They were
drawn up in two parties, separated by a level tract of
veldt, but within a few hundred yards of one another.
That at the base of the berg was evidently the commando
of Free Staters fighting with De Wet, while the other
had Louia Botha as its leader.
From beneath the white tilts of wagons, from roughlyconstructed shanties of canvas, and from under the bodies
of carts of all descriptions, hardy tweed-clad Boers emerged,
dragging their blankets after them to lay them on the grass
and let the sun drive the dew from them. So clear was
the atmosphere that they could be seen flinging bandoliers
across their shoulders, and piling weapons across the ends
of the wagons. Almost in the centre of each party a group
was gathered busily saddling horses, and as George and his
comrade noticed them they filed from the laager in two long
lines.
"Outposts," said the former. "They are going to relieve
their comrades who have been on duty during the night."
That this was the case was evident, for when they arrived
at the confines of the laager, the two patrols split into
small sections and went jogging away across the veldt in
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every direction for a mile or more, when each man was met
by another who was riding towards the camp. A few
words were exchanged, and then each went on his way.
By now the laager was fully awake, and it was interesting to note bow the work was carried on. Scarcely had
the fog lifted when Kaffirs were seen loosing the reims which
held the oxen to the yoke-chain, and then driving them to
drink in the river. That done, and the moisture having
been removed from the grass by the heat of the sun, the
animals came slowly back to the laager, grazing as they
walked, while the natives in charge of them sat upon antheaps near at band and munched their morning meal.
l\'leanwhile hundreds of fires were blazing in the laager,
and about them hovered swarms of Boers cooking their
breakfast. George again levelled his glasses and watched
them, noting that they consisted for the most part of young
men, some even being little more than boys.
"The old men have gone under long ago," he said, "and
for the most part the commandoes are composed of their sons
-the irreconcilables, the fellows who have nothing to lose
but their lives, and who care little for the misery that falls
upon their relatives."
"And, in addition, rebels from the Colony," added Cyril.
"Having been a prisoner so long, I know that the Boers
have heaps of ne'er-do-wells in their ranks. There are
men of every race-adventurers, ruffians, and blackguards.
No wonder that some of our wounded have been ill-treated
when the generals have been unable to keep an eye upon
such fellows. But, I say, what's happening at the farm i"
"It looks like business," answered George coolly. "That
is De Wet, and no doubt he is arranging for a patrol to
scour the country. 11
As he spoke, the same bearded, unkempt-looking Boer

whom they had seen before, who was undoubtedly Leroux,
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came hustling from the farm and ran down the steps which
led from the stoep. De Wet followed him closely, and
could be seen waving his arm to emphasize his orders.
Then he stood looking down at the laager, while Leroux
went for his horse, and, having flung himself into the saddle,
galloped madly away. George and his comrade saw him
come down the steep slope of the berg at a pace that might
well have caused his animal to stumble and break both its
own neck and its rider's. But Boer horses are not so easily
thrown from their feet, for they are as nimble as cats, and
as sure-footed as it is possible to be in such a rough country.
At length Leroux reached the bottom, and having crossed
the veldt, pulled up in the centre of the nearest commando.
At once two men were seen to rise from beside the fire
and shout for their horses. These they mounted as soon
as the Kaflirs had brought them, and went riding off to
the farm at an easy pace, still munching at the remnants
of their breakfast.
"Ah, that looks much better!" exclaimed George with
a sigh of relief. ",vhen that fellow Leroux came bounding down the side of Biddulphsberg I thought the game
was up, and that he had told De Wet that the plans which
he and Louis Botha had made overnight had been overheard. But it is evident that that is not the case, for those
fellows ride as though nothing out of the ordinary had
happened. Probably Leroux came in for some rough talking, and went away with a flea in his ear, for the Free State
General has a reputation for saying what he thinks, and
speaking curtly and openly."
"He isn't a had sort of fellow," answered Cyril Spurling.
"I've had more than one chat with him, and I must say
that I admire the man as much as his own followers do,
and that is saying a lot, for you must recollect that hut for
him I should have been free Jong ago. He is a clever, level-
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headed, and most determined man. He does not understand
politics and all that sort of thing, but he has an eye for a
position. He can place his men to the very best advantage,
and he knows exactly when to fight and when to disperse
his forces, and let the whole commando dwindle into air,
to reappear and concentrate later on. No, the fellow's a
nuisance and a terrible thorn in the side of the British. He
is also reputed to have dealt very harshly with some of the
peace envoys ; but he is, for all that, a patriot and a man
in most senses of the word. But, I say, George, those
fellows are getting their orders."
By now the two men who had ridden from amongst their
fellows had reached the farm, and sat there on their horses
beside the stoep, listening while General De Wet spoke to
them. The scene was visible to the naked eye, so marvellously clear and transparent is the atmosphere in the early
morning; but wben looked at through the glasses, features
were easily distinguishable. A few minutes later the men
rode away, still at a leisurely pace, and, having reached
their comrades, gave orders which had the effect of bringing
some fifty men to their side. These all mounted, and,
riding from the laager, separated, and went cantering off
in all directions. At the same moment there was a stir
amongst the two commandoes lying below. Horses were
being saddled, and pots and pans hastily bundled into carts.
Then, to the accompaniment of incessant shouting and
numerous repetitions of "Hau! Au!" the oxen were inspanned, and the yokes made fast over their necks. Whips
then were produced and sent flicking over the teams, the
sharp crack being audible to George and his friend. In
double file, with mounted men on either side, the wagons
began to make for the road in two long streams, and within
half an hour were trailing away into the distance, one lot
taking the direction of Bethlehem, while the other turned
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south for the ford over the Zand river. Away ahead of
each an advance-guard was riding, while still grouped in
the laager were two bodies of men, destined to act as rearguard.
"Now for the Generals and Mr. Steyn, and all will be
clear," said George. "But we shall have to keep very wide
awake, for those fellows who rode away at De "\.Vet's orders
are after you, and you may be sure that they will not leave
the neighbourhood till it is thoroughly searched."
But now a movement at the little farm again attracted
their attention, and, turning the glasses in that direction,
they saw the Boer leaders issue into the open. Conversing
for a few minutes just beside the stoep, they shook hands
solemnly, and mounted the horses brought forward for
them. Then, w bile De Wet and the ex-President turned
over the berg to the opposite side, Louis Botha came sliding
and scrambling down to the lower ground accompanied by
his body-guard. Just before a turn in the road hid the two
parties from sight, they pulled in their horses and raised
their hats. A moment later they were hidden from one
another-De Wet to go on his way to Cape Colony, where,
as it happened, he was so hustled and driven that he was
forced to retire, having failed absolutely and entirely; and
Louis Botha to strike north and east for the borders of
Natal, there to meet with the soldiers of the king. His
fortune and the deeds that were done shall be set forth
later on.
For the present let us climb the kopje yonder, to join
George again, and learn what fate was to befall him.
"They're off," he said to bis companion, as the tail-end
of each commando gradually went out of sight. "We can
take it easy for a time, and I vote for some grub. How's
the appetite with you I For my part I am perfectly
ravenous. Come along, and let us tuck into some beef that
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I've got in my saddle-bags. That and some bread and
butter will put new life into us."
"Don't mention it," exclaimed Cyril with a gasp and
a smile, which showed how ready he was. "Beeff Good
old honest beef-and bread! Here, where is itl A fellow
who has lived on hall-cooked trek ox and an occasional
handful of mealie meal doesn't put up his nose at the
mention of such rations as you have. "
"Then take a seat there, and we'll set to. There you
are. You see to unpacking the food, while I take a look
all round. It is well to be careful even when all seems
to be going smoothly."
George went to his saddle, and, abstracting two bundles
of food which he had carefully preserved, brought them
back to his friend, together with the water-bottle. Then
he went all round the margin of the hollow, and carefully
inspected the rough side of the kopje, and the expanse of
veldt which led up to it. Five minutes later he and Cyril
were hard at work discussing their meal, for the keen
morning air had sharpened their appetites.
"Now you can fire away with your yarn, George," said
Cyril Spurling. "I've only a confused idea of who and
what you are. There's a story of some fighting scouts
mixed up in it, and I take it that yon're the head. But
that does not qnite explain why you are here, and what
bronght you-a fellow who must, I should say, be three
or four years younger than myself-to De ,vet's laager,
right into the middle of the enemy."
"Take a fill of that Boer tobacco and light up," was
George's answer. "There. Comfortable i Then I'll tell
you the whole tale."
"And a very fine yarn it is too," exclaimed Cyril Spurling when he had completed it. "That Van Rensberg
fellow seems to be a nasty customer, and I am not at all
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surprised to hear that you are anxious about him and his
doings. Still, with Pat Dorreen and the Fighting Scouts
there, all will he well. By George! that title quite catches
my fancy, and so does the work that you have taken in
hand. It seems to me that from your quarters in the rock
you ought to have many opportunities of falling upon trainwreckers and other isolated bodies of Boers. It's just the
life I should love."
"Then come back with me," said George heartily.
"There is room for another recruit, and I can promise you
a welcome. But there's just one thing that you may not
like. You will have to play third fiddle, for I am captain
of the band, and Pat comes second."
"With all my heart," answered his companion. "I'll
enlist in the Scouts as a private, and drop my commission
for the time. Of course the whole thing will be highly
irregular, for by rights I should return to my corps. But
they are miles away in the Transvaal, as I happen to know,
and it would take weeks to rejoin them. Yes, I'll come,
and some day, when I am able to, I'll leave the Fighting
Scouts. By the way, talking of Brabant'• Horse reminds
me to tell you how I happened to be one of them."
"I'd like to hear it," replied George. "How did it
happen!"
"Quite simply, George. You see, I'm one of those silly
fellows whose fathers did all that was possible for them to
help them to a commission in the army. Mine sent me
to a crammer, and encouraged me in every way. But, like
others I have known, though my ambition was to become
a soldier, I was too lazy to work. As a consequence I
failed in the examinations, and saw my commission slip
between my fingers.
"Just then the war commenced, and volunteers and
yeomen were called for. But I was too impatient to wait,
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and therefore I started from England with only a few pounds
in my pocket, and as a steerage passenger in one of the
South African liners. When we put in at Cape Town I
went ashore, and found placards up everywhere, asking for
men to join various troops of horse. Brabant's was most
spoken of, and consequently I went straight to the depot
and enlisted. A week later I was up-country, and a month
after that found me in the Orange Colony, close to Rundle's
division. By that time I had shaken down, and had seen
a considerable amount of shooting. Well, to make a long
story short, I happened to pull one of our officers out of
a nasty corner, and when, on comparing notes, we dis•
covered that our families were acquainted, he went right
off, and a day later found me with a commission.
"We marched right up through this State, and laagered
close to Senekal on more than one occasion. Then we went
north, and one day, just as we were crossing the Vaal, the
squadron with which I was riding fell into an ambush.
You know what that means, for the Boers generally arrange
them very cleverly. But the result was that we were taken,
and I was kept, while the remainder were disarmed and
sent about their business.
"That was three months ago, and ever since I have been
on the trek with De Wet. Oh, it has been a weary, hard
time, and I am thankful to be out of it!"
Both at once rose from the boulders on which they were
sitting, and, having relit their pipes, went to survey their
surroundings. Away on the road a column of dust was
still to be seen, rising into the air in rear of the wagons;
while the head of De Wet's long column could just be
discerned emerging from the ford which crosses the Zand
river. Of Louis Botha and his commando there was no
sign, for a hollow hid them.
"Look away down there," said George suddenly, point-
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ing towards the base of Biddulphsberg. "That's one of
the scouts sent out to find you, and no doubt he has returned to the rendezvous. The others will be there very
soon, and let us hope that they will ride after De Wet,
feeling satisfied that you have got clear away. Halloo !
There's one inquisitive fellow down below."
They craned their necks over the boulders, taking great
care, however, that their heads did not show against the
sky-line, and there, riding slowly across the veldt at the
foot of the kopje, was a Boer. Evidently this big pile of
earth and rocks struck a note of suspicion in his mind, for
as George and his companion looked he tugged at his
reins and sat there, stolidly staring up at the top. Once
even he rode towards it as if intent upon climbing it, but
better counsels prevailed, and the inevitable Boer cunning
saved him.
"Pah ! But it is a bleak-looking spot," he muttered.
"Those rocks would scarcely hide a dog, much less a pig of
an Englishman. Besides, if by chance our prisoner were
there, he would make little of one man, for he has a Mauser.
Ah, what a fool is that new-comer, Carl, and Leroux, too,
for the matter of that! Why did they let this khaki go!
Well, this kopje is a likely spot in spite of its bareness.
Perhaps, if the sun is not too hot, I will come again with
some of my brothers."
He turned slowly and went jogging across the grass,
sending a cloud of tobacco smoke blowing out behind
him.

George and Cyril watched bis retreating figure, and saw
him ride to the rendezvous. Then, in ones and twos, the
whole patrol of some fifty scouts collected at the berg, and,
dismounting from their horses, sat down to chat.
"They'll be up and off again soon," said George. "Let
us hope that they will not be coming iu this direction."
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He had scarcely finished speaking when a movement was
observed amongst the Boers, and they were seen to spring
into their saddles. Then they trotted in a body to the
road, where the greater part turned in the direction taken
by De Wet aud his commaudo. Twelve, however, stood
there for a minute or two, and then, unslinging rifles, came
at a fast canter directly towards the solitary kopje, on the
summit of which George and Cyril were hiding.

CHAPTER XII
SURROUNDED BY BOERS

could be little doubt that this solitary kopje,
THERE
barreu of cover though it looked, was a likely spot to
harbour an escaping prisoner, and so thought the Boer
who had ridden back to join his comrades. As he ambled
across the veldt his cunning mind led him to picture numerous hollows in which a "khaki" soldier could hide, and
then the joy of a hunt occurred to him. But not by himself, oh dear no I It would be dangerous to attack one of
these foolish Englishmen alone. He would obtain the help
of his fellows, and together they would spend an enjoyable
day.
This, indeed, was the frame of mind in which the twelve
Boers came riding towards the kopje. If, upon searching
it, it was drawn blank, then it would be a nuisance, and all
their trouble would have been wasted on this hot day; but
if the escaped prisoner were there-well, it would be like
buck-shooting, and it would be fine to see who was clever
enough to bag the game.
"We'll rush it, my brothers!" saug out the young Boer.
"I bet my new saddle to your field-glasses, J ohan, that
I am first on top."
"That is too much," was the answer, as they flew along;
«·but I will place my spurs against yours. Is that agreeable1 Then off we go."
They pulled their horses together, and, having come close
to the edge of the kopje, baited to discuss the situation.
191
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Meanwhile George and his friend Cyril had not been
idle. No sooner was it clear to them that an attempt was
to be made to search the summit of the kopje, than they
set about their preparations for defence.
"Just let us discuss the situation coolly," said George
in tones which betrayed no trace of excitement. "We've
several minutes' respite before we need take any active
measures, and it will be just as well to make up our minds
how we are to act. Now, I've noticed that the slope of this
kopje is very steep, and men who are climbing will naturally
take the easiest path. Those fellows below will separate in
a few moments and surround us. Then ther"Will kneehalter their horses and come swarming up. Stick your
head carefully through that hole, Cyril, and say whether it
is possible to climb that face of the kopje."
His companion at once knelt down, and, removing his
tattered cap, looked carefully down the side of the hill
through a rocky crevice.
"It can be done," he said, "but it would be a precious
tough affair. Away on the left it is easier, and there is
more foothold."
"Exactly so," answered George; "and you may take it
for certain that those fellows who are going to search will
soon converge to the easier tracks. I've taken good note
of these, too, and find that there are not more than four.
That gives us two apiece to cover with our rifles. Another
point which we must not lose sight of is, that at present
they do not know whether you are here or not, and certainly do not suspect that you have a companion. That
will give us the advantage of a surprise ii we wish to take
it; but it becomes a question whether we have a right to
shoot down some of these fellows without warning. Of
course, ours is a kind of ambush, and I am sure that the
Boers themselves would have no _scruples. Still, it isn't
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quite the thing that an Englishman likes to do. He would
rather face his enemy on more equal terms, and if he must
shoot him, would rather warn him first."
"You're quite right there, George," exclaimed Cyril
heartily, "and I'm with you in what you say. Mind you,
I know very well that our enemies will laugh at us for our
trouble, but then we shall have the satisfaction of having
done the right thing. Supposing I sing out to them as
they start to climb up. Then they'll have their warning,
and will still be ignorant that I have someone to help
me."
"Capital!" said George. "But we may as well take it
for granted that they will come. They probably know
that you have a rifle, and may expect resistance. However, being six to one, or rather, as they will imagine,
twelve to one, they will come rushing on, and will hope to
frighten you by their numbers. In fact, they will probably
think that you are blustering. If that is the case, keep
well below cover, and fire pretty close above their heads.
Then, if they do not stop, we'll open the ball in earnest,
and they shall find that we are not to be taken so easily,
and I for one do not intend to be captured. I may just
as well take my chances now, and I'd far rather get killed
in action than be shot in the cold gray dawn by a picked
lot of Boers."
" And I would rather dare anything than go back to the
old misery, George. I've had enough of it to last me all
my life. No, we'll fight for life and liberty, and we'll see
whether we cannot give these fellows a beating. Ah! I
see that they have separated, and very soon they will be
climbing up."
"Then we'll get into position, and select the best cover
obtainable."

They went across the cup-shaped hollow, and having
(K9'6)
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taken careful stock of their surroundings, at length lay
down within a few yards of one another.
"If one is hard pressed the other can come to his help,"
explained George. "Look at those beggars now! They
are taking matters easily, and evidently intend and expect
to have it all their own way. They'll have their eyes
opened with a vengeance before very long."
And, indeed, the Boers, who were about to commence the
attack, might have had no thought of danger. In fact,
had it been possible to read their thoughts, it would have
been found that caution on this occasion had almost
been thrown to the winds, and that all expected a hard
climb and an easy capture, if their late prisoner were
there.
As George and his friend peeped down at them, they
were seen to separate and go riding round the kopje, those
directly below spreading out and then dismounting and
squatting on ant-heaps, so as to allow the others to get to
their stations. Evidently a signal had been agreed upon,
for when the circle was completed one of the Boers fired
his rifle in the air.
At once all dismounted, and, having knee-haltered their
horses, walked towards the kopje. And now the accuracy
of George's statement was amply proved, for finding one
end of the mass of earth and stones extremely difficult to
climb, the scattered party began to congregate, till they
finally collected in four parties, and came scrambling up,
using both hands and feet, while rifles were carried over
their backs.
"That is a curious sight to witness," remarked George
coolly, as he and Cyril peered down at the attackers. "I
have seldom heard of Boers coming along in the open. It
is perfectly clear that they do not expect danger."
" It is a change, I must admit," was the answer, in tones
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of satisfaction. "All the time I was in Brabant's Horse
I rarely saw more than the hat or the head at most of a
Boer, and very often we had to fire at random amongst the
rocks. This is a trifle different, and we'll let them know
it too. But how shall we tackle them I"
"Just as we lie, Cyril. They are playing into our hands
beautifully, for four are coming up together bang in front
of me, and the same num her a little to the left. You can
manage them, while the other four are climbing in couples
farther away. We'll give our attention to the bigger
parties. They are getting close enough now, for a hundred
yards, I judge, separates us, and that is almost point-blank
range. Perhaps you bad better shout to them."
Cyril Spurling at once stood up, and, leaning over the
breast-work of boulders, called loudly to the Boers, many of
whom could understand English.
"Hi, there!" be cried. "What do you want I If you
have come to take me, let me advise you to clear off. I've
a Mauser and a plentiful store of bullets, and I mean to
make use of both."
For a moment be stood there and watched the Boers,
while the latter baited at bis words and looked suspiciously
at one another. Then one of the men, who was climbing
with a single companion away on the right, dropped swiftly
to bis knee and lifted bis rifle.
"Down with you!" shouted George, catching bis friend
by the tail of his ragged coat and tearing a huge rent in it.
u

Down, Cyril!"

Quick as the latter was, it was only the Boer's bad
shooting that saved him, for a second before be sank
behind the cover a l\Iauser bullet splashed against the rock
not two inches from its upper edge, and, glancing off, went
singing merrily into space.
"I told you so," remarked George coolly, as Cyril sprang
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back. " They mean business, and so do we. I'll just
teach that fellow a lesson."
Not for a moment had he taken his eye from the aperture, through which it was possible to see all of them; and
now, shifting his attention for the moment from the four
men who were climbing directly towards him, he turned to
the right and looked for the one who had so nearly been
the death of his friend. He was hiding behind a large
boulder, and, Boer-like, with the cunning and sagacity
taught by his father, was firing from his left shoulder
and not from the right. This was an old ruse with which
George was well acquainted, and, catching sight of the
man's coat above the edge of the cover and not seeing
his rifle to the right, he promptly levelled his own weapon
for the opposite edge, and waited patiently, finger steadily
pressing on trigger.
Suddenly the dark brim of a hat protruded, then an arm
followed, and very soon the shoulder was there, with the
butt of a rifle rising slowly to it. Ping! George pressed
the trigger hard, and scarcely had the report started the
echoes of the kopje than the Boer below sprang high in
the air with arm outstretched above him. A second later
he: fell back upon the steep, sloping earth, and, crumpling
up into an inert and lifeless heap, went clattering down
the hillside, carrying an avalanche of rocks and debris with
him.
" He meant to kill you," said George grimly, as he replaced the cartridge. "He played a low, sneaking game,
and he fully deserves the punishment I have given him.
Now, how are these other fellows 1"
So quickly had everything happened, and so rapidly
had George's rifle spoken out and avenged the first shot
fired, that the attacking Boers still stood, cogitating on
Cyril's words and waiting for a leader. To tell the truth,
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they were flabbergasted and somewhat dismayed, and the
sight of their comrade's body sliding and bumping down
the kopje did not add to their courage or allay their
uneasiness. They hesitated, and would have bolted, when,
spurred on by hatred of the enemy, and for very shame of
retreating before a single man, the young Boer who had
organized the party, and who was standing directly beneath
George, shouted encouragingly to his friends:
"We will have revenge for that!" he cried loudly.
"Come, follow me, brothers, and let ns take this pig of
an Englishman! Then we will serve him as he deserves."
He snatched his rifle from his back and waved it in the
air. Then, shooting in a cartridge in preparation for his
arrival at the top, he came running up at the fastest pace
possible. Instantly the others sprang to their feet, and the
whole party came swarming up to the attack in what looked
like a determined and ugly rush.
"Ready!" asked George calmly. "Then let drive into
your lot."
Almost instantly two reports rang out, and the leader of
the attack dropped suddenly in his tracks. For a moment
he lay prone upon the ground, and then, becoming limp,
his body turned over and, like the first, went rolling down
the side of the kopje, gathering impetus as it went, and
collecting an ever-increasing volume of stones. As for
Cyril's bullet, it swished between the heads of the men
he fired at, and buried itself in the dull red ground at the
foot of the hill.
But the Boers had had their lesson. The loss of their
leader had stopped their rush, and had taught them to use
that caution which they had neglected before. Stopping
abruptly, they hastily parted, and when George looked
again along the sight of his rifle, all were hidden behind
the boulders which lay scattered everywhere.
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"They can remain there too," said the latter with a
laugh. "You can see for yourself, Cyril, that we have
got them on toast, for the ground is practically bare
between them and us. But we shall have to be careful
that they don't creep round to right and left, and stalk us.
Keep your eyes open, and whenever you see a hat let fly."
The sharp ping of a rifle answered, for Cyril had at that
moment caught a glimpse of a dark coat, and, eager to
retrieve his former failure, had hastily fired at it. That
he had some measure of success was evident, for the Boer
suddenly collapsed and lay quite still.
But now a busier time was in store for the defenders,
for Mausers snapped from all directions, and bullets tapped
heavily at the breast.work of stone.
Occasionally George or Cyril responded, but the Boers
had now taken their lesson to heart; and though they continued to fire, they showed scarcely so much as a finger,
and were so quick in responding to the crack of the defenders' rifles that it became hazardous to use the old
apertures.
" \Ve'II have to creep along farther to the right," said
George. " That will put them off, and we shall be able to
get a flanking shot. Then we'll get over to the left, and
so on, changing position every time. I'm not afraid of
these beggars below us. It's those three who were farther
to the right, for they had excellent cover, and could easily
get round behind us. Keep your ears open, Cyril, and shout
if you hear anything out of the ordinary."
For four hours longer the duel continued, those Boers
who were directly below being unable to retire for fear
of being shot down. George and his friend occasionally
pulled their triggers, and paid special attention to the
right. Ammunition was now a matter of importance to
them, and therefore, when compelled to expend a cart.
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ridge now and again, they did so sparingly, husbanding
their supply, for there was no saying how long the attack
would last. That it would not be abandoned easily was
certain, for soon after noon a figure was seen scuttling
down the side of the kopje farthest from George and his
friend, and before long they saw one of their enemies
spurring off to the high-road leading a spare horse.
"Hum! that looks nasty," said George. "He'll ride
all he knows till he falls in with the commando, and then
we shall have a flood of the fellows coming back. Let me
see; treklcing at the rate of two miles an hour they will be
ten or eleven from here by now-that is to say, an hour's
gallop. Before very long we can expect a hundred of the
enemy, and then the game will be up, unless something
very fortunate occurs."
"Then it must," exclaimed Cyril, "for I declare to you
that I will not be taken again! Is there nothing that can
happen in our favour!"
"Yes, Cyril, just one thing, and it's very likely to fall
out as we wish. By the time reinforcements can reach our
attackers, it will be getting dusk. Now, you've noticed
the fogs lately I Well, they frequently occur at this season,
and there will be one to-night. Often they come on as
the sun sinks, and if that happens this evening we shall
have a chance."

"But how I" asked Cyril. "I cannot imagine that a fog
will save us when the whole kopje will be surrounded."
"That certainly will be the case," answered George;
" and of course I do not say that we shall get through
them. But put yourself in their shoes for a moment.
How would you expect the men up here to act I"
" If they did not intend to surrender, I should say that
they would creep down the hill and make a rush for it,
trying to burst through the cordon."
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"Exactly so, Cyril; and that is precisely the plan which
we will not follow. Surrender is out of the question, but
I can tell you that if we are to get safely away we shall
have to be as cunning as foxes. Now, what do you think
of this 1 Once the darkness falls, we'll lead the horses
out and send them down the kopje. They'll go willingly
enough, for they'll smell the long grass, and gallop for
it. The Boers will hear them coming and will fire, and
in all probability there will be a rush in that direction.
If our nags are not shot-and the chances are that the
darkness will save them-they will gallop for all they
are worth, and will take a little catching. Meanwhile
you and I will leave our hiding-place and creep down the
opposite side of the hill. There we'll hide up, for there are
scores of boulders. In the fog an army might search the
kopje and not find us; and if by chance we are discovered,
then we shall know what to do. I've an idea that it may
be possible to hoodwink these fellows thoroughly, but I'll
· wait till the time for action arrives. At any rate we'll give
.
them the slip if it's possible."
"We'll shake hands on that," exclaimed Cyril enthusiastically. "That's the best of falling in with a fellow like
you. You've got the grit and pluck of the best of English. men, and in addition you're full of dodges, and know the
ways of the country and of these Boers. If I had been here
by myself I should have been hopelessly done; but now, by
jingo! we'll-"
He did not finish his sentence, for something happened
to disturb both of them. It was the sharp report of a rifle
from behind them, coming from the opposite side of the cupshaped space. Swinging ronnd, Cyril caught sight of a tall
Dutchman standing there upon the breast-work, holding a
smoking rifle in his hands, and about to bring it to his
shoulder again. But that he never accomplished, for Cyril's

"BOTll CLUTCHED THE \\'!!'APO\\', AND STAG(:E.RED TO AND FRO,
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weapon went up on the instant, there was the click of "
trigger, and next instant the man, who had evidently crept
up and so taken them unawares, fell heavily upon his face
and came sprawling upon the grass.
"Clear off, and see if there is another," said George in
his ordinary tones, sitting up and nursing his arm. "There,
off you go, while I keep an eye on these fellows."
His companion at once ran to the other end, and returned
before long with the report that he could see no signs of
another making a similar attempt.
"Then you might give me a help with this shoulder, like
a good fellow," said George faintly. "That bullet plugged
clean through."
Cyril gave an exclamation of astonishment and dismay,
and at once proceeded to pull off his comrade's coat and
turn up the sleeve.
"What bad luck!" he said. " When you sent me off I
took you for the coolest beggar under the sun, for you sat
there as though nothing had happened. It did not occur to
me then to think of the bullet; but, by Jove, I'm sorry!"
"Don't mention it, old chap!" answered George cheerfully. "Look here, just slit the shirt open at the shoulder
and take a peep. At present the wound feels numb, but as
the shock was not very great I imagine the bullet did not
mushroom. That looks as though it did not hit bone.
There, that's the way! Steady, for it's mighty painful.
Now, what does it look like7 Very nasty!"
Cyril carefully wiped the small quantity of blood away,
and critically inspected the front and back of the shoulder.
"You're in luck!" he said at last. "It was a Mauser, and
has just left two tiny blue holes. That looks as though no
bone had been struck; for if that were the case the wound
behind would probably be bigger, though I have seen more
than one fellow drilled through flesh and bone, and still
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have only two tiny dots to show. Here, put up with the
pain for a while, and let me investigate."
He took the arm and carefully moved it, while he kept
one hand firmly placed upon the shoulder.
" How's that I" he asked. " Hurt very much i"
"No; it's stiff and sore, but nothing worse," answered
George.
"Then it looks as though it were a simple wound,"
exclaimed his companion cheerfully. "All the better,
say I."
George sat still a few moments longer, while his companion tied a handkerchief round the wound. Then he
slipped his coat on again, and having taken a di-ink from
the water-bottle, stood up, declaring that he was now himself again. As if to show it, he picked up his rifle and
once more took his place at an aperture.
More than two hours passed, and just as evening was
falling and the thick veldt fog beginning to rise, some
hundred horsemen were observed spurring along the road
towards them. They swung round the edge of Biddulphsberg, and, leaving the track, came plunging across the
grass, picking their way carefully amidst the ant-hills and
boulders. Soon, however, they were lost to sight in the
gloom, but their voices could be heard calling to one
another, and from these it was evident that they had spread
out till the base of the kopje was surrounded.
A quarter of an hour before, as the reinforcements
appeared riding along the road, the attacking Boers had
opened a heavy fire upon the defenders; but it was done
out of bravado, and as if to let their comrades see how
valiantly they had fought. Scarcely had the others arrived,
however, than the clatter of rifle reports ceased entirely,
and was replaced by the rattle of stones as the diminished
party slowly scrambled down to rejoin their friends.
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"And now comes the time for action," said George, who
had been silent for some minutes. "Cyril, I fancy it would
be a good plan if you slipped across and jumped into the
clothes that cover the last man you shot. You'll have to
look as much like a Boer as possible if we are to get out of
this."

For the moment his companion stared at him in the
gloom. Then, recovering from his surprise, he strode off
and set about the task allotted him.
"That fellow George knows what he's np to," he murmured ; " and if he says go and collar these clothes, why, he's
got some good reason for it. It isn't a nice job, but then
war and skirmishes like these are not always pleasant affairs.
Here goes!"

He dragged the clothing from the dead Boer as quickly
as possible, and, having donned them, returned to his friend.
"How's this 1" he asked.
"You'll do," answered George, surveying him as critically
as the gloom would allow. "But you've got to remember
that you must not open your lips on any account. Leave
. the talking to me; and, look here, tie that scarf round your
jaws, and if I am questioned I'll say that you fell upon the
rocks. Now, have you got your rifle!"
"Yes, and an extra bandolier," was the quick response.

"Then let us make for the horses and lead them out.
,vait, though. Supposing we fire a few shots first, so as to
show them that we are here."
They lay down again, and, hearing voices below, sent
several volleys in their direction.
"That will do, I think," remarked George. "We must
not delay longer, for those fellows will give us little time
now. They will be swarming up in a very few minutes."
Indeed, had he but known it, the Boers were even then
collected at the foot of the kopje waiting for the signal to
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climb it; while some fifty of them dismounted, and handed
their reins to their comrades. These rode out a little way,
and turning, faced the kopje, listening intently, so as to
cut off the Englishmen should they attempt to escape.
All were in position, and the field-cornet, who had been
put in command, was on the point of giving the prearranged
signal, when something caught the ears of all upon the
side of the hill opposite to that upon which the firing had
taken place. The sound moved across the summit, and
then came the clink of hoofs upon stones, and the rattle of
debris set loose.
"Idiots!" exclaimed the field-cornet, slapping his thigh.
"V'le will have them beautifully. Close up, my comrades,
and do not fire till I have called upon them to surrender.
After that we will have our vengeance for the brothers they
have killed."
He listened eagerly as the sounds became clearer. By now
it was plain that two horses were descending, for their feet
could be heard. They increased their pace as they neared
the bottom, and suddenly breaking into a trot came scrambling and clattering down.
"Halt! Surrender there!" shouted the field-cornet.
"Halt, I say!"
Startled by the voic•, the horses endeavoured to pull
up, but that was impossible. Instead, therefore, they broke
into a canter, which soon became a mad gallop. Then,
arrived on the level, they turned sharp to the left and went
scampering off, followed by a fusillade from the rifles of the
Boers.
Meanwhile George and Cyril had made the most of the
commotion. Selecting the steepest side of the kopje, they
crept stealthily down amongst the boulders which here
covered the ground, and did not bait till they bad reached
the level. Then they lay down between two masses of rock
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and earth, and listened to the noises that surrounded
them. So thick was the fog that it was impossible to distinguish any object that was more than five paces away;
but voices were conveyed most clearly.
"We have been fooled!" they heard the field-cornet cry
some twenty minutes later, when the firing had died down,
and the men who had dashed off in pursuit of the horses
had returned. " Those Rooineks laid a trap for us, and
tried to make us believe that they had escaped. But they
are still in the cage, and we will turn them out. Pass the
word there to climb the hill and rush their position."
His orders were quickly carried on, and very soon fifty
Boers were scrambling up the steep slopes of the kopje.
There was a pause before they arrived at the top, and then
once again an angry shout rent the air, for the absence of
firing told that the birds were not there.
"They are gone!" shouted the field-cornet. "Climb
downwards, every one of you, and search every foot. I
promise promotion to anyone who discovers the men. Hi,
out there!" he continued, addressing those who sat upon
their horses down below; "keep a careful watch, for now is
the time when they will try to evade us."
"He's right there," whispered George, placing his lips
close to his comrade's ear. "Listen to me, Cyril! If we
escape discovery now, it will be only for a time, for these
fellows will never give up the search. They will remain
here all night, and in the morning will certainly come upon
us. Let us wait till these searchers are about us, then join
them as if we belonged to them. If they spot us we must,
of course, make a rush for it, though it would be rather
a desperate look-out; if not, move slowly off out of the
circle till we reach the line of men who are mounted. One
of them must be pulled off bis horse and silenced. Then
we'll mako free with the nags, and off. Do you follow I
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Good! Then remember this: as we come up to the man,
you collar his rifle and see that he does not fire it. I'll put
the muzzle of mine in his face, and that should silence
him."
"I follow," answered Cyril. "Give me a nudge when
the time comes, and lead the way. Leave it to me if there's
trouble, for with your wounded shoulder you will be rather
helpless."
"Hus-s-s-h !" whispered George. "Here are some
coming."
Steps could be heard slowly coming down the side of the
kopje a little to the right, and, nudging his companion,
George rose to his feet and stood a few paces up the hill.
Then, discarding all caution, both commenced to walk from
boulder to boulder, as if searching for the runaways. Once
Cyril stumbled and fell heavily, which was just as well, for
a moment later the Boers hurried up.
"What was it!" one of them asked. "Have you discovered them I"
Cyril did not answer, but, quick to take advantage of his
accident, sat down upon a boulder and held his chin in his
hands, while he allowed low groans, indicative of pain, to
escape him.
"Leave him for the minute," answered George, using the
Taal. "His foot slipped as we descended, and he fell upon
his face. No doubt he has hurt his jaw, and feels disinclined to talk. Ah, those Rooineks will have a deal to
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answer for!"

"A deal!" replied the man. "They will have so much
that words will be insufficient. But we shall know how to
treat them. Bah! Why did they not rush them earlier!
See what trouble we have had. We have searched every
boulder and stone, and cannot find them. But we will try
again. Good luck, brother!"
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"The same to you!" answered George loudly. "I will
go for my pipe, which is in my saddle-bag, and will return
and join you."
Followed closely by Cyril, he turned down the hill and
commenced to cross the veldt. Suddenly a dark, shapeless
mass appeared before him, and someone spoke.
"Is that you, Wessels 1" asked the Boer. "I thought
I recognized your voice when you said that you would
come for your pipe. Here I am, and here is your horse."
"And here is the chance we have sought for," whispered
George in -his companion's ear. "Come close up, and
follow our agreement to the letter."

CHAPTER XIII

,,,

WITH FRIENDS ONCE MORE

S

MALL, indeed, was the time for preparation given to
Cyril Spurling, and he found it difficult to suddenly
grasp the meaning of his companion's words. So much
seemed to have happened in the past few hours that he felt
almost unable to understand tbe need for more exertion
and continued struggling. But then the recollection of the
hard life he had been forced to lead of late occurred to him,
and stimulated him to fight to the end, and aid George in
this, the last act before their escape was completed.
Close beside him was the Boer, seated upon his horse,
and holding another by the bridle. And within a foot or
two of him was George, fumbling at, the saddle-bag and
casually chatting. Was there ever such a calm and resourceful individual 1 As Cyril watched him, his rifle slowly
came up over the edge of the saddle and approached the
Boer's head.
"I must see about my part of the job," thought Cyril.
"Here goes."
He strode swiftly to the right hand of the mounted man,
and seeing his rifle resting with the butt upon his thigh,
suddenly snatched it from him. At the same moment
George gently lifted his own weapon, and as the Boer,
recovering from his astonishment, opened his mouth to
shout for help, the thin, steel barrel entered between his
teeth and gave him such a shock that he almost collapsed
with sheer fright. However, a word of warning in his ear
208
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brought back his strength, and he sat there, motionless
and rigid, as if suddenly turned to stone.
"Make a sound or attempt to struggle," whispered
George, "and-" There was no need to say more, for
appearances were sufficiently significant. "Now turn and
ride off beside us," continued George, "and see that you
play us no tricks."
"Hi, there! Wessels!" someone cried from the side of
the kopje at this moment. " When you come back, bring
me some tobacco and a match; I find that I have none with
me. ·wait, though. I will come down myself to get them."
" No, don't trouble," George answered. "I am coming
now. Just stand still so that I can find you. Peste! It is
as dark as a pit to-night. We shall never come across these
runaways."

"'Ve will see to that," the other called back; "but I
fancy we shall light upon them soon, for they are skulking
somewhere close at hand. Walk carefully, Wessels, for
a nullah cuts across just between us."
"All the better for us," murmured George. "Now, on
we come, Cyril, as quick as we possibly can!"
They commenced to walk away from the berg at a rapid
pace, and having gained some fifty yards, began to run,
leaving the Boer, who was awaiting the tobacco, crying
impatiently to Wessels to come. How long he continued
to do so it would be impossible to say; but hearing no
answer, though such a short distance had separated them,
he suddenly became suspicious, and, followed by two of his
companions, went to the spot where the mounted man bad
been stationed only a short while before. He was not to
be found, and no amount of calling would elicit an answer.
Then, indeed, suspicion became certainty, and, smelling
a rat, the burghers shouted the abrm, and, springing upon
their horses, galloped off to inform the field-cornet.
(K9'6)
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"You can come off now," said George sharply to the Boer
who rode beside him, as soon as the shouting at the base
of the kopje warned him that they were discovered. "Hop
down, and just stand where you are. If you attempt to
move so long as we are in sight, we shall shoot! Take his
rifle, Cyril, and so make sure that he does not bowl us over
as we turn to go. Now, are you ready 1 Then up you
get, and let's away."
Hoisting themselves into the saddles, and waiting only
to see that their prisoner was unarmed, they rode off across
the veldt at a steady pace, which soon placed some three
hundred yards between them and the Boer. Not till then
did he consider it safe to shout the warning to his comrades; but, feeling secure from any chance bullets, he filled
the air with his bellows, and soon the reinforcements who
had ridden back beside the berg on purpose to capture their
escaped prisoner and his companion, were spurring towards
him at a mad gallop, determined to retrieve their error and
revenge themselves for this bitter humiliation.
"Were a hundred men of the bravest and slimmest in
the commando to be hoodwinked and fooled by a couple
of khaki boys 1" each one of the burghers asked himself
as he came galloping along. "Certainly not. The whole
country must be scoured till they were found, and then-"
Eyes flashed, and teeth came together with an ugly snap
when the punishment was thought of. l\Ieanwhile George
and his friend had soon decided upon a plan of action
which would secure their safety.
"It's too short a start," said George decisively, pulling
in and facing his friend. "However hard we gallop we
shall be taken, for one of us will be coming a cropper in
the dark. The Boers will rnn the chance of similar
accidents, but a few will get safely through and will surround us. Slip off, Cyril, and let us walk quietly away
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to the left. That will put them off the scent, and send
them galloping beyond us."
Cyril readily agreed, and in a trice both were dismounted,
and were walking silently and rapidly through the long
summer grass. Suddenly they struck across a narrow
water--0ourse, which could have been jumped with ease. It
was at least six feet in depth, and perfectly dry, as George
rapidly ascertained by leaping into it.
"Down we go!" he said cheerily. "It's the very place
for us, and the Boers might gallop right overhead without
spotting us or the horses."
Indeed, there was truth in this, for, like many another
donga, this one had been cut out by the winter torrents,
and though narrow, was very deep, and was almost covered
above by a roof of waving grass. A splendid trap for an
unwary rider it would have proved, and no one who wished
to pass through his assembled foes could have selected a
finer means of attaining his end.
" Hist!" whispered Cyril at this moment, "I can hear
those beggars coming."
George put his head up through the grass and listened
eagerly. Yes, there was no doubt that the Boers on either
flank had spread out, and some were coming in this direction. Plod, plod, plod! The thump of their horses' feet
filled the night air, while the swish of grass roughly thrust
aside and trodden down was distinctly audible.
Then, almost before George could have believed it possible,
some half dozen figures charged down upon him, causing
him to crouch low in the nulla. Next instant there was
a crash, something sped wildly overhead to land on the
opposite side, and a cry of warning filled the air.
"A donga! Jnmp, brothers, jump!" shonted one of the
Boers.
A moment later, as George and his friend looked up,
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five ghostly heaps leapt across the donga and pulled up
sharply on the other side.
"\Ve were fools to ride like that," cried one of the five,
dismounting. "Get off all of you, and let us see what has
happened to Scheepers. Hau! I fear he is dead, my
brothers. Those accursed khakis have been the cause of
more sorrow to us. Yes. The horse lies upon him with
a broken neck, and he has the life crushed out of him."
"It was a quick ending," remarked another coolly, and
as if not greatly upset by the catastrophe to his comrade.
" Perhaps we had better ride on after the Rooineks. But
first I will take -those glasses which Scheepers captured in
the Transvaal. They are good ones, and as his friend he
would wish me to have them."
At this there was a grumble, but no one interfered, and
they sat there and looked on as the man did as he had
suggested. Then, with the remark that they would return
in the morning, all five rode off, talking and laughing as
though this was a very ordinary matter.
"Poor beggar! I wonder whether he is dead I" murmured George. "I'll hop up and see."
He climbed cautiously out of the donga, and, creeping
to the man, sat down by his side. Then he felt for a pulse,
and listened to hear if he were breathing.
"Why, he's alive!" he exclaimed suddenly. "Here, lend
a hand, Cyril, and haul the horse off him. My shoulder
is too stiff to allow me to undertake the work alone."
His friend at ouce sprang out of the donga, and together
they dragged the dead horse away from the Boer. Then,
producing the water-bottle, Cyril poured the few remaining
drops down his throat, while George carefully straightened
the poor fellow. From a hasty examination they concluded that none of his limbs were broken, though from
the fact of the horse having tumbled across his chest it was
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more than likely that some of his ribs had been injured.
However, nothing more could be done for him, and, feeling
that they had acted as Englishmen would like to do, George
and his friend left him and descended again into the donga.
"Now we'll strike ahead and see where this water-course
leads to," said the former. "I fancy that it empties into
that larger one which cuts between the road and the kopje.
II so, we shall be in luck's way, for once we are in the
latter, we can keep along on the bottom till we have put
some miles between ourselves and the enemy. In fact,
from the fall of the land hereabouts it is pretty certain
that the larger nullah empties in its turn into the Zand
river, and by following the turnings of the latter we shall
ride directly into Senekal."
"And the sooner we are there the better!" exclaimed
Cyril. "l have never had such a trying time to go through
before. But there's one thing I can tell you. When watching from the top of the kopje I noticed this water-course.
It gets wider some hundred yards along, and certainly
opens into the larger one of which you spoke."
"Then heave ahead!" was his friend's hearty answer.
"Once in Senekal our troubles will have ended, and we
shall be able to take a short rest, and what is of just as
much importance, a good meal again."
Taking their horses by the bridles, they walked along the
sandy bottom of the water-course, and at length arrived
at its junction with a second, which cut across the veldt
between the kopje upon which they had hidden and the
main road, and trended towards the huge bed of the Zand
river. And here they halted, while George crawled up
the bank and listened for sounds of an approaching enemy.
But all was silent; therefore, sliding down again, he came
up to Cyril's side, and together they trudged on, winding
hither and thither with the regularity of a corkscrew on
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some occasions, and then directly forward, according as the
water had met with resistance, or had found a channel and
a level which aided it to reach the lower ground, and join
with many another brook to swell the main stream of the
river. Over boulders and fallen masses of earth they
climbed, and splashed through stagnant pools which still
remained, for the simple reason that the sun's rays were
cut off from them. Once, too, they put up a number of
wild duck, which rose with a flutter from the water and
went soaring away. Such an incident was trying to the
nerves, but both George and Cyril had now gone through
so much that they were not easily disturbed. Therefore
they walked on, thankful that the upset and alarm could
be put down to such an innocent cause, and did not mean
the rush of a party of armed Boers.
"That's Biddulphsberg," said George at length, stopping
and pointing to a dark mass which was just distinguishable
in the fog and darkness. "Last night you lay over there
a prisoner, while I listened to the counsels of De Wet and
Botha. Well, if we get to Senekal-and I think we shallall our troubles, and all the dangers and risks we have run,
will not have been in vain."
"Anything is better than the life I led," answered his
friend; "and I shan't forget that I owe my freedom to you,
old chap. But it's not the place or time for pretty speeches.
Let us get to the town in safety, and then I will speak
of my gratitude-that is, after we have had a square meal,
for I tell you I am simply ravenous."
To this George could only reply by agreeing heartily,
for it was long since he had tasted food. Therefore, they
pressed forward with redoubled energy, and before very
long struck the Zand river. Down the centre ran a narrow
stream, only some few inches in depth, but destined to be
swollen, when the rains commenced, to many feet. On
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either hand was a smooth and slightly shelvireg bank of
white sand, and along this they began to walk. Then,
having made certain that they had taken the right direction, they climbed into their saddles and jogged along at a
steady pace, which quickly brought them to the big bend
about a mile and a half from the town. And here the last
of their adventures befell them, for a low barbed-wire fence
crossed the river, and riding into this, Cyril and his horse
came heavily to the ground; but luckily he fell upon soft
sand, and picked himself up with a laugh.
"There will be more like that lower down," said George.
"We'll get on to the veldt again, and strike for the road.
Keep your eye open for British sentries, and pull up when
they challenge, for it would be hard luck to be shot, after
all we have gone through, by one of our own side."
They found a part where the bank sloped easily, and
promptly climbed to the higher ground. Then they
stumbled across a Kaffir track, and, following it, passed
through the Kaffir location, and rode on to the main road,
followed by a chorus of howls and barking from the numerous curs belonging to the natives.
A moment later the click of a metal lock was heard, and
a gruff English voice cried loudly: "Halt! Who goes
therei"-words which sound startling enough when unexpected and heard upon a dark night.
"Friends!" shouted George, pulling in his horse.
"Then advance one, and give the countersign!"

George promptly went forward, while Cyril remained
quietly where he was. A moment later the former found
himself confronted by a British sentry, who barred the way
with his rifle, and kept the bayonet well advanced, ready
for emergencies.
"\Veil," he said, finding that George did not speak;
''what is iti Out with the countersign!"
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"I don't know it," answered George. H I'm an officer in
the Intelligence department, and my friend is one in Brahant's Horse. We have just escaped from the Boers."
" Sergeant, come along over here, and bring a light!"
shouted the sentry. "Just you stand where you are,
young man, or this rifle'll go off."
He waited while someone in a tent close at hand struck
a match and lit the candle in a lantern. Then a swaying
light approached them, and was held in George's face.
"Says he and another cove are officers, and has escaped
from the Boers," explained the sentry.
"Ho! Officers, are they 1" was the sergeant's dubious
remark. "Strike me, but they don't look it! Bloomin'
Boers is more in their line. Hi, there! Turn out the
guard!"

..

At once a number of men tumbled from the tent and,
rifle in hand, surrounded George, while Cyril was ordered
to advance and dismount.
"Now, let's have the yarn," said the sergeant. "You
may, and you may not, be what you say. No offence,
mind yer, but these days a feller has to be extry careful."
"Quite so," answered George. "I admire your caution,
Sergeant. However, this time it is all right. My friend
and I have been engaged with some of De Wet's burghers;
and as we have important information to give, I will ask
ycu to send us to the commandant at once. We'll hand
our arms over, so that you may see that all is straight."
"That'll suit me, sir," answered the sergeant in altered
tones. " Here, Jones and Perkins, take the rifles, and jist
go along with these orfficers to the C. 0. Toms and Brown
had better go too. No offence, sir, but I'm going to do
the proper till the matter's settled."
A minute later the party was marching up the dusty
street. Turning to the left, they walked along another
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at right angles to the first, and then swung to the right
again. A hundred paces along they came to a row of
houses, and halted opposite one, the windows of which
were wide open, while a hanging lamp illuminated the
room. It showed some five or six officers attacking their
evening meal.
"What is it 1" asked one of them, thrusting his head
through the window and staring at George and his friend,
who were clearly visible. "Prisoners 1 Boers, at any rate."
"Boer yourself, Harold! " shouted Cyril Spurling excitedly, starting forward, but being at once arrested by the
sentry beside him. " I say, old man, I'm Spurling! You
know; the chap who dined with you down by Thaba'n'chu,
and who stood you some grnb on the march np. Spurling
of Brabant's."
"By James! Spurling! Why-yes, of course it's you;
but why those togs 1 And who is the friend! "
"Let us come in, for goodness sake, and give us something to eat," answered Cyril. "There, thanks, my men!
Tell the sergeant that all is right, but that I shall mention
how careful he was."
At his words, and encouraged by a nod from another
officer who had now thrust his head through the window,
the soldiers marched away, highly amused at the incident.
Then George and Cyril entered the house, and before very
long were seated at a table devouring tinned tongue with
mustard, biscuit hard enough to trouble a lion, and yet
softened somewhat by Boer butter, the whole being washed
down by steaming hot tea, which was poured into enamelled tin mugs.
"You say that you have important news that will not
wait 1" said one of the officers, addressing George, when
some few minutes had passed. "I am the commandant,
and therefore, perhaps, you will confide in me."
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have as many as onr head-qnarters will honse; and besides,
what wonld yonr colonel have to say 1 ;But, excuse me;
I was called away in the middle of dinner. If there is no
objection, I should like another cut of that excellent tongue."
A shout of encouragement was the answer, and all at
once set to work to ply him with food. Pipes were then
produced, and after a yarn Cyril and George retired to the
verandah, where they wrapped themselves in blankets and
lay down to sleep, the latter feeling but slight pain in his
wound, which had just been redressed.
"A trifle better than last night, George," remarked Cyril
with a grin, just before placing his head on a saddle-bag.
"I was done up; fairly played out with fatigue when I
threw myself upon the straw beside that drunken rebel.
And the only prospect I had was a rough meal, and short
commons at that, and more trekking on the morrow."
"Then you'll sleep all the better to-night," answered
George. "Heigh-ho! I am tired out and terribly drowsy.
Good-night, old man!"
"Good-night, old boy, and the very best of luck to you!"
They placed their heads on their rough and hard pillows,
and hunched their backs up, till they were curled into two
round heaps. Then their breathing grew deeper, until
a snore broke the stillness of the night. From that moment
till the dawn broke, George did not stir. Once Cyril awoke
with a start and a cry, for he had been dreaming that the
Boers had rushed the kopje and were upon them. Bnt
a glance at his friend, sleeping there peacefully, restored
his confidence and reassured him, and he was in the arms
of Morpheus again within the space of a minute.
"Ransome! Vl ak,e up and read this, n said someone as
the dawn broke, taking George by the shoulder and shaking
him gently.
"Eh i \Vhat i A message 1" exclaimed George, sitting
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up, to find the commandant leaning over him with a blue,
official paper in his hand. "Ah, good-morning, sir!"
"Good-morning, Ransome! I thought you might like
to read this; and, no doubt, your friend will be equally
pleased."
George took the paper, and thrust his foot against his
sleeping comrade to rouse him. Then he opened the missive
and read it. It was evidently the translation of a telegram
which had been sent in code, and ran:
"Congratulate commander of the Fighting Scouts for
his excellent and valuable services. Treat him with every
consideration. Lieutenant Spurling may be attached to
above corps temporarily till Brabant's Horse returns across
Vaal."
"There's news for yon!" cried George, showing it to
Cyril. "Yon can pack up your traps as soon as you like,
and come along."
To say that his friend was delighted was almost short
of the truth. He was as excited and enthusiastic as a boy,
and was eager to be gone.
"But I say, old chap," he suddenly said, as a thought
struck him, "what about togs 1 We don't want to ride
like this. A Boer dress has helped us in our late difficulties,
but you know it wouldn't be nice to risk being captured
in this disguise, for they would say we were spies, and
then- Well, one shivers at the thought of being shot
in cold blood."
" I had forgotten all about it," answered George. "I
had a mission to carry out, and a disguise was necessary,
but now I agree witb you in saying that it would be better
to exchange it for khaki. Can any be had here I"
"Certainly," cried the commandant. "My quartermaster will fit you out in no time. I'll send a chit up to
him now."
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He went into his office and scrawled a few lines, which
he despatched by means of an orderly. They watched the
man depart across the big open space behind the Dutch
minister's house, and then up the almost perpendicular
path that scales the cliff beneath the shadow of which
Senekal is built. Then they went in to breakfast-a meal
to which George and Cyril did ample justice.
"Now, you fellows can make use of my room to change
in," said the commandant. "You'll find a big washing-tin
there, in which you can tub, and the regimental barber will
attend by special request. By the way, what are your
movements i It is scarcely necessary for me to tell you
that Boers are about. They are all over the country."
This, indeed, was the truth, for not only were Botha's
and De vVet's commandoes in the near neighbourhood, but
De la Rey and many another minor leader roamed the
country.
"With your permission, I am leaving this morning,"
answered George. "You see, I am very anxious to get
back to my little corps; and besides, to be candid, I am
anxious and worried. There's a brute of a fellow on the
enemy's side who, I happen to know, has marched for
our part of the country intent upon vengeance. To be
precise, he hopes to carry off my sister, and so obtain possession of our farm-that is, when my father and I have
been put out of the way, or the Boers have beaten the
British."
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"That will never be!" replied the commandant stoutly.
"But do as you wish. You know the risks better than I;
and I will say that no one here would stand such a good
chance of getting through as you do, for though British
by birth and feeling, you have the skill of a tracker, a
perfect knowledge of the country, and grit with which to
back it up. But here is the quarter-master with your kits.
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Let us see what you look like in khaki, the cloth which
bas covered many and many a hero."
George and bis friend promptly retired, and having
indulged in a bath-a thing dear to the heart of every
Englishman-and having submitted to the attentions of
the barber, returned to the mess-room iu due course, looking sturdy and smart, and remarkably good specimens of
the British officer. Their clothes fitted them to a nicety,
and uow that George was dressed in putties, the shape and
size of his leg, taken in conjunction with bis height and
breadth of shoulder, made him look a far finer fellow than
he did formerly in the slouching garb of a Boer. There
was an air of quiet determination about him, and his
bronzed face with its thread of fair moustache looked even
more handsome beneath the shade of an English felt hat,
in the band of which was thrust a feather.
After bidding a hasty farewell to the assembled officers,
the two comrades, with rifles over their shoulders and
saddle-bags filled to overflowing with good things supplied
by their friends, took the road north, hoping to reach the
rock within three days.
And what tidings were to greet them on arrival 1 Were
they to be met by Pat and the Fighting Scouts, and to hear
of great things done in the past few days 1 Or would long
faces and sorrowful glances fall upon them, and tell them
that the worst had happened I

CHAPTER XIV
A STARTLING DISCOVERY

HURRAH! the rock once more!" cried
HURRAH!
George, late on the third day after leaving Senekal.
" Here is our home, Cyril. Look at it as it stands there
in the sunlight, and say whether a band of scouts ever had
such another place to retreat to 1"
He pointed across the veldt to the large and solitary
mass of stone which reared its head above the grass, and
yet, huge as it was, was dwarfed into insignificance by the
enormous bulk of the Plaatberg, which stood up behind it
and cut a clear dark line across the sky.
"That your head-quarters! That a home!" answered
his friend in astonishment. "Why, from here it looks
merely a barren, smooth mass of rock in which no one
could live, and up the side of which even one of the
monkeys, which no doubt inhabit the berg, would find it
difficult to climb."
"And yet, for all that, there is a rift in the side, Cyril,
and it leads to a large clear space in the centre, and from
there it is possible to ascend to the top, where the man on
duty stands. Hallo! there he is, and he's spotted us.
Look! There are heads popping up beside his, and that
one which is higher than them all must belong to Pat.
Come down! It's George!" He shouted the last words,
and waved his rifle above his head.
An answering call came across the veldt, and soon Pat
22'
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and three of the Fighting Scouts came riding out. But
what was the matter with them 1 They sat their horses as
men who are downcast and ashamed, as though some dire
disgrace or some terrible misfortune had befallen them.
They did not even wave in response to the handkerchief
which fluttered in George's hand, but came slowly forward,
silent and depressed.
"What can have happened 1 It is bad news!" gasped
George, a sudden foreboding of evil assailing him. " Why
do they not greet me as before 1 What cause have they to
appear so solemn 1"
It was a question which could only be answered by his
friends themselves, and soon, too soon indeed, the whole
of their unhappy tale was told. Poor, tender-hearted Pat,
the Irishman with a will of iron and an arm as strong,
burst into tears and held out a brown, sympathetic hand as
he rode up to George.
"Och, 'tis sad news, indade, that Oi've to tell ye," he
said with a sob. "The bittherest blow has come to us,
Mistber George, and me head hangs upon me breast for
viry shame that it should have happined."
"But what is it, Pat!" George asked impatiently.
"What is the news 1"
"Ah, 'tis the worrst, the viry worrst ! The misthress
has been taken. That blackguard av a Jacobus came here
this viry mornin', and, with the hilp av Jan and the rest av
the rascally gang, carried her off. Och, 'tis sad indade !"
"Jacobus again!" exclaimed George. "I half feared it.
I almost expected to hear bad news. But how did it occur!
You and the rest are evidently alive. Do you mean to tell
me that the Fighting Scouts turned tail, and gave the Boers
an easy victory 1 For shame if you do! But it cannot he
so. The Pat I know would never permit it."
(J11Hb)
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"'Tis only the thruth, Misther George," answered the
Irishman. "Niver a bhit did we give back, but, to ind
the whole av the story at onst, we were befooled, tricked,
taken in like a parcel of bo,bies. Ah, 'tis that angry Oi am
that Oi'd kick mesilf if it was possible! We thought that
all was before us, for jist as the mornin' sun came up over
the veldt the bhoy on sintry-go sings out that there was a
patrol av Boers riding by us aisy as ye please, and ividently
ignorant that we was there.
" 'Up and out wid ye, bhoys !' says Oi; and at onst we
was on our horses. Thin we formed up close agin the back
av the rock, and whin they was rhight opposite we came
s,vinging round the corner and wint at thim for all we was
worth. 'Twasn't till we'd galloped a mile and more that
me suspicions was aroused. But thin Oi tumbled to it that
they'd picked horses, iviry wan av thim, and that they was
jist playin' wid us and drawin' us away.
" ' Pull up, bhoys, and let's get back!' I shouted; and at
onst we turned and retreated at the maddest gallop ye iver
saw. And thin we knew that we'd been fooled, for while
we was still far away tin dark figures came from the rock,
and, hoppin' into saddles, rode away across the berg.
"Oi guessed what had happined, Misther George, and
gave chase for the best part of the mornin'; but they had
splindid horses, and gave us the shlip. Thin we came back
slowly to find yer poor old father a-sobbin' as if his poor
heart would break, and Miss Connie, the pride av the rock,
and the light av iviry wan av the Foighting Scouts, a
prisoner in the hands av thim blackguards that goes by
the name av Jacobus and Jan Van Rensberg.
"Ah, go aisy wid yirsilves, ye villains!" he continued
hoarsely, tears meanwhile pouring down his cheeks.
"Ye've fooled Pat for onst; but wait, for he'll be aven
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wid ye yet, even if he has to foller ye all over the
worrld. 11
There was no doubt, indeed, that he was terribly distressed, and would do all in his power to redress the wrong
which had been done to his mistress, and punish those who
had played the trick and carried her off. Honest and
faithful as Pat bad always been, he bad seen Connie Ransome as a babe, and bad watched her grow to womauhood,
till he loved her with the devotion of a slave; and, indeed,
thought always of her and spoke of her as the good and
beautiful fairy who brightened the old farm, and brought
many a ray of sunlight into the lives of those who lived
there.
But this was no time for threats, or for self-blame.
Action was required, quick and rapid retaliation, for the
enemy bad already a long start; and if they were to be
captured, if Connie were to be brought back unharmed to
her father's arms, instant pursuit must be organized, and a
start made at the very earliest moment.
Now, indeed, was the time for the Fighting Scouts to
show the stuff of which they were made, for by hunting
down this gang and rescuing the fair Connie they would be
doing a double service-one on their own behalf, and an
equally important one for the big cause.
"Boys," said George suddenly, breaking the thoughtful
silence into which he had fallen, "trot! Gallop! Back to
the rock!"

Not another word was spoken till the crevice was reached,
when, leaving their horses to the men, George, Cyril, and
Pat strode into the inner space.
"Just give orders for all the horses to be saddled, and
all made ready for a start," said the first, turning to the
Irishman. "Don't forget a plentiful supply of ammunition,
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and some food. We can get more on the way, and the
horses can forage for themselves, for the grass is green and
long. We'll take one of the Cape carts with us, and each
man will have a spare horse. Bustle to it, Pat, like a good
fellow, and see that Omlulu and the others are ready to
accompany us."

Pat at once returned, and soon his voice was beard calling
loudly. George and Cyril passed on to the inner rock
chamber, where they found Mr. Ransome sitting in his
chair, smoking philosophically, but, for all that, showing by
the deep lines upon his face how heavily this new misfortune had struck him. He shook hands eagerly with his
son.

"I've been waiting for you, George, old boy," he said.
"I knew you would return before very long, and I have
every confidence that you will capture those rascals and
bring our dear girl home again."
"I'll do all that is possible, Father, and I tell you I will
search the whole country before I give Connie up. Now,
I'll go above. There are many things to see to before we
start."

With a nod he went to the ladder and swarmed up it,
closely followed by his companion. Grouped above were
the remainder of the little band, hollow-eyed and sad at the
misfortune that had befallen their leader. George called
them to him, and then, waiting for Pat and the others to
join, began to speak rapidly.
"Boys," he said quietly, "this will be a long job and a
difficult one. If I know that rascal Jacobus well enough
-and I should do so now after being his neighbour for
many years-we shall not catch him or take his captive
from him without a struggle. Bullets will be flying, and
some may find a billet. In a way it is my own private
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affair, and therefore I ask, will any of you volunteer to
follow me and help to grapple with this fellow j"
"I will!" came from every throat, while, springing forward as one man, the whole hand held up their hands in
token of assent.
"Good! I thought as mnch," said George in tones of
satisfaction. " The Fighting Scouts will be true to their
leader, and he will not forget. But as you have all shown
a desire to come, I fear that my next proposition will not
be so favourably received. Now, we cannot leave my
father alone, nor would a Kaflir servant be sufficient. Will
anyone remain to guard him 1"
At once eyes fell to the ground as George searched each
man's face, for this was a different matter. All wished to
follow Jacobus and his gang, and yet not one who stood
before him but desired to do all that this dashing young
commander asked. But there was a way out of the
dilemma, and George quickly found it.
"Very well," he said, "I know how you feel about the
matter, and as some one must remain, and as I cannot do
so myself, I propose that we place in a hat pieces of paper
corresponding in numbers to our own. One will be marked,
and he who draws it will stay behind."
At once one of the men produced a tattered note-book,
and from this a sheet of paper was torn. It was then
divided, and each portion folded and tossed into a hat,
which was passed round the circle.
"There's bad luck for yer !" cried one of the men suddenly, as he opened the slip he had drawn. "Well, it's
fair and square, sir, and I'll stay, but bust me-" Here
his disgust grew too great for him, and he retired from
the circle to ram chips from a wedge of black tobacco into
an equally black pipe, which he endeavoured to light.
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Even then his growlings did not cease, for, perhaps because
he vented his wrath and disgust npon them, the matches
would not burn, at which his mutterings became even more
emphatic.
"That point is settled then," went on George, "and now
all that remains to be done is to feed ourselves and look to
rifles, bayonets, and ammunition. Pat, I leave it to yon to
see the Cape cart laden with tinned food and a case or two
of cartridges. To you, boys, all I say is, eat a hearty meal
now, and then fill your pockets and your water-bottles.
This is not going to be a one-day affair. We may very
likely be a week and more away, even longer, for whilst
my sister lives I do not return without her."
"Nor we! We'll stick to yer through it all!" shouted
his men with enthusiasm.
"Then off to do as I said. Now, Cyril, if you will be
kind enough to dress my shoulder I shall be glad. It is
still very stiff and sore, but not half so bad as I had
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His friend at once set about the matter, and, having
obtained a basin of water and some pieces of linen, pulled
George's jacket off and removed the dressings. Thanks to
the small calibre of the bullet and to a healthy constitution, backed up by the attention of the surgeon who had
been called in at Senekal, all was doing nicely. In fact,
the two tiny punctures were almost healed, and no doubt
the track leading through the shoulder was in a similar
condition. But you cannot be pierced by a bullet, even
by the merciful Mauser-providing it be not soft-nosedwithout experiencing inconvenience, not to mention pain.
However, George was a hardy young son of the soil, and
never a groan had escaped him, though he had suffered
considerably. Indeed, as if to show that he was above
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such trifling matters, he had almost refused to wear the
arm in a sling. But Cyril persuaded him, and in the end
he gave way.
Meanwhile the others had been busily at work, and shouts
were to be beard in all directions.
"Come to the edge of the rock," said George, "and Jet
us see how tbe preparations progress. In half an hour we
should be away, which will give us two hours of light in
which to travel. We'll halt then and off-saddle till the
moon comes up, when we'll push on again. Fortunately we
have Omlulu, who is as sharp as a terrier and a splendid
tracker. We may rely upon him to lead us along the right
path, and not to be misled by cunning dodges which Jacobus
and his crew are sure to practise in the hope of throwing us
off the scent."
They looked over the edge, and there below them the
men of the Fighting Scouts were busily engaged. A few
were piling the Cape cart high with tinned provisions, while
the others were saddling horses. Kaffirs were moving
here and there, and it was evident that they, too, shared
the general enthusiasm, for many a kind word and many a
helping hand had they received from Missie Connie, the
daughter of the baas.
At length all was ready, and having partaken of a meal,
and bidden adieu to Mr. Ransome and his solitary companion,
the latter of whom looked if possible more glum than ever,
all descended to the centre of the rock and filed through
the crevice.
"Readyi" asked George. "Then mount. Omlulu, you
get ahead with one of the other boys, and be sure to be
most careful. 'Ne are not shooting buck or playing a game;
we are in deadly earnest."
But there was little need to warn the Kaffir, for he was
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possessed of native sagacity and acuteness. Ridir,g some
twenty paces ahead of the band he never hesitated, and,
indeed, scarcely seemed to take note of his surroundings.
But for all that, every imprint upon sand or soft ground,
every newly-scratched boulder, and every broken blade of
grass read to him like a book, the leaves of which are only
open to those who are trained from childhood to understand.
For two hours the cavalcade rode steadily on in a
northerly direction, and then, as night fell, they halted and
off-saddled on the open veldt.
At ten o'clock the silvery disc of the moon rose, flooding the land with her cold beams, and at once the Fighting
Scouts got to their feet again.
"There is no need to separate,"said George just before they
rode off. "But as it is just possible that Jacobus may lay
a trap for us, we'll send the Kaflirs on, and follow half a mile
behind. Then, if there is anything wrong, Omlulu will be
able to warn us. Another thing, boys; this is going to be
a long job, and therefore I will ask you to use your horses
easily. Change frequently, do not give them the spur, and
let them have their heads."
Once more they pushed along, and by morning had
covered many miles. Then they outspanned, and having
watered the horses, and indulged in a meal themselves, Jay
down to sleep-that is, all save one man, who took post as
sentry.
"By four o'clock we'll be off again," said George. "The
horses will thus be sufficiently rested, and will give us a
better chance of catching those villains up, for fresh animals
will take us over the ground far more rapidly than their
jaded beasts."
"And when do you hope to come up with them I" asked
Cyril. "To my eye we have loot all trace of them, and bow
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that native keeps on as he does is beyond my comprehension."
"The tracks are as clear as daylight," answered George,
"and they are still fresh, which shows that we have gained
upon the runaways. Omlulu says that they are three hours
ahead, and you may take it that that is correct. Perhaps
we shall fall in with them to-morrow morning."
By now all were mounted, and, as on the former day,
trotted on till darkness fell. A short halt was made till the
moon appeared, when they pressed on again, Omlulu and
his brethren riding a good way ahead.
"Hallo! He's seen something," cried George suddenly,
when some three hours had passed. "Halt, boys! while I
go forward. Now, what is it, Omlulul" he asked when he
had reached the Kaflir's side.
"Baas, there trouble over there," was the answer, as the

native pointed a shining finger to the right. "Me think
Jacobus there, but me not certain. Listen! You hear de
shout. That Kaflir boys."
" Is there a farm in that direction I" asked George, peering through the gloom and fancying he detected white
walls in the distance dimly lit by the moon. "Which way
does the track go I Has it turned to the right I"
"Yes, baas. Jacobus him go down thar, and me think
he ride 'way again. See! over there. De grass trampled."
He leapt from his saddle and stole across the veldt till he
came to a spot which seemed to rivet his attention, though to
George's eye there was nothing remarkable there.
"Hi, baas!" he called softly. "De Boers ride up to de
house, and here dey come back again. De hoof-marks turn
away from the farm."

"Then what is the shouting and noise I" asked George,
standing in his stirrups and listening. " I can hear Kaflirs
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shouting, and-yes, that was a woman's shriek. Perhaps it
is Connie. Stay where you are till I return."
He galloped off madly, and having reached his followers,
pulled up short before them.
" The Cape cart will remain here with one man to guard
it," he said sharply. "Sadler, that will be your job. The
others divide up now into four parties. Yes, that will do.
Now, Pat, take one lot, and you, Cyril, another. Corporal
Tomkins, you will have the third, while the fourth will
follow my orders. Now, my men, there is something going
on in that farmhouse yonder. Separate at once; and you,
Pat, ride to the farther side. Cyril, you go to the left,
and the corporal will take the right. When you are within
sixty yards pull up, and do not stir until I give you a
signal. Do all understand 1 Then off you go!"
It said much for the discipline and training of his little
band that they took his orders, and acted upon them, without confusion. Scarcely had they heard his directions
than three of the tiny parties were spurring off across the
veldt, while the two remaining men sat steadily upon their
horses, ready to follow their young leader.
"We'll give them three or four minutes' start," said
George, coolly pulling out his watch. " Then we'll take up
our places. See to your rifles, lads."
There was no need for the last warning, for already
cartridges were in place and locks drawn back to "safety".
Therefore all waited quietly for what seemed a very long
while. Then George suddenly thrust his watch back, and,
turning, rode at a hard gallop towards the farm. As he
approached it unearthly shouts and wails filled the air,
while an occasional shriek told plainly that women were
there-women who were being ill-treated. At the sound the
men of the Fighting Scouts bit their lips and grow1d their
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teeth, shivering with impatience to probe the mystery, and
punish whoever the miscreants were who were ill-using
the people of the farm.
By now all were in their places, and George, pulling in
his horse, leapt from the saddle and handed the reins to
one of his companions.
"Hold on," he said, "and wait for my return. I am
going closer."
He at once crouched low, and went running softly
across the long grass, his figure soon becoming indistinguishable amongst the numerous ant-heaps that dotted the
land. Suddenly he rounded the angle of a stone kraal, and,
creeping along the wall, came upon a sight which set him
shivering, and almost froze the blood in his veins. Often
and often had he heard that, once set free and secured from
punishment, the Kaflirs who inhabited the land would take
a bitter revenge upon their Boer masters-the men who, by
common knowledge, had treated these, the former owners of
the soil, infinitely worse than dogs. Yes, argue as men
will, those who know tell how harmless, helpless Kaflir
slaves have been flogged almost to the verge of death; while
whispers relate how others have been shot, just like the
springbok that cross the veldt.
Bully the weakest, grind the most inoffensive nation
down, and hate and bitterness will at length find an outlet.
\Vhat wonder, then, that when the call of the Presidents
had drained all the able-bodied burghers from their farms,
leaving the women and children unprotected, these natives,
who are but savages after all, with cruel, heartless natures,
were ever on the look-out for an opportunity of revenge,
and once found, poured all their wrath upon the victims.
"Brutes! Wretches!" cried George aghast, staring at a
group of figures which swayed to and fro in an open space
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before the stoep of the farm. "They have killed the old
man, and now they are dancing their wildest measure before slaying the women. It is horrible! Awful! And it
must be stopped. These Boers are our enemies, and men
and women of the race have been cruel to the Katllrs; but
I cannot allow that to deter me. Women are women all
the world over, and white folk must be protected from the
black. Wait a moment, and we'll read these ruffians a
lesson! 11

And, indeed, interference of some kind was requil'ed, for
never before was seen such " dreadful exhibition of. native
cruelty. In the centre of the open space blazed a wood fire,
fed by baulks of timber taken from the verandah, and close
beside it, la.shed to one of the posts, was a gray-bearded old
man, whose head lolled heavily on one side. But that was
not the worst of it, for a dozen or more spears transfixed
his body and stuck out on either side.
Near at hand were grouped an old woman with pleasant
features, beside whom was a younger one to whose skirt
three children clung in terror. And well they might, for
while some half-dozen Kaffirs sat and beat time upon the
ground with their palms, and chanted a weird air, about
twenty more gyrated round the fire and the unfortunate
women and children. Slow and measured was their dance
at first, but by now the sight of blood and of their helpless
victims had roused them. Their eyes flashed cruelly, they
shouted and shrieked, and flung arms and legs in all directions, while knives, spears, and knobkerries were brandished
in the air. Now and again one would dart to the side to
lift a big gourd and drain the native beer, but he was back
in the circle a moment later, and, refreshed by the draught,
became more furious and more savage in bis actions than
before.
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Meanwhile George had lost no time in carrying out his
intentions.
"Those brutes will murder the whole lot in cold blood,"
he murmured to himself as he hurried away. "This is not
a time for gentle actions. There are too few of us to spare
a single one of those Kaffirs, for now that they are roused to
fury they might turn upon us, and kill some of the band.
No, we will give them the cold steel, and it shall be sharp,
unflinching work."
"Boys," he said, as soon as he had reached the two who
had accompanied him, "I want you to do something for
me. There's awful work going on over there, for some
Kaffirs are murdering the Boer women and children. Jones,
you go to the right, and you to the left, Selkirk, and bring
the others here. I'll fetch Pat and his companions. Now,
leave the horses and run."
Ten minutes had scarcely passed when the reunited band
were ready for action, with George, Cyril, and Pat standing prominently in front.
"Fix bayonets," said the first quietly. "Now, follow
till we are within a few feet of those brutes, and then,
when you hear me shout, rush at them. Some will show
fight, so do not spare them. Give them something that
they will remember to the end of their days, if they should
live to boast of any after this."
Fastening his own bayonet in position George strode
away, and, reaching the kraal wall, led his men along it till
they were in excellent position. And it was at once
abundantly clear that they had arrived not a minute too
soon, for the fury of the scene had now increased tenfold.
Unable to sit and beat time when their blood was raised
to fever beat, the six who had been squatting outside
the circle had now joined in the mad dance, and, being
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less fatigued than their comrades, flung their limbs with
excessive action, and twisted their bodies into all sorts
of hideous postures. By now, too, the chant had been
raised to an unearthly, terrifying scream, which seemed
to throw the Kaflirs into a condition of madness. They
rushed at their victims, and then retreated for a moment,
delaying the last stroke. But the movement proved their
ruin, for by now the Fighting Scouts were in position.
"Charge! On them, boys!" shouted George; and at once
a roar of rage burst from the throats of the men, drowning
the natives' shrieks. Then, like bloodhounds let loose, the
Fighting Scouts sprang forward and flung themselves upon
the murderers. Silent and quick was the work, and hard
breathed the gallant fellows who wielded those deadly few
inches of steel. But never a twinge of remorse or a feeling
of pity did they allow to stop them, for the lesson must be
taught for once and all.
"Steady, boys! Now, help the women," cried George
some five minutes later, when the last of the Kaffirs had
fled. "Pat, take Omlulu and a couple of the boys, and
just see that those brutes who bolted have gone clean
away. But I think there will be little doubt of that, for
they are thoroughly scared, and will not stop running till
they reach their kraals."
The Irishman did as he was asked, while the remainder
of the gang helped the women into the house with all
gentleness. A light was struck, and a lamp lit. Then
the body of the gray-hearded old man was reverently cut
loose from the lashings, the weapons which transfixed his
flesh removed, and the corpse laid upon a bed within the
house.
Not till then did George find time to go into the inner
room to speak to those whorn they had rescued.
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"Hush! Tread softly, brave Englishman, I beg of you,"
said the younger woman, lifting a warning finger as he
entered. "The poor babes are worn out with terror, and
no sooner did they realize that all was well than they fell
asleep. See, there they are. Thank God that I am alive
to look upon them, and see that they live! to know that no
harm has befallen them, and to feel that those who murdered
my grandfather have been punished."
She went to an arched door, and, drawing aside a curtain,
showed a tiny room, within which lay the three children
whom George had first seen clinging terror-stricken to her
skirts, now, however, sleeping peacefully, one, a fine manly
little boy, with arms about his sister's neck, and all forgetful of the awful ordeal through which they had passed.
"Praise be to Him above!" continued the woman devoutly. "He looked upon us, His chosen, when we called,
and lo! an avenger came, and help was stretched out to us
in our need. Ah, J\leinheer, what can I say to you1 How
can we thank you and those brave ones in khaki, who are
our preservers 1"
"No thanks are needed," George answered. "Though we
are fighting your countrymen, and though we are invading
your lands, we still have time to protect the innocent and
weak, to thrash those who would harm women and children."

"I can believe it, Meinheer. I am thankful for this
lesson, and no doubt it has been sent for a purpose. Sit
down there, and I will tell yon what I mean, and why it is
that I am glad."
She motioned George to a seat, and having called to the
elder woman to prepare coffee for the whole party-a custom
which is never neglected by Boers,-returned and stood
facing him beside the table.
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"Listen, Englishman!" she went on. "I say that I am
glad of this lesson, that now, of my own knowledge, I know
that the Rooineks, the enemies of my country, are menbrave and true men-who, when war is done, are fellowbeings, with love and tenderness in their hearts. Have
I not seen it this very night I Why should I expect help
from the British I Why, indeed! when everyone has told
us that they are monsters, when from our childhood's days
we have heard of English brutality. None have attempted
to deny it, not even our ministers and those who have
travelled abroad. And, therefore, we have grown up to
hate and despise you. Now, when the troubles are upon
us, we women are warned to beware of England's soldiers;
to hide our children 'from sight, lest they should be captured
and taken from us to be sold as slaves.
" Surely all this is wrong. There can be no truth in
these sayings, and my woman's wit begins to read the
meaning. All these tales have been spread amongst us
ignorant folk to stir us to anger, to stimulate our men
to fight, and to make us implacable foes. But now I know
the truth, for who could have acted more bravely than you
and your men, and they are but a portion of your army I
From this time I shall not hesitate. Twice I have been
asked to trek with the British columns, and go to their
concentration camps. Up to this I have refused, fearing
a trap. But now I will go. There is a wagon still in
the kraal, and oxen, for your commanders left them, and
to-morrow they shall be inspanned, and we will take t,he
road for Harrismith."
"You could not do better," answered George. "I can
assure you that you will meet with the kindest treatment,
and will be safe from such an attack as was made upon you
to-night."
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"Ah, yes, I could not bear to think of it!" replied the
Boer woman. "No, we will leave the farm and trek.
For what is there to keep us I Our food is well-nigh done,
and our men-folk are on commando or dead. Within
a month we should starve, if the Kaffirs had not already
lcilled us."
That hundreds of families were in a similar condition
was abundantly evident to those who during the war
performed a long trek through the Orange River Colony
and the Transvaal. Those who did that, and particularly
those whose duties detached them from the main column,
and who in small parties, or perhaps beneath a red-cross
flag, penetrated to some of the out-of,the-way parts, can
tell tales that would open the eyes of those enemies of
their own country who upbraid the Government for its
treatment of Boer women and children; who call their
statesmen to account, and accuse them of warring upon
the weaker sex, and denuding the farms and dragging the
inmates to the towns unnecessarily. War is war, and a
cruel, a bitter thing at best, for it imposes sufferings upon
helpless non-combatants. But when an army invades an
enormous territory, to find every man's hand-ay, and
every woman's too-against it; when oaths are broken
wholesale, and it becomes impossible to tell the fighter
from the peaceful farmer; and when help, in the shape of
information and food, is given to the enemy in the field by
the inhabitants of every farm, then, indeed, action must be
taken. Harsh it may seem at first, but in the end many
lives and much misery are saved by deporting the noncombatant population to properly-arranged camps. In the
South African war many of these were established, and
those who worked in them will testify to the good and
humane treatment of the inmates.
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"And now I will ask you to help me," said George,
turning to the Boer woman. "You were in trouble, and
my men have relieved you. Therefore, if it is within your
power, lighten our fears for the safety of one we love.
My sister, the dearest girl that ever breathed, has been
carried off by a Dutchman named Jacobus. Do you know
anything of him 1 Has he been at this farm 1 My Kaflir
tells me that he has, and that he rode away some little time
before we arrived."

"He did," answered the woman. "He rode from here
three hours ago, mounted upon fresh horses. Listen to
me, and I will tell you where he has gone, and how it was
that he was the cause of the Kaflirs attacking us."

CHAPTER XV
A RED-HOT TRAIL

T

AKING a seat at the rough wooden table which stood
in the centre of the room, and facing George so that
the light fell full upon her, the young Boer woman first
waited to pour out coffee, and then, as she stirred the
contents of her own cup, told what she knew of Jacobus
and his gang.
"And so that was your sister whom he carried off1" she
questioned. "That pretty girl was the sister of the brave
young man who rescued me and mine this night! Then
I am glad that I took her part, and in some measure repaid
you beforehand for your services. Poor child! Bitter
were her tears, and great her loathing for those who had
captured her. But she was helpless, and we, too, could
do nothing to free her. She came here driving in a Cape
cart, and she has been gone nearly four hours, for Jacobus
guessed that the pursuit would be hot, and rode hard and
continually till he reached this farm. Then he took all
our horses, and, leaving his foundered beasts, went on his
way."

"But where I What road did he take!" asked George
eagerly.
"A road that it will want brave men to follow, for he
has gone east from here, and by now should be with the
scouts who ride in rear of Botha's commandoes."

"Botha's!•~ exclaimed George in consternation. "Do
you mean to say that he has taken my sister there I"
243
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"Yes, surely, Meinbeer; be said the words, and I cannot
be mistaken," answered the woman.
"Then she is lost, I fear," replied George with trembling
lips. "Once I have dared to ride amongst those men, but
a second time would be fatal. However, I will not despair.
My dear sister bas done harm to no one, and we shall
rescue her. Did this-this Jacobus say anything more I"
"Yes; be told me that the girl was to marry him some
day, but that there was no violent hurry. He would take
her to the commando, and band her over to the women
who still cling to it and trek with the men. Then some
day, perhaps when the British retire, be would wed her
and settle upon her farm."
"Will be I" murmured George, clenching bis teeth. "I
shall have something to say to that, and so will Connie,
for she has plenty of spirit and will never submit."
Then, as he thought over the matter, bis hopeful nature
picked out the bright points in the tale, and he suddenly
sat up, feeling relieved. A moment before he had been
leaning on the table, hi• elbows sprawled out and his chin
between bis hands; for the news that Connie was perhaps
even then riding amidst the Boer commando staggered
him, and crushed all the hope he bad had of rescuing her.
It seemed such a desperate situation; and look at it as he
might, he could at first see no ray of light, no possibility
of some day taking her from the ruthless hands of those
who had captured her. But now a flash of hope struggled
through and brightened the picture.
"For the present she is safe from harm at any rate," be
said to himself. "Jacobus will never dare to compel her
to marry him when with the commando, for Louis Botha
would bear of the atrocity and put a stop to it. No, she
will be placed with the women, and she will be allowed
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to live unmolested for a time, only she will have to trek
across the country. It means this, that we must hang
on to Louis Botha, dog his footsteps, and watch every
movement till we find an opportunity to make a dash at
the laager. Perhaps the commando will be called away
for some action, and only a few left to guard the camp.
In that case we would close up quietly, rush the place, and
retreat with all possible speed, bringing Connie with us.
"Yes; all is not as black as it looked, and I begin to
think that we shall succeed in the end. We Fighting
Scouts decided to indulge in guerrilla warfare, to meet the
Boers as they do the British army generally, and to take
every opportunity of falling upon small and isolated parties.
This is our opportunity. We have an object in tracking
the commando, and if we cling to it, shifting from side to
side, dashing ahead of it, only to retire and disappear when
our sting becomes too galling, then we shall be doing our
duty to the country, and satisfying at the same time our
own private ends.
"Tell me," he continued, speaking aloud, "where has
this Jacobus ridden 'I-I mean, in what direction does the
commando march 1 We could follow easily, for the trail
is a red-hot one; but perhaps it makes a wide sweep, and
we might save the detour and cut straight across. Another
thing I should like to hear is, how this Jacobus caused the
natives to fall upon you, for that is what you said."
"The first of your questions is easily answered, Meinheer,"
was the reply. "Had you asked me yesterday I would
have refused the information, but now it is different, for
you are in search of a lost sister; and besides, what harm
could you and your tiny band do to the invincible commando 1 You would be just as a fly that buzzes helplessly
round the pots of jam that are stored beneath a fine-woven
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cotton net; differing only in this, that whereas the fly may
tire and rest for a while, to float away to freedom, you and
your men would become entangled in the web, and would
fall victims to my countrymen.
" Therefore, Meinheer, I will tell you the direction taken
by the commando. They ride for Amajuba, that hill whereon
your brothers of twenty years ago fought and died, a victory
which, until last year, bas been celebrated on its anniversary
throughout the Boer states. But now, alas! Paardeberg,
where General Cronje and his thousands were taken, has
destroyed the memory of Maj1,ba, for there, as you know
well, your commander, Lord Roberts, retrieved the defeat
of years ago.
"Ride thither, Englishman, and upon the farther slopes
you will come across the commando, for they were due
there this very day. Even now Jacobus will have joined
the scouts, so that, gallop as you will, you cannot overtake
him. But he advised by me, and do not follow Louis
Botha, for he is a man who will not brook interference.
Trust to the girl to escape, and send a Kaflir in to cheer
her with a message."
"I will never desert her whatever the danger," George
answered stubbornly, and beneath his breath. "All our
lives we have been the best of friends, besides brother and
sister, and now that she is in need of my help she shall
have it. But the idea of sending in a Kaflir is a good one.
Omlulu, I am sure, would slip in and out without discovery."

"And now, tell me about Jacobus and the attack of the
Kaflirs," he said aloud. " How came it that he had to
do with the matted"
"In this way, Meinheer. ,vhen my husband rode from
the farm with his father, he left an unruly band of Kai!irs.
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Up till then they had been as water in our hands, but no
sooner had the men departed than the natives refused to
work, deserted us, and began to steal from the farm. Nor
did they fear to threaten us, and but for one old man, would
have done us an injury. He, however, had once been
saved from the claws of a lion by my husband's father,
and because of that, and his gratitude, which a Kaflir remembers almost as long as his hate, he stood trne to us
women and children, and kept his fellows back, for he had
great influence with them.
"Then, as the dusk was falling, Jacobus came here, he
and his men mounted upon horses that were done with
galloping. They were at once off-saddled and turned loose,
while Jacobus and his men set to work to collect fresh
mounts from the stock within our kraal. At that the old
Kaflir protested, and would have prevented them. But
the Boer leader, who, I must admit, Meinheer, is a brute,
thrust him aside and ordered his men to thrash him, which
they did with their stirrup leathers, till the breath was
almost beaten from his body. But with all his remaining
strength he still railed at them, and this angered Jacobus
so that he lifted his rifle and shot him dead. His body lies
without, and because of his death, and because his authority
was gone, the Kaflirs fell upon us furiously as soon as
Jacobus had ridden away.
"There, Englishman, I have told you all I know. Whatever you do, I wish you fortune, and hope that you may
recover your sister. But bear my warning in mind, for
I know Louis Botha, and I have met the men who ride
with him."
"I will remembe,:." answered George. "Do not fear,
for I shall know how to look to myself. But now, will
you allow my men to sleep here and cook their morning
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meal in the kitchen I We will ride at dawn; but before
we go we will bury the dead for you, and see you safely
upon your way."

Consent was given heartily, and George at once went on
to the stoep and called to his followers.
"There is coffee in here for all," he said. "Come in
and drink it; and when you have finished, place the horses
in the kraal, remembering, however, to loosen the girths
and leave the saddles. Then bring your blankets and lie
down till morning. Whose turn is it for sentry-go I Ah,
yours, Howard I Then get your drink, and take up your
duties. Quick, boys, for the longer rest we can have the
better."

Scarcely had he finished speaking when the men tramped
into the farm. Then tin mugs were unstrapped from their
belts and filled with steaming coffee, in which a portion of
ration biscuit was soaked. Afterwards the horses were
collected and put into the kraal, bits being unfastened on
one side and slung up on the other so as to free the mouth
and still be in such a position as to be easily replaced
at a moment's notice. The Cape cart was brought to the
door and the animals were taken out, fastened by a long
reim to either wheel, and left there to graze if they
wished.
Half an hour later silence bad fallen upon the farm, and
all were asleep save for one solitary man who tramped
round and round in a wide circle, humming the last tune
that had caught his fancy far away in old England, and
wondering vaguely whether it would ever be his fortune
to return there and see the green fields again.
"Time's up, cocky, so hook it and jist dream of the
fighting before yer," said Corporal Tomkins, suddenly
appearing when two hours bad passed. "Ain't I up ter
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the mark 1 Bust me, but there's few sentries that gets
relieved as easy and smart as this, and you wouldn't, me
daisy, only that long-legged bushman kicked me and put
me awake. Then, afore I could close my eyes again, the
face of the best girl I ever knew come in me mind, and
I jist couldn't get ter sleep again fer thinkin' of her, and
wondering what she was adoing seven thousand miles away
across the blue water. Say, cocky, do yer think the most
of 1em 1s truef'
He asked the question anxiously, and awaited an answer
with some uneasiness, as if afraid to hear it.
"True! Yer didn't ought ter have a sweetheart if yer
think like that, Corporal, " replied his comrade in tones
of reproach. " Yer've took too much of that there Boer
corffee, and it's got on yer chest, else yer'd know as every
one of 'em lives and waits true for the boys as is away from
home fighting for England and glory. Make yerself easy
on it, my boy, for we're little 'eroes, every one of us, and
the girls is the ones that think it."
He ported his rifle unconsciously, anrl because the old
habit compelled him to do so, and then, having dismissed
in proper form, went off to the stoep, still humming
merrily.
As for Corporal Tomkins, the sharp words of reproach
and the night air combined seemed to banish his temporary
attack of low spirits, for he went on his beat whistling
cheerily between his teeth, but in notes that were almost
inaudible. However, it served to show that he had already
thought better of the matter, and that his mind was vastly
relieved as to the faithfulness of the sweetheart he had left
behind him.
"Up, boys, and make ready!" cried George, when the
first rays of dawn had lightened the sky. "Those who
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have been told off as cooks set to work at the breakfast,
while we others do ,what is necessary to make the farm
look right. Come! Search round for picks and spades,
for graves must be dug for the dead."
He at once went off with Pat and Cyril, accompanied by
half a dozen men. Spades were soon found, and, going to
a piece of grassy-land near by, the party set to work to dig
two shallow trenches. It was impossible to get lower than
some three or four feet, so hard was the soil. And, besides,
time was of value. Then the natives were laid in the
larger grave and covered in. The corpse of the old Boer
man was placed in the other, the women and children being
present on this occasion. A few words of prayer were then
said over the dead, and the party returned to the farm.
Breakfast was now ready, and scarcely was it finished
when the Kaflirs who had accompanied the Fighting Scouts
drew up the wagon at the door, having inspanned the team
of oxen. Articles of value, clothing, and bedding were
tossed in, and the women and children placed on top.
Then, at a signal from George the oxen moved off, two
Kaflirs accompanying the small party on their way.
"I can trust our own natives to behave themselves," said
George to Pat; "and you may be sure that while we are
within twenty miles those brutes who were left after our
rush last night will remain in hiding. Two days from this
the women and children will be in Harrismith. Now for
our own movements. We are on a red-hot trail, and if we
followed it, could gallop all the way, for Omlulu has the
eyes of a hawk. But you may be sure that however rapidly
Jacobus wishes to reach safety, he will do so by turns and
twists, hoping to throw us off. In that he will fail, for I
happen to have learned from the woman whom we rescued
last night that he rides with his following to join Louis
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Botha. l\Iajuba Hill is the place where the commando
wil'. bait, and that is the spot for which we will gallop."
"Going dead straight across country, I suppose1" said
Cyril.
"As direct as the crow flies," was the answer,
" And thin, 111istber George 1" asked Pat. "Sure, supposin' ye rbun into the commando, will ye rbide stbraigbt
up to the commandant himself, and ax him the toime av
day 1 Sure, me bboy, 'tis aisy ye will have to go, for onst
the scouts see ye there'll be tbrouble, and thin where will
yer hopes be of rescuing me darlint mistbress 1"
"Make your mind easy on that score, Pat," replied
George sternly. "The Fighting Scouts will ride to win,
and not to be captured. Ours shall be a cautious, waiting
game, but we will never throw away a chance of attacking
small parties. My plan is to cling to the fringes of the
commando, ride between the scouts at night, fall upon the
outposts, and smash up all foraging parties. In that way
we shall be helping the cause, and perhaps obtain information of the whereabouts of the women's Iaager. Then, when
our chance comes, we'll dash in during the darkness, returning, I trust, with Connie."
"Bravo! Just your sort, George!" cried Cyril heartily,
thumping him on the back. "It is easy to see that yours
is a bulldog nature, the sort for which Britons are famous.
You've set your heart upon this matter, and you'll stick to
the job grimly till it's finished."
"I will," answered George simply. "I love my sister,
and I will stand by her in this trouble till the end, whatever
that may be."
"And so will I, George. You've been a brick to me,
and for your sake I, too, will see the matter through."
"Faith, 'tis fer the sake av l\Iiis Connie hersilf ye'd do it,
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if only ye'd set eyes on her," burst in Pat. "She's the
purtiest, and the hist that iver was!"
"I'm sure of it," replied Cyril heartily. "For she is the
sister of my very best friend, George Ransome."
"Now, if you two have done talking, we'll move off,"
cried our hero. " Boys! " he shouted, going to the edge of
the stoep, "saddle up, and let's get away."
Five minutes later the band of Fighting Scouts was
formed up in front of the farm, looking very business-like
in their khaki uniforms. Then, at a sign from their young
leader they trotted off, and, taking a track which crossed
the veldt in the opposite direction from the main roads,
kept steadily along it, the Cape cart with the provisions
and ammunition following close behind. By night they
had sighted Majuba, while the heights of the Drakensberg
Mountains, which · divide the Orange River Colony from
Natal, stretched away in a rugged, unbroken line towards
·
the south.
On the following evening they were found riding cautiously at the foot of the mountains, straining their eyes
for signs of the enemy. Twice that day they had crossed
fresh tracks, and now, as they trotted over the grass, it
was seen to be beaten down and cut up by wheel-marks
everywhere, showing that a large convoy had trekked
that way.
Suddenly George, who was riding ahead with Pat, pulled
up his horse, while both hastily lifted their glasses and
levelled them at a distant ridge.
"Boers, for sure," remarked Pat calmly. "'Tis clear
that they think that the British are miles away, or else not
wan av the inimy would have showed aginst the sky-line
loike that. They're ridin' careless and aisy, and haven't an
idea that the Foightin' Scouts is watchin' thim."
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"Then they shall soon learn," answered George. "The
light is failing already, so it is probable that the convoy
has laagered beyond that hill. We'll ride to the top of it
as soon as it is dark, and if we see their fires burning we'll
send Omlulu in with a note. He'll be back within a few
hours, and after that we can commence operations."
Accordingly the Fighting Scouts drew rein, and, dismounting, waited where they were till darkness had fallen
upon the land. Then they rode forward once more, and
having reached the ridge, halted just below the summit,
while George, Pat, and Cyril went forward, Omlulu accom•
panying them. As they topped the ridge, numerous bright
dots could be seen in the hollow beneath, and indefinite
shapes of wagous and groups of men between them.
Occasionally, too, someone would flit by in front of the
fires, the figures being brightly silhouetted for the moment,
and showing first as a Kafnr perhaps, then as some bearded
Boer, and then as some woman. Indeed, before very long
the laager in which the women and children were accommo•
dated was located by this means, and arrangements were at
once made to send in a message.
"I'd go myself," said George, "but I should have little
chance of delivering a note. Now, with Omlulu it is
different, for he will be just like the other Kaffirs; and
what is of more importance, if they discover his presence
they will say nothing. It is well known that natives
pass freely from camp to camp, for no one can prevent
them. Omlulu, you see where the women are 7" he continued, touching the faithful native on the arm. "Will
you take a message there to Miss Connie!"
"Baas, I your servant," was the reply. "You say to
Omlulu go thar, and he run fast as him legs carry him,
specially when the Missie am thar."
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"And will you keep your eyes open as you return,
Omlulu i For if you can locate an outpost, we will open
the ball in the early hours by falling upon it."
"I will, baas. You give me de note, and I be back here
in two, p'r'aps three hours."

II

I'

,i,

"Cheer up, Connie dear," he wrote. "Pat and I are
here, within a mile of you, with the Fighting Scouts, and
we will rescue you. But you must not expect us yet
awhile, for the commando surrounds you. We will hang
on to its edge until the men are called away, when we will
rush at the few who protect your laager, and will take you
away back to the rock. Be always ready, therefore; and
above all, tear this up and bury the pieces, so that no
suspicion shall be aroused."

111

1.:

I

"Then I will write it now,'' said George, at once descending the hillside to join his little band. There was
a small lantern in the Cape cart, about which a blanket
was hung. Lying beneath the cover, George first struck
a match and lit the candle, and then proceeded to inscribe
his note, taking particular care all the while to make no
movement, lest the lantern should be seen from a distance
and lead to suspicion.

I

!.'

"There, that should do,'' murmured George, reading the
lines. "The love and the happiness of rescuing her I will
leave out till we meet. Now, while Omlulu takes it in,
we will select some hiding-place."
He blew out the candle and threw the blanket off.
Then, having called the native to his side and sent him
off to the laager, he joined Pat and Cyril, and called them
into consultation as to their movements.
"How far is the Natal border from here, Pat1" he
asked.
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"No more'n six miles, yer hononr. In daylight, wid a
fair horse, ye'd cover it in a matther av an hour. Laing's
N ek is a troifle nearer, and there's a garrison at this side av
the tunnel."
"Is there any other British force near at hand that you
know of!"
"Not wan, Misther George. If we come to fall in
throuble Laing's N ek is the best place to rhide to."
"Then we'll take food and ammunition, and put it in
our saddle-bags. Then we'll send the Cape cart on in that
direction," answered George. "That will give it a long
start, and will allow it to reach safety in good time. If
we have a tussle with the outposts to-night, we will clear
away as soon as the commando is aroused, and ride direct
for the N ek. We shall still be within touch of the enemy,
and ready to deliver another blow."
"That sounds a sensible arrangement," said Cyril. "vVe
want to do all the harm possible without having casualties
on our own side. I must own that I'd rather have a good
stand-up fight, but then the Boers seldom give one the
opportunity, and therefore have no room to grumble if
their own tactics are followed. vVell, as there's nothing
doing, I suggest a good square meal."
This was no doubt an excellent plan, and the Fighting
Scouts acted upon it. Loosening girths and removing bits,
they knee-haltered their horses and left them to graze,
while they sat down to tinned bully-beef and dry biscuit,
washed down by draughts of water. Conversation meanwhile was carried on in low tones, and it was evident that
a feeling of excitement and elation had taken hold of the
men. For this was a new experience to them. Hitherto
they had marched with convoys across the country by
means of the main roads, or had garrisoned blockhouses-
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both most wearisome duties. But this was very different;
for there was a big commando close at hand, led by a
celebrated commandant, and they, the Fighting Scouts,
whose numbers were ridiculously small, were just sitting
there waiting to throw themselves upon the enemy, and
retire as soon as sufficient mischief had been done. It was
gloriously exciting, and better by far than life in a blockhouse.
The meal done, all lay down for a sleep save George
and Pat, who kept watch and waited for Omlulu's return.
About midnight they were astonished to find him standing
quietly by their side, having given no indication of his
coming.
"From Missie to the baas," he said, handing a note.
George snatched it, and together he and Pat at once
dived beneath the blanket, as if about to perform some
conjuring trick. Then they lit the candle and tore the
paper open.
"I am writing this as I sit beside the fire," they read.
"Dear George and dear Pat! How brave of you to follow!
But I knew you would, and therefore was not at all surprised when Omlulu appeared. I am living in a wagon
with an old woman, who watches me like a cat. I can see
that she is suspicious of me even now. I am well and
comfortable. Jacobus is with the commando, but hovers
around. Be sure that whenever you can come I shall be
ready to go with you. Sooner or later your opportunity
will arrive, for-" Here the note suddenly ended, but
"Connie" was scrawled below the lines, which had evidently
been cut short by the old woman in charge, who had been
mentioned in the Jetter.
"And now for other news," said George in tones of gladness. 11 Connie is well, and in no danger at present, so
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I can think of other matters. Tell me, Omlulu, did you
notice any particular outlying position!"
"Baas, the Boers are in your hands," answered Omlulu.
" If de baas will walk to de top of that hill, Omlulu will
show him how his men may fall upon de enemies of
England."
He at once led the way to the summit, and then, lying
full length upon the grass, pointed away to the right to a
few lights that twinkled close beside the base of Majuba.
"There, baa•, is de cattle kraal of the Boers," he said.
"I know not how many beasts are there, but sufficient to
buy six wives apiece for de whole of our largest tribe.
There, too, some thousands of horses sleep within a circle
of pickets, close beside de oxen, and separated only by a
low stone wall. Listen to Omlulu while he tells how he
and his brethren would fall upon de enemy."
"Fire away then," answered George impatiently.
"Baas, I would ride to de right till beside de cattle,"
said the native slowly, "and then while some marked down
de outpost which lies close beside de horses, I would send
all the remainder forward till close beside de herd. Then
they would separate, and at a signal would begin to drive,
slowly at first, and then with a rush, firing their rifles and
shouting."
"And afterwards how would you act!" asked George
eagerly.
"I would press on, shouting, and soon, frightened by de
darkness and de noises, de horses would jump the low wall
and rush amongst de oxen. They, too, would take de
alarm, and, dashing madly away, would stream across de
laager, overrunning de sleeping commando."
"And what of the women's laaged" asked George anxiously. "They, too, would be in danger."
(»945)
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"Not so, baas," Omlulu answered. "They lie behind
de oxen and to de left. Besides, I and the boys with me
would take that side, and start the driving from that point.
Then no harm could come to de Missie."
"We'll do it!" exclaimed George. "Pat, we have a
chance at last, and we'll take it. Come along, and let us
rouse the boys, for we want as many hours of darkness as
possible. Once the Boers have recovered from their confusion they will be mad with rage, and if they can find us,
will set off in pursuit."
"Ye've chosen for the best, Misther George," answered
the Irishman. "Sure, this Omlulu's got a head on his
•houlthers, and if we'll only do what he's said, we'll tache
Botha and his £rinds a lisson that they'll not aisily forgit.
Hoorosh ! Oi'm glad to be up and doin' again!"
They sprang to their feet and descended the hill. Then
the Fighting Scouts were roused, and, mounting, the whole
party rode off in silence, George and the native leading the
way. An hour later they were all halted at the base of
Majuba, and were within less than half a mile of the Boer
outposts. By now fires had died down, and just a few
twinkling embers showed the exact position occupied by
the enemy.
"Now we'll tell the men off to their duties," said George.
"Get round, boys, while I let you know what our plans
are."
All at once drew in a circle about him, and he proceeded
to explain the action required of them.
"We have a grand chance," he said, "but the slightest
indiscretion will spoil all our hopes. Cyril, will you take
five of the boys and stalk that outpost I Leave your horses
here with one of the Ka1lirs, and crawl up till you are
within close range. Wait there for a shout, and then with
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loaded magazines pour rapid volleys into the Boers. No
doubt there will be some thirty of them, and when they
hear the cattle moving and the noise they will spring to
their feet. That will be the time to give them a taste of
the warfare to which they have been treating the British.
If they bolt, as is more than probable, send your volleys
straight ahead into the commando, and do not cease till the
horses and cattle have swept by you. Then retire to your
horses and mount.
e will join you, and as soon as the
whole party is assembled we'll ride hard for Laing's Nek.
"Now, you others, hand your spare horses to that Kaffir,
and trot close beside me till I halt. Then turn at once and
ride slowly to the right till twenty or thirty paces separate
you. Pat and I go to the left with Omlulu, and we should
be in position as soon as you are. 'When you hear me
shout, ride slowly to the horses and move them on; then,
once yon have got them to trot, canter up to them, shouting
and firing your rifles over their heads, and do not cease
your efforts till all are galloping away. You can pull up
then and return. Now, is there anyone who does not
understand 1 No. Then good luck to you, Cyril! Come
along, boys."
He turned his horse quietly, and having waited for the
men to hand their spare animals to the Kaflir, went off at
a walk, following Omlulu, who led the way with just as
much certainty as he would have shown had the sun been
shining brightly, or the moon been up to light the way.
Instead of that, the sky was overcast, and the night densely
dark. A cold wind was shrieking across the veldt, blowing
hard from the gorges of the Drakensberg. More than once,
too, drops of rain had fallen, and as the party advanced
these increased in numbers till a heavy rainstorm was upon
them.
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Not a better time could have been chosen for the wotk
in hand, for, as if nature herself had decided to aid them,
the clouds above crashed and thundered, drowning every
other sound.
By now George and his party were in position, and
waiting only for the others to make sure of their whereabouts and sight the herd. George stood in his stirrups,
and, lifting his hand to his mouth, sent a loud and startling
"Tally-ho!" ringing across the camp.

CHAPTER XVI
HARASSING THE FOE

T

ALLY-HO! TALLY-HO! On them, boys of the
Fighting Scouts! Tally-ho!"
The words rang out between the thunder crashes, and
went blustering across the camp and above the heads of
Louis Botha's sleeping commando, borne upon the wings
of a boisterous wind. But it was not the voice or the startling words that awakened the camp, and caused bearded,
war-worn burghers to sit up on their elbows and then spring
to their feet in dismay. The crash even of the rifles of the
Fighting Scouts was as nothing to that collection of sounds
made by the snorting of some thousands of animals and the
stamping of their hoofs. It almost drowned the thunder,
so great was its volume, and caused men to stand still in
terror, hoping that the big herds of cattle and the horses
would not break their way and stampede across the laager.
But the hope was doomed to disappointment, for George
and his men were there to direct matters, and guide the
herd at the very commencement.
Scarcely had the signal to commence operations been
given, when Cyril and his band poured a raking volley into
the outpost of Boers. Almost at the same moment a
brilliant flash of lightning lit up the scene, and showed the
awakened burghers rushing for their rifles in bewilderment,
uncertain from what direction the danger came.
Crash! A second volley ripped through their ranks and
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knocked down those who were on the point of returning
the fire, while a third demoralized the band, which numbered nearly forty.
"Now,go for them!" shouted Cyril, springing to his feet
and almost dancing with excitement. "Fix bay'nets, lads!
Ready I Then charge!"
His men needed no greater encouragement, and in a trice
were dashing pell-mell at the enemy, bayonets held well in
advance. A minute later they were upon them, escaping
by a miracle the feeble volley poured in their direction.
Then there was a fierce hand-to-hand encounter, which
lasted only a few moments, when the Boers threw down
their arms and held their hands above their heads.
"We surrender!" cried one of them.
" Keep those
bayonets from us, for mercy's sake!"
"Close up, boys," was Cyril's answer. "Now, cover
these fellows, and shoot if they try any tricks. I'll just go
amongst them and see if they still have arms."
He darted into the midst of the prisoners and hurriedly
searched them.
"Now, march twenty yards to the left and halt," he
cried.
Thoroughly cowed by the sudden attack made upon
them, and by their precarious position, the burghers did
not dare to protest, though their numbers were more than
treble those of the British party. Therefore, surrounded
by their guards, they walked to the left and stopped
there.
"Rifles are useful to the Boers," said Cyril, "and the
more we take or destroy the better. I'll smash these up."
Hurriedly taking each one of the weapons, he opened the
breech and saw that no cartridge was in place. Then,
swinging it ronnd his head, he dashed it to pieces upon a
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rock. That done, he returned to the prisoners and his little
following.
"Boys," he said, "prisoners are of more value than a few
volleys fired into the darkness. Just march these fellows
off; and if they show an inclination to give trouble, let them
know which is the business end of the bayonet. Quick!
There is no time to lose, for those cattle are fairly off by
now."

Meanwhile George and his friends had not neglected their
part of the work. Riding in a body to within some thirty
paces of the huge collection of horses, they separated and
took up their positions in dead silence. Then, as the leader
sent forth his shrill "Tally-ho!", they rode straight at the
animals, shouting, hooting, and firing their rifles.
Already the poor beasts were in a condition of fear, for
the storm was directly overhead, and the claps of thunder
were appalling in their loudness. It wanted, therefore, only
the addition of these strange figures with waving arms to
startle them completely, and almost at once the mass of
horses broke into a canter. Rendered desperate in their
haste to fly, they crashed into a low wall of stone and sent it
toppling, and themselves plunging amidst the herded cattle.
Of these the majority were lying down, but they rose to
their feet in all directions, and, bellowing hoarsely, joined in
the mad stampede. Frenzied with fear, the huge mass of
animals simply overwhelmed the inner pickets, and, trampling them to the earth, went raging through the laager.
Five minutes later George and his little party were on
the slope of Majuba again. "\'{e've had things our own
way," he said, "and by the shouts and confusion down there
it is evident that the scheme has proved successful. Look
at that! Did ever you see such confusion 1"
/\fl he spoke the heavens were again divided by a brilliant
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the rictge, and waited there, listening to the thump of hoofs
coming up the opposite side, and to the gay patter of their
own fast-beating hearts, which seemed almost to keep time
with the horses. Suddenly the Boers appeared in a body,
clustered thickly together, and riding straight down upon
the little band. Instantly rifles went to shoulders, and
fingers felt gently for the trigger.
''Fire!" shouted George.

A flash cut across the hill, and the rattle of musketry
went echoing up the steep slopes of l\fajuba. Click, click!
went the locks as they opened to expel the empty cartridge,
and shot in a new one from the magazine.
Rat-a-tat-tat! Another volley rolled across the veldt.
Then came a clash of meeting clouds, a fierce deluge of
stinging rain, and a dazzling flash that seemed to strike
the hill in front and tear it asunder. It lit the surrounding
country a.s the flame of a magnesium tape lights the interior of a photographic studio, and showed some thirty
retreating horsemen, who were galloping away downhill at
breakneck speed. In addition, riderless horses stood trembling by their fallen masters, while one poor beast sat npon
its haunches, having been paralysed in its hind quarters by
a bnllet, and looked piteously at the shapes of fallen men
and dying horses that surrounded it-looked at them as
if beseeching their help, till a bullet from George's rifle
mercifully put it to death.
"Back to the horses and mount," cried George. ""' e
have no time to lose, for those fellows will return with
more before very long. Omlulu, tell the Kaflirs to bring
up the spare horses. Now, get those Boers mounted on
their backs; yes, that's the way, two on each. Close up,
boys, and trot."

Calmly, and as if the near presence of a big commando
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were quite out of the question, the men of the Fighting
Scouts oheyed the order, and then moved off, closely surrounding the captured burghers. Thanks to the frequent
flashes that dispelled the darkness, it was possible to proceed at a rapid pace; but there was a disadvantage in the
fact that the light showed up the little band clearly, and
soon brought a host of angry Boers galloping down towards
them, intent upon punishing these insolent khakis.
",ve cannot possibly escape by riding," said George, as
they jogged along, "so we'll keep steadily forward till they
get dangerously near, when we will act as we did before
Harvey, you keep in rear with me, while Pat and Cyril
ride beside the prisoners, and command the escort. You
may be sure that those fellows have their wits about them,
and will give us a lot of trouble if we are not very careful."
Acting upon the calm orders of their young leader, the
Fighting Scouts pressed forward steadily, led by the Kaflir.
George and Harvey, the Australian bushman, dropped to
the rear, and jogged along there, keeping their ears wide
open for sounds of the pursuers.
"Guess a few of those fellows are drawing close," cried
Harvey some few minutes later. "Don't you think we
might ambush them nicely wh~n we get to the top of the
next rise 1 They'll see the prisoners and our comrades cross
it, but will miss us if we ride over between the flashes."
"It's a good plan, and we'll try it," answered George.
"There go our fellows. Gallop, Harvey!"
Putting spurs to their horses, the two rode rapidly up the
slope in dense darkness, and bad gained the farther side
before the next flash illuminated the surroundings.
"It is a splendid spot for two to defend," said George,
looking round. "Evidently we have run on to a crosscountry track, and as the hill rises sharply on either side of
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us we may be sure tbat it is almost unrideable. The Boers
will therefore come this way, galloping along a narrow
front."
"They are coming already, sir," said Harvey in a warning
voice. " There, look at those fellows, galloping as if their
lives depended upon it."
A flash showed some half-dozen horsemen coming up the
hill at breakneck speed, appearing to be racing for the summit. Behind them others could be seen streaming along the
road in ones and twos, till a rise in the land suddenly hid
them from sight. Evidently the enemy had no thought of
a rear-guard. They had seen the audacious band which had
dared to attack the commando, riding away over the nek;
and thinking, as was actually the case, that they had pushed
on without a halt, they came tearing after them. ,vhen the
next flash blazed from the clouds above and stabbed the
darkness in all directions, the half-dozen Boers were close to
the summit, and indeed almost rode down the two sturdy
figures standing there. However, George and the bushman
had anticipated something of the sort, and had retired to
either side of the road. And there, as the lightning lit np
the scene, they sat rigidly upon their horses, rifles already
at their shoulders, and fingers gently touching triggers. A
warning cry escaped the Boers, who.tugged madly at their
reins.
At the same moment two loud reports rang out, and a
couple of the horsemen fell to the ground. Then the thunder
clashed, seeming to shake the earth. ,vhen the stream of
electric fluid next darted across the sky George and Harvey
were gone, and only the clatter of their horses' hoofs and
the sight of two galloping horsemen told the Boers that
they had again been caught and cleverly beaten by ·t he
British.
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"Shoot them! Shoot the insolent Rooineks!" shouted
one of the survivors, firing wildly into the darkness,
His comrades at once rode to his side, and others,
straggling up, completed quite a large party, who sat there,
irresolute, unable to grasp these unaccustomed tactics of
the enemy, which, however, so strangely resembled their
own. No one seemed to be anxious to ride forward, so
they stood there firing aimlessly into the darkness.
Presently, however, a field-cornet joined them, and ordered
them to push on.
"What!" he cried in scathing tones; "are twenty Boers
then afraid of two khakis 1 Ride on, and we will surround
them yet. There! Look! I see the main party, and
amongst them are many of our burghers."
He pointed ahead as the darkness was lit up again, and
there, a mile or more away, appeared the Fighting Scouts
riding hard for safety, and behind them and rapidly catching them up those same two sturdy figures, the resolute
men who had hung back and risked their lives to better
the chances of their friends.
"We can pull in now, and give the horses a breather,"
said George a few moments later, when the clatter of hoofs
in front told them that they were close behind their comrades. "We were lucky in striking this road, for it has
enabled us to put on the pace and cover far more ground
than would have been the case had we been riding across
the veldt."
"It's just brought us home nicely, I reckon," answered
Harvey. "Look ahead, sir, when the next flash comes,
and you will see something that's good for sore ey_es.
There! You can see the railroad. Hoorah ! There are
friends close at hand."
He stood in his stirrups and pointed eagerly to the
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bottom of the valley, and there, curling like some gigantic
snake, was the iron track, the metals flashing back the
lightning's rays.
" Hurrah!" repeated George, shouting at the top of his
voice and waving his rifle overhead. "Splendid luck,
Harvey! See! Pat and the boys have spotted it, and
have swung to the left."
"They're making for that blockhouse," answered the
Australian. "I've been up this way before, and I remember that it stands very near to the Transvaal entrance
of the Laing's N ek tunnel. Wait for the next flash and
you'll see that the boys are turning out."
Indeed this was the case, for when the darkness was
next dispelled it showed the railway running amongst hilly
ground and disappearing in a dark cavern, beside which
stood a gronp of figures. Evidently they had heard the
distant firing and the clatter of approaching hoofs, for
others conld be seen streaming from tents which had been
pitched close by, and running to take their places in the
trenches.
"We shall have a volley smacking into our midst if we
are not careful," cried George iu a warning voice. "Give
them a shout, Harvey. One of those strange calls of yours
which seems to carry no end of a distance."
"Right, sir!" was the answer. "I'll just wait for the
next clap of thunder, and then I'll rouse them with a
vengeance."

No sooner had the next rumbling ceased than, true to his
word, he rose in his stirrups and, having slung his rifle over
his shoulder, raised his hand to his mouth. "Coo-e-e-e !
Coo-e-e-e! We're friends, so don't shoot, boys!" he
shouted, the words being whisked away on the wind to
awake tho echoes of the mountains. Indeed, so many
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and so vast were the hills round about that the sounds
could not escape, but, like the thunder, rolled from ridge
to ridge, tossed from slope to slope of the mountains,
and were flung back towards George and his party first
in higher and more sonorous tones, and then in a gentle,
dying whisper, which seemed to struggle from the mouth
of the railway tunnel itself.
"That will let them know that we are British at any
rate," exclaimed George. "Ride ahead, Harvey, and tell
who we are. It is just as well that they should be prepared, for I imagine that the garrison we see will be
heavily attacked to-night. Yon see, the Boers are very
angry, for we have given them a nasty knock. Knowing
that only a small number holds the tunnel, they will attempt
to rush the place, if only to be revenged upon us. Hark!
Listen to the fellows! They are firing volleys at us!"
That this was the case was evident, for Mauser bullets
were hissing through the air, sometimes passing unpleasantly close. But a man on a galloping horse at a thousand
yards is an impossible target at the best of times, and a
hit in the brightest daylight would be more or less of a
fluke. What chance, then, had the Boers now7 Not the
faintest; but still they opened fire as they pursued, hoping
by chance to bring down some of the fugitives.
Harvey, the Australian, waited only to listen to the
distant rattle of musketry, and then, putting spurs to bis
horse, he went galloping away. George halted for a
moment to watch him, and then rode up to the back of his
party; but as he trotted along, the clatter of fast-moving
hoofs ahead drowned the crackle behind, while a loud and
startling "Coo-e-e-e !" occasionally reached his ear.
"You can take it easy now, boys," he sang out some
ten minutes later. "Let the horses walk, for they are
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dead-beat after that gallop. Now, all you prisoners hop
off, and hand the animals over to the Kaffirs. Corporal,
take post in rear, while I get ahead a little."
Feeling sure that they were now safe from their pursuers,
the Fighting Scouts pulled in their panting animals, and,
having followed the directions of their leader, rode at a
steady pace up to the entrance of the tunnel.
As George advanced to an opening in the tangle of
barbed-wire fencing, an officer came to meet him, with
Harvey by his side.
"Welcome to your band!" he cried. "Come in here,
and let all follow in single file. We'll send the horses into
the tunnel, where they will be out of harm's way, and the
prisoners can go there too. Sergeant M'Alister, tell off half
a dozen men to act as escort. Now, sir," he continued,
turning to George, "perhaps you will let me know what
all this noise is about I You and your fellows seem to
have had a very warm time of it, for we heard very heavy
firing."
"Yes, we had numbers after us," answered George,

11

and

I fancy they will pay you a visit. I'm sorry, but we were
compelled to ride for the nearest post or else we should
have been taken."
"Don't mention it, my dear fellow," interposed the officer
hastily. "Duty on the lines of communication is fairly
tiring, I can tell you, and we'd welcome a fight. By jingo!
I should just about think we should! But how many are
there I"
"Some thousands, I imagine."

"Thousands! Then there must be a big commando
nearf'
"Yes. General Louis Botha is within six mile• of you,"
answered George quietly; "and it was his laager that we
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attacked to-night. I fear that we have rather upset it, for
we sent some thousands of cattle and horses rushing across
it."

"The dickens you did! Then he and his burghers will
be angry, I expect, and will try to retaliate."
"You may bet your best boots on that," responded
George gaily.
"Then all the better," exclaimed the officer. "I've sat
here for two months now, and have scarcely seen a Boer,
except, of course, the prisoners who have come down-country
on board the trains. How will they attack, do you think 1
I've men in trenches alongside the hill, and others in the
blockhouse."
"How long have the trenches been cut 1" asked George
sharply.
"I couldn't say," was the answer; "but they were here
when I came."
"Then the Boers probably know all about them," said
George. "Here, let us call in Pat for his ad vice."
He sang out his friend's name, and soon the big Irishman came trudging towards them, looking quite quaint
in his unaccustomed uniform.
"What's to do now 1" he asked.
" We're wondering how to place the men," said the officer.
"Your friend here says that the trenches in which we had
pnt our faith are known to the Boers."
"That same's the thruth, sor," answered Pat. "Botha
and his men'll know all about them, and in a minute they'll
be blazin' at the thunnel aud the works as fast as may be.
If Oi was in your shoes Oi'd place the bhoys out hehint the
bank that runs along the rail side. Thin they'll he'out av
the loine av fire, and yet can prevint the inimy from comin'
too close. Tell 'em to holdt on till they hear ye whistle,
(1194b)
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and if ye'll take me advice ye'll not make a sound till
thim Boers begin to rbusb. Thin ye can put in the bullets
as fast as ye loike, an' if ye've a Maxim to help ye all the
betther."
"I've that certainly," answered the officer, "and I'll see
to getting it placed at once. You've just said what, I fancy,
was in my own mind. Hi! Sergeant M'Alister!"
A moment later his orders were given, and within five
minutes the trenches and entrance of the tunnel were
vacated, and the garrison, which numbered fifty all told,
lay stretched behind the edge of the bank that lined the
railroad. By now, too, Boer bullets were flying through
the air, a hail of them pattering upon the sides of the tunnel
whenever the lightning flashed.
But no answer was made, and for an hour the garrison
lay motionless, laughing at the futile efforts of the enemy.
And meanwhile the rain poured down in stinging torrents,
saturating everyone to the skin, while the night was made
even more memorable and hideous than before by the
thunder, which seemed to have increased in loudness, and
by the huge flashes that stabbed the air in all directions.
Indeed, probably in no other country could its like be seen,
for on this night it flickered incessantly, seeming to be
attracted by the summit of bleak l\fajuba and by the tops
of a thousand other peaks that thrust snow-clad pinnacles
of rock high into the clouds.
By the aid of the light the Boers could be seen advancing in swarms, but cautiously and without that recklessness that had characterized their movement earlier in the
night.
"They've had their lesson, and have taken it to heart,"
remarked George, as he lay by the officer's side. "You
see, when they had recovered a little from the stampede
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of the horses and cattle, they came galloping after us full
tilt until we brought them up with a well-directed volley.
That gave them a jar; and when Harvey and I repeated
the manreuvre on a second occasion, it made them pull
up and think, though our surprise resulted in far less
damage."
"I've not had a very large experience of their tactics,"
replied his companion, "but it seems to me that the present
attack is half-hearted. If they wanted to, they could rush
us in half an hour. But perhaps they are doubtful of our
strength, and do not wish to fall into a trap."
"Very likely," replied George. "In fact, though they
are itching to punish us, I've no doubt that Louis Botha
is keeping them well in hand. Indeed, I'm sure of it, for
his commando is now composed for the most part of sturdy,
lion-hearted fighters, who would face anything, and turn us
out of this very quickly, for their numbers are very much
greater than ours. No, Botha has a bigger game to play,
and he wants to save his forces for that."
"·where does he march, then 1" asked his companion.
"Down south, I believe," answered George. "He is
about to invade Natal."
"Then he'll meet with a warm reception. There have
been rumours of big movements of troops these last few
days. Train-loads have gone south, while irregulars have
been hastily called to their corps down in Durban and
Maritzburg. That looks fishy, and I've a notion that a
trap is being laid for Botha and his commando."
"'hether or uot it was the case that the burghers were
being held back in their advance it was impossible to say
for certain, but, as George bad declared, it was more than
probable. For two hours longer they lay some five hundred
yards from the entrance to the tunnel, firing continuously,
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and evidently much mystified by the silence which alone
answered them. At last they commenced to creep nearer,
and could be seen preparing for an assault.
"I think it's about the right time to talk to them," said
the officer coolly. "We'll wait, though, till they begin
to move, and then we'll open with a volley, and turn on ·
the Maxim."
Five minutes later some three or four hundred dark
figures sprang into the open, and a flash of lightning
showed them running at their fastest pace towards the
little garrison. Then up went a whistle to the officer's
lips, and a shrill blast went screaming down the wind.
The snap of a well-timed and beautifully-ordered volley
followed instantly, and then all other sounds were drowned
by the kicking, spluttering Maxim, which seemed to go
mad with delight at this unusual opportunity, and clattered
at a great pace in its endeavour to expend the long belt of
cartridges.
That some damage was done to the enemy it was clear,
though the exact amount was not ascertained till the
following morning. But the hail of bullets coming from
this unexpected quarter staggered the Boers, and when
the next flash came they could be seen wjthdrawing. An
hour later silence reigned round the tunnel, the rain had
ceased, and already the dark clouds were chasing from
the sky before the dawn of another day.
" My first fight, and not the last," said the officer in
tones of delight. "I almost wfah that those fellows had
stuck to it, and rushed right up. But then, if they had
reinforcements waiting close at hand it might have ended
badly. Besides, I have to remember that this is a most
important post; for if we were captured, the tunnel would
be damaged by explosives, and that would he a tremendous
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blow, for it would disorganize the railway and cut off
supplies to the north. Yes, on second thoughts I'm glad
that they did not push the attack right home. By Jove!
how different is their fighting now from what it was at the
commencement of the war. If they had shown all this
dash then, Ladysmith would have fallen, and we should not
he able to boast of the relief of Mafeking or Kimberley.
I tell you, Ransome, these Boers are gallant fellows."
"They are," agreed George heartily. "I know them
very well, for I have lived my life amongst them. I cannot
admit that the whole nation is so admirable as these men
who attacked us, nor do I say that all the enemy now
in the field are worthy foes. This I know, however, that
when you have put aside the many Germans and foreign adventurers who still cling to the commandoes, the Boers who
remain are stern, determined men. Their weaker-hearted
brethren have been taken or have surrendered long ago,
but these fellows are irreconcilables, and the war will never
end till they are killed or captured, for they will fight on
so long as they live. But, I say, if you have no objection
I and my boys would be glad to turn in. We've been at it
all night and are dead-beat."
"Then there is no reason why you should not have
a rest at once," answered the officer. "My fellows are as
fresh as new milk, and have done nothing but loll about
all day. I'll place my sentries and pickets, and then we'll
have a cup of coffee and turn in."
Half an hour later the Fighting Scouts were lying round
an enormous fire that blazed within the tunnel. Thick
blankets surrounded them, and in spite of their drenched
clothing they fell asleep, being quite worn out by their
exertions.

And six miles away sat a disconsolate and extremely
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angry commando of Boers. Never before had they met
with such treatment when their numbers were so great.
It was galling, maddening to their feelings, to know that
a daring band had fallen suddenly upon them and caused
such havoc. Yes, dark and forbidding were the thoughts
of each and every one of the burghers as he returned to
the dismantled laager and crawled, sopping wet from head
to foot, beneath some wagon, there to sleep fitfully till the
dawn broke and permitted him to learn which of his comrades was dead, and how many of the stampeded horses
and cattle were likely to be recovered.

CHAPTER XVII
A DESPERATE ENCOUNTER

D

AWN had broken, and the snn had climbed high ,ere
a single one of the gallant members of the Fighting
Scouts deigned to throw off the rugs that covered him.
No; it was cosy and comfortable to awake, from force of
habit, as the light brushed the last of the night away, and
to curl up again, with eyes half-open, dreamily watching a
Kaflir as he replenished the fire, and with the full knowledge that there was no occasion to turn out at once. The
previous day had been a hard one, and the night that
followed had brought severe fighting to the band, so that
by the time the tunnel garrison was reached each man
was weary and saddle-sore. How grand it was, then, just
for this single occasion, to turn over lazily, settle one's
head more comfortably in the padding of the saddle, and
drop off into a drowsy doze. What school-boy does not
know the fascination of that second sleep, and the pains
and penalties that inevitably follow when it is too often
indulged in 1
At last, however, blankets were tossed on either hand,
and taken outside to dry in the sun. Then, one by one,
the Fighting Scouts appeared, looking damp and draggled
after their soaking, but refreshed for all that.
"Boys," said George, calling them to him and inspecting
them with amusement; "you did me credit last night, but
I fancy now that & little smartening is necessary. Besides,
though dog-tired men may sleep in wet things and come to
279
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no harm if covered warmly, it is just as well to change to
dry togs as soon as possible. There's a stream over there,
and if you'll take my advice you'll slip off your things and
lay them out to dry. A bath will rouse you, and by the
time you are dressed again some food will be ready for you
to tackle. Come along; I'm hungry, but I like to feel clean
and tidy before eatiug."
He led the way to the side of the hills, which rose close
at hand, and seated himself upon a rock. Then be rapidly
divested himself of bis clothing, and, having laid it out to
dry, waded into a stream which, thanks to the heavy downpour of a few hours ago, was now swollen to respectable
dimensions. After him came the long, muscular Pat, and
the more dainty, but for all that, sturdy-looking Cyril.
Soon the whole band was assembled, and curious they
looked as they stood there splashing in the water or running up and down in the sun to dry.
" It's grand!" said Cyril, as he basked in the beat. "A
cold bath and a seat in the open beneath that bot glare
make a fellow know and feel glad that he is alive."
He took a cigarette from bis lips and blew out a cloud of
smoke in most evident enjoyment.
"Yes, it does buck one up, old boy," agreed George
heartily. "It's curious bow Englishmen bate to be done
out of their morning tub, and bow they rush for the water
on every occasion."

"It is; and you can put it down partly to inclination,
George, and partly to training. As a boy I was at a public
school, and there it was almost a matter of honour to
souse one's self in the morning. Indeed, I suppose because
no one would be beaten by the others, we became regular
Spartans, and nothing but ice-cold water and the roughest
of rough towels would suit us. And while speaking of
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tubbing I am reminded of the disagreeable feeling one
first experiences on the trek. You know yourself how
scarce water very often is, and when, by force of circumstances, one actually went a whole week without the opportunity of washing one's hands or face - well, it wasn't
exactly comfortable_''
George nodded in agreement, and then the two strode up
and down, waiting for their clothes to dry, and watching
their followers. Merry laughs resounded along the banks
of the stream, and strapping young fellows gambolled on
the veldt in sheer lightness of heart. Some smoked pipes
and eagerly discussed current events or home topics with
men of the garrison who had joined them, while a few,
Pat amongst them, sat stolidly upon boulders in the full
glare of the sun awaiting the attentions of the barber. It
was amusing to see the lanky Irishman, with face lathered
from ear to ear, pointing his chin in the air as the razor
scraped the bristles away, and still more comical was the
appearance of Corporal Tomkins. A blanket was over
his shoulders, and he hugged it to him with one hand,
while with the other he pointed and gesticulated violently
as he described the encounter with Botha's force the night
before.
"You chaps ain't got a look in," he was saying in consoling tones to an admiring circle of the tunnel garrison.
" I'm that sorry for yer, for I've done this here duty meself.
It jist means standing to arms at daylight, and waiting till
the sun's up clear. Don't I know all about it jist, and
you'll do, too, when the winter comes. I can stick eight or
ten degrees of frost if I'm tramping it on sentry-go, or if
I'm snug in me blanket, with me pal wrapped up along
with me. But when it comes to standing still while the
sun comes up-ngh ! It's shivery work, for then's the time
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that the wind gets hold of yer and freezes yer to the
marrer. Pity you coves ain't got a job like mine."
"Wish we had," one of the men burst in. "But the
time'll come. You've done your whack of blockhouse duty,
and so must we. After all, Corporal, whatever it is, it's
all helping the war along, and putting in a stroke for king
and country."

'~
I

"So it is, cocky, so it is. Say, has any chap got a spare
plug of bacca I Mine jumped out of me pocket when we
was galloping last night."
At once some dozen of his audience plunged their hands
into their pockets and produced as many brands of the
weed, eagerly offering it to the corporal, for he was a jovial,
good-hearted fellow, and quite a little hero in the eyes of
the tunnel garrison. Not that he allowed their good feeling
towards himself to cloak any they might have felt for his
betters, for as he filled the bowl of his pipe to the brim,
and turned to light it, his eye fell upon George, and he
nudged his nearest neighbour.
" See him I" he asked of them all. " The young cove
what's stroking his moustache I Then you take it from me
he's jist A 1. The pluckiest and sharpest leader we've got,
and he'll be known afore he's done. Heard of the Fighting
Scouts I Not 1 Well, I'm surprised! But yer will do,
and you'll know all about him too. The cove by his side
belongs to Brabant's Horse, and long Pat's servant, friend,
and everything you like. There's a girl too, boys. She's
the captin's sister, and ain't she a jewel! Them Boers has
laid hold of her, and we're for rescuing the poor thing.
That's why we followed Botha's commando, and 'tain't hard
to see that that's the reason why the captin' has his knife
into 'em. You should jist have been with us last night."
Then he launched forth into a description of the manner
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in which the cattle and horses had been stampeded, and of
the subsequent events. Suddenly, however, he was interrupted by the clattering notes of a tin can struck heavily
with a fork. The sound came from close beside the tunnel
entrance, where the company cooks could be seen superintending the preparation of a meal. It was evidently ready,
for one of them had seized the lid of a "dicky", the government cooking-pot, and was sounding it like a gong.
"That's breakfast, boys!" shouted George. "Hop into
your togs as fast as you can."

His men needed no second warning, and as the heat of
the sun had now thoi:oughly dried their clothing, they
tumbled into it in remarkably quick time, and went running towards the camp. Soon all were seated upon a bank
enjoying excellent ration-tea and slices of Machonochie's
bacon, which is often doled out to the troops. That done,
pipes were again set going, and the men went to groom the
horses.
"1Ve'll be off in an hour," said George; "so get the
saddles on, and your kits packed. Pat, please see that
every man has a hundred rounds of ammunition, for I
want to leave the cart here for to-day."
" "'hat do you propose to do, then 1" asked the officer in
command of the garrison, coming up at this moment. "Are
you leaving us so soon i"
"Yes, I must," George answered. "But, if I may, I will
make this our head-quarters for a clay or two till the commando marches. My men will ride out with a good supply
of cartridges and a clay's rations. ·we'll leave our cart and
spare horses here under your care, and return during the
night. When Botha moves off we'll follow, and will relieve
you of our belongings. Will that be agreeable to you 1"
"Perfectly. I'll put a horse guard over the animals
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while they graze, and all will be instructed to be on the
watch for your return. How shall we know you 1"
"Do you remember my Austra.lian's call I" asked George.
"Then, when you hear his •Coo-e-e-e!' you'll know
it's the Fighting Scouts. Now we'll be off. I! there is any
movement of the enemy that is likely to threaten you, I'll
send you good warning."
They shook hands, and then George led the way through
the opening in the barbed-wire fence. One by one his men
followed, till the whole party was collected outside, Omlulu
with a brother Kaflir being in advance. All raised their
hats in farewell, and trotted away in silence till they reached
the top of the nearest ridge, which was a good mile away.
"We'll pull up here and talk, boys," said George, just
before they rode on to the sky-line. "The Boers will most
likely have thrown scouts out in this direction; but as we
made no movement in the morning, and it is now past
noon, they will think that we have settled down for to-day.
Omlulu, you will ride ahead with me. Pat, you keep over
to the left, and Cyril to the right. I'll send the other native
there with you, for he is used to the country and will help
to detect the presence of the enemy. Corporal Tomkins,
take charge of the Fighting Scouts, and keep your eyes
fixed upon the three detached parties. If one or other
waves, gallop across. Now, boys, let us see whether we
cannot stir up these Boers again."
A grin of excitement spread over the faces of the men,
and they watched eagerly as their leaders rode away.
Then, settling into their saddles, and with senses keenly
alert, they walked their horses slowly over the veldt, following directly after George. Striking slightly to the left, the
latter crossed the road over which he and his followers
had retreated on the previous night, and then rode along
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parallel to the base of Majuba. Not a single Boer horse•
man was in sight, and when at last the top of a higher
elevation was reached, and it was possible to look down
upon the site which had been occupied by the laager overnight, it was seen to be deserted, save for a few dark
objects that lay here and there.
"They've moved off to a fresh camping-ground evidently,"
said George, lifting his glasses. " Yes, I can see the carcasses of a few horses and oxen lying about; and there are
a couple of overturned Cape carts, besides what looks like
the remains of a tent which has been trampled into the
veldt. We'll keep below this ridge, Omlulu, and ride so as
to be able to get a look over the farther one."
"Boers thar, baas," said the latter quietly, pointing away
to the left. " Look! Dey drive in some of de loose
horses."

George followed his directing finger, and saw some ten
horsemen in the distance rounding up a number of loose
animals. But they were quite five miles away. Therefore
he turned and trotted along the hillside, keeping carefully
below the sky-line. A quarter of an hour later he and the
Kaflir dismounted, and, leaving their mounts with reins
loosely dangling on their necks, crawled to the top of the
ridge. At once they were rewarded by a perfect view of
General Botha's new laager. It was pitched in a wide
hollow as before, and had resumed its accustomed orderliness. There, too, separated from it by a winding nullah,
was the camp containing the women and children. George
fixed his glasses upon it, and though he could not be quite
sure at that distance, yet fancied that in a figure sitting
close to the wagons, busily stitching, he could detect
Connie. Whether or not it was his sister was doubtful,
but the thought that it was raised his spirits, and helped
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to lift the load of anxiety from bis heart, which, in spite of
reassurances, would return when he thought of her position.
"Dear old girl," be murmured to himself. "She was
always busy, always at work. If that is Connie-and somehow the way the bead is turned tells me that it must bethen for the time being she is in no danger. The women
and children around her make her position secure, and
while she is with them I need have no great anxiety. But
she must be rescued at the first opportunity, and then
Jacobus and Jan, those two scoundrels, must be punished."
At the thought of them bis fingers gripped his rifle
involuntarily, and a hard look spread over his face. Yes,
men who tampered with George at any time would find
that be was not the one to give in easily without a struggle,
though he was scarcely more than a boy; while those who
went to such lengths as to harm bis sister must look for
even more-must expect to pay the full reckoning for such
a deed; unless, of course, they could contrive to put this
young avenger out of the way.
Do not judge this young hero harshly, my reader, for no
spirit of revenge filled bis heart. But justice is a great
thing; and when be and bis gallant band rode from the rock
intent upon rescuing Connie, George was determined to
bring the crime home to the two ruffians who had been
the ringleaders, and to see that they were fittingly punished
for it. Put yourself in his position, and then think what
you would do. ·would you not follow in bis steps, and
do as much, if possible, for the sake of a sister!
"Are not those more Boers I" asked George suddenly,
as some dark specks appeared in the distance. " Look,
Omlulu ! Surely that is another party of our enemies!"
The Kaffir shaded his eyes from the glare, and looked
long in the direction in which his master had pointed,
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while George again lifted his glasses and fixed them upon
some moving dots which could be seen crossing the veldt
some miles away. But even with this artificial aid he
could not be certain, for the heat of the sun had caused
the atmosphere to dance in the most tantalizing manner.
But the Kaffir was gifted with wonderful senses.
"Baas," he said quietly, "de Boers ride slowly towards
de laager, driving some of de cattle that ran through de
camp last night. ,vait, and I count dem. One, two, three,
-ah, dey make three times de fingers on my hand."
"And they are riding from the railway towards the
laager," said George. " Good! We will do our best to
capture those beggars and all their cattle. Get the horses,
Omlulu, while I call the boys."
He stood on an ant-heap and waved his rifle above his
head. Then he sat down till the Fighting Scouts were
gathered about him, when he explained the situation and
told them how to act.
"·we'll divide into two parties," he said, "and while one
rides round to the back of those fellows, the other will get
in front and am bush them. Pat, you take command of the
first half. Divide up, boys! Now, off we go!"
Half an hour later all were in position, George and his
little party concealing themselves in a patch of long reeds
that grew beside a pool. As they hid there, some two
hundred oxen passed them slowly, and were followed by
their guards, who seemed to have no thought of attack, for
such a thing appeared to be impossible, so close were they
to the laager. Besides, it was daylight; and, therefore, the
seventeen bearded men came riding along, rifles slung over
their shoulders and pipes in their mouths. Suddenly they
were confronted by George and his tiny band, and pulled
up in sheer astonishment.
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"Stop that!" cried George, seeing more than one endeavouring to unsling his weapon. "Hands up, or we give
you a volley!"
In the circumstances there was no alternative; and even
if resistance had seemed possible, the sudden appearance
of long Pat with an equal number of khaki-clad men
banished all thoughts of it.
"Ye can jist kape yer arrms up," said the latter coolly,
"while Oi come along and take yer weapons away. Me
bhoys, ye've been foinely caught, and there's many another
of the commando as will be taken."
"We surrender," answered one of the men. "vVho is ii,
who has captiu-ed us 1"
"There's the leader," replied Pat, pointing to George;
"and if ye want the name of the corps, why, it's the
Foightin' Scouts, the same as give ye an upset last noight."
The captured burghers looked at the men in khaki incredulously, and submitted to disarmament. Then they
were collected together and sent off in charge of the corporal
and three of the men.
"Now for the cattle," cried George. "Round them up,
boys, and drive them back to the tunnel. This is a fine
haul, and will keep the garrison supplied with fresh meat
for many a day to come."
Scattering over the veldt, the Fighting Scouts soon turned
the cattle, and within two hours the whole party reached
their friends at Lain g's N ek.
"You're a marvel!" exclaimed the officer, addressing
George. " To me it is wonderful to see such a handful
riding out to discover the secrets of a big commando. It
seems such impudence, and yet I know well that it requires
no end of pluck."
"That and a thorough knowledge of the country," an-
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swered George. " That's where we score. But will you
take over the oxen and prisoners while I turn out again 1
We must keep our eyes upon the commando."
The officer agreed, and shortly after the Fighting Scouts
again rode forth, and took up a position that commanded
an excellent view of the enemy's laager, and still gave
them an open way for rapid retreat.
Just before evening there was a slight commotion down
in the laager, and some half-dozen Boers were seen to
ride out, evidently in search of their captured comrades.
Then darkness fell, and as no movement was observed the
little band returned to the tunnel.
On the following day General Botha inspanned, and,
crossing the railway, took the road for Zululand. George
and his little band rode ahead, keeping the commando constantly in view.
"This is the commencement of the big move arranged at
Senekal," said George; "and if we can keep touch with the
Boers we shall be able to give good warning to the British
garrisons. Itala was the point of attack, and that is the
direction we are taking."
Three days more passed, and during that time the
Fighting Scouts had kept the enemy in sight. Occasionally shots were exchanged with the Boer outposts, and
on two occasions parties of advanced scouts were captured.
At night, too, George and his band contrived to upset the
equanimity of those in the laager by sudden rushes and by
sniping.
And all the while Itala was slowly approached, the
character of the land undergoing a vast change as soon as
the highlands of the Transvaal were left behind, and the
lowlands and valleys of Zululand, on the borders of Natal,
entered upon. Whereas a vast expanse of brownish-green
(ll9'6)
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grass, with innumerable brown hills and ant-heaps, all
devoid of shrubs and trees, had up to this surrounded
them, now leaves in profusion were to be seen, cultivated
fields often lay on either hand, while avenues of stunted
pines offered grateful shade. Truly this was the garden of
South Africa. In addition, the heat became much greater,
so that the Fighting Scouts marched in their shirt sleeves,
with jackets strapped to their saddles.
"That is Itala," said George at length, pulling up and
pointing to a distant hill. "Botha makes his attack there,
and no doubt we shall fall in with our comrades. But first
of all we shall have to cross the river either by Landman's
Drift or by the lower one, Rorke's Drift."
"Then do you intend joining the regular forces i" asked
Cyril.
"Yes; for if we attempted to hang on to the commando
we should certainly get into trouble. You see, all the
fighting burghers will be on the alert, and scouts will be
thrown out in clouds everywhere.
e'll keep ahead as
we are, so as to make certain that the commando is marching this way. Then, when the gnards at the drifts retire,
we'll go with them and have a share in the general engagement which is certain to follow."
A day later there was no doubt that General Botha and
his forces had turned towards the Upper Tugela; and as
George and his following had been pressed steadily backward all day, and indeed had been more than once heavily
engaged with the enemy's scouts, they rode at a canter to
Rorke's Drift, tbat little station on the river whose name is
destined to be remembered for ever whilst England exists,
for it is indelibly engraved upon her annals of glorj.
"You'd never think that those tumbled stones marked
the place where a few of om brave fellows held hundreds
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of Cetewayo's braves at bay," said Cyril, pointing to the
remains of some old buildings. "Yet that is the identical
spot against which the invincible impis cast themselves
after slaughtering all who were encamped at lsandlwana.
And they were beaten-handsomely beaten. Every boy
and man must know the tale."
"Perhaps another story will be added to it soon," answered George, "for Botha's commando must number more
than three thousand, all men determined to fight. I am
wondering how many British have been brought to oppose
them. But come along. I can see some fellows watching
us over the river.''
They rode into the water, and splashed across to the other
side, where they were at once accosted by a British outpost.
",vhat news I" asked the officer.
"Botha and his commando will be on you by dawn tomorrow," sang out George. "Have your horses ready for
retreat, for there are at least three thousand of them."
"Then I'll wait till I put in a few shots," was the answer.
"Where are you for, and what corps are you I"
"The Fighting Scouts. Bound for ltala. Is there a
garrison there I"
"Yes, and a strong outpost. They'll be glad to have
you, for the more to defend the better."
",ve'll off-saddle here at any rate, and spend the evening with you," said George. "I have left my Kaffirs over
the river keeping an eye upon the Boers."
This was the case, and, thanks to the precaution, the
outpost and the Fighting Scouts spent a peaceful night.
At dawn, however, they were aroused by Omlulu, who
reported that the commando was already in motion, and
heading for the drift.
"Then I'll place my men under cover," said the officer,
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"and you'd better do tbe same, Ransome. We'll do what
we can to check them, and then ride off."
"Just what I sbould say," answered George. "I'll send
my Cape cart on at once, and keep the spare horses in case
of casualties amongst the others."
A few minutes later all was ready, and the defending
force lay hidden in some thick bush about fifty yards from
the river. Scarcely had the sun got up when some twenty
wild-looking scouts galloped up to the edge of the opposite
bank, and, having searched the country before them with
their glasses, stood there chatting and watering their horses
till some of their comrades joined them. Then all commenced to cross in a body.
Now was the time for the British. Seldom did it fall to
their lot to lay a successful ambush, but this was one, and
they determined to make the most of it. Suddenly a shrill
whistle sounded, and instantly a dropping fire opened from
the bushes, emptying many saddles. For a moment the
Boers attempted to answer it, but, stung by the hail of
bullets, they turned and fled for their lives. Then for an
hour a heavy musketry engagement ensued.
"We'll move now," said the officer at length, when the
head of the commando was seen to be approaching. "We've
done well, and have delayed them."
He put the whistle to his lips again, and at once the
firing ceased. Five minutes later all were in retreat, and
did not draw rein till they were at Itala, a rugged, conical
hill a mile away from the British camp, which had been
pitched on sloping ground. And here were three hundred
and ten officers and men of various corps, while, marching
to occupy the hill and to act as an outpost, were eighty
more. George watched them as they scaled the heights
and took up their position.
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"There will be hot fighting there," he said, "and if not
prevented I shall join them. But I'll go now and report
my arrival."
He did so, and the Fighting Scouts were duly installed
in the garrison. The news that a big commando was
approaching was received with calmness; and though all
that was possible had already been done to make the camp
defensible, extra trenches were dug here and there. Then
scouts were thrown out, George and his men being amongst
the number. But the Boers had evidently outspanned at
the drift, and though their scouts hovered in front of them,
it was not till midnight that George could report that the
main body was riding to the attack.
"Some three thousand or more of the enemy advancing,
sir," he said, riding to the camp and saluting an officer.
"I have left my men out under the second in command,
but they are being rapidly pressed back."
"Then let the outpost know," was the answer. "Ride
there yourself, or send one of the men."
George hurried off, and as the Fighting Scouts were fully
engaged, and were under the able leadership of Pat, he
decided to ride with the message himself.
"It's a bright moonlight night," he murmured, "and if
I gallop I shall get back in time to join the boys."
He promptly put spurs to his horse, and in due time
reached the outpost at the summit of Itala. As be was
about to return a rattle of musketry suddenly burst out
below, and men could be seen galloping towards the British
camp.
"Our scouts," said a soldier by his side, pointing at the
figures. "And look away there, sir! Them's the Boers,
racing to take the place. Let 'em wait, and we'll give 'em
aomething to ride for."
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Escape from the hill was now impossible. On a dark
night George might have got through, but now, when the
expanse of veldt beneath was bathed in brilliant moonshine,
it was impossible.
"I'll just have to wait here, that's alJ," he said with
resignation. "I am sorry to be separated from the boys,
but it can't be helped; and as it is, I shalJ come in for some
very hot fighting."
He at once went to the non-commissioned officer who
was dealing out cartridges, and obtained a liberal alJowance. Then, selecting a rock that offered good cover and
plenty of opportunity of firing, he lay down and watched
the enemy. A swarm of them had ridden up, and as he
looked they divided into two parties and dismounted,
sending their horses to the rear to a holJow in which they
would be protected from alJ but dropping and stray bullets.
Then the party on the left, numbering at least fifteen hundred, went off to attack the camp, while as many turned and
came running towards the hill upon which the outpost lay.
Eagerly did the British await them, for there was no
thought of retreat, in spite of the huge attacking force.
Under the command of two galJant lieutenants they lay
there behind their cover, and held their fire till the enemy
were well within range. Then, indeed, weapons flashed
vengefulJy, while away in the distance the rattle of musketry could be heard, followed by the sharp boom of two
fifteen-pounders which awoke the echoes.
"Ah, they're talking to 'em!" said the young felJow who
lay by George's side. "Listen! That's the Maxim, rattling
fit to split itself."
"It'll want to do that, too," answered George calmly.
"I only wish we had one here. 1Ve shalJ have our work
cut out to keep those felJows away."
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And, mdeed, this was the case, for no men could have
come on more feal'lessly or more determinedly. Clambering
up the slopes of the hill, the Boers seemed to hold life
cheaply. They dashed from cover to cover, and where there
was none, lay down and fired at the flashes above. But they
always moved forward, in spite of the losses they sustained.
"Get ready with bayonets, boys," cried one of the sergeants who lay on that side upon which George had taken
a post. "That's the ticket. Now, give it to 'em with the
bullets, and don't move till they're up. Then you can go
for 'em tooth and nail."
That the little garrison was desperately outnumbered
was clear; and now that the flying bullets began to find
soft spots in their armour, and flash between the boulders,
the situation became more acute. Men began to fall: some
poor fellows to lie still and lifeless, and others to sit up
nursing their wounds, or to recline upon the grass groaning
with agony. Shouts filled the air and almost drowned
the crash of rifles, and above all floated the moon, looking
down in ghostly calmness upon this scene, watching unmoved while men slew their fellows.
",vatch it, lads!" shouted the sergeant, when the conflict
had raged for about three-quarters of an hour. "They're
collecting for a dash, and will be on top of us within a
minute."

Scarcely had he fimshed speaking when a hoarse shout
rent the air, and a storm of bullets hissed over the heads
of the defenders. Then came some hundreds of dark,
shaggy figures to the assault, as Boers had never come
before. They were upon the British like a torrent, and
then, for the moment, the bayonets pressed them back.
Those in khaki would not give way, but thrust wildly on
every hand, doing and dying for king and country. It was
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wild, hand-to-hand work, and could have no end but one.
Pushed on by sheer weight of numbers, and to do them
but justice, by a glorious spirit, the Boers swept over the
hill, knocking down the defenders and calling upon them
to surrender. Those who were still unwounded did as
they were ordered, and were collected together in a group
under the enemy's rifles. But, alas! some twenty-four lay
still and dead, while many more were severely wounded.
But they had shown their teeth and left an impression,
for down on the slopes below lay some three hundred Boers,
killed by the fire of the defenders.
And what of George 1 Mingling with the men, he bore
his share in the battle, and when the enemy came to close
quarters rushed to the fore with bayonet fixed. For five
minutes he struggled desperately, till, having struck one
Boer to the ground, he discovered another covering him
with his rifle.
"Hands up! Surrender!" the man shouted.
"Never!" cried George, springing forward.
There was a blinding flash, something struck him heavily
upon the head, and he fell insensible in the midst of Botha's
commando.

"11' WAS WlLD HAND-TO-HAND WORK"

CHAPTER XVIII
SURROUNDED BY ENEMIES

W

HEN George came to his senses again, and opened
his eyes wearily, he was astonished to find that a
brilliant moon looked down upon him from a cloudless sky.
He blinked, shutting his lids tightly, and opened them
again to find the same cold, silvery disc above him. He
waa bewildered, and could recollect nothing to account for
his position. Suddenly, however, a violent twinge of pain
shot through his head, and he lifted his hand to his forehead with a half-stifled groan.
" Oh! By George! That's painful!" he murmured.
"Keep still, Rooinek! You upset my aim," growled a
voice in his ear, and a second later there was the loud
report of a rifle.
Then, to George's astonishment, a perfect rattle of
musketry fell upon his ear, and from his half-drowsy condition he suddenly awoke to full consciousness, and gradually
collected his scattered wits.
"I begin to remember," he said to himself. "I rode to
warn the outpost, which numbered just eighty men and
officers, and I was compelled to stay with them. About
fifteen hundred Boers attacked our hill, and after we had
killed a large number they swarmed up and captured us.
Yes, I waa just rushing at a fellow, when-I forget what
happened, but-oh, my head!"
Up went his hand again, and on withdrawing it he was
astonished to discover red stains upon his fingers, which
297
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the rays of the moon showed up with startling clearness.
Then again be heard the gruff voice, and to his astonishment discovered that a shaggy individual was kneeling
over him and firing through an aperture between the
boulders.
"What ails you I" he asked crossly. "That is the second
time that my bullet has flown wide when it should have
gone into the camp below and killed one of the khakis.
Keep still, I say."
"Let me move on one side," said George ; "then I shall
not disturb you."
The Boer helped him to drag himself a few feet away,
and then returned to bis rifle. A few minutes later George
sat up on his elbow and looked around. He found himself
lying on the summit of Itala, surrounded by men who were
dressed in khaki, and who were either killed or wounded
On the nearer side some two or three hundred Boers were
firing in the direction of the British camp, which lay a
short mile away on the plain below, while others stood
about a group of prisoners, who were just then being
marched down the hill in the direction of the Boers'
position.
"Set them to work to carry our wounded back to the
laager," cried a young burgher, who was evidently a fieldcornet; "and come with me some of you and have a look
at these other fellows. Perhaps some are not badly hurt,
and could lend a hand."
He spoke in Dutch, and turning from his comrades walked
across the top of the hill, followed by three or four of his men,
who at once began to look at the unfortunate soldiers who
lay on the ground. There were some fifty of them in all,
and George watched as each was gently turned upon his
back and inspected. There was no doubt this time that
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the enemy were mostly Boers, and it was not surprising
that men who had shown such courage should have stored
within their hearts an amount of pity also. They had won
so far, thanks to their enormous numbers; and these poor
fellows who lay dead or wounded had fought valiantly,
refusing to give in to the very last. They were worthy,
then, of the best of treatment; and though no water was at
band with which to slake the thirst of those who still lived,
and no doctor to tend to their wounds, yet the utmost consideration was paid them, and there was no instance of
wrenching some poor fellow to one side when he lay groaning with the agony of a broken thigh. No, they were
turned with all gentleness, and patted encouragingly upon
the back.
"Bear up, my lad," said the field-cornet to a young
fellow who sat propped up against a boulder very close to
George. "You fellows fought right well, and you need
fear no further injury. There, put your arm in your lap
and it will hurt you less. You at any rate cannot join in
the work of lifting our wounded."
"But I can," murmured George, a sudden thought striking him. "He said that they were to be carried to the
laager. The women and children will be there, and by
going I may have an opportunity of seeing and speaking
with Connie. I'll go. I'm better now, though I feel a trifle
giddy. Hallo! Who's that1"
He stared hard at one of the Boers who was approaching
him, and recognized him in an instant as Leroux, the very
man who had invited him to mount guard while the assembled generals beld their meeting down by Senekal.
And there, too, walking by his side, was Carl, the Dutch
rebel from Cape Colony, who had lain snoring upon the
straw in the outhouse, overcome by his potations.
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"By Jove! If they discover me!" he murmured. "But
I must do something to disguise myself. Ah, I have it."
He whipped a big red handkerchief from his pocket and
hastily bandaged his head, covering one part of his eye as
he did so. At that moment the field-cornet came to his
side.
"Hallo! What's this i" he asked in excellent English.
"Bullet in the head 1"
"I don't know," answered George. "But I fancy not.
A fellow fired at me at close range, but if the shot had
struck me I should have been killed at once. I can't make
it out. I've had an awful crack, and have a small wound on
the forehead, but what did it I haven't the ghost of a
notion."
"What's this, then 1" cried the Boer, stepping on one side
and picking up a rifle. He looked at it closely, and then
at the sling.
"The Fighting Scouts," he read. "Is that yours 1"
"It is," answered George, remembering that he had inked
the letters in.
" Then it explains how you came by that clip over the
head, my lad. Look at that, and thank your stars for a
lucky escape."
He held the butt of the rifle in front of George's eyes,
and showed that the wood-work was splintered, while the
metal at the very end was deeply indented and splashed
with lead.
"A Martini bullet, my lad," explained the field-cornet.
"It struck the iron and sent the butt crashing against your
bead instead of the shot itself. Well, how do you feel i"
"Pretty fit, and ready to help in carrying your wounded."
"You're the sort we want. Up you get, lad, and strike
down the hill. You'll find your comrades at the bottom."
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George clambered to his feet, and stood there for a.
moment, giddy, while Leroux and Carl came close up to
him and stared in his face. But they showed no signs of
recognition, for the handkerchief altered his appearance
greatly, and big smears of blood were smudged across the
cheeks and nose. A moment later our hero was trudging
across the top of the hill, and was soon descending the
slope. At the bottom he came across a group of Boers
standing about some British prisoners, and as he joined
them a well-dressed man of middle age rode up. It was
Chris Botha, brother to the leader of the commando.
"Come," he said, "get the prisoners away as soon as
possible, and then set to work to collect the dead. Carts
are waiting below for them, and I fear a second journey
will be needed, for there are a terrible number."
He cantered off, and at once the Boers commenced to
carry out his orders. There was a pile of blankets on the
ground, and one was given between each four of the prisoners. Then the small parties were led to the wounded,
and, placing one of them in the blanket, grasped the corners,
and marched away to the distant laager, a mounted and
armed Boer riding beside them.
It was very hard work, for a wounded man is no light
weight at the best of times, and when carried over rough
veldt becomes a trying burden. But at length the distance
was covered, and the poor fellow whom George and
three comrades were conveying was safely brought to the
laager.
"Now you can all get back as fast as you like," said
their guard gruffly; "you will be wanted to help with the
dead."
"That will not suit me," thought George. "I've managed
to stmggle to the laager, and I feel done. Besides, I want
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to see how Connie is. It won't be shamming if I say I'm
not fit to return, but as he'll not believe me I had better
appear to be worse than I am."
Waiting till the Boer turned in his direction, he stumbled
against the men who were walking by his side, and would
have fallen had they not held him up. But his head sank
helplessly on his shoulder, and that, together with the bandage about his head and the blood upon his face, made him
look far worse than he was.
" He's done, Mister," said one of the men, turning to the
Boer. "It's been too much for a wounded man."
"He's shamming," was the answer. "Stand aside, and
I will stir him up!"
The Dutchman lowered the butt of his rifle and would
have struck George in the back, but an ugly growl stopped
him and warned him to be cautious.
"Look here," said one of the prisoners, a fine stalwart
Englishman, " we ain't going to stand that. Jist you remember that we're three to one, and though you're armed
we'll pull yer off that horse and smash yer if yer come any
of them games."
The Boer hesitated for a moment, and then, seeing that
he had determined men to deal with, and that none of his
comrades were about, he gave way with a bad grace.
"Very well then," he said angrily; "take him back to the
laager. But you others shall do his share of the work and
your own too."

George was promptly led back to the laager, and as he
seemed quite helpless, he was by the order of a Boer doctor
-one of the few who still clung to the commandoes-placed
in a wagon and left there.
"Good-bye and buck up!" said the man who had interfered
on his behalf a minute before. " You're in luck's way, for
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I'd rather be wounded meself and out of this job than have
to obey the orders of that ugly cove."
He referred to the Boer guard; and then, squeezing
George's hand, departed.
"Everything is working well," murmured George, when he
was left to himself. "It seems to me that all the Boers are
attacking the camp, or are acting as outposts to the laager.
I can only see Kafllrs about, and that doctor."
He clambered to the front of the wagon and looked out.
The moon still shone brightly, and lit up the surroundings
so that there was no difficulty in following the outlines of
the laager. Suddenly something attracted his attention,
and he craned his neck, to see a line of wagons standing
directly behind the one in which he lay. They were all
covered with tents, and if there had been any doubt as to
who lived in them a group of women who stood beside them
cleared up the mystery.
"They are evidently discussing the news, and wondering
which of the men-folk have been killed," murmured George.
"Poor things! I suppose they have many anxious moments;
but they certainly take the war very calmly. I wonder
whether Connie is to be seen 1 Perhaps my glasses will tell
me something. 11

By a fortunate chance these had not been taken from him,
and, extracting them from the case, he lay full length and
raised them to his eyes.
Suddenly he gave vent to an expression of delight, and
looked earnestly at one of the wagons. A young girl was
descending from it, using the long brake handle of iron as a
step. She came into the open, and turned to look at the
assembled women as if curious to learn their news. As she
did so the rays of the moon fell full upon her, and showed
the perfect profile and pretty features of Connie. She stood
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there for more than a minute, while George gazed at her
through the glasses. Then an old and fat Dutch woman
left the group and waddled up to her, waving a plump arm.
It was evidently an order for her to return to her tent, and
at once Connie obediently retreated, and, as George looked,
clambered into the wagon again by means of the step.
"I will speak to her," said George in a low voice. "This
is a chance in a hundred, and I will take advantage of it.
The moon is already sinking, and when it disappears I will
make for the wagon. It is the third from the right-hand
end; I must be careful to remember that."
For three hours he lay on the rough flooring looking at
the distant women's laager, and one by one he saw the occupants break from the meeting and return to their wagons.
The fat old woman entered that next to the one in which
Connie Jay, and it was highly amusing to see the nimble
way in which she scrambled up. At last all had disappeared
behind the curtains that cover the end of each tent, and
silence settled down upon the laager.
"Now is my time," thought George. " I'll make a bundle
here, which in the darkness will look as though I was still
in the wagon, and then I'll walk boldly across. If anyone
comes across me I'll pretend to be off my head, for this
wound will account for temporary delirium."
He collected a number of sacks that lay on the flooring,
and left them in a long pile; then, listening to make sure
that no one was about, he slipped from the front of the
wagon and went straight towards the women's laager. Ten
minutes' sharp walking brought him there, when he went to
the side, and gave the line of vehicles a wide berth till well
behind them. To find the first was no difficult matter, for
the oxen were lying in a row, tied by their horns to the
pulling chain. He passed them, and then, turning in b&-
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tween the second and third lots, crept up to the wagon.
Not a sound disturbed the stillness, and not a light was to
be seen amongst the hooded tents. But away behind, some
hundred yards, a dull glow showed where the embers of a
fire were still burning, and also revealed a number of dark,
huddled forms lying about it.
"Kaffirs," said George. "They are well out of the way,
so that I need fear no interference from them. Now for
Connie!"

He clambered on to the dessilboom of the wagon, and
thrust his head between the canvas curtains. Dead silence
at first greeted him, but soon the sound of faint and regular
breathing fell upon his ear.
" She's asleep, poor girl!" he thought. "I only hope I
shall not frighten her."
He crept through the curtain and sat down. Then he
called gently to his sister.
"Connie! Hus-s-sh ! Connie! It is your brother
who has come to speak to you."
Almost instantly there was a low and startled cry. Then
someone moved, and after a moment's silence a voice
answered.

"What was that 1 Who called me 1 George! George, is
it indeed you I"
"Hus-s-sh ! Yes, Connie dear, it is. I am coming to
yon."

He crept to her side, and putting his arms about her neck
kissed her affectionately.
Poor Connie ! No doubt she had endured much since
her capture, and at the sound of her brother's voice she
broke down and sobbed, so great was her joy. But she had
much of the dogged spirit of her brother, and, drying her
eyes, took his hand in hers and spoke to him quite calmly.
u
(>19<6)
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"It is good to have a brother and a friend by my side
again," she said in feeling tones. "I have been so lonely,
so unhappy with these wretched people. Because many of
their men-folk have been killed or captured, and because I
am English, they have abused me to their heart's content.
Oh, have you come to rescue me 1 I am ready now, for I
always lie down fully dressed. You must take me away,
George, for to-morrow we trek north again, leaving the commando here; and Jacobus, that odious man, and his equally
horrible brother, Jan, ride in charge of the escort, for they
have been made field-cornets."
"Be sure that we shall rescue you, Connie dear," answered George soothingly; "but the time has not come yet,
for I, too, am a prisoner."
" A prisoner!" exclaimed Connie in awe-stricken tones.

"Then do not let the Van Rensbergs set eyes upon you,
nor Botha know who you are. The first would never rest
till you were killed, for they cannot forgive the one who
trapped them on the railway behind the farm. As to the
commandant, he has learned that you are the leader of the
Fighting Scouts; and a prisoner who was captured by you,
and escaped, has told how yon and your men set the oxen
and horses stampeding across the laager. Fifteen men were
killed on that night, and many more severely injured. For
heaven's sake keep out of their sight, I beg of you!"
"Trust me; I'll do all I can to remain unrecognized,"
answered George quietly; "and I'll make my escape this very
night, if possible. If not, they will release me, for the Boers
do not keep their prisoners nowadays. But I fancy I need
not fear recognition, for I have had a blow on the forehead,
and half my face is covered with a bandage."
For some minutes Connie'• anxiety was great when she
beard of the wound, but her brother's assurance that it was
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slight and of no great importance at length set her mind at
rest. Then they conversed for long, whispering into one
another's ears.
"I must be going now," said George, when half an hour
had passed. "Keep up your courage, Connie, and when on
the trek north be prepared to fly at any moment, for the
Fighting Scouts will raid the laager and carry you off. It
may be in a week's time, or later still, but we shall do it."
" I know you will, George. I know that I can trust in
you and your gallant men. Be sure of this, I shall keep up
my spirits, and I will take good care to appear depressed,
for you know these people as well as I do. If I were in
good spirits they would suspect something at once. Ah,
how glad I shall be when I am free again! for Jan and his
brother are heroes in the eyes of the women-folk, and all day
long they sing their praises in my ear as if to reconcile me
to my intended fate. Good-bye, old boy, and God bless
you!"
"Good-bye, Connie dear, and hope and wait for the best!"
They kissed one another and parted, George at once
clambering ot1t of the wagon. Once more he stood and
listened, but there was nothing to disturb the silence that
reigned over the laager. Even the fierce musketry duel
that still raged round the camp at Itala was inaudible; and
no boom of the fifteen-pounder guns reverberated through
the still night air, for the simple reason that it was impossible
to serve them, and the gallant gunners were compelled to
shelter from the storm of flying bullets in the trenches
they had prepared.
Finding nothing to arouse his suspicions, George rapidly
retraced his steps, and in due course reached bis own
oleeping place, where he cast himself upon the bundle of
sacks.
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And now came the question of escape. A novice might
then and there have started to walk from the Boer camp,
and have hoped to get safely away. But George had experience of the country, and that, together with commonsense, told him that ere he got two miles beyond the outposts dawn would break. Indeed, the east was already
flushing, for much had happened since the hill of Itala was
taken. Many hours had passed, so that reflection warned
him that even if he were to run he could not get far away.
True, he might then hide in some tuft of mimosa, or in some
grove of pines; but he was already exhausted, and troubled
with a raging thirst. A man, however hard his constitution,
is not fit for much exertion when he has sustained a violent
and stunning blow upon the head; and when loss of blood
is added to that, besides the labour of carrying a wounded
man, then, indeed, thorough rest is needed.
"It is useless to attempt it now," murmured George
thoughtfully. "I must stay and take my chance of discovery. After all, considering the bandage and the khaki
clothing, I ought to be safe from recognition."
With this consoling reflection he lay down, and, worn
out with all the trials he had endured, fell into a deep and
refreshing sleep. How long he lay there he scarcely knew,
but when he was at length aroused the sun was already
declining.
"Rouse yourself, young fellow, and let me look at you,"
said someone, thrusting an arm into the wagon and shaking
him by the leg. "Let me have a look at you and dress
your wound. I have finished with all our burghers, and
can spare the time."

George raised himself on his elbow and looked out, to
see a round-faced man, with stubbly beard, whiskers, and
moustache of more than a week's growth, staring at him.
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"Hop out and

"I'm the doctor," explained the latter.
let me inspect you."
There was no use in pretending to be half-insensible, so
George did as he was told. He scrambled from the wagon,
and stood there facing the stranger. But his wits were
still about him; and though it was obvious that, so far as
his senses went, he was himself again, he yet had the cuteness to pretend extreme weakness and giddiness. He leant
against the wheel, and held to the mi!, as if unable to
sustain his weight.
"Feel as bad as that!" asked the Boer doctor not unkindly. "Well, let me give you an arm to my tent. A
cup of coffee will set you up, ,md then we'll see to this
matter."

He helped George across the ground, and placed him in
a wooden chair which stood beside a wagon. Then he
shouted to a Kaflir, who at once brought coffee, together
with a loaf of roughly-baked bread. George needed no
pressing, but at once fell upon t,he food, causing it to
disappear rapidly.
"Now for the wound," said the doctor, who had watched
him with interest. "Come, let me remove the bandage."
To refuse would have been impossible, and therefore
George sat there patiently while a basin of warm water was
brought. Then the red handkerchief was slipped off, and
his face and forehead bathed.
" What's this 1" exclaimed the doctor. " You've a lump
as big as an egg, and there's a deep cut across it, extending
to the bone! How did you come by it 1"
George explained shortly, telling how his rifle had saved
him.
"Yes, it was a lucky escape, young fellow. I can tell
you that ninety-nine men out of a hundred would have
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been killed. I suppose you were on the hill of ltala 1 You
fellows fought very well-very well indeed, and the bill on
our side is very heavy. But we shall put it right, for the
camp is almost surrounded, and the whole British force will
be taken. Then you will be set free."
By now the stains were removed from George's face, and
the doctor, having cleansed the wound, was reaching for
a dressing which lay upon a box near by, when a party of
Boers rode up and halted exactly opposite, attracted by the
sight of a man in khaki. In an instant George recognized
the leader. It was that same bearded man, with determined face, who had sat at the little table in the farm near
Senekal, and who had placed the cartridge upon the map
which was spread before him. " ltala. That is my point
of attack," he had said. The scene flashed back to George's
mind, and he almost quaked, knowing the position he ha.a
occupied then ; and how, owing to his action, Botha and
his commando had found a garrison waiting to meet them.
Yes, though the hill of Itala had been rushed, three hundred and more dead Boers was a bitter price to pay for a
minor success; and that loss had been sustained owing to
the fact that George had overheard the plans, and had thus
enabled the British generals to checkmate them.
""\Vho is he 1" asked the commandant, glancing at George
and then at the doctor.
" One of the wounded khakis who came here and was
not strong enough to return," answered the doctor. "He
is not badly hurt."
" Then he will be released shortly. See that he is fed
and looked to."
Tbe general jerked his rein and would have ridden on,
when someone who had been in rear of the horsemen burst
bis way to the front and stared at the prisoner.
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"'Wait! It is a traitor!" he shouted fiercely. "General,
this is the man we want! I know him, and I can tell you
that it was he who killed our comrade down by Senekal,
and it is to him that you owe the discovery of your plans."
He leapt from his saddle and, darting forward, almost
thrust his beard into the prisoner's face in his anger.
George returned the stare boldly, but for all that, his
heart sank into his boots; for before him, dancing from
toe to toe with excitement, was Leroux, the Boer who had
been hoodwinked by our hero, and who, taking him for his
drunken comrade Carl, had permitted him to enter the very
room in which the generals were to hold their council.
"Yes," he shouted, waving his arms, "he is a spy, a
traitor! More than that, General, for I have learned that
the one who came to Biddulphsberg is by right a burgher
of the Free State, and now commands the Fighting Scouts!"
"The Fighting Scouts!" exclaimed General Botha, drawing near. "The small party who fell upon our beasts away
up by Majuba, and drove them across the camp1"
" The same, your honour. He is George Ransome, son
of John Ransome, a member of the old Volksraad, and a
rebel at heart. I have made it my business to hunt the
particulars np, and if you have any doubt send for Jacobus
or Jan Van Rens berg. They have ridden with the women's
laager, and are three hours north by this ; but they will
tell you that it was this man who led the British against
the band of train-wreckers, and who killed Christian, their
worthy father, and some twenty more."
Up to this General Botha had sat passively upon his
horse, but as the tale was unfolded he became visibly
aroused. Not that he was likely to fly into such a rage
as Leroux; but the sting of those gallant eighty who had
fought on the summit of Itala was yet tingling and throb-
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bing. He had seen the three hundred and more dead
burghers lying on the veldt, and the sudden knowledge
that this unexpected resistance was due to the young fellow
before him, sent his pulses beating with half-suppressed
anger. Then it was he, this traitor-for that he must be,
as he was a burgher-who had brought ruin to those ambitious plans which he, the general, had made with such care.
It was sufficient to annoy the most placid individual.
"This is important," he said at length. "When I looked
at this youth in the act of having his wound dressed, I
took him for a harmless young fellow who had but done
his duty for his country. It is different now. I will probe
the matter to the bottom, and that at once. Send him
along to my tent as soon as you have bandaged him, doctor,
and take good care that he does not escape."
"You need have no fear of that," was the reply. "He
is weak from his wound, General, and can scarcely stand,
much less run away."

"Then have him carried," was the sharp answer.
Turning his horse, the general rode away with his escort,
and dismounted opposite a tent that had been pitched for
him. Meanwhile George sat in silence, thinking the matter
over and wondering how it wonld end for him.
"There," said the doctor at length, "your wound is
properly seen to, and now I will take you to our commandant. I had no idea that you were such a firebrand,
and I fear that the evidence against you is ugly. We
who still keep in the field are down upon all rebels and
traitors."

George would have answered indignantly, but, knowing
that he had a trying ordeal before him, he merely thanked
the doctor for his kindness. Then, taking his arm and
keeping up the show of weakness, he stumbled across to
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the tent, and stood there holding to the back of a chair.
Seated in front of him was the famous General Botha, his
coat flung open, and his hat upon the ground by his side.
A field-cornet stood near him, and a few feet away Leroux,
staring at him with no very friendly glance, and determined
to say all that was possible, so long as he did not tell how
George had hoodwinked him, and how he, Leroux, by his
own careless act, had caused him to overbear the plans of
the generals.
"And so you are a rebel and a traitor!" said Louis
Botha at length. "You are young, indeed, to fight against
your countrymen, and to take arms with those who have
invaded our lands and attacked us, for no cause save greed
of gold."
" You are wrong," George answered boldly, facing him
unflinchingly. "You are Dutch by birth; your people
are the people of this country, and this quarrel is yours.
I am not a traitor or a rebel, for I am English by birth,
and an inhabitant of the Orange Colony by force of circumstances. So long as your cause was a just one, and
your forces engaged with others than the British, I and my
father were for you. But when our own countrymen were
attacked, we could not fight with your burghers. Instead,
we held strictly aloof and should even now be acting as
neutrals had it not been for Christian Van Rensberg and
his sons. They broke the oath which they had made with
the British, and sniped the scouts. Then, because I interfered, they surrounded the farm one morning, intending to
capture me. I escaped, and by chance heard that they
were leaders of a band who wrecked the trains. Once
again I interfered, for this was another breach of their
oath. Then I took service with my countrymen, for life
at the farm was no longer safe."
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"And you spied upon us near Senekal," exclaimed the
general. "Is that not the case I"
"He says so," answered George calmly, shrugging his
shoulders and pointing to Leroux. "Let him prove it."
"Do you deny it I" asked Louis Botha sternly. "On
your honour, was it you who rode amidst our commandoes
near Senekal I"
George paused for a moment, hesitating how to reply.
To deny the accusation would he to tell that which was not
the truth; while to admit that he was the one who rode
to Biddulphsberg was to give evidence against himself.
His conscience would not allow him to lie, even though
the old saying has it that "all is fair in love and war".
Therefore, facing the general, he answered quietly: " You
are right. It was I who discovered your secrets. I was
specially sent by the officials at Pretoria."
"Ah I you are honest and bold at any rate," said Louis
Botha. "There are few of our burghers who would have
scrupled to lie in the circumstances. I saw you struggling
with the question, and I admire you, young sir, for your
honesty ;-but you are a fool. Now, about the other matter.
Is it true that you are the leader of that band known as
the Fighting Scouts I"
"It is," George responded quietly. "I have told you
how my neutrality was broken. You have forced from
me the admission that I gathered news of your plans at
Biddulphsberg; and now I will admit that I am the captain
of a tiny force known by the name you mention."
"It seems to me, sir, that you have dogged my steps
ever since I left Senekal," exclaimed the general suddenly.
"Why is this I What harm had we done to you I You
have been a thorn in our side, for now I hear that it was
you who stampeded the cattle, 11nd you and your men also
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who held us back on the march down here, and delayed
our advance. ·what is your explanation 1"
"I have done my duty, that is all," answered George
boldly. "Just as your burghers fall suddenly upon British
columns, so have the Fighting Scouts attacked your commando. As to why yours was specially selected, ask Jacobus Van Rensberg and his brother Jan. They contrived to
capture my sister when I was away, and she is now with
the women's laager, waiting till I am dead and my father
also. Then one of those men boasts that he will wed her,
and so come into possession of our farm."
As the Boer general heard the story his eyes opened
wide with astonishment, and his face flushed with indignation.
",vhat !" he cried. "This is monstrous! The Boers do
not fight with women. " ' here are these Van Rensbergsl"
"They have gone with the women's laager by your
orders," burst in Leroux. "Believe him not, General.
This is a story built up to catch your ear. There is no
such girl with the laager, and the whole tale is a lie. Deal
with him as you have with other traitors."
For a minute and more the leader of the Boers looked at
George, and then at the man who had brought the charge;
and whereas the former returned his glance with one as
stern and unflinching, the Boer's eyes shifted uneasily from
side to side. He was eYidently ill at ease, and though
free of tongue and glib at telling an untruth, could not
hide the fact when confronted by his general. Deceit was
written upon his face, and Louis Botha did not allow it to
escape his notice. He filled his pipe calmly, and shouted
for an ember. Then, when the Kaffir who had brought it
had retired, he turned again to his prisoner, and spoke in
tones that were far more promising.
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"Honesty is written upon your face, young sir," he said.
"In spite of what Leroux tells me, I believe that you
have spoken the truth; for he who, when put upon his
honour, will admit facts sufficiently grave to lead to his
death, will not build the tale of the capture of a sister, and
cram a lie down the throat of Louis Botha. I have a wife,
young sir, and were she treated as your sister I would
follow the dogs to the end of the world. You are a brave
young fellow. I read your heart, and I see that you are
true to your salt, and true to the country that has bred
you. Brave deeds, sir, I can admire, and a brave man it is
good to know. Because you are that, because you have
not flinched before me, but have admitted all, I forgive you
for the blows that you have dealt me, and I set you free.
Go, my friend, and when you have left this commando may
the fortune of war help you to rescue your sister. If it
does not, I will see to it that she is returned to the farm."
He rose from his seat, shook the astounded George by
the hand, and retired into the tent, leaving our hero dumbfounded with his generosity and nobleness of spirit, and
Leroux dancing with rage and vexation, and yet helpless
to interfere.
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CHAPTER XIX
WHEN THIEVES FALL OUT

G

ENEROUS, indeed, was the action of Louis Botha in
thus setting free his prisoner, while still smarting
under the heavy blow dealt him. Indeed, the sore was but
freshly opened, and he had only just returned from the
slopes where so many of his burghers lay, killed by British
bullets. And the fierce resistance met with, the unexpected
opposition to the advance of the commando, and the ruin
of all his plans for the invasion of Natal, were due entirely
to the action of this young Englishman to whom he had
extended his mercy. It was wonderful, then, that he had
spoken as he had done.
George was astonished at the turn matters had taken,
and when the general had disappeared within the tent,
stood there clinging to the back of the chair, lost in amazement. Even the tantrums of Leroux did not disturb him,
and be might have been there yet bad it not been for the
field-cornet.
"Come," he said, approaching George. "You have heard
the words, and are free to go. Follow me to my wagon
and I will give you food. I was a prisoner of the British
some months ago, but managed to escape. I was ill then
with fever, and they looked after me well, and fed me
with the best till I was strong again. I will follow that
example. Walk with me, and I will support you."
He took George by the arm and led him away, leaving
Leroux staring after them, his face still flushed with rage
817
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and disappointment, and his limbs still moving as if he
were in a frenzy.
"I know you, George Ransome," he shouted, "and next
time you shall not escape so easily. You had Jacobus and
Jan as your enemies before. Now I am with them too."
He had scarcely completed the sentence when the curtain
of the general's tent was thrown wide open, and Louis
Botha appeared, still smoking placidly.
"You are warning that young fellow," he said in calm
tones, addressing Leroux; "and I, too, will give you some
advice. It is this. Go elsewhere at once, and do not
trouble me with your bluster, for if you do I will send my
sjambok curling about your legs. Begone! The lad will be
safe in spite of you, while if you dare to attack him it is
Leroux who will be discomfited."
The words had the desired effect, for though the general
disappeared next instant, Leroux forgot his anger for the
moment, and, turning on his heel, hurried away. Meanwhile the field-cornet had taken George to a wagon near
by, and had placed him in a chair. Then he shouted to
his Kaflir servant, who soon appeared with a folding-table,
which he erected on the grass. Plates were then laid,
knives and forks followed, and in due course a joint of
beef was steaming before them, with boiled mealie-cobs to
act as a vegetable.
"You see, we manage to get something to eat," remarked
the Boer, "though the rations are coarse and never varied.
If it were not that we are determined men, we would not
endure the hardship much longer. But our independence
is dear, and we still struggle for it. I do not say that this
war opened justly for us, for I, like many others, have an
idea as to who was to profit. But Kruger and his gang
have fled, lea,~ng us to bear the brunt of the fighting
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which they were the cause of, and until we are assured
that our flag shall stand we will continue the struggle.
Some foreign nation, we are told, will intervene, and then
the English will be forced to retire."
"I doubt it," said George, with a shake of his head.
"The British fleet protects us, and this quarrel is so much
our own that no other race will care to interfere. If they
did, we are strong enough to continue the fighting in South
Africa and look after our interests elsewhere. But do not
let us discuss the matter. One of these days the whole
truth will be told you, and then you will know that all
manner of tales have been made for your ears alone; and
that, far from interfering, the remainder of the world looks
on, knowing that, sooner or later, the late republics will be
British, and that under the flag of Britain peace and prosperity will come to Boers and others alike. Tell me, can I
have a horse when I leave the camp I for it is a long way
to the nearest British force."
"You can," was the answer. "We captured a few at
Itala, and perhaps yours is one of the number. I will have
them brought here."
He called to the Kailir again, and very soon some ten
horses were driven up. George was delighted to see that
his was amongst them, and pointed it out.
"Then saddle it, and see that food is put in the bags and
water in the bottle," said the Boer. "Now," he continued,
turning to his guest, " I do not want to know the road you
intend to take, for you must remember that once free of
this laager you are liable to be captured again by our
burghers; but I will warn you not to go near Itala. The
hill we hold, and the camp will fall into our hands to-night.
Be advised by me, and ride south, towards Maritzburg.
When we have finished eating, I will accompany you till
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clear of our outposts, and then you may go free. But bear
my warning in mind, for in the absence of Louis Botha
others would not treat you so well."
"Thanks very much!" answered George. " If you will
do as you say, I think I shall be able to look to myself."
Half an hour later he and the field-cornet rode from the
laager, and, having reached the farthest outpost, parted.
"Good-bye, and good luck!" cried the Boer. "We have
been good friends, so let us hope that we may never meet
as enemies."

"I trust not," responded George. "My thanks to you
and to General Botha for your courtesy."
He turned his horse and, lifting his hat, rode off, a free
man again. Taking a southerly direction, he trotted on till
well out of sight of the outposts; then he entered a wooded
portion of the country, and, having searched all round with
his glasses, took the road for Itala again. Through his
brain surged all manner of thoughts, but chief of them all
were those concerning his sister. A plan was already
hatching for her rescue, and he longed for the time to
arrive to put it into execution.
"ltala will not fall," he said to himself. "Though there
are so few men in the camp, they will keep the Boers out.
Then, as soon as the enemy retire I will ride in, obtain
a new rifle, and leave with the Fighting Scouts. Our
horses will be fresh, and as Jacobus and the laager are
trekking with ox wagons we shall be able to catch them up
in the course of a day. Yes, at last things look brighter.
We have all along been waiting for the commando to
separate from the women's laager, and now that has
occurred."
An hour later it was perfectly dark, hut George kept on
his way without hesitation, and now the rattle of musketry
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broke on bis ear. After climbing to the top of a long range
he could distinctly see the flash of Boer rifles, for now
they were using black powder, and not the smokeless
variety. The night was perfectly dark, for no moon bad
risen, and the spurts of flame soon showed him the various
positions. Quite a line of fire blazed from a point to the
right, at a lofty elevation, while other flashes spread from
the base of what was evidently the hill of Itala towards
the British camp.
Riding to within a mile of the scene, George dismounted
and sat down to watch, occasionally raising his glasses to
his eyes.
"It's queer," he murmured, some two hours later, "but
the fire is slackening considerably on both sides. I should
say that the Boers have withdrawn more than half of
their snipers, while the British seem to have dropped the
exchange of musketry. Can it mean that both sides are
retiring 'I-the Boers because they have lost heavily, and
cannot afford more lives, which would certainly be taken if
they rushed the place; and the British because the position
becomes untenable 1 It begins to look like it."
He watched closely for another hour, and during that
time the firing ceased altogether. Then the rumble of
wheels upon a road on his left broke on his ear, and he
felt convinced that it must be the British garrison.
Springing on to his horse, he trotted down to the cart
track, and, hiding in a thick tuft of mimosa, waited for
the convoy to pass. Soon there was the tramp of many
feet; but the men, whoever they were, passed in dead
silence, and there was not even the glow of a pipe to
be seen.
"No doubt they are taking all precautions,'' thought
George. "They are vacating the camp, hoping to leave it
(1194o)
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without the Boers knowing.

Ah, there come the mules

and carts!"

At that very moment the moon came up over the bill of
Itala and lit up the surroundings. George looked in that
direction, and was puzzled to observe that the British tents
still stood. In fact it looked as though he were mistaken.
He was beginning to congratulate himself upon his caution
in the selection of such a biding-place as he occupied, when
a glance at the passing convoy, now lit up by the brilliant
rays, convinced him that it was composed of British. Instantly he awoke the echoes, and sent a "Coo-e-e-e !"
through the air. Already it had become the cry of the
Fighting Scouts, and at the sound the word was repeated
from the convoy.
"Sure it's Misther George!" sang out Pat, who happened
to be the nearest. " Me bhoy ! Where are ye 1 Are ye
alive thin 1 Faith, 'tis dead we thought ye was."
George at once sprang into his saddle and rode down,
to find his friends ready to greet him. They clustered
enthusiastically round him, and shook him eagerly by the
hand.
"This is good!" said Cyril. "We were getting awfully
anxious about you. What's happened 1 You're bandaged."
"It's nothing," answered George. "The butt of a rifle
caught me a crack over the top of the forehead when the
hill of Itala was assaulted. You see, I was there. I took
a message to the garrison, and was cut off. How goes it
with you all 1"
"All sound, I am glad to report," said Cyril. "So you
were at Itala 1 Well, you fellows gave the Boers a dressing,
and we have added to it. But what is the next move 1"
"We leave at once," answered George decisively. ''1
have news of Jacobus and of Connie. Fall out here the
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Fighting Sconts, and stand while I go to the commanding
officer. Where is he to be found I"
"He's passing now, Misther George," cried Pat, pointing
to an officer.
George at once rode towards him, and saluted as he
pulled up beside him.
"May I take my men away now, sir I" he asked. "I'm
the leader of the Fighting Scouts, and was captured at
Itala. General Botha released me, and now that you have
vacated the camp I should be glad to leave the column, as I
have had important news."
"Do so by a.11 means," was the answer. "You and yonr
fellows have done well, and have been most useful. Your
timely warning helped us not a little. Ride off at once, for
we are now sufficiently far from the Boers to be safe."
George saluted again and returned to his men, whom he
found clustered in a body beside the Cape cart.
"In fours there," he said shortly. "Now, trot past the
convoy towards Itala."
"But we are retreating, and if we ride that way shall go
bang into the arms of the enemy," expostulated Cyril.
"We are retreating, and so are they," replied George
with assurance. " Besides, I mean to give the hill a wide
berth. You can take it that I am right, old man, for I
have been watching these last three hours. The Boers were
afraid to attack the place again, and therefore are retiring
now, quite ignorant of the fact that the British are also
moving off. Look yourself. There's not a single fire to be
seen, and not one rifle has sounded this last hour."
George had guessed correctly, for Chris Botha was even
then withdrawing his forces. This engagement at Itala had
been a huge disappoinment, and the Boer losses in killed
alone amounted to considerably more than throe hundred,
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while there must have been many wounded. To receive
such a check at the very commencement of his invasion of
Natal was disastrous to Louis Botha, and it may be stated
now that, just as in De ,vet's case, he was compelled to
abandon his ambitious plan, and straightway withdrew to
the Transvaal again. After leaving Itala, however, his men
first attacked Fort Prospect, which lay near at hand, and
received there such a stinging welcome that they beat a
hasty retreat to their laager. In fact, this long-considered
movement cost the burgher forces dear, and was an absolute
failure. All the success it obtained was the capture of the
hill of Itala at terrific cost and by means of overwhelming
numbers; and the possession of a British convoy of food
and stores, which, unfortunately, fell into the hands of the
enemy. Thus, as the reader will have seen, this, the second
stage of the struggle, was marked by numberless small
skirmishes such as are bound to occur in guerrilla war, and
by two most important successes on the part of the British,
who had shown that, after this, the fighting must take
place in the two republics, and not in Cape Colony or
Natal, the old and peaceful colonies of the Crown.
But we left the Fighting Scouts trotting smartly along
the road leading to Itala. Turning to the left before
they reached it, they pushed north at a rapid pace, and by
dawn had crossed the Buffalo at Longman's Drift. As the
sun got up they outspanned beside a stream, and off-saddled
so as to rest the horses. Long ere this all the members
of the little band had become acquainted with the facts of
George's last adventure, and had heard how Jacobus and
Jan Van Rensberg were trekking north in charge of the
Boer women and children, and of the captured Connie.
"The first thing will be to pick up their tracks," said
George, as he sat on an ant-heap and watched Omlulu busily
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preparing food over a fire. "Then we must ascertain how
many of the burghers are with the convoy. As to catching them up, I fancy we need have little fear, for by now
Jacobus must fancy that he has completely thrown us off
the scent. He knew that I was the leader of the men who
sent the oxen and horses stampeding across the camp,
and he must have guessed that it was our band again that
kept in touch with them as far as Itala. No doubt he
imagines that we are still there, and will trek easily. He
had three hours' start by five o'clock yesterday evening, and
at six o'clock, no doubt, he outspanned. That is, roughly,
ten miles. If he started again at nine P.M. and trekked till
four this morning, he would have travelled another twelve
miles. Twenty-two miles in all. I reckon that we are
within two hours' hard ride of him."
"Ye've put it rhight," said Pat. " If ye was to jog
along aisy ye'd be up wid the laager in a matther av three
to four hours. But ye'll not do that, Misther George.
Wait till it's dark, and then ride up to 'em and larn all that
ye can."
"Exactly what I should have proposed, Pat. ·we'll have
a sleep, and something to eat. Then at four o'clock this
afternoon we'll set off. We shall be up with them at eight
o'clock, and shall soon learn whether they intend to trek
during the night. As to their route, it is more than probable
that they will make use of the road by which they came
south. Hallo! There's the breakfast. Fall to, you fellows!"
As George had arranged, the Fighting Scouts took matters
easily through the heat of the day, though few indeed slept,
for a feeling of half-suppressed excitement kept them awake.
At four o'clock, much to everyone's relief, they saddled
their horses and set out from their bivouac. Scarcely an
hour had passed before they came upon the tracks of the
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laager, which were so fresh as to make following it an easy
matter. Indeed it was apparent that Jacobns had been
even more dilatory than they had imagined, for they came
upon a still-glowing fire, near which the remains of a meal
but lately cold lay upon the road just where the Boer frau
had tossed them from her cooking-pot.
Just as dusk was falling the little band came in sight of
a solitary Boer farm, about which some wagons were laagered.
Smoke was issuing from the chimney and from many open
fires, while women and men could be seen walking about.
Of scouts and outposts there was not one visible.
"That carelessness shows how secure Jacobus and his
men feel," exclaimed Cyril. "The fact is, that they dislike
sentry-go and night-duty as much as we do, and give it up
whenever they have an opportunity."
"Then it shall cost them dear this time," cried George,
taking out his invaluable glasses and fixing them on the
homestead. "We have not come here to fight with women,
and our first object is to rescue Connie and take her safely
home. Then, if Jacobus and his friends choose to follow,
we shall have something to say to them, for, whatever
happens, they must be punished for their detestable act.
Keep below the sky-line, boys, and Corporal Tomkins and
Harvey take the first watch. If there is any movement let
us know."

Leaving the two stationed in a thicket of pines, the little
band retreated to cover and sat down there, while Pat, Cyril,
and George discussed the situation and decided how to act.
"Ye say that the firrst business is to get Miss Connie
safely home again," said the former. "'Tis mesilf as agrees
wid ye, Misther George, and Oi've a small suggestion to
make. Did ye let yer eyes rhun up the road that passes
the farm I Ye did! Thin ye noticed that a moile ahead it
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branched into two, wan of which stl'ikes sthraight np into
the Transvaal, while the ither crosses through Natal and
leads to Van Reenen's Pass. Now, me bhoy, if ye'll take
the advice av Pat, ye'll fix on that wan. Thin, if there's
throuble, we'll be in our own counthry, and can ride for
Ladysmith or Dundee, and the last'll be the nearest."
"A capital plan!" exclaimed George. "I must admit
that I hadn't thought of it. Of course it will be just the
thing, for, once near British troops we shall be safe. Then
we could take our time riding to the farther border, and
from the pass through the Drakensberg range could take
the road home by easy stages, putting up at the various
towns garrisoned by our friends. As soon as the Boers
have settled down we'll creep quietly along the road to the
fork, so as to have all in readiness for flight. How many
men do you think there are down at the farm, Pat 1"
"Fifty or sixty, Misther George. Didn't ye set eyes
upon their horses i They was grazin' beyant the house,
and there was a hundred if there was wan. Putting two
to nearly iviry man, ye get the number Oi mintioned.
Faith, 'tis the Foightin' Scouts as is able for iviry wan av
thim.''
"If we took them by surprise we could no doubt hustle
them badly," answ.ered George; "but you forget that our
first object is to rescue Connie. Now, as soon as we
have ridden along to where the road branches, we must
take steps to find out how the land lies, and where my
sister is. For that purpose I shall creep in to the laager
and do a little spying on my own account."
"An' Oi'll come wid ye," burst in Pat. "Af ye go ye'll
want someone to hilp ye iu case av throuble, and who ilse
should it be but Pat, the bhoy as has known ye and Miss
Connie for iver so long!"
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"I should have volunteered, too," Cyril suddenly interposed, "but I do not understand Dutch; and, besides,
this part of the affair is more or Jess of a private matter in
which you, George, and Pat are personally interested. I'd
love the excitement of it, but it's not for me this time. I
had my share when you rescued me from the commando."
"Then will you stay with the men, and be ready to help
us 1" asked George. "There is no doubt that Pat and I
are the two to do the spying, for we are well up in the
language and ways of these fellows. And look here, Cyril,
if you hear the old call just gallop for the farm as hard as
you can, for we shall want you."
"I will. You can trust in me; but I hope it won't come
to that, for I can see what you are after. Women and
children are down there, so that, for the fear of accidentally
injuring them, it is well to avoid fighting. Also your sister
Connie is the prize you want. Good luck, old man! I
trust you will be successful; and once she is safe, no one
will be keener to follow these Van Rensbergs than I."
Their future movements having been arranged, the
Fighting Scouts sat down to a meal, of which they were in
need. Then they lit their pipes, and crouched in their
cover conversing in low voices as they waited for their
leader to give the signal to on-saddle again and ride for the
distant cross-road. It was strange to learn what a firm
interest this matter of Connie's capture had taken in the
minds of all the little band. Careless, happy-go-lucky
fellows, gallant "absent-minded beggars", as Kipling has
called them, the mention of this wrong done to their
leader's sister, and the memory of her sweet face, had
stirred them to a condition of violent indignation. Not
that they showed their rage. Indeed, sitting there in a
circle placidly smoking, their calm voices seemed to argue
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that nothing had disturbed their peace of mind, But the
knowledge that a dastardly thing had been done was
merely slumbering, ready to awaken in a moment .and
stir them to action; and then woe betide Jacobus and Jan,
or their band, for if not for Connie's sake, then for George's
alone each one of the Fighting Scouts would put in his
staunchest blow.
"Yer see, we've kind er made it a pertic'lar private
affair," said the corporal, who had recently been relieved
from sentry-go. "This here quarrel of the young guv'nor's
wasn't no more than nothing to us afore we joined his
band. Now it's different, Anyone as hits at him jist gives
us a slap in the face, and, bust me! we ain't going to take
that from no one. Then, too, it ain't as if these here Van
Rensberg coves had done the proper, and come into the
open to fight, They jist waited till we was out of the
way, and then stole the girl. They fooled us, boys, and
we owe 'em another for that, I tell yer if that 'ere
Jacobus gets within an inch of me bayonet, I'll make him
sing, or go under meself; while as for the other cove,
why-"
El<llctly what the corporal would have done with the
second offender was never revealed, for at that moment
George's voice was heard calling softly to the men. "Pipes
out and saddle," he cried, "Each man must remember
that silence is necessary as we ride along, and that no
matches must be struck,"
A few minutes later the party was in motion, the Cape
cart and the natives being well in front. Lights could be
seen twinkling in the distant farm, but the fires outside
had died down. The wagons, too, stood in darkness, and
the whole laager seemed to have settled for the night.
As for a scout, there was no doubt that none had been
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posted at any distance from the house, though there might
be one close to the walls to watch over the sleeping women,
and to act as guard to the horses. In any case the band of
scouts passed by unchallenged, and at length halted at the
point where the road forked, one branch leading to the left
into Natal, while the other passed on up-country to the
Transvaal.
"Have the Cape cart ready for Connie," said George,
leaping from his horse, "but on no account allow it to
leave the road or come nearer to the farm. If there is
trouble, and you ride in, my sister can easily mount behind
me and gallop the short distance. Now, Pat, are you ready
for the work in hand I"
"Ay, and willing too, Misther George. Oi've me rifle
here, and Oi tell ye if there's throuble and Jacobus is there,
this toime 'tis his head and not the butt av his gun as shall
feel the bullet."
"Then off you go! So long, Cyril! Keep the boys in
hand, and do not stir unless you hear a 'Coo-e-e-e !"'
"Good luck, old man! By James, I hope that all will
go well!" answered the young officer enthusiastically, gripping his friend's hand. "I tell you this. If you fail, and
anything happens to prevent your making a second attempt, I'll never rest till your sister is at liberty."
"I understand, and I thank you," replied George calmly.
"One cannot foretell the future; but something cheers me,
and seems to whisper in my ear that all will be well. If
not-then who could fill my place more fittingly i Goodbye for the present, Cyril! Good-bye, boys, and take care
of yourselves!"

Next moment Pat and his young master were stalking
off in the darkness, with the murmur of "good-byes" and
"good lucks " in their ears. They left their little party
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keenly alert, and burning with excitement. Even George's
calm words as he departed did not help to soothe them,
for there was something quite out of the common about to
take place, something that appealed to their sympathetic
natures.

"I'm jist all of a shake," remarked the corporal to the
bushman. "And he walks off as cool as a stick of brass,
and sings out 'take care of yerselves' as if it was us as
was walking into the laager. He's a knock-out, Harvey
boy, and I can't tell yer how I wishes him well!"
" Hus-s-sh ! Silence there!" came Cyril's voice at this
moment, and at once the corporal's lips were closed; but he
pinched Harvey's arm tightly as if to express his feelings.
And meanwhile George and Pat had walked on quietly,
and as if engaged upon their ordinary business. Striking
along the edge of the road, it was not long before they came
across a side track which led to the farm, and along which
the marks of wheeled traffic were to be seen. Following it,
they crossed a shallow spruit which had scarcely more than
two inches of water trickling across it. Then they mounted
the opposite bank, to find the house scarcely a hundred
yards away. But "for the lights it would have been almost
impossible to find it, for the night was fairly dark, and the
house was built beneath the shade of many trees.
Evidently someone was sitting up within, and someone
outside, too, for the matter of that, for as George and his
comrade watched the large square of light, a figure was
darkly silhouetted against it. It was a sentry undoubtedly,
and a careless one at that, for he walked with his hands in
his pockets, while a pipe, protruding from his lips, stood
clearly outlined against the light. He was armed, too, for
the butt and barrel of a rifle distinctly cut across the window.
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"A sintry," whispered Pat. "Vve'll thry the back, and
if he's comin' rhonnd there too, why- l\Iisther George,
me arrm's sthrong, and ye can thrust me to smash the loike
av him to pieces if there's nade."
George did not reply, but, tugging his friend's sleeve,
crawled to the back of the little farm. Here there was a
blank wall, which was densely dark; but after gazing at it
for some moments, a square patch revealed itself above.
"That is the entrance to the loft," said George, pointing
to it. "Perhaps there is a ladder, and by that means we
shall be able to enter the house."
"Ye're rhight, Misther George. It's the savin' av ns,
and we'll have no thronble about the matther, for the
sintry's kept to the ither side. Will ye climb in rhight
away1JJ

" If there is a ladder we will certain!y," answered George.
"Wait till that fellow gets behind the house, and then we
will run close up under the wall."
A moment later the sentry, who was lazily patrolling the
farther side of the house, was hidden by the building, and
both at once ran across to the wall. They found a ladder
there, leaning against it, and leading to the loft above,
and George at once commenced to scale it. The fact of its
being there came as no surprise at all, for almost every
Boer house has a loft, though it is seldom that anything
is stored in it. More often than not the floor would
refuse to support anything, for it is composed either of
flimsy match-boarding, or of a sheet of canvas stretched
so as to form a ceiling.
In this case, however, it was evident that stores had been
kept above, for stout planks were laid. George promptly
stepped on to them, and waited for Pat's arrival. Then,
going upon hands and knees, they crept stealthily across,
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for it was on the farther side of the house that a lamp was
burning. Suddenly the sound of low voices broke the
silence, and arrested them abruptly. And now that their
eyes had become accustomed to the place, both noticed
that the darkness was less dense ahead. A subdued light
seemed to penetrate it, and, on closer inspection, it was
evident that it came from below.
"That is a canvas ceiling," said George in a whisper.
"We are in luck, Pat, for if we creep to its edge and cut
some tiny holes we shall be able to see all that is happening, and hear too, which may be of even more importance.
Come along, for we have no time to lose."
Once more they crept across the rough boarding, and in
due time reached the point where the flooring ceased and
flimsy ceiling began. And now the voices grew louder.
The gruff tones of two men could be heard, and once, too,
the falsetto of a woman. They came from directly below,
and were heard by those above with startling clearness.
Indeed, Pat and George at once recognized who the men
must be, and without further ado slipped their bayonets
free and commenced to cut apertures. A minute's careful
work completed the operation, when each lay at full length
and applied his eye to the hole. Then they pressed their
faces still closer and listened with all their ears, for down
below, seated upon her chair, with tear-stained but defiant
features, was Connie, and beside her the stout old frau, who
seemed to be placed as guard upon her. A yard away,
leaning an elbow on the table and his face upon his hand,
was Jan Van Rensberg; while Jacobus sat close at hand
smoking, with his eyes fixed angrily upon his captive.
That he was annoyed was plain, for he puffed volumes
of smoke from his lips, sending them forth with unusual
energy.
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"What! You do not believe me1" he said harshly, as
Pat and George got into position above. "Am I, Jacobus
Van Rensberg, to be told that I do not tell the truth 1 I
say again that your brother, who leads the Fighting Scouts,
is dead, for a friendly burgher told me so. That being the
case, you are helpless, and had best submit. You know
why we took you from your friends. It is that you should
choose a husband."
For the moment Connie did not answer, but sat trembling. Then her bold spirit returned, and she faced the
bully.
"Even so, Jacobus Van Rensburg," she said. "You and
this frau here have told me so before, and when the time
comes I will make my choice. But it shall not be you,
Meinbeer, nor your brother Jan. As to all hope of rescue
having gone, it may be so, but my brother lives for all your
lying. No friendly person told me that, but he himself bad
speech with me after the date when you say he was killed.
Ah, that startles you!" she exclaimed, seeing the Boer look
alarmed. · "Be warned then, Meinheer, and set me free at
once."

"What ! And have all this trouble for nothing!" cried
Jacobus. "Certainly not, girl. If you will not choose, I
will settle the matter for you. Take her away, woman,
for she angers me."
The two brothers sat in silence, wbile the Boer frau
withdrew to another room with her charge. Then Jan,
who, up to this, had scarcely opened his lips, tumed sulkily
to Jacobus, and asked a question that staggered the latter,
so unexpected was it, and so clear and significant its meaning.
"Hold for one moment," be said, "for I would speak
with you. You say that you will make the choice for this
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English girl, and, hearing your words, and remembering all
that has passed, I understand that the prize will fall upon
yourself."
"That is so," answered Jacobus, looking up quickly and
eyeing his brother with a glance of suspicion.
"As I thought. And you would wed the fraulein in
spite of her wishes. You will do without the old custom
of opsitting, and whether she cares for you or not you will
make her your wife."
"And what if that is my plan 1 How does that concern
you, my brother!" snarled Jacobus.
"I will tell you, Jacobus. Up to this I have helped you
to carry off the girl, but I will not permit this compulsion.
You are the elder of us two, and since our father's death
the farm has been yours. Why, then, should it fall to your
lot to marry this daughter of John Ransome, and thus
obtain more land. It is I who will wed her, for, mind
you, she has a secret liking for me. I have seen it, and
know it is the case."
The young Boer stroked his beard and smoothed his
moustache conceitedly, and looked defiantly at his brother.
"1Vhat is this!" asked Jacobus angrily, leaning forward.
"So you mean to come between me and my plans 1 The
girl shall be mine, I say."
"And I repeat that she shall not," cried the brother
stubbornly, his face flushing with rage. "Why should I,
the younger son, give way to you, the elder! 1Vhy should
you add to your wealth, while I become a pauper 1"
"Because you must! Because I am the stronger! Because my wits are quicker than yours!" shouted Jacobus.
He rose from his seat, and stood, leaning across the table,
frowning angrily at his brother. For a moment Jan, who
had also risen to his feet, confronted him. Then, crying "I
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will not give way to you. We will see who is the stronger,"
he started backward, upsetting his chair with a crash. Then
he darted to a corner of the room in which stood a rifle.
Quick as lightning Jacobus followed him, and arriving
almost at the same moment, threw himself upon his brother.
Both clutched the weapon, and as George and Pat watched
them in breathless excitement, they staggered to and fro,
striking against walls and table, and struggling fiercely for
its possession.

CHAPTER XX
A HAPPY REUNION

it's foightin' they are! 'Tis murtheriu' thimsilves
OCH,they'll
be," said Pat in an excited whisper, tearing
bis peep-bole wider, and almost thrusting bis head through.
"Begorra, Misther George, what will we do!"
For answer, the band of his young master was laid firmly
on his arm to restrain him.
"Keep quiet," he replied hoarsely. "Whatever you do,
do not risk discovery."
As he spoke the clatter of the two struggling men below
attracted the attention of the Dutch frau, who had charge
of Connie, and at this moment she flung open the door and
stood there looking on with exclamations of astonishment
and dismay, and beating her fat hands together in her
excitement.
"Hold, Jacobus!" she cried in her shrill voice. "Draw
back, Jan! You will murder one another before you are
done. What! Two brothers, sons of one father, fighting
for their lives! Cease your struggling, I say!"
Her words had no effect upon the two young men. Indeed, they seemed not to hear them, but still fought on,
clinging to one another with one arm and both legs, while
with the free hand they clutched at the weapon. But for
the fact that the lamp stood on a bracket, high up and
out of harm's way, they would soon have been in darkness;
for, a moment or two later, they staggered heavily against
the table and sent it flying upon its side. It looked,
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too, as though both Jacobus and Jan would follow it to the
floor, but, with an effort, they steadied themselves, and,
lurching into a corner, continued the contest.
"It is bound to end soon," whispered George, "for their
strength will not continue much longer. I wish we could
separate them and prevent murder, but it is out of the
question. Connie's safety alone must be considered."
"Ye're right," answered Pat shortly. "Iv they will
they must kill wan anither. It's their affair, not ours.
Hoorosh ! here's the sin try coming."
As he spoke the frau was pushed unceremoniously on one
side, and the bearded man, who had been keeping watch,
stepped into the room. For a moment or two he seemed
too much overcome by astonishment to take any active
measures. But the shrieks of the Boer woman roused him.
"Fooll Blockhead!" she cried. "Stop them! Drag
them apart. They are fighting for the captured girl. I
know it, for I have watched their jealousy."
At once the burgher stepped towards the combatants and
laid hold of them, but, staggering violently across the room,
they shook him off, and when next he approached cannoned
into him with a shock and jar that sent all three to the
ground. Instantly there was a sharp report, a puff of
smoke blew up into the room, and the rifle flew from the
group to the farther wall, against which it clattered loudly.
Then the sentry and Jacobus sat up and looked at oue
another in bewilderment.
And well they might, for even now, while the flush of
anger and the scowl of hate lay upon the elder brother's
face, Jan lay dead, shot through the heart by a bullet which
had afterwards flown upwards, passing close to George's
head, and had drilled a neat little hole through the iron
roof.
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"It was an accident. I did not touch the trigger," gasped
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Jacobus at length.
"It is the will of the Lord," exclaimed the sentry solemnly.
"I saw how it happened, and you are guiltless, for as you
fell the heel of your veldtshoen kicked against the trigger
and exploded the cartridge. It is sad, Jacobus, but, nevertheless, it was to be, and could, therefore, not be prevented.
Tell me, what was the quarrel 1"
"It related to the English girl," gasped Jacobus, who
was still panting and breathless after his exertions. "I had
arranged to wed her, and at the last Jan declared that it
should not be-that she should be his wife, and so bring
wealth to him. Then in my anger I told him that he was
foolish, that if he persisted I must compel him to give up
the idea. He ran for the rifle at that, and I too started
forward, for I saw murder in his eyes. You saw us struggling for its possession, my brother, and you will exonerate
me from all blame."
"I do. The case is clear," the sentry answered decisively.
" Had you not held him he would have shot you like a
Kaffir, for he was mad with rage. The tanta there can
speak to that. You fell, and Jan was killed by the rifle
exploding as it struck your heel. Clearly it is Fate.
Jacobus, we who look deeply into the meaning of such
affairs must see that Jan's time had come, and that you had
been chosen as the one who should marry this girl."
This seemed to bring unbounded satisfaction to Jacobus,
for his face brightened and began to lose the half-frightened
look it had previously borne.
"You soothe my sorrow, brother," he said. "The blow
is less bitter when I hear your words. Come with me
to the burghers, I beg of you, and help me to explain
matters. 11
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"Ja, ja! Take him out aud let him smoke and talk
with the men," broke in the Boer woman. "The night air
will do him good. He is shaken, and needs comforting.
Go, while I prepare the body of Jan for its burial."
There was no doubt that Jacobus was more than upset.
Villain though he was, he had always cared for his brother,
and now the thought of his sudden death quite unhinged
him. But he was still possessed of the calm and philosophical
spirit of his race, and, comforted by the observations of
his comrades, roused himself, and shook off bis depression.
Indeed, so rapidly did be recover bis spirits, that scarcely
had be felt the keen night air upon bis face when more
worldly matters occupied bis sordid mind.
"Jan is dead," be murmured to himself. "Yah, he is
undoubtedly dead, and of bis own action too. Truly it was
arranged; for whereas there is but one daughter of John
Ransome, two could not possibly claim her hand. Yab, it
is indeed well, for now I shall wed her, and in place of my
father's farm alone, shall possess that of John Ransome as
well. It is good. The future brightens for Jacobus Van
Rensburg."
Meanwhile George and Pat still lay in the loft above,
looking down upon the tumbled furniture below, and upon
the still form of Jan, about which the Boer woman was
hovering.
"Thieves never prosper," whispered George, as though
speaking his thoughts aloud. "A brutal act has brought
fend between the brothers, and death to one of them. "'hat
fate will befall the other!"
"Oi'd answer that same if Oi had me hands on him,"
answered Pat. "The murtherin' rascal! Though 'twas
acciclint as killed the poor bboy Jan, 'tis Jacobus himsilf as
would have lifted the rifle and sent the bullet through him
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if only he'd had the chance. Bad scran to him, sor. If he
comes the way of Pat 'tis quickly he'll follow his brother."
"\Ve are wasting time," said George, suddenly interrupting him. "Quick, Pat! The woman is engaged below,
and Jacobus and the sentry are out of the way. Let us go
in search of Connie, for now is the time to rescue her."
It was a good suggestion, and both proceeded to act upon
it. Crawling across the flooring of the loft, they stared
through the window to see that all was clear. Down below
them no one was to be seen, and all was quiet, but some
fifty paces away a number of burghers were dimly visible,
standing beside a thick growth of mimosa. Dots of fire
were glowing amongst them, and as George and his companion looked, one of the Boers struck a match and applied
it to his pipe. The tiny flame lit up the immediate surroundings for the space of a few seconds, and showed some
thirty burghers collected together around two central figures,
who were evidently Jacobus and the sentry. All were
listening placidly, while he who had carried Connie off
described the death of his brother. Then, indeed, the
tongues of the men about him began to wag as they discussed the matter, wondering at the extraordinary way in
which death had come to the unfortunate Jan. So engrossed
were they in debating upon the subject that they did not
notice the two dark shadows crawling down the ladder.
They did not start even when one of the rungs gave way
beneath the ponderous weight of one, the giant Pat, nor
hear the exclamation of annoyance that escaped his lips.
No, their thoughts were elsewhere, and the clatter of their
tongues drowned every noise.
"No one has heard," whispered George, as they crouched
against the foot of the wall. "Come along! Do not let
us waste time. u
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He crept along the edge of the house until he came to
the stoep, when he climbed over the railing and stole towards the front door. It was open, and just within it was
an inner one, while beyond, standing ajar, was that that
opened into the very room in which the tragedy had taken
place. Indeed, the Boer frau could be heard shuffling about
the floor as she tidied up the place.
"See to her," whispered George, pulling Pat's sleeve.
"If necessary, lock her in. I'll find Connie."
1Vaiting only to see. his comrade steal along the passage,
George went to the door at his left hand, and attempted
to open it. But it was locked from within. However, he
could hear someone moving inside, and at once, kneeling
npon the floor, placed his mouth to the key-hole.
"Connie," he said softly. "Connie, is that you!"
The sounds within died down at once, and only silence
answered him. But he was not the one to be easily discouraged, and at once repeated the words.
Almost at once steps came quickly across the room, and
someone fumbled at the lock. It was turned gently, and
as if the one within were conscious that silence was of importance. Then the door opened upon its hinges, and disclosed Connie, fully dressed and ready to set out. With
a little sob she threw herself into her brother's arms and
hugged him. Then she straightened herself, smiled at him
serenely, and wiped the tears away.
"Thank God!" she said devoutly. "I have prayed to
Him, and I have had full trust in His mercy. Even as you
spoke to me through the keyhole I expected you and was
ready. Quick! Let us fly, for if I remain longer with
these terrible people I shall die."
"Come, then," answered George, taking her by the hand.
Ho led her to the front door, and then beckoned to Pat.
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As he did so the latter nodded, and having glanced cautiously into the room, withdrew, closing the door inch by
inch, and very gently. A minute later it was locked, and
he stood by George's side.
"Oi'll take the place of guard and walk behint, llfisthcr
George," he said gaily. "Get along wid yersilf and Miss
Connie."
"Right! But keep close up," was the whispered answer.
They stepped across the stoep, and were about to descend,
when their eyes fell upon someone who was approaching.
It was a tall man, and the light from one of the windows,
falling full upon his face, showed that it was Jacobus.
Evidently he was in the best of spirits, for he was whistling
gaily. Indeed, the greatness of his future was before him;
and now that the manner of Jan's death had been explained
to the burghers, and satisfactorily accepted by them, nothing stood in his way or vexed him. As for the girl, he
promised himself that Connie would soon change her mind,
and look upon him more pleasantly. Suddenly he, too,
caught sight of the dark figures above, and as he reached
the level of the stoep, halted abruptly, peering closely into
their faces.
"Who are you 1" he asked suspiciously. "What are you
doing with the girl! Ha! I know you."
He half-turned, and opened his mouth to shout the
alarm to his commdes, when the giant Pat threw himself
upon him. Giant he was indeed, and as strong as any lion
at the moment, for into his usually kind and forgiving
heart surged the memory of this bitter trial and griefthe humiliation he had felt when his young mistress was
taken from before his eyes, and the many hours of dread
and anxiety that had followed. No wonder then that
anger gave fuel to the fire, and roused bis strength. W iLh
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a low cry the Irishman was upon the villain who had done
all the wrong. With one hand he caught the Boer by the
beard, and with the other gripped his body. Then he
hoisted him aloft as if he were a child, and, long before
George or Connie could interfere, hurled him to the stone
slabs that paved the stoep.
"There's death to the villain!" gasped Pat. "Oi've
waited for this day. Yis, waited patiently, and sometimes
it seemed as it'd never come; but it has, and Oi've done
me duty. Oi've acted as me heart tobld me to do, and Oi
tell ye here that whin any other attimpts the same sort av
game as this Jacobus, there'll still be strbength in me arrms
to deal with him the same."
"Is be dead 1" whispered George, breaking in upon the
silence.
"He is that, Misther George," Pat answered. "He'll
cease from tbroubling ye any more."
"Then let us clear away. Come, Connie. Take my
hand, and follow as fast as you can."
All three at once ran down the steps, and took to their
heels along the side-track that led to the main road.
Every moment, they knew, would be of value, for Jacobus
might be discovered. Then, too, there was the Boer frau
to be reckoned with, and this was as great a danger, for as
they darted away from the house she could be heard pulling
at the door and crying out to be released.
"She'll have the whole camp coming to her soon," panted
George. "Are you good for a hard run, Connie 1"
"Try me!" was all that his sister answered; and, still
clinging to his hand, she ran along at a pace that taxed his
efforts to no small extent.
They had reached the main road, .ind were approaching
their friends, when a babel of sounds burst from the fatm-
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house. Then George stopped, and, raising his hand to his
mouth, sent a shrill "co-e-e-e" across the veldt.
"1Ve'll sit down now and wait," he gasped. "Our
friends will be along soon, and will have horses for us."
Five minutes had scarcely passed, indeed, when the
Fighting Scouts galloped up to them.
"What luck!" cried Cyril.
"\Ve've Connie with us " answered George, "and both
the Van Rensburgs are dead."
A cheer burst from the men, and they waved their rifles
madly in the air.
"Steady, boys!" said George quietly. "\Ve're not out of
the wood yet. Cyril, take charge of the scouts, and ride in
rear. vVe will leave you and the boys to hold those fellows
back, while Pat and I ride off with Connie."
" Right, old man! 11 was the ready answer. u Bring up
the horses, Corporal."
A minute later the three fugitives were galloping towards
the spot where the Cape cart was stationed, Connie being
mounted on George's horse, while he sat, bareback, upon a
spare one. Behind them they left the Fighting Scouts
standing calmly on the road.
"1Ve'll give 'em a good start, boys," said Cyril Spurling
gaily. "They've had their turn at these Boer fellows, and
have won so far. But we've a score to pay, and if we've
any luck we'll not leave this place till we've returned all
that we owe."

The men listened to his words grimly, and would have
cheered again had he not silenced them. But they sat
there, bursting with excitement, and hoping that nothing
would occur to preveut the Boers from following on the trail
of their escaped prisoner. And in this they were not disappointed, for some minutes later the shouting at the farm
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died down, and the clatter of galloping hoofs on a hard
road took its place.
"Dismount, boys," said Cyril. "Now, Jenkins, lead the
horses away to the left behind that kopje. Quick, my lad,
or they will be upon us."
He waited to see the man he had mentioned disappear,
leading the animals. Then he spoke again.
"Six of you lie on the left, twenty yards from the road, "
he said. "Corporal, you'll take charge. The others come
with me to the opposite side. Don't fire till I shout. Now,
skip, every one of you."
A minute later the road was to all appearances deserted,
and the closest observer would have failed to detect the
khaki-clad figures lying in the grass. Even the moon, which
suddenly appeared, and lit up the surroundings as it had
for many nights before, failed to disclose their whereabouts.
But it showed some thirty Boers galloping hard towards
them, while away in the distance the rays fell upon a solitary Cape cart being driven towards Natal at a rattling
pace, with two soldiers and two Kaffirs cantering beside it.
At the sight the burghers set up a shout, and put spurs to
their horses, sending them along in a mad race upon the
road. Then a loud command rent the air, and a line of
fire spurted from the veldt on either side.
"Disarm those prisoners, and get ahead with them,
Corporal," cried Cyril a few minutes later. "That's the
way. Now, gallop! ,ve'll follow when you have obtained
a. start.''

He waited behind with half the little band, and when
the prisoners were well ahead, followed at a canter. The
surprise had been complete and telling. A dozen of the
Boers had been killed, and a few wounded. Some who
had been ridi11g behind the others escaped the bullets,
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and, turning, fled in dismay. Five Boers, however, stood
under the rifles of the Fighting Scouts, their horses having
been killed. And it was these who had been ordered to
get upon the spare animals.
Two days later the Fighting Scouts were climbing the
steep slopes that lead to the pass called Van Reenen.
Beside them ran the single railway-track, zig-zagging up to
the summit. Here there was a station and a garrison, and
to the latter the prisoners were handed over.
"Take care of them," said George, as he met the officer
in charge. "They belonged to a band of train-wreckers,
who, some little while ago, captured my sister. The ringleaders we have hunted down, but we leave you to deal
with these."
Indeed, he could be excused for feeling some pleasure
about the matter, for amongst the five prisoners were
Leroux and Carl, the former having left the laager when
George was released, and ridden to give his friends, J acohus
and Jan, the tidings. It was a fitting reward for him to
fall into the hands of the young leader of the Fighting
Scouts, and he had many a monotonous day before him· to
dream about it, for before a week had passed he was on the
high seas, and ere long had joined the thousands of other
prisoners of war in St. Helena.
For Carl a worse fate was in store, for he was a rebel.
In due course he was brought before a Court and received a
long sentence of imprisonment. And now, having seen
the end of four o, the enemy who had crossed George's
path, let us follow that gallant young hero as he rides from
Van Reenen, accompanied by his band of scouts.
"We'll take the journey easily," he said, "and, if possible,
ride with a convoy. In ordinary ciroumstances we should
shift for ourselves, but now the slower but much safer
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method will be better. There's one comfort that I have
been able to obtain, for tents have been issued to us, and
they are really necessary now that the cold weather has
set in."

This indeed was the case. Every night, now that they
had reached the high veldt, a keen frost fell, and some
covering was necessary. George had obtained four tents,
one of which would do for Connie, while the remainder
would house the rest of the party. They added considerably to the baggage, but an extra Cape cart easily accommodated them.
Thus equipped, they rode up the hill from Van Reenen,
accompanied by the officer, and set off for their distant
home.
"There's a convoy on the trek to Vrede from Harrismith," said the latter, "and as you are anxious to join
one, you bad better ride to the point where the road meets
this, and there wait for them. You'll be quite safe, for the
Boers have left the neighbourhood. Good-bye, Miss Ransome! A safe journey, and a happy home-coming!"
He touched his cap, and, turning, went cantering back.
As for the Fighting Scouts, they rode on easily, and in
due course joined the convoy. Four days later they entered
Vrede, where the dreaded scourge, enteric fever, had already
got its grip. Leaving the corps, two days later, they set off
for the rock, the band being well spread out so as to avoid
surprise. Occasionally George rode by Connie's side, and
when he was off on the flank Pat would take his place, or
Cyril. Indeed, it was soon noticed that the latter had a
partiality for George's sister, and as Connie, too, seemed
to find his attentions agreeable, the time passed the more
pleasantly for them.
At last, as the evening was drawing in, one day about
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a week later, the Fighting Scouts sighted the rock, and
Omlulu's sonorous voice joined in converse with that of
a Kaffir who had been left to look after Mr. Ransome.
Then as the cavalcade dashed up, the face of the unlucky
one to whom it had fallen by lot to remain behind was seen.
He was in the very best of spirits, for the return of his
comrades promised a brighter existence.
" Hoorah, boys!" he shouted. " All's well! How did it
go with you 1 Quick with the answer, for the governor's
waiting!"

"vVe have rescued the captive," cried George, "and have
punished the culprits.
They saw the sentry turn and repeat the words. Then,
dismounting and leaving the horses to the Kaffirs, all
entered the crevice. A moment later Connie was in her
father's arms.
"I praise God!" said the old man solemnly. "I give
thanks to Him for His goodness! Join with me, all of you,
in a prayer of gratitude."
He lifted his hands and prayed aloud, all the scouts
standing about him with hats removed. Then another
voice broke the silence.
" That's right and proper, sir," said the irrepressible corporal, standing forward, " and all on us feel the better
for it. Now let me do my turn. Me and my mates has
been shown a bit of fighting. We've given the Boers
something to remember, and we've shown that two can
play at the guerrilla game. But if we was set to do it
alone we'd fail. No, there ain't a morsel of doubt about
it. vVe'd ha' been captured long ago. But, thanks to our
leader, Mr. George, we've pulled through, and got back
home safely, and with something to talk about. Mates,
here's three cheers for the Captin !"
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All joined in heartily, and would not be satisfied till
George had been dragged forward to say a word or two.
It was curious to see our gallant young hero step hesitatingly into the ring and stand there, blushing furiously.
Still more strange to find that he whose quiet orders had
ruled the scouts, whose example of calmness in the front of
the battle had set his comrades' courage at the highest,
should now appear in the last state of nervousness. And
yet there was no doubt that he scarcely relished the position. He looked round at his followers almost timidly.
Then suddenly they saw him draw his head erect, while
the old encouraging smile wreathed his lips.
" Boys," he said quietly, " I thank you for your cheers
and for your good thoughts towards me, and all that I will
say in retum is this: if I am all that you say, and a fit
leader, of what value should I be alone 1 The finest example is thrown away on spiritless men. Yon are not that;
for with you it was a question of curbing instead of encouraging. Let us cry quits, and go on as before, believing in
one another. To-morrow, and for a week longer, if you
will, you may take your rest. Then we will ride out again,
for I will remind you that there are others of the enemy to
deal with besides the Van Rensbergs."
A shout of pleasure arose from the men, who then filed
off to their quarters at the top of the rock, where the
evening meal was already preparing.
Imagine, my reader, the tales that that solitary sentry
who bad been so unlucky as to stay behind at the rock had
to listen to. Many and startling they were, and never
lacking in interest; for if the voluble corporal tired there
were many others to take his place. Indeed, the yarns
lasted well over the week, and all the men were gathered
at the summit of the rock upon the tenth evening of their
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return, and were going through the old tales ere they
turned in early, for the scouts were to ride forth at dawn.
"There yer are," the corporal was saying; "we've had
a real good rest, and now we're off on another excursion.
Say, boys, I reckon there's a bit more news that none of
yer has mentioned. Look away over there!"
All at once turned their eyes in the direction of Mr.
Ransome's deserted farm, and there, walking home in the
gloaming, were George and Pat, while some hundred yards
behind them, strangely enough, and linked arm in arm,
were Connie and Cyril Spurling. Their heads were turned
to oue another, and they seemed absorbed in earnest conversation.

" ,vhat do yer make of that I" asked the corporal.
A knowing smile spread over the men's faces, and they
grinned with honest pleasure at one another.
"Guess the bells']] be ringing soon, mates," exclaimed the
corporal, "and I tell yer Mr. Spurling's a fine feller. Next
to Mr. George and Pat he's our leader, and he's one of the
right sort! That ain't scarcely necessary to tell yer, for it
ain't every cove as is fit to win such a prize. Boys, lift yer
hands, and here's to their happiness!"
There was no wine, but each one of the scouts raised
his tin pannikin aloft, and drained the coffee to the dregs.
,vhat else is there to say 1 You who have lived at home,
because your age or your business kept you, have watched
the doings of our soldiers in South Africa with the keenest
interest. You know that they have fought gallantly and
suffered much, but to what degree you are not sure. You,
perhaps, have not seen the side-lights; have not met the
many poor cripples who have given almost their lives for
the cause. Perchance you do not realize that each list of
killed means widows and orphans left to struggle on at
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home, and that the names of dangerously wounded and ;n
bring heartache and misery to those who watch the papers
here in old England, thousands of miles from their dear
ones.

Think of all this, and then believe that when the honour
and glory of war is put aside it is but a bitter and cruel
thing. But still it must be, for bullies abound, and would
prevail but for the fear of blows. If it is ever your fortune
to take a rifle and go forth to fight for your king and country, may you keep your face to the enemy, and ride as
boldly as did George Ransome, one of the Fighting Scouts!
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"It is a ~ood deal to say, but this prolific and admirable writer has never done
better than this story. '-BrUislr. lVeekly,

- With Moore at Corunna:
Edition.

A Tale of the PeninNew
sular War.

3,. 6d.

"A very spirited story."-Sjectator.

-Facing Death :

or, The _Hero of the Vaughan Pit.
New Ed,tton. 3s. 6tl.

(,)
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G. A. HENTY
The Dragon and the Raven:
New Edition.

fred.

or, The Days
of Kmg Al-

3s, 6d,

"A well-built superstructure of fiction on an interesting substratum of fact,•
-Atlleft(Zllfft.

I•

,, f

-One of the

2 8 th

;

A Tale of Waterloo.
tzon. 3s. 6d.

New Edi-

•• Contains one of the best descriptions of the \!arious battles which raged round
\Vaterloo which 1t has ever been our fate to read. "-Daily Teleg"ra,jJlt,

-Cat of Bubastes:

A St?ry of Ancient Egypt
Edztzon. 3s. 6d.

New

"Full of exciting adventures."-Saforda_y Review.

·'

- With Clive in India:

or, The Beginnings of an
New Edition.
Empire.

3s. 6d.
"Those who know something about India will be the first to thank Mr. Henty for
giving them this instructive volume to place in the hands of their children."
-Academy.

-Condemned as a Nihilist:
Edition.

A Story of Escape
from Siberia. New

3s. 6d.

"His narrative is more interesting than many of the tales with which the public hi
familiar of escape from Siberia."- Nnt11ial Observer.

- Under Wellington's Command:
sular War.

New EdiHon.

A Taie_of
the Penm-

3s. 6d.

"An admirable exposition of Mr Henty's masterly methoa .,{ C"'mbining instruction
with amusement. "-World.

- The young Carthaginian:
I'

: pi

Edition.

A st0 ry o_f th e Times
of HanmbaL New

3s. 6d.

"From first to last nothlna stays the interest of the narrative.' -Saturday Reflitw.

-By England's Aid:
Maps.

New L,:itt'on

JS. 6d.

or, The Freeing of the Netherlands (1585 - 16o4). With 4

~h! ~;~::,~1:~~~ ;Z~";M°,!,:tdventurc, an~I will wclcom• his talo

'11 •:h~o?r:e~;:r

(2)
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G. A. HENTY
The Lion of the North :
Edition.

A Tale of Gustavus
Adolphus.
New

A Tale of Venice.
Edzhon. 3s. 6d.

New

!: foe

Every boy should read Tiu Lion of SI. ftfark. "-Saturday Review.

- Both Sides the Border :
lion.

J.,

3s. 6d.

- The Lion of St. Mark:
11

G,1,I ~t

A Tale of Hotspur an~
Glendower. New Edt•

3s. 6d.
" Mr. Henty retains the reader's interest throughout the story, which he tells

clearly and vigorously,"-Dai/y Tdtgraj>h.

- Captain Bayley's Heir:
tion.

A Tale of the Gold Fields
of Cahforn,a. New Edi-

3s. 6d.
"Told with that vigour which is peculiar to Mr. Henty. "-Academy,

- By Pike and Dyke :
lion.

A Tale of the Rise of the
Dutch Republic. New Edz-

3s. 6d.
"Told with a vividness and skill worthy of Mr. Hcnty at his best."-Acadnny.

-A Chapter of Adventures:
Alexandria.

New Edition.

or, Through
Bombardment

the
of

JS. 6d.

" Their chapter of adventures is so brisk and entertaining we could have wished it
longer than it is." -Saturday Rroirw.

- For the Temple:

A Tale of_ the Fall of Jerusalem.
New Edzlton. 3s. 6d.
I •

- Through the Fray:
1"l'lUS

A Story _o_f the Luddite Riots.
New Edzlton. JS. 6d.

is one of the best of the many good booh Mt. Benty has produced."
-/lffll1'd.

STORIES BY G. A. HENTY

G.A.HENTY
A Tale of the Zulu and
Boer Wars. New Etti.

The Young Colonists :
lion.

3s. 6d.
'' It is vigorously writtcn.''-Sta11dard.

- In Freedon1's Cause:

A Story of Wallace and Bruce.

New Edition.

3s. 6d.

"His tale is full of stirring action and will commend itself to boys."-A tkmt£um.

'II

- When London Burned:

A_ Story of Restoration
Times. 6s.

"A handsome volume, .ind boys will rej oice to possess it. •.. "-Record.

- The Treasure of the Incas:
With a Map.

A Tale. of Adventure m Peru.

5s.

"The interest never flags for one moment, and the story is told with vigour."
-World.

- With Roberts to Pretoria:
a Map.

A Tale of th e Sou th
Afncan War. \V1 th

6s.

"In thi~ story of the South African war Mr. Hcnty proves once more his incon•
testable pre-c:mincnce as a writer for boys."-Standard.

- Bonnie Prince Charlie:

A Tale of Fontenoy a nd
Culloden. 6s.

"A historical romance of the best quality. "-Academy.

- Through Russian Snows:

or,Napoleon'sRctreat
from Moscow. 5s.

u Very graphically told. "-St. 7amds Ca:ettr.

- The Tiger of Mysore:

.

A_ Story of the War with
T1ppoo Saib. 6s.

"A thrillini tale."-Atlumrum.

- Wulf the Saxon:

A Story of the Norman Conquest.

6s.

•• We may sarely ~ay that a boy may learn from it more genuine history than he will
from many a tedious tome."-Sprctator.

(sl
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G.A.HENTY
W·•lt h K'ltC h ener ln the 8OU dan:
and Omdurman.

With 3 Maps.

A Tale
of Atbara

',J::..

6s.

"Characterized by those familiar traits which endear Mr. Henty to successive generations ofschoolboys."-Pal/ llfa/1 Gazette,

· O f the Bayonet:
- A t the p 01nt
With

2

Maps.

A Tale of the
MahrattaWar.

6s.

'' A brisk, dashing narrative."-Bookma,i.

-Through Three Campaigns:
and Ashanti.

With 3 Maps.

A Story of Chitral, the Tirah,

,,

6s.

"Every true boy will enjoy this story of plucky adventure, "-Educational News.

- St. George for England :

A Tale of Cressy and
Po1t1ers. 5s.

"A story of very great interest for boys."-Pall /'.fall Gazette.

- With the British Legion :

A Story of the Carlist
Wars. 6s.

"It is a rattling story told with verve and spirit.''-Pall Afall Ga:utte.

- True to the Old Flag:

A Tale of the American
War of Independence. 6s.

"l\Ir, Henly undoubtedly possesses the secret of writing eminently successful historical tales.''-Arndemy.

-At Aboukir and Acre.

5, .

. " For intrinsic interest a11d appropriateness, At AOOu!ri-,, 1tnd Acn should rank
h,gh."-Spectnto-,,.

-Redskin and Cow-Boy:

A Tale of the Western
Plams. 6s.

"A strong interest of open-air life and movement pervades the whole book. "-Scotsman.

- With Buller in Natal:

or, A Born Leader. With
Map. 6s.

a

"Just the sort of book to inspire an enterprising boy."-.Army a11d Navy Gacette.

16)
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G. A. HENTY
l

Cl'

t:

,,

By Conduct and Courage:

- With the Allies to Pekin :
With a Map.

A Story of the Days
of Nelson. 6s.

A Story of the Relief
of the Legations.

6s.

"The author's object being to interest and amuse, it must be admitted that he has
succeeded." -G11ardian.

-By Sheer Pluck:

A Tale of the Ashanti War.

5s.

"Written with a simple directness, force, and purity of style worthy of Defoe."

-Chn'$t;a,i Leader.

- With Lee in Virginia :
Maps.

A_ Story of the American
With 6
C1v1l War.

6s.

"The story is a capital one and full of variety."-Times.

-To Herat and Cabul:

AStoryo_ftheFirstAfghan
War. W1th Map. 5s.

",ve can heartily commend it to boys, old and young. "-Spectator.

-A Knight of the White Cross:
of Rhodes.

A Tale of
the S,ege

6s.

"Quite up to the level of Mr. Henty's former historical talcs.''-SnftmiayRroiew.

- In the Heart of the Rockies:
in Colorado.

A Story of
Adventure

5s.

"Mr, Henty is seen here at his best as an artist in lightning tiction."-AcndmtJ'•

-The Bravest of the Brave:

or,Wit_hPeterborough
m Spam. 5s.

"Lads will read this book with pleasure and profit. "-Daily Tdrcrajk.

- A Roving Commission:

or, Thrnugh th e Black
Insurrection ofHaytt. 6s.

"May be confidently recommended to schoolboy readers."-Guardi1111.

- For Name and Fame:

or, To Cabul with Roberts.

5s.

u The book teems with spirited scenes and stirring adventureJ, "-Sclwol Guardi•11.
(7)
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G. A. HENTY

r

In the Reign of Terror:

The Adventures of a
\.Vestminster Boy. 5s.

~tor ~oc.

"May fairly be said to beat Mr. Henty's record."-Satu,-day Rev;ew.

- Beric the Briton:

A Story of the Roman Invasion of
Bntam. 6s.

"One of the most spirited and well-ima&:ined stories Mr. Henly has written."
-Satu,·day Revitw.

- No Surrender!

A Tale of the Rising in La Vendee.

5s.

"A vivid tale of manly struggle against oppression."-IVor/d.

- The Dash for Khartoum :

A Tale of the Nile
Exped1t1on. 6s.

•· It is literally true that the narrative never flags a moment. "-Acadenty.

- With Wolfe in Canada:

or, The Winning of
a Continent. 6s.

·• A moving tale of military exploit and thrilling adventure."-Dai{y News.

-Out with Garibaldi:

A Story of the Liberation
of Italy. 5s.

" It is a stirring tale." -Grapliic.

-Held Fast for England:

A Tale of the Siege
of Gibraltar. 5s.

"There is no cessation of exciting incident throughout the story,"-Atlrencrum.

- won by the Sword :

A Tale of the Thirty Years'
War. 6s.

"As fascinating as ever came from Mr. Henty's pcn."-JYu/mi,u/u, Catttlt,

- In the Irish Brigade :
1'

A Tale o_f War in Flanders
and Spam. 6s.

A stirring book of military adventure. "-S('c/.rman.

-At Agincourt:

A Tale of the White Hoods of Paris.
6s.

"Cannot fail to commend itself to boys of all ar;,cs. "-J/a11cl,eslr, C#ut•u,.
(8)
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Blackie & Son's

Story Books for Boys
·'

LARG>: CROWN

8vo,

CLOTH EXTRA.

lLLUSTRATSD

C~t. F. S. BRERETON
The Hero of Panama :
by \V. RAINEY, R.I.

A Tale of the Great
Illustrated
Canal.

Olivine edges, 6s.

- under the Chinese Dragon :
by CHARLES

M. SHELDON,

A _Tale of Mongolia. Illustrated

Olivine edges, 5s.

- Tom Stapleton ' the Boy Scout :

Wi th a commendat1 on
R. S. S. BADEN-POWELL, and illustrated
with coloured frontispiece and in black-and-white by GORDON
BROWNE, R.I. 3s. 6d.
by LIEUT.-GENERAL ~ JR

"A rousing piece ofstory-telling."-iVntmi,uter Gn:u:Ue.

- The Great Aeroplane:

A Thrilling Tale of Adventure. 6s.

'' The story is a bracing onc."-011tlook.

I.

-Indian and Scout:

A Tale of the Gold Rush to
California. 5s.

"A dashing narrative of the best quality."-Brili.r/t lVukly.

- A Hero of Sedan :

A Tale of the Franco-Prussian
\Var. 6s.

"The exciting events of the book are developed m a manly spirit and health)
tone." -A cad,my.

-John Bargreave's Gold:

A Tale of Adventure in the
Can bbean. 5s.

"The book is full of breathless happeJJings.''-Dai/y Graj,l1ic:.

- How Canada was won :

A Tale of Wolfe and
Quebec. 6s.

·• Will make the stroJJgest appeal to the juvenile fancy -Outlod,.
(9)
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Capt. F. S. BRERETON
Roughriders of the Pampas:
in South America.

A Tale of
Ranch Life

n

5s.

I

"The interest is unflagging throughout the well-written talc."-lVi,rtd.

A Story of the
First Ashanti

- With Wolseley to Kumasi :
War.

.\I,

6s.

"Boys will want nothing bcttcr.''-DaiQ• Grajlt.ic.

-Jones of the 64th :

A Tale of the Battles of Assaye
and Laswaree. 5s.

"The story is full of dash and spirit.''-Bin,ringham Post.

- Roger the Bold :

A Tale of the Conquest of Mexico.
6s.

"The tale forms lively reading, the fighting being especially good."-Atl,m~um.

- With Roberts to Candahar:

A Tale of th e
Thll"d Afghan

5s.

War.

Br•;:ct;~?'_!~~~/e~!;~r, who improves with each book he writes, is Captain F. S.

-A Soldier of Japan:

A Tale of the Russo-Japanese
War. 5s.

"The pages bristle with hairbreadth escapes and gallantry."-Grap/u"c.

- Foes of the Red Cockade :
tion. 6s.

A Story of th~
French Revolu ..

"A stirrini picture of a fearful time."-1¥orld.

- With the Dyaks of Borneo:

A Tale of the Head
Hunters. 6s.

"Young readers must be hard to please if 1Vitlt the Dynlu does not suit them."
-Sj>ectnlor.

-A Hero of Lucknow:

A Tale of the Indian Mutiny.

5s.

"Full or action and picturesque adventure."-Brilis/t JVeekl)'.

-A Knight of St. John :
3s. 6d.
"Would enthral any boy reader."-W11rld.
(10) ,

A Tale of the Siege ol
Malta. New Edition.

I);
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Capt. F. S. BRERETON

· Of t he MU 11ah :
I n t he Gnp

A Taleoffomaliland.

N ew Edition. 3s.6d.

"A more spirited tale could not be wished for, "'-Britislt Weekly.

- With Rifle and Bayonet.• AStoryo_ftheBoerWar.
New Ed,tzon. 3s. 6d.
Story of the Crimean War.
-A Gallant Grenadier: ANew
Edition. JS. 6d.

-One of the Fighting Scouts.

New Edition.
3s. 6d.

- The Dragon of Pekin. New Edition. JS· 6d.
- With Shield and Assegai. 3s. 6d.
SIR HARRY JOHNSTON,G.C.M.G.,K.C.B.
8 coloured
Pioneers in West Africa. With
illustrations by the

'.
,..,

author, and maps and other illustrations in black-and-white.
Demy 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.
With 8 coloured illustrations
by E. \Vallcousins, and maps
and other illustrations in black-and-white. Demy 8vo, cloth extra,
6s.

- Pioneers in Canada.

These two volumes are the first of a series, the object of which is to
provide reading of "real adventures" of those pioneers who have helped
to lay the foundations of the British Empire. The story is truthfully told
in a picture of splendid colouring, and with great accuracy.

ALEXANDER MACDONALD
Tale of a Secret
Th roug h th e H eart OfT 1'bet ; AMission
to Lhasa.
,F

6s.

"A rattling story."-Britisl,. 1Veekly.

The White Trail:

A Story of the Early Days of
Klondike. 6s.

"Should satisfy any boy's mental appetite. "-Outlook.

- Th e P ear1 See k ers ;
11

A Story of Adventcre in the

Southern Seas. 6s.

This is the kind of story a boy will want to read at a sitting."-Schoolmast,r.
'u:)
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ALEXANDER MACDONALD
Story of the Far North of
The Invisible Island: AQueensland.
5s.

~"f'

II~'

~L

\!,,\[

'' A well-told story."-IVorld.

- The Quest of the Black Opals:
in the Heart of Australia.

A Story of
Adventure

5s.

"An admirable tale."- IVeslmillster Gazette.

- The Lost Explorers :

A Story of the Trackless
Desert. 6s.

Hm:,.
Tli\l:r ..

" As vivid a narrative as any boy could wish to read,"-Daily Grapliic.

HARRY COLLINGWOOD
A Middy of the King : A Romance of the Old British
Navy.

HODGSON.

Illustrated by E. S.

Olivine edges, 5s.

- The Adventures of Dick Maitland :
A Tale of Unknown Africa.
edges, 3s. 6d.

Illustrated by ALEC BALL.

-A Middy of the Slave Squadron:

Olivine

A we st African Story. 5s.

"An up-to-date sea story."-Tr"tlt.

- Overdue :

or, The Strange Story of a Missing Ship. 3s. 6d.

"A story of thri!Jing interest. "-Britislt lVukly,

- The Cruise of the Thetis :

A Tale of the Cuban

Insurrect1on.

5s.

"A good, stirring book."-Times.

STAFF SURGEON T. T. JEANS, R.N.
On Foreign Service : or, The Santa Cruz Revolution.
Illustrated by W. RAINEY, R.I.

6s.
"It is a rousing good yarn.•-Atl,e11amH.

-Ford of H.M.S. Vigilant:
pelago. 5s.

A Tale of Adventure
in the Chusan Archi-

"A distinctly good story. ~-Naval and Military Record.
(u)
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STAFF SURGEON T. T. JEANS, R.N.
of
Mr. Midshipman Glover, R.N.: AtheTale
Royal
Navy of To-day.

5s.

"Full of exciting adventures and gallant fighting,"-TrutA.

ottl '..

HERBERT STRANG
The Adventures of Harry Rochester:
6s.

A Story of the Days of Marlborough and Eugene.

"One of the best stories of a military and historical type we have seen for many
a day."-Atluntr1tm.

- Boys of the Light Brigade :
sular War.

)! ";'..

,,

.

A Story of Spain
and the Penm-

6s.

Professor Oman (Chichele Profcswr of Modern History at Oxford, and author of
A History of tlu Peni11su/4r War} writes: '' I can't tell you what a pleasure and
rarity it is to the specialist to find a tale on the history of his own period in which
the details are all right . . . accept thanks from a historian for having got historical
accuracy combined with your fine romantic adventures".

-Brown of Moukden:

\Story of the Russo-Japanese
\', ar. 5s.

"The book will hold boy readers spellbound."-C/rurc/t. Times.

- Tom Burnaby:

A Story_ of Uganda and the Great
Congo Forest. 5s.

"A delichtful story of African adventure. "-Spectator.

- Kobo :

A Story of the Russo-Japanese War.

5s.

., For vibrant actuality there is nothing to come up to Mr. Strang's Kol,c."
-Acadrmy.

ROBERT M. MACDONALD
• 1T reasure H Unters;
Th e R !Va
of British Guiana.

A Tale of the Debatable Frontier

6s.

"A story which every schoolboy would probably describe as 's~f]Ji/;Ps~:~~:~.

- The Great White Chief:
New Guinea.

A Story of Adven•
ture in Unknown

6s.

"A rattling story told with spirit and vigour."-Britis4 IVulrl)',
(13)
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DAVID KER
under the Flag of France :

A Tale of _Bertra nd
du Gueschn. 5s.

"Full of vigour and movement. ''-lJritisk lVeekly.

-Among the Dark Mountains :

or, Cast away
in Sumatra.

3s. 6d.
11

A glorious tale of adventure."-Educational News.

ERNEST GLANVILLE
The Diamond Seekers :

A Story of Adventure
in South Africa. 6s.

"'Ve have seldom seen a better story for boys,"-Guardiau.

-In Search of the Okapi:

A Story of Adventure in
Central Afnca. 6s.

"An admirable story."-Dai/y Clironicl,.

MEREDITH FLETCHER
Every Inch a Briton : A School Story.

3s. 6d.

"Mr, Meredith Fletcher has scored a success."-ftfanclusfe,-Gm,rdian.

- Jefferson Junior :

A School Story. 3s. 6d.

"A comical yarn, "-Yorkshire Daily Obset"I.I".

FREDERICK P. GIBBON
The Disputed v.c. ATaleofthelndianMutiny.
11

3S.

A good, stirring tale, well told,"-GrapAic.

G. MANVILLE FENN
The Boys at Menhardoc :

A Story of Cornish
Nets and Mines. 3s.

"The story is well worth reading.''-BriNs/i Weekly.

- Bunyip Land :
11

Among the Blackfellows in New Guinea.
3s.

One of the best tales of adventure produced by any living writer."
(•♦)

-Dail, CJ,nmfrll,

1,,. l
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G. MANVILLE FENN
In the King's Name. 3s. 6d.
11

This is, we think, the best of all Mr. Fenn's productions."-Dai/y News.

-Dick o' the Fens:
1'

A Romance of the Great East
Swamp. 3s. 6d.

We conscientiously believe that boys will find it capital reading,"-Tilttts,

Dr. GORDON STABLES, R.N.
The Naval Cadet: A Story of Adventure on Land
and Sea. 3s. 6d.

11

An interesting travellers' tale, with plenty of fun and incident in it. "-Sjtclalo,-.

-For Life and Liberty:

A Tale of the Civil War
m America. 3s.

.. The story is lively and spirited."-Ti11te.r.

- To Greenland and the Pole:

AStoryoftheArc•
he Regions. 3s.

''One of the best books Dr. Stables has ever written."-TrM/h.

FRED SMITH
The World of Animal Life.

A Natural History
for Little Folk.
\Vith eight full-page coloured Illustrations and numerous black-andwhite Illustrations. Crown 4to, II}( inches by 9½ inches. Handsome cloth cover. Gilt top, 5s.
"An admirable volume. "-Birm.i11zkam Ga~et/t.

A. J. CHURCH
Lords of the World:

A Tale of the Fall of Carthage and Corinth. 3s. 6d.

"As a boys' book, Lords of tlu World deserves a hearty welcome. "-Sj,ectator,

G. I. WHITHAM
The Nameless Prince:
SHELDON.

- The Red Knight:
11

ATaleofPlantagenetDays.
Illustrated by CHARLES M.

2s. 6d.

A Tale of the Days of King
Edward II I. Illustrated. 2s. 6d,

It holds the imagination from beginning to end. "-British WttklJ,.
( 15)
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ESCOTT LYNN
When Lion-Heart was King:
and Merry Sherwood.

Tale of
Robin Hood

A

3s. 6d.

"A lively tale."-Birminglinm Post.

WILLIAM BECK
Hawkwood the Brave:

A Tale of Mediaeval
Italy. 3s. 6d.

"A good story for boys."-Lit,rary IVorld.

DOROTHEA MOORE
God's Bairn: A Story of the Fen Country.

3s. 6d.

"An excellent tale, most dainty in execution and fortunate in subject."-G/obe.

- The Luck of Ledge Point:

A Tale of 1805.
6d.

2s.

"We ,thoroughly recommend it as a gift book. "-Sclwo/mast,r.

WALTER C. RHOADES
For the Sake of His Chum:

School
A
Story. 3s. 6d.

"There is a breeziness about the book which is sure to commend it."-AtM11111um.

- Two Scapegraces :
41

A

School Story.

3s. 6d.

A school story of high merit. "-Livtrjool Afercury.

PAUL DANBY
The Red Army Book.
and-white.

6s.

With many Illustrations
in colour and in black:-

"Every boy would glory in the keeping and reading of such a prize. ''-Daily Trlt:rnjlt.

J.

CUTHBERT HADDEN
many Illustrations
The Nelson Navy Book. With
blackm colour and
ll1

and-white.

6s.

"A stirring, hearteninr tale, bold and bracing as the sea itsclr. "-Slnlldani.

PERCY F. WESTERMAN
The Quest of the Golden Hope :
tury Story of Adventure.

A Seven•
teenthcen•
Illustrated by FRANK WILl!S. 2s. 6d.
(,6)

F/P.:lc:e.

One of the Fighting Scouts
BRERETON, F. S.

One of th~ Fighting Scouts
BRERETON, F .s.

